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Prologue

Increasingly, qualitative researchers are realizing that interviews are not
neutral tools of data gathering but active interactions between two or more
people leading to negotiated, contextually based results.
(Fontana & Frey 2000, p.646)

To illustrate the interactional process of an interview I use an analogy from my
childhood. I recall that as a child I would look at clean, fresh, inviting sheets of paper
and wonder what words and drawings might ‘appear’ on that paper, being mindful that
nothing would appear without action on my part.
How and why did a particular image appear? The images on those pages depended not
only on the levels of my writing or drawing skills but also on particular trigger(s), the
way I felt, what 1 was thinking about, my past life experiences, where I was as well as
my knowledge of the subject. In addition, those images also depended on the other
‘actors’ (although I would not have used such a term way back then). These ‘other
actors’ were the papers and the types of markers 1 used. If I had no previous experience
of interacting with that particular paper or those particular pens or crayons, then I needed
to adapt, modify, experiment and draw on knowledge acquired from other experiences.
It seemed to me that this was not very different from the interactional process of an in
depth interview. An interview conversation is to some extent the outcome of the
combination of interpersonal skills, how I feel as the interviewer, what I am thinking
about, where I am, my knowledge of the topic and my knowledge informed by my
socio-cultural experience. However, if the other ‘actors’ - the respondents and the
physical situation - (like the markers and the paper in my childhood), seem in anyway
different from those I have previously experienced, I then adapt, modify, experiment and
bring knowledge from my socio-cultural experience to the interview.
This thesis explores how one specific group of researchers describe their experiences as
in-depth interviewers.
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Abstract
I came to this study as a practitioner/researcher/student, having worked as an educator in
post-compulsory and vocational education and later as a research project officer required
to conduct in-depth interviews. This thesis emerged from an awareness of the potential
influence my (in)abilities to gather ‘rich’ interview data might have on research
outcomes. How did other researchers/interviewers and I develop the appropriate
abilities? What skills were involved and were there other factors? To examine such
issues I located the study in my field of work - that of post-compulsory vocational
education and training research (PCVETR) in Australia using accounts from individual
in-depth research interviewers.
My eclectic research approach resulted in a reflexive mixed method interpretive study.
The research design began with a document analysis of two international PCVETR peak
publications published in Australia to ascertain the extent of usage of in-depth
interviews by authors (CD of data included). The period from 1993 until 2005 showed a
steady increase in the inclusion of articles/papers using in-depth interview data with a
little over a third of all articles/papers in these publications using data from in-depth
interviewing.
From the document analysis, eighteen researchers/authors were identified as having used
in-depth interviews and were surveyed and interviewed about their research experiences
and practices. These experiences were located in a time of change, both in PCVETR
policy and systems and available research perspectives and methodologies thus
providing a rich research context and a broad palette of research techniques.
In their perspectives on using in-depth interviewing the researchers demonstrated how
they managed both routine and non-routine tasks. While none of these had been
specifically trained as research interviewers they could discuss what experiences they
had drawn on to develop their practice in in-depth interviewing and could provide advice
for novice interviewers. From these findings, together with Kemmis’ (2006) Features of
Practice, I proposed a new conceptual framework for in-depth interviewing practice that
included, but went beyond, core skills to represent the nature of in-depth interviewing
practice within a PCVETR Community of Practice. The proposed conceptual framework
encompassed three major influencing factors (i) contextual (meaning and purpose), (ii)
organisational (temporal, systemic, structural) and (iii) individual (personal) factors.
I argued that any proposed training for in-depth interviewing in PCVETR should be
conceptualised as being more than core skills. Training should also develop researchers’
awareness of the potential influence of factors identified in the proposed conceptual
framework for the practice of in-depth interviewing. Such training should enable
researchers to take account of the underpinning meaning and purpose, the temporal
location within an historical context, and evolving research methods pertaining to their
practice as well as the skills and life and professional experiences they might bring to a
research study.
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Chapter One
The context and orientation of this research

Setting up a project is a process ofgetting ready, not a commitment to a
conclusion. Qualitative researchers, like surgeons and chefs, set up carefully
to be ready for whatever reasonably may be expected.
(Richards 2005, p.l 1)

1.1

Introducing the study

In our daily interactions we find ourselves being interviewed by doctors, triage nurses,
lawyers, various counsellors and advisors, market researchers, journalists from a variety
of media genres, job interviewing panels and, yes, academic research interviewers.
There are those who have made a study of interviewing and say that we live in an
‘interview society’ (Atkinson & Silverman 1997; Czarniawska 2004; Fontana & Frey
1994, 2000, 2005, 2008; Gubrium & Holstein 2003). Mishler observed in 1986 (p.23)
that ‘interviewing has become a routine technical practice and a pervasive, taken-forgranted activity in our culture’. Interviewing in its broad sense has been described as
both a commonly used and a powerful way to assist us in understanding our fellow
human beings (Fontana & Frey 2000). The interview process may take various forms - a
few minutes over the telephone or it may be lengthy and in-depth either as a single
interview or as a series of interviews over a period of time (Fontana & Frey 2005). Yet,
what is known about ‘research interviewing’ and how do academic researchers then
learn their craft? What is best practice in interviewing in particular disciplines? The aim
of this study was to investigate findings in contemporary literature on the practice of
research interviewing and to explore research interviewers’ perspectives in order to
assist current and future research interviewers to better understand this role and develop
their own interview practice to accomplish their research goals.
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From 1994 until 2005 I was required as a senior research assistant/project officer in an
Australian university centre for research on vocational education and training (VET) to
conduct in-depth interviews with a wide range of people. These people included senior
managers in vocational education institutions and universities, line managers, head
teachers, students, unemployed early school leavers, apprentices, policy makers in the
public sector, industry representatives and representatives from a number of professions
The establishment in 1994 of the Centre in which I worked had taken place within the
context of an emerging research interest within Australia in policy and practices in postcompulsory vocational education and training underpinned by Government interest in
developing a skilled workforce for the challenges of a working life in the twentieth
century and beyond. In addition representatives from Australian industry were keen to
be heard and involved in any initiatives to train potential workers. Within this context a
new field of research emerged with research opportunities becoming available through
newly established bodies such as the Australian National Training Authority (ANTA)
(founded in 1992). While many of the researchers used in-depth interviewing to obtain
research data, I found little evidence of a body of research on the evolving community of
VET research interviewers in Australia. As a researcher in this emerging research
community I perceived a gap in both knowledge about in-depth interviewing practice
and the nature of this research field that focused on the broad field of post-compulsory
vocational education and training in Australia.
The study in this thesis became focused on exploring the practice of in-depth research
interviewing by individual researchers within one area of the specialised ‘new’ field of
adult education research described in this thesis as post-compulsory vocational
education and training (PCVET) in Australia. PCVET is a collective term used in this
thesis to encapsulate the range of education and training known variously as vocational
education and training (VET) that provided required skills for entering the workforce
(Curtain 2001) and post-compulsory education and training (PCET) the third tier of the
education model of compulsory primary and secondary education and non-compulsory
tertiary education (Wikipedia 2009).
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In this first chapter I discuss how my interest in studying interviewing arose and the
reasons for focusing on explicating in-depth interviewing as practice within the field of
research in PCVET. This field had undergone an unprecedented period of change during
the latter part of the twentieth century thus providing a fruitful ground for researchers.
Policy trends and events occurred in the lead up to the early 1990s whereby research in
the field of PCVET in Australia became a more recognised and formalised area of
research as evidenced in the commencement in 1993 of two representative publications
in this field. These were the Australian and New Zealand Journal of Vocational
Educational Research published by The National Centre for Vocational Education
Research Ltd (NCVER) and the proceedings of the Annual International Conference on
Post-Compulsory Education and Training organised

by Griffith

University in

Queensland. Both publications were dedicated to this emerging field of research and
have been used in this study as primary sources of data on research activities in this field
from 1993 to the end of 2005 with particular reference to in-depth interviewing.
As well as gathering data on the extent and nature of the practice of in-depth research
interviewing in PCVET in Australia from these two peak publications evidence was
sought from identified researchers who had contributed to these publications. Eighteen
researchers from across Australia completed a questionnaire and seventeen were then
interviewed to ascertain various aspects of the nature of their interviewing practice.
Interviews were conducted with the researchers by telephone, email and/or face-to-face
over a period from 2005 to 2007. As indicated, this study of the practice of in-depth
interviewing in the field of PCVET research in Australia used multiple sources of
evidence.

1.2

Why a study that examines in-depth interviewing?

The impetus for and the prospect of researching in-depth interviewing practice emerged
from my experience as the sole interviewer of a large and diverse group of participants
in a major two-part commissioned project titled A High Quality Teaching Workforce for
TAFE NSW (Chappell & Melville 1995; Wagner & Melville 1995). The study was
undertaken at the University of Technology, Sydney (UTS) by the then Research Centre
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for Vocational Education and Training (RCVET) founded in 1994 and where I had been
appointed Project Officer.

As this commissioned research progressed I became conscious as the sole interviewer of
how much the potential impact of the study depended on skilful collection of meaningful
data from the in-depth interviews. It was this consciousness that became the motivator
for a study on elucidating aspects of the practice of in-depth research interviewing in
PCVET. Essentially the rationale for this research was practice rather than policy driven.
Nevertheless in the field of PCVET in Australia there was a convergence of changes in
research perspectives, methodologies and techniques and public policy affecting
research opportunities, direction and funding. It was within this context that this study
on the extent and nature of in-depth interviewing as a research technique in PCVET was
conducted covering thirteen years from 1993 to 2005 inclusive.

1.3

Positioning the self as researcher - my theoretical and methodological
position

My theoretical position as a researcher could be termed ‘eclectic’ (Hammersley 1998,
pp. 167-172) in that I see various perspectives and their methodologies as having a
unique and respected place in research thus providing a menu as it were from which a
researcher can select and adopt the most appropriate method(s) to achieve optimum
results for any particular study. For this study I combined both quantitative and
qualitative research techniques in a reflexive ‘mixed method’ interpretive, multimodal
design. My position could also be termed a hybrid theoretical position (Chappell 1999a)
that focuses on a mixture of identity and culture (Denzin & Lincoln 2008, p.647).
I used basic quantitative techniques to:
•

‘map’ the usage of in-depth research interviews within post-compulsory
vocational

education

and

training

research

(PCVETR)

in

Australia

incorporating both case studies and document analysis; and
•

develop a group profile of the participant researchers identified for interview.
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Also I used qualitative (interpretive) techniques to interview and analyse the stories of
those researchers who participated in this study. This process added meaning to the
factual details recorded in the document analysis and group profile mentioned above. To
use an analogy it put flesh on the factual skeletal structure.

1.4

Positioning the self as researcher - my personal position

My personal position at the time of conducting the interviews for this study was that of
practitioner in the field of PCVETR and as such I conducted in-depth research
interviews in my own work practice. At the same time, I was a student researcher
investigating the practice of in-depth research interviewing in the same field. This placed
me in a position where I had outsider (etic) perspectives in relation to the participants’
personal experience but insider (emic) perspectives on the field in which we were all
operating (Lindlof 2008; Morris, Leung, Ames & Lickel 1999). These positions are
reflected in the processes of the collection and analysis of data in this study.
1 was an interviewer, interviewing other interviewers about their interviewing experience
and being reflexive in that practice, in order to understand better how to describe
interviewing practice and how to prepare future researchers to be professional
interviewers in PCVETR.
When a researcher develops an awareness that there is something to seek, to uncover,
and to understand about his or herself the researcher is ready to be ‘informed through the
research experience’ (Glesne & Peshkin 1992, p.101). It is my view that as the
researcher and an interviewer I have been informed by the research as I cannot be
separated from it. As a researcher I am part of the process and this thesis represents my
learning about interviewing from my own reflections on the research in relation to my
own interviewing practice as well as from insights from the participant research
interviewers.
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1.4.1

Positioning the self as researcher - the voice of subjectivity

The voice of subjectivity adopts T, the first person singular. It is the voice of a
particular person, in a particular place for a particular purpose. The voices of participants
are also ‘heard’ by the interviewer as researcher as they tell their stories in the first
person. These may be told in the first person singular in the voice of T or in the first
person plural in the voice of‘we’.
T have also taken on the first person singular in presenting my thesis. This is my voice,
as the researcher, at this point in time, telling my story of my research and of my
experience in carrying out that research (Ellis & Berger 2001). The story is both my
story as an insider/outsider researching the practice of in-depth interviewing within
PCVETR and the story of what I learned in an iterative reflexive process within this
research about my own in-depth interviewing practice.
The acceptance of the use of the subjective first person singular researcher as T seems
to fall mostly within qualitative methodology as this position is normally not seen as
being compatible with the objective preference of quantitative researchers. My approach
in this thesis is allied to views expressed by Peshkin who wrote the following about her
experience of coming to terms with ‘subjectivity’:
I began my encounter with subjectivity by accepting, as I often heard and
read, that although there is no value-free research, objectivity is the
researcher’s ideal, and subjectivity, the prototypical orphan in the cinders,
is just something to live with, avoid, and never, never be caught consorting
with (Peshkin in Glesne & Peshkin 1992, p.101).
Nevertheless, there was one piece of research that Peshkin undertook that changed her
way of thinking about subjectivity. It also changed the way she chose to tell a particular
story about the schools in communities where she conducted her research and came from
her realisation that the way she told the story came from her personal experience and
that she was not a detached dispassionate observer.
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Peshkin discussed the process of taming her subjectivity by being aware of whatever it
was within herself that ‘shaped, skewed, distorted, construed and misconstrued' what
she was making of the things she observed and heard (in Glesne & Peshkin 1992,
p.106). She determined that the decisions she made about the communities that she
worked in were rooted in her own personal orientations derived from her life history and
her biography. They were a complex composite of her subjective ‘values, attitudes,
beliefs, interests and needs’ and could operate sometimes ‘dispositionally, sometimes,
deterministically; sometimes consciously, and sometimes unconsciously’ (in Glesne &
Peshkin 1992, p. 102).
I have adopted Peshkin’s position where ‘my subjectivity is the basis for the story I am
able to tell’ (Glesne & Peshkin 1992, p. 104). Subjectivity is a strength on which we can
build. Working with the realisation that one’s subjectivity has the potential to not only
enable but also to disable, I have adopted, as Peshkin did, the notion that we need to
construct a narrative that is not only imaginable by others but also verifiable by others. 1
adopted this approach in my reflexive narrative in this thesis and have positioned myself
as a reflexive researcher.
1.4.2

My methodological assumptions and the orientation of this study

Underlying assumptions can be seen as unconscious and/or taken for granted beliefs,
perceptions, thoughts and feelings which ultimately direct our values and actions
(Schein 1992). Deep in the layers of culturally-developed values are the non-negotiable
positions that influence our behaviour and our decisions. My adopted positions in
relation to this study had their genesis in the socio-cultural influences that may come
from diverse and broad ranging sources that had influenced my approach to research.
My starting point or non-negotiable position was that I did not see the world ‘in black
and white’, but saw it rather ‘in many shades of grey’. Within those shades of grey many
points of view were respected and accommodated.

I sought to establish why qualitative researchers used in-depth interviewing as a research
technique. Was it to gather data, was it to gather stories, or was it for clarification? Was
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the answer one of these, a combination of these, or all of these? I worked with the
assumption that qualitative researchers may have used in-depth interviewing for any
one, or any combination of these reasons. How they used in-depth interviewing was one
of my concerns.
I was also challenged by a recognition that different perspectives of stories can be told
(Weiss 1994) to better fit a need (Taylor 1996) and that an ‘interview is not a social
reality but is a part, or a sample of that reality’ (Czarniawska 2004, p.49). A number of
questions sprang to mind. For example, why is it that any one story is told at any given
time? What are the factors that might interweave to produce a particular outcome, a
particular story? Is there a story waiting to be told, or is a story constructed between the
interviewer and the storyteller or is the story the result of the in-depth interviewer using
a particular interviewing style in that context and if he or she did, then why did that
happen? In some interviews the interviewer might ask a question and then largely play
the role of the listener encouraging the respondent to tell their own story (Richardson,
Dohrenwend & Klein. 1965), while in others an interviewer may play a more directive
role.
Could the story be the result of how two people react to each other on any given day?
Could it be serendipitous where questions that the researcher has not thought to ask are
answered as a result of allowing ‘space’ in the interview for the participants to discuss
their own interests (Knapp 1997). Is the story the result of the effect of the environment
or context in which the interview is conducted? Is the participant angry or anxious? Has
the participant been coerced into participating by an employer or a supervisor? Is the
outcome (in terms of rich data) dependent on the perceived power relationships between
the participants? Do the participants come from similar or different socio-cultural
backgrounds? Are they friends or colleagues? Are practices associated with previous
employment manifested in his or her interview practice? These questions were regarded
as relevant to the study and were addressed through the interviews with selected
researchers as part of the data collection. See Chapter Seven for discussion of findings
on Research Question 1 that embodied such questions.
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In researching why individual in-depth interviewers within a specific group of
researchers used in-depth interviewing techniques and how they developed their
interviewing skills I have assumed for the purpose of this study that:
•

interviewers begin research interviewing: (a) because of their reputation or
expertise in a specific topic area; or (b) because they have been engaged as
a research officer or research assistant and have been required to conduct
interviews within a research study;

•

opportunities to conduct in-depth interviews usually emerge later in life,
often after experience in a specific field that had ‘its own mix of factual
knowledge,

theoretical

principles,

action

understanding,

process

knowledge, tacit knowledge and communicative competence’ (see Barnett
1999, p.30); and
•

an in-depth interview is a socio-cultural interaction where there is no
single ‘real’ story and where all stories are considered to have validity.
Although positivist researchers (practitioners of empirical, positivist
research) may question that in-depth interviewing provides valid data
(Kvale 1994; Smith 1998), I, like exponents of other research perspectives
(interpretive and critical research), take the view that each individual story
has validity (Lee 1993; Merriam & Simpson 1989).

For example, in their study on women's experiences in higher education published as
Women's Ways of Knowing, Belenkey, Goldberger, Tarule and Mattuck (1997) argued
that truth was relative and as meaning was context dependent, knowledge was
constructed and contextual, and was not fixed or absolute (p.10). They had a stated
commitment to the phenomenological approach (p.10) of an open, leisurely interview
that allowed the assumptions and frames of reference of the respondent to emerge.
Typically the opening question would be something like 'looking back, what stands out
for you over the past few years' (p. 11) and would be followed by more probing questions
concerning such things as self-image, important relationships, education and learning.
This research approach assumed there were multiple realities and that all were valid.
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In relation to in-depth interviewing itself, I worked with the assumption that in-depth
interviewing was a process and a practice, rather than an event. In the Concise Oxford
English Dictionary the term event suggested a discrete ‘thing that takes place’ (Soanes
& Stevenson 2004, p.494), while a process was seen as ‘a series of actions or steps
towards achieving a particular end’ (p. 1144) that seemed to apply more readily to in
depth interviewing. Practice, on the other hand, was regarded as a much more complex,
contested and blurred notion. In simple definitional terms practice could mean the actual
application or the how ‘of a method as opposed to the theories relating to it’, ‘the
customary or expected procedure or way of doing something’ or ‘the practising of a
profession’ (p.l 126).
In this study, the process of actions taken to carry out in-depth interviews and the
practice, or the how, of in-depth interviewing were examined in detail. A discussion of
usages of the term practice by scholars and researchers in the literature was provided
later in the thesis. Particular attention was given to explaining Kemmis’ (2006, p.2) table
of features of practice (‘practice table’) in which he categorised various ways the term
had been applied to professional practice (Chapter Three) and the application of the
practice table to in-depth research interviewing (Chapter Four).

7.5

In what situations are in-depth research interviews used?

Qualitative research, in which in-depth interviewing is used as a data gathering
technique, is now used extensively in the areas of education, humanities (including
communication) and the social sciences for studies where the emphasis is on the
emergence of patterns of meaning. The emergence of such patterns from the data was
argued by Maykut & Moorehouse (1994) to sometimes be in addition to, and sometimes
in place of, statistical data analysis as used in quantitative research (see also Bryman
2004; Keegan 2009). While quantitative research can be seen as taking variables and
generalising them across a large number of people, qualitative research can be seen as
having a different function, that is to investigate the ‘unique factors that operate within a
smaller community of people’ (Richardson 1998, p.27). In addition qualitative data can
be seen as acknowledging the importance of understanding meanings, actions and events
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that can be interpreted both by the tellers of the stories and by the researchers within the
broader context and natural environment of the phenomena being researched (Keegan
2009; Richardson 1998). As a result, the terms interpretive, contextual and also
naturalistic have been used interchangeably in the literature with the term qualitative.
Where an understanding of meanings, actions and events is important (for example in
research within the disciplines of education, humanities and social sciences) in-depth
interviewing has been used as a technique of choice. As interviews can be conducted
with one or two people or small groups of people, researchers can interrogate the data to
assist in understanding the phenomena being researched. Primarily this interrogation is
focused on individual patterns of meaning and has reduced emphasis on the
generalisability of results from large numbers of people. This study of various
individuals’ experiences of post-compulsory education and training is highly suited to
the use of in-depth interviewing techniques.

1.6

Positioning this study in a socio-cultural context

As this study was conducted in one area within the field of PCVET research in Australia
from 1993 to 2005, in this section I briefly review the key changes that were taking
place in PCVET policy and practice that might have impacted on research opportunities,
directions and methodologies at that time.
1.6.1

Vocational education (VOCED) policy and strategies in Australia from 1974 to
2005

In 1991 the National Board of Employment Education and Training (NBEET) published
a discussion paper titled TAFE in the 1990s: Developing Australia’s Skills that made
particular reference to a number of changes in VET policy over the previous ten years.
Concern was expressed in this paper as to how extensively governments, employers,
trade unions and the general community were prepared to Translate the policy
framework and institutional changes which have been affected in the past 10 years into
enduring change’ (NBEET 1991, p.5). This report also claimed that while finding
solutions for some issues was within the expertise of Technical and Further Education
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(TAFE) staff and colleges, other issues required broader government and community
involvement based on findings from external research.

So what were the major changes? During the 1970s and 1980s TAFE had developed
within a framework based on recommendations in the Kangan Report (1974) and the
Richardson Report (1975) on the needs of technical and further education (see also
Department of Education and Youth Affairs 1983, p. 130; Goozee 2001). There were
numerous strategies for training and development operating in Australia as outlined by
Connell (1993, p.340). Main areas of focus were the Trade Training Program and the
National Employment and Training System (NEAT) that included skills training, youth
training and special training and assistance to long-term unemployed adults. There were
also specific programs to target Aboriginals, rural disadvantage, those with disabilities,
women and youth. Such programs included job creation, community-based programs,
and mutual adjustment programs. For a more extensive discussion within the context of
the broader educational and social context of this period see Connell (1993).
As the 1990s approached there was a changing relationship between industry and TAFE.
Industry sought a major training role alongside TAFE’s ongoing role as a public
provider of technical/vocational education. TAFE was also under pressure to contribute
to microeconomic reform (Smith & Keating 2003; Tovey & Lawler 2008).
Australia began reform of its workplace and training system by bringing to the
foreground the relationship between work and learning in policies for skill development.
There were a number of studies in the 1990s focused on key competencies and these
included the Finn Report into the provision of post-compulsory education for young
people in the 15 to 19 age group (Finn 1991). This report drew attention to the need for
employment-related competencies - the identified Key Areas of Competence - and
considered that young people should gain these competencies during the postcompulsory stages of their education and further examination of this issue was
recommended. The Mayer Committee was set up very soon after to examine and to
make recommendations on the integration of key competencies into vocational
education training. In a subsection of the Mayer Report entitled ‘Putting General
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Competencies to Work’ (1992), seven generic competencies were described. Although
an eighth competency was considered by Ministers no agreement on this point had been
reached in the report on Key Competencies in Industry Standards (Rumsey 1995).
Rumsey was approached to: determine the extent to which the Key Competencies were
explicitly and implicitly embedded in industry standards; provide advice on ways in
which the Key Competencies could be further developed in industry standards; and
provide advice on the promotion of the Key Competencies within schools, industries and
the vocational education and training (VET) system (Rumsey 1995, p.6).
These changes provided fertile ground for research in the field of PCVET and for the
emergence in 1993 of the Australian and New Zealand Journal of Vocational Education
Research and the Annual Proceedings of the International Conference on PostCompulsory Education and Training mentioned in Section 1.1 of this chapter.
1.6.2

The two peak publications - taking up the challenge

Based on the principle of scholarly exchange on issues of concern, the focus for
articles/papers published during the lifetime of these two peak publications from 1993 to
2005 covered a wide range of issues. These included various aspects of (in alphabetical
order): access and equity; accreditation; adult learning; affordances and engagement;
apprenticeships and traineeships; assessment; changing nature of work; communication
in the workplace; communities of practice; community education; community services;
competence, competencies and competency standards; cross-cultural perspectives;
curriculum development; economics of VET; education and training needs; enterprise
level training; environmental considerations; development of expertise; future of VET;
gender issues in the workplace; history applied to VET; human resource development;
industry and industry standards; international student involvement; international VET;
knowledge development; labour market programs; language and power; leadership;
learning; lifelong learning (for which there was also a burgeoning global interest);
literacy and numeracy; mentoring; oral history; policy and practice; professional
development; public and private training provision; reflective practice; research
methods, rural/regional VET; skill development; teaching and teacher education;
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technical and further education; tertiary/higher education; training; training pathways;
transitions between sectors; youth in transition; VET in schools; VET policy; VET
training reform; work and learning; vocational skills development; volunteering and
work practices.
In 2005, at the end of the period studied for this thesis, the focus for articles in the
International Journal of Training Research was on access for disadvantaged students,
training needs and assessment offshore. Half of the papers also had an offshore focus
with two from New Zealand and one on Fijian issues and another on a European credit
transfer system for VET. The focus for the 2005 proceedings of the Annual International
Conference on Post-Compulsory Education and Training was on vocational learning,
specifially transitions, interrelationships, partnerships and sustainable futures. In other
words there was a broad spectrum of debate represented in research articles/papers in
these two peak publications.
1.6.3

Political context during the life of two peak publications

During the period examined in this thesis there was an increase in both the number of
private vocational training providers and the amount of enterprise level training taking
place. This occurred within a national political climate of economic rationalism and the
resulting emphasis on market forces with an explicit aim of achieving a national training
market. In 1991 it was seen that ‘Award restructuring and the reorganisation of
workplaces will increase demand for enterprise level training in the 1990s’ (NBEET
1991 p.5). TAFE institutions were seen as needing to ‘identify, understand and satisfy
the needs of their clients’ (NBEET 1991, p.6). TAFE institutions were also under
pressure to strengthen links with school, higher education and community-based labour
market programs to better serve the needs of students rather than the agendas of specific
institutions. The term client-focused became a buzz-word, with clients (students) having
greater opportunities to transfer between TAFE and higher education - in both directions
- however the main client was industry.

At the same time specific groups such as women returning from raising families,
Aboriginals, people with disabilities, people in rural communities and youth at risk were
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identified as ‘clients in special need’ within vocational education and training. However,
there were competing and changing priorities within the sector brought about by
changing government policies and significant changes in personnel both at ministerial
and managerial levels (VEETAC 1992). Most state systems had undergone significant
restructuring that included many senior management changes. There was also a sense of
instability and uncertainty among staff within the VET/TAFE sector stemming from
structural changes and shifts in policy so that staffing became an issue within TAFE.
The existing staff were aging, had little or no opportunity to update either technical skills
or pedagogical skills and, in the late 1980s, the problem of recruiting quality staff within
some areas of TAFE became acute (NBEET 1991, p. 24) and TAFE recruitment policies
were in need of reform (VEETAC 1992, p.12). In addition it was also claimed that:
Many school leavers and students returning to study strongly prefer
courses in higher education rather than in TAFE,...[and this was\...hardly
surprising in a society which does not culturally value and reward the
skills and knowledge required for many careers in industry
(NBEET 1991, p.24).
Another significant factor was the prediction that in the future TAFE could not assume
that students/clients would accept without question what was on offer. This was partly
due to an expectation that many students would be older, would have industry
experience and structured industry-based training (NBEET 1991; NCVER 2004). Such
students would also have a choice between TAFE and other accredited providers. There
was also a prediction that there would be increased but rationalised funding with an
imperative of increased efficiency and accountability. As a consequence TAFE was seen
as needing to work more closely with industry (NBEET 1991). There were to be shorter
and fee-for-service courses with the requirement that TAFE become more attuned and
sensitive to industry and community needs.
1.6.4

Summary of major reports and events within post-compulsory and vocational
education from 1974 to 2005

There was a dynamic climate of reports and events within the field of PCVET in
Australia from 1974 to 2005 as described in Appendix 1 Parts (1), (2) and (3). Sources
for the information in the Appendices were: ANTA (2003, 1994); CEET (2010);
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Commonwealth of Australia (1988); Connell (1993); CRLRA (2008); DEEWR (2008);
Gonczi, Curtain, Hager, Hallard and Harrison (1995); Goozee (2001); Hawke (2008);
Kearns and Hall (1994); Keating (1994); Kell (2006); McDonald, Hayton, Gonzci and
Hager (1993); NBEET (1991); NCVER (2000); Rumsey (1995, 1993); and Williamson
(1996).
Appendix 1.1 lists National Reports and significant events from 1974 to 1992 the period
leading up to the emergence in 1993 of the two peak PCVET publications used for
collection of data in this study, Appendix 1.2 lists National Reports and significant
events during 1993 the year of the emergence of the two peak PCVET publications used
in this study while Appendix 1.3 lists National Reports and significant events from 1994
to the end of the study period in 2005.
Prior to the early 1990s (see Appendix 1.1) TAFE had been the principal provider of
Technical and Further Education. However, during the 1990s there was a move away
from a focus on Technical and Further Education (TAFE) to that of Vocational
Education and Training (VET). The VET system encompassed public, private and
community education and training as well as work-based training. TAFE was then just
one part of this system of provision under the auspices of the Australian National
Training Authority (ANTA) which provided funding for research.
From 1993 to 2005 there was a rich field for research and evaluation of issues as they
related to the field of PCVET (see in Appendices 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3). During the nineties
these included ongoing renewal of curriculum, better skills training for TAFE staff, new
approaches to equity issues (including equal opportunities for disadvantaged and
minority groups within the Australian community), skills recognition and assessment.
The range of specific areas that attracted research funding included: recognition of prior
learning (RPL); competency-based training (CBT); and procedures for registration of
private and industry training providers. Competency-based training was a much
researched issue in the early to mid 1990s as evidenced in research topics in the peak
publication profiles outlined in Chapter Six. As an example, the first issue of
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proceedings of the Annual Conference on Post-compulsory Education and Training in
1993 was dedicated entirely to aspects of CBT.

While there was a shift in focus from TAFE as the principal provider of vocational
education to a broader VET system after 1993 a further shift from VET to ‘postcompulsory education and training’ with an emphasis on skill development and user
choice principles was seen from the late 1990s. There were calls for the Commonwealth
Government to increase levels of VET research (NBEET 1991) and TAFE was
considered well positioned to conduct such research either in its own right or in
collaboration with higher education institutions. For example, it was recognised that
TAFE colleges and teachers could assist in applied research and development as many
TAFE staff members were acknowledged as having appropriate knowledge and
experience to help in ‘specific areas of applied research, and in innovation and design
within industry’ (NBEET 1991, p.41). This recognition provided impetus to State and
Territory Governments to initiate research programs to utilise this resource. The result
was the jointly funded TAFE National Centre for Research and Development that later
became the National Centre for Vocational Education Research (NCVER) the publisher
of one of the peak publications (ANZJVER) identified for this study.
Many of the changes of direction in policy for VET/PCET were underpinned by what
was termed workplace reform (see in chronological order of publication: Isaac (1989);
Labour Research Centre (1991); Thomson and Nash (1991); National Key Centre in
Industrial Relations (cl992); Australian Council of Trade Unions (1992); Freebairn
(1993); Mathews (1994); Mortimer and Leece (1995); Mortimer, Leece and Morris
(1996); and Stanton, Willis and Young (2005). In addition, a joint study Generic
Competencies and Workplace Reform in the Australian Construction Industry conducted
by OVAL Research UTS together with the New South Wales Department of Public
Works and Services (Hager, Garrick, Crowley & Risgalla 2002) was an example of
studies undertaken on effects of policy on workplace reform in specific industries during
this period. This particular study was an Australian Research Council funded Strategic
Partnership with Industry Research and Training (SPIRT) project, and was indicative of
the developing support for industry/university research partnerships at that time.
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1.6.5

University involvement in post-compulsory vocational education and training
research (PCVETR) during this period

Increasingly university schools of adult education conducted research in vocational
education and training (for example the University of Technology, Sydney), or on
post/compulsory education and training (for example Griffith University, Queensland)
or on the economics of education and training (for example Monash University,
Melbourne), with a number of the researchers in these universities having come from
within the vocational and education sector. The Centre for Economics of Education and
Training (CEET) was established in 1992 at Monash University in partnership with the
Australian Council for Educational Research (ACER). The structure of this Centre drew
on two faculties at Monash University (Education and Business, and Economics) and in
1994 became the Monash University-ACER Centre for Economics and Training (see
CEET 2010). In New South Wales the Research Centre for Vocational Education and
Training (RCVET) was established within the Faculty of Education at the University of
Technology, Sydney in 1994.
Following its establishment in 1993 ANTA decided to support research centres.
Subsequently in 1995 both CEET and RCVET were selected to receive support funding
from ANTA as Key National Research Centres under the Key Vocational Education and
Training

Research

Centre

National

Project.

In

2002

RCVET

(the

UTS

commissioned/contracted research group) amalgamated with the Research into Adult
and Vocational Learning (RAVL) (the UTS academic research group) as Organisational,
Vocational and Adult Learning (OVAL) Research with continued ANTA support
funding (CRLC - Centre for Research in Learning and Change website 2010).
In Tasmania the Centre for Research and Learning in Regional Australia (CRLRA) at
the University of Tasmania, Launceston also received ANTA support for research aimed
at strengthening social and educational strategies for Australia’s regional areas (CRLRA
2008). In Queensland the Centre for Skill Formation Research and Development in the
Faculty of Education at Griffith University in Queensland convened the inaugural
Conference on Post-compulsory Education and Training in 1993 with the assistance of
the Australian National Training Authority (ANTA) together with BHP Australia Coal
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Ltd. In 1999 it was acknowledged (McKenzie 1999, p.2) that ‘centres generate not only
a greater number of personnel resources and collaborative links for VET research, but
also a greater mix of research expertise and backgrounds’.

The UNESCO-UNEVOC International Centre for TVET (established in 2000 and
inaugurated in 2002) focused on the acquisition of knowledge and skills for the world of
work and provided a global framework to the Australian context. Over time, a variety of
terms had been used to describe particular segments of the field internationally. Such
terms included: Apprenticeship Training; Career and Technical Education (CTE);
Occupational Education (OE); Professional and Vocational Education (PVE); Technical
Education; Technical-Vocational Education (TVE); Vocational Education; Vocational
Education and Training (VET); and Workplace Education (WE) (see UNEVOCUNESCO 2008, 2009). In Australia the term post-compulsory education and training
was also used. In this thesis the term post-compulsory vocational education and training
(PCVET) was used to encompass this range of terms. PCVETR was used to signify
research in the field of PCVET.
It was from within this context that the PCVETR community emerged as a field of
research practice in Australia.
1.7

Introducing the problematic, the Research Objectives and the Research
Questions

While it was known that PCVET researchers in Australia used qualitative techniques in
their research and used in-depth interviews to procure such data during the periods
summarised in Section 1.6, it was not known what the nature and extent of that usage
was. Along with increased acceptance of the use of the in-depth interview within
Western research communities generally, there also seemed to be an assumption that the
ability to conduct interviews was within the capacities of researchers - it was simply
assumed that anyone could conduct an interview effectively (Glesne & Peshkin 1992).
In this study one of the participants (Peter Interview I, Tel.) when reporting on
conducting his first interviews said ‘...Ijust did them. It w>as commonsense - no mystical
techniques... ’.
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However, Glesne and Peshkin (1992, p.75) made the point that while some people
appeared to interview naturally, others were less naturally inclined. They also claimed
that there were some individuals who were inept at conducting interviews to begin with
and who remained inept. The practice of in-depth interviewing it seemed (as could also
be the case with other modes of data collection) was not for everyone. Some individual
researchers, for example, were not comfortable with the conversational one-on-one
interactive style of interviewing. How selected PCVET researchers became in-depth
research interviewers and what they felt about carrying out the practice of in-depth
interviewing were investigated in this thesis as a contribution to knowledge about this
data collection technique.
1.7.1

The problematic

Broadly speaking the problematic addressed by this thesis is about how in-depth
research interviewing in the field of post-compulsory vocational education and training
(PCVET) might be conceptualised as practice and how researchers might become
competent practitioners. In this study I addressed this problematic as an ‘insider’, a
researcher with extensive experience in conducting in-depth interviews within a
university research centre for PCVET. The problematic was confined to this field of
research, that is, PCVET research in Australia, and limited to a period from 1993 to
2005. As well as examining my own in-depth interview practice reflectively as the
researcher, I conducted a document analysis of two peak publications to identify the
nature and extent of in-depth interviewing in the field of PCVETR in Australia.
Subsequently eighteen identified PCVET researchers were surveyed and seventeen of
them interviewed.
In Australia there was little evidence of a strongly embedded culture of training for
interviewers in the field of PCVETR. Kelly (2001) indicated that across Australia
research interviewers played an important role that was little understood. She remarked
that:
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in examining how interviewers manage their roles across a range of types of
interviews, researchers would add a further dimension to the knowledge
that exists within the VET environment - knowledge that would be available
to others to reflect upon (Kelly 2001, p.6).
As the study reported in this thesis was focused on the practice of in-depth research
interviewing by individual researchers within the field of PCVET in Australia, it adds a
further dimension to the knowledge that exists in relation to in-depth research
interviewing as practised in the wider VET environment both in Australia and
internationally.
1.7.2

The Research Objectives and Questions

In exploring the notions and features of practice of in-depth research interviewing in
PCVETR in Australia (see Chapters Three and Four) this study focused on addressing
the following two research objectives. The first objective was to determine the extent of
the practice of in-depth interviewing in the field of PCVETR in Australia. This was
achieved by document analysis and was stated as Research Question 1:

Research Question /
What is the extent of the practice of in-depth interviewing in published research
in the field of post-compulsory vocational education and training research
(PCVETR) in Australia as represented by two peak publications?
The second objective was to explore the nature of the practice of in-depth interviewing
in the field of PCVETR in Australia. This was investigated by analysis of responses to a
survey and interviews by researchers identified from the document analysis (see
Research Objective 1) and from a reflexive account by the researcher herself. This
objective was stated as Research Question 2:

Research Question 2
What is the nature of the practice of in-depth interviewing in the field of postcompulsory vocational education and training research (PCVETR) in Australia
as represented by authors published in two peak PCVETR publications?
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To address these two objectives and questions I drew on multiple sources of evidence
namely, document analysis of two peak publications selected from within the field of
PCVET research in Australia; participant responses to a survey questionnaire and to
interviews; reflexive analysis of researcher’s practice; and findings from the literature
including Kemmis’ (2006) heuristic on features of practice.
Although writing a literature review is generally considered a standard task with special
significance within an academic thesis, the notion of there being an appropriate literature
raises challenges particularly when reading for relevant literature across broad ranging
topics discussed within some studies. This is such a study. The intention of a literature
review in a thesis is to describe the state of play in the area of the study and to
demonstrate that the writer has made judgements about the significance to the study of
some pieces of literature as opposed to others (Schratz, Walker & Kamler 1995).
Further, in clarifying the intent of "becoming critical’ in a literature review, Kamler and
Thomson (2006a; 2006b) explained that adopting a critical stance involves defining
meanings,

identifying assumptions as well as theoretical, epistemological

and

methodological issues, methods used and findings so they can be brought together for
the identification of similarities and differences. They also made the point that:
Being critical involves making a number ofjudgements and decisions about
which literatures to engage with, and which to ignore, which aspects to omit
and which to downplay ...but to be critical is also to be respectful of what
others have done, to look at what they have contributed, rather than going on
the attack (Kamler & Thomson 2006b, p.40).
Each writer ascertains what is needed by mapping the field (Kamler & Thomson 2006b)
to show the relativity of the literature used. Seven bodies of literature informed the study
in this thesis and are discussed within appropriate chapters: (i) the history of PCVET;
(ii) research methodology; (iii) the use of interviewing generally; (iv) interpersonal
communication skills; (v) the notion of practice; (vi) the professional practice of in
depth interviewing; and (vii) the nature of communities of practice. Much of the
literature consulted was published prior to and during the period of this study and
therefore has provided historical antecedents to the current literature cited.
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1.8

A model of in-depth research interviewing

From these findings I proposed an original model of the practice of in-depth
interviewing to assist future interviewers in this important role. This model is explained
in Chapter Eight. While I considered that knowledge of various research perspectives
and methods and interpersonal communication skills was fundamental to conducting
interviews useful for gathering rich data, I was concerned to also explore the influence
of other factors on the practice of in-depth interviewing within specific situations. Such
factors might include researchers’ professional training, work and personal life
experiences and the temporal location and social context of the interview.
The model explained in Chapter Eight was grounded in the accounts of individual
researchers whose personal, professional and socio-cultural experiences were made
explicit in the stories they told. In this respect they contributed to a multi-faceted
account of their practice compared to available contemporary models of in-depth
interviewing in the literature.

1.9.

Ethical issues in relation to this study

Failure to set ethical parameters could affect the outcomes of in-depth research
interviews including those for this thesis. In the conduct of interviews for the study in
this thesis the main ethical issues addressed in relation to a duty of care to the
participants included:
*

informed consent (acquiring written consent from the participant after
informing him or her about the research);

*

right to privacy (protecting the identity of the participant if that is what he
or she wishes); and

*

protection from harm (physical and emotional)
(Fontana & Frey 2005, p.715).

Some scholars, for example Oakley (1981), argued that most traditional in-depth
interviewing was unethical, either knowingly or unknowingly, because the tactics and
techniques of interviewing were manipulative and treated interviewees as objects rather
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than individual human beings. While this may have been the case in the earlier days of
interviewing, and may still be the case in some areas, my approach to interviewing in
my work generally, and in this thesis in particular, was that interviewees were regarded
as participants and as individuals who were respected for the individual stories they
told. All interviews for this study were conducted respectfully and collaboratively and
pseudonyms used in accordance with the guidelines set by the UTS Human Research
Ethics Committee (HREC). See Appendix 2.1 for UTS HREC approval for this study
and Appendix 2.2 for approved Participant Consent Form.
1.10

The structural layout of the thesis

Having established my orientation and theoretical position, the research context, the
underlying assumptions, the problematic, the research objectives and research questions
and the ethical considerations, the structural layout of the thesis (in eight Chapters) is
explained as follows.
In Chapter One I introduced the study and explained the motivation for conducting a
study of in-depth interviewing in the field of post-compulsory vocational education and
training research (PCVETR) in Australia. In explaining my methodological stance I
positioned myself in this study as a reflexive researcher in the field of PCVET
constructing case studies of peak publications in this field from 1993 to 2005.
Developments in vocational education policies and strategies during the period 1974 to
2005 were discussed as part of the socio-political context influencing research in
PCVET at that time. The research problem in relation to understanding more about in
depth interviewing in PCVETR was introduced along with the Research Objectives and
Research Questions to be addressed using a reflexive mixed method interpretive
research design.
In Chapter Two I discussed the emergence of in-depth interviewing as a research
technique in Western approaches to research. Attention was given to the evolution of
Western research perspectives and methodologies including qualitative research
techniques such as in-depth interviewing. The notion of in-depth research interviewing
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as practice was introduced along with an analysis of situational and socio-cultural
factors that may affect the outcomes of interviews and the practice of interviewing.

The notion of ‘practice’ was examined more closely in Chapter Three with a discussion
of the blurred nature of the use of the term practice in the literature and discrepancies in
the use of the terms "practise’ and ‘practitioner’. Kemmis’ features of practice
categorised in a detailed ‘practice table’ (2006) were explained and analysed as a
suitable heuristic to apply to findings in this study from participant researchers
experiences.
In Chapter Four I showed how general factors identified as integral to professional
practice (such as interpersonal communication) applied to in-depth research interviewing
practice. In order to consider how in-depth interviewing practices in other fields might
have informed the practice of in-depth research interviewing in PCVET I investigated
the similarities and differences in the practice of in-depth interviewing in a number of
other

professions:

medicine;

counselling;

investigative

interrogation;

law;

and

journalism.
I used a metaphor in Chapter Five of ‘the winding road of research’ to navigate the
process of selecting a methodological approach appropriate to the research problematic
and the Research Objectives and Questions. I discussed the processes associated with
both the preliminary study and the re-conceptualisation of the research and the rationale
for selecting mixed method (multimodal or hybrid) techniques for the study.
In Chapter 6 I discussed the procedures, processes and findings from mapping the field
of PCVETR by document analysis of two peak publications from 1993 to 2005. The
analysis provided findings on the extent of the use of in-depth interviewing as a research
technique by researchers/'authors in the two peak publications. A selection of these
researchers/authors became participants in questionnaires and interviews undertaken for
this thesis. Findings from the document analysis addressed Research Objective and
Research Question 1.
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In Chapter 7 I firstly discussed the participants’ responses to the biographic and
demographic section of the questionnaires and secondly the questionnaire responses in
relation to their research and interviewing experience supported by their responses in
interview. As practising researcher/authors who had published in the two peak
publications, the selected participants had used data from in-depth interviews in their
articles/papers. Their responses to questionnaires and interviews provided data on the
practice of in-depth interviewing as experienced by PCVETR practitioners to address
Research Objective and Research Question 2 as to the nature of the practice of in-depth
interviewing within PCVETR.
In the concluding chapter. Chapter 8, I discussed contributions to knowledge in relation
to this study. I also reflected on my role as the researcher and discussed limitations of
the study. Recommendations for directions for future research were provided.
1.11

Contribution to knowledge

Researchers undertake research to explore, investigate and to extend current knowledge.
This reflexive mixed method interpretive study drew on multiple sources of evidence to
explore, investigate and to contribute to current knowledge of the extent and nature of
the use of in-depth interviewing by researchers in the field of PCVET in Australia and
the development of their skills as research interviewers.
Specific contributions to current knowledge in this field from the study in this thesis
are to:
i.

make explicit the hitherto unknown extent of the use of in-depth
interviewing in PCVETR in Australia. This was supported by a process of
mapping the usage of in-depth interviewing in the field over a period of 13
years using cases studies of two peak publications;

ii.

make explicit the nature of the use of in-depth interviewing in PCVETR in
Australia;

iii.

identify and document the ways in which in-depth research-interviewers in
PCVETR in Australia have developed their in-depth interviewing expertise;
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iv.

develop an original model supported by the findings to help existing and
future researchers in PCVET to understand in-depth interviewing practice in
terms of: (i) underpinning contextual factors; (ii) underpinning individual
personal factors; and (iii) underpinning organisational (systemic) and
cultural factors;

v.

provide for further research a CD resource of an analysis of articles in the
ANZJVER/1JTR and the published proceedings of Annual International
Conference on Post-Compulsory Education and Training (Queensland) from
1993-2005; and

vi.

make recommendations concerning training for researchers to develop
knowledge, skills and attitudes for a professional practice of in-depth
research interviewing for various contexts/situations in PCVETR.

L12

Establishing the meanings adopted for the key terms used

Within a study of this breadth there will be terms that may seem a little ‘fluid' or even
‘contested’ in their meaning. For example, nuances of meaning in relation to the terms
informant, interviewee, participant and respondent as used in research generally were
discussed in Table 1 Chapter Two. Terms essential to this particular study that may
require clarification are in alphabetical order as follows:
Compulsory education: In Australia, primary and secondary school education that was
mandatory from age 6 or 7 years up to age 15 to 17 years as legislated by each state;
In-depth interviewing: This was the pivotal term in this thesis discussion. Any form of
interviewing that did not confine the interviewer to the formal and structured question
and answer technique but rather encouraged an individual’s story to emerge was
considered as being ‘in-depth’. Life-stories, informal, unstructured or semi-structured
interviews or conversations conducted either with individuals or in focus groups were
variously included in this grouping;
Informant: A person who provided, conveyed or notified information (factual) to
another person;
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Interview (noun): Considered in this study to be an act of interpersonal communication
in which data is collected from one person or persons (interviewee/s) by another person
(interviewer). An interview may be structured, with the interviewer asking set questions
of each interviewee, or unstructured with an open set of guidelines related to the
research questions. The unstructured interview is more conversational in style often used
in social research (see in-depth interviewing);
Interviewee: In this thesis the interviewee answers questions asked of him or her by the
interviewer but may also engage in conversation and make self-instigated comments;
Interviewer: In this thesis the interviewer may be the principal researcher, a research
team member or an assistant who asks the questions of the participants. In most
instances in this thesis the researcher is also the interviewer;
Participant: A person perceived in this thesis to be a contributor to the research study.
This may be by way of participating in a non-structured or a semi-structured interview
and/or by contributing to the research design.
Post-compulsory education: Education regulated by the Australian Qualifications
Framework for TAFE and university sectors (the third tier of the education model of
primary, secondary and tertiary education);
Post-compulsory vocational education and training (PCVET): A collective term used in
this thesis to encapsulate the range of education and training known variously as
vocational education and training (VET) and post-compulsory education and training
(PCET);
Practice: In this thesis used in the sense of the practical application of a method rather
than a theoretical approach, the accepted or expected way of doing something, or the
practising of a particular profession as discussed in Chapter Three;
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Respondent: While often used in relation to litigation questioning, the term is used in

this study as a more formal synonym for interviewee, that is, a person who responds to a
questioning process that is more usually applied to structured interviewing.

Subject: In in-depth research interviewing, a person who undergoes an action, that is,
undergoes being interviewed to explore his or her life experiences.
Vocational education and training: Provides skills required by those seeking to enter the
workforce and may begin in secondary school, a post-compulsory institution, a
registered private training organisations or in a workplace.
Western (society, culture, thought etc.): Used to denote cultural, economic and political
influences characteristic of living in or coming from ‘the west’ particularly from Europe
and North America.
Within the literature the terms interviewee, participant, respondent and subject may be
used synonymously in qualitative research. Informant is more usually applied in
structured interviewing.
1.13

Towards a methodological context

In line with the framework developed in this chapter the emergence of in-depth
interviewing as a technique in Western approaches to research was discussed in the
following chapter to establish the methodological context for this thesis.
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Chapter Two
The emergence of in-depth interviewing as a research
TECHNIQUE

Not everything that can be counted counts, and not everything that
counts can be counted.
(Albert Einstein cited in Patton, 2002, p.2)

In this new era the qualitative researcher does more than observe
history; he or she plays a part in it.
(Denzin & Lincoln 1994, p.7)

2.1

Introduction

In the broad sense, this thesis incorporated a temporally and historically located
contextual analysis of the nature of the use of interviewing in relation to the
development of differing research approaches. A review is given in this chapter of
findings from representative literature focused on research perspectives, research
methodologies, and in-depth interviewing that might apply to the context of in-depth
interviewing in the developing field of post-compulsory vocational education and
training research (PCVETR) in Australia. In Chapter One, I introduced the two peak
publications (the Australian and New Zealand Journal of Vocational Educational

Research and the Proceedings of the Annual International Conference on PostCompulsory Education and Training) used in this thesis as case studies on research
activity in this context and also as sources for recruitment of participant researchers
for this study. In Chapter Two I included an overview of the prevailing research
methodological context in which these publications were launched and then
examined the continuing methodological story of research practice during the years
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of their publication from their inception in 1993 until the completion of data
collection for this study in 2005.

The overview of the developments in research methodologies from 1993 to 2005 was
significant to this thesis as it provided both the time frame and the methodological
environment - the research milieu - in which the participants researchers in the study
for this thesis were using in-depth interviewing. There were two main purposes of
this chapter. The first was to interpret theoretical perspectives and methodologies in
practice as they might apply to the participant researchers in the field of PCVET. The
second purpose was to understand more fully the practice of in-depth interviewing by
researchers. To achieve the two purposes I tracked the interwoven relationship
between changing methodological perspectives in Western research and the
accompanying use of in-depth interviewing as a research technique. A number of
factors in relation to the emergence of in-depth interviewing as a research tool were
investigated:
•
•
•
•
•
•

evolution of research perspectives and methodologies - the
quantitative/qualitative debate (Section 2.2);
scope of qualitative research (Section 2.3);
development of the practice of in-depth interviewing within the
methodological milieu (Section 2.4);
in-depth interviewing in relation to differing research perspectives
(Section 2.5);
aspects of in-depth interviewing practice (Section 2. 6); and
socio-cultural factors that I (the researcher) might bring to an interview
(Section 2.7).

In addition characteristics of interviewing practice in various professions together
with some developments in education and training were discussed in Chapter Four.
The policies and significant events that shaped the field of PCVET in Australia
discussed in Chapter One occurred against the backdrop of methodological
developments explored in this chapter. That nexus formed the context in which the
participants in this study conducted research interviews.
In brief, this analysis of the evolution of research methodology as it applied to the
development of research in the social sciences, humanities and related disciplines
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was followed by an exploration of the nexus between in-depth interviewing and the
development of ethnomethodology, interpretive and critical research as research
perspectives (all of which used in-depth interviewing) within these disciplines. A
quote from Neitzche (recognised for his work on identifying conditions that allowed
certain phenomena to occur) seemed apt in the context of this study. He is cited by
Sim (1998, p.255) as arguing that ‘the evolution of a thing is not directly related to
any single purpose, but is rather subject to changing pressures and circumstances’.
The study of in-depth interviewing in this thesis was shown to be embedded in the
changing pressures and circumstances associated with the evolution of research
perspectives and methodologies.

From the late nineteenth century researchers in the social sciences and humanities
began to move away from the use of the empirical statistical and experimental
research techniques most favoured at the time. They turned towards using
observation, in-depth research interviewing, and written records to obtain insights
and understandings in relation to people’s lives, attitudes, feelings, opinions and
values - the ‘hows’ of people’s lives (Fontana & Frey 2000; Mishler 1991; Shkedi
2005). At the same time a ‘new research language’ for describing ‘method’ was
emerging to describe the new research approaches (see Gubrium & Holstein 1997,
pp.3-16).

Currently many forms of in-depth interviewing are recognised and used in many
situations (see Chapter Four). These are used as data gathering techniques in areas of
research where researchers might have determined (i) that neither facts nor figures
nor statistics provided complete and ‘rich’ answers to their research questions and/or
(ii) that interview data can supplement the facts, figures or statistics. It is of interest
to the study in this thesis to explore how it came to be this way and what challenges
researchers have faced, and still face, when using this method of data collection
particularly in relation to differing research perspectives and methodologies.
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2.2

The evolution of research perspectives and methodologies the quantitative/qualitative debate

So what were the changing pressures and circumstances in relation to research
methodologies that led to current in-depth interviewing practice? During the 1920s
and 1930s, scholarship was, as reported by Warren (1988), almost exclusively a male
positivist domain in which the social sciences were not considered to be ‘reputable*
disciplines, so much so, it was said, that it mostly attracted minority populations
(including women) into its ranks (Warren 1988). However, as the twentieth century
progressed, the potential of the application of qualitative research methods to studies
of life in human groups gained more recognition and support with the establishment
of the Chicago School of Sociology in the School of Community Studies at the
University of Chicago (Denzin & Lincoln 2005, 2008). This School emphasised the
life story approach to ethnography (Denzin & Lincoln 1994; Fontana & Frey 2000;
Jary & Jary 1995; Scott & Marshall 2005). So in a climate where there were changes
in research perspectives and methodologies together with the social sciences
becoming ‘more reputable’ within academic circles, there was significant pressure for
the development of research methods more appropriate for the social sciences. In
turn, these methods required research tools and techniques that were different from
those used in the traditional empirical ‘positivist’ research approaches. At the same
time, however, there were researchers who were attempting to apply traditional
scientific methods to studies of humans (see Rose 1996).

An example of such an attempt was that of ‘social technology’ using ‘scientific
knowledge’ of human motivation proposed by Thomas and Znaniecki (1918 cited in
Rose 1996). The notion of attitude was proposed as the means to this technology
because Thomas and Znaniecki thought that all manifestation of conscious life could
be perceived as an attitude. They defined an attitude as a ‘process of individual
consciousness which determines real or possible activity of the individual in the
social world' (cited in Rose 1996, p. 125). In expanding on this proposal, Rose argued
that knowledge of the definition of the situation must also be added to the knowledge
of attitudes and social values. This addition provided a useful notion for determining
what attitudes were relevant to each situation and hence enabled selection of one of a
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plurality of possible actions. The concept of attitudes established a connection
between social values and individual activity, with attitudes being perceived as the
individual counterparts of collective social values. It was an attempt to use a
scientific method to study human actions in various contexts.
However in the social sciences generally, the application of scientific methods to
studies of attitudes and other human factors had become highly contested. During the
mid twentieth century methodological debate on the suitability of the use of
‘measurement’ in the study of the human experience gathered momentum. For
example, in Theory and Methods of Scaling (1958), Togerson introduced the phrase
measurement by ‘fiat’, defined in the Concise Oxford English Dictionary as an
official order or authorisation (Soanes & Stevenson 2004, p.526), and used the term
to describe a situation where:
...we have only a prescientific or common-sense concept that on a priori
grounds seems to be important but which we do not know how to measure
directly and with some degree of arbitrariness, we impose a measure
(Togerson cited in Jary & Jary 1995, p.404).
Further doubt was cast by Allport (1962 cited by Pidgeon 1998, p.77), with his
argument that ‘the uniqueness of an individual’s personality could not be captured by
means of simple scores along abstracted statistical dimensions’. Then in 1964
Cicourel, an ethnomethodologist in the United States of America, wrote the
influential book Method and Measurement in Sociology in which he ‘evaluated the
place of statistical and mathematical work in social science in relation to the situated,
judgemental and negotiated character of all social categorisation’ (Jary & Jary 1995,
p.73 and see also Fontana and Frey 2008).
Cicourel criticised the practice of imposing a measure without having theoretical or
empirical

justification.

This

viewpoint

was

considered

influential

in

the

establishment of new research methods, particularly that of ethnomethodology.
Although Cicourel's work was thought by some to be a ‘devastating critique’ of
orthodox sociologies, others considered that it left the way open for a range of other
possibilities such as qualitative research using interpretive methods (Jary & Jary
1995, p.404). Then from the 1960s onwards there was continuing growth of interest
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in using qualitative methods for social science research (Richardson 1998).
Considering that the use of the qualitative ‘fieldwork’ techniques for studying social
groups was pioneered by social anthropologists in the early part of the twentieth
century, adoption as a more widely used technique in mainstream research was slow.
So in response to identified limitations of using surveys and questionnaires in
research to address questions of meaning and causality many researchers were
turning

from

testing

and

measurement

towards

the

philosophically

and

methodologically different forms of interpretive qualitative research (Hollway &
Jefferson 2000). This approach set up a qualitative/quantitative binary between many
researchers and during the 1990s Sutton challenged the emerging view that using
qualitative research and interpretive procedures implied ‘verbally rather than
numerically based representations of data’ (1993, p.411). This, he thought, was
neither accurate nor particularly helpful and called for clarification on this point from
within the research community.

For some scholars yet another contested generalisation seemed to be emerging. This
was that qualitative research was synonymous with naturalistic research methods in
which the study of social life occurred in naturally occurring settings. While there
were some researchers who conducted their research in natural settings, there were
other scholars who, by the techniques they used, set up and worked within what were
termed ‘artificial contexts’ (see Hammersley 1998, p. 163). Such controversies around
the use of qualitative research were taking place within the period of time in which
the study for this thesis was positioned and thus formed part of the methodological
milieu in which participants in this study conducted research in PCVET using in
depth interviews.

Also in the 1990s Denzin and Tincoln edited the groundbreaking SAGE Handbook of
Qualitative Research (1994), providing a much needed account of the application of
qualitative methods in a wide range of disciplines such as sociology, education,
cultural studies, anthropology and policy studies. This was followed by a second
edition in 2000 and a third edition in 2005. The work published in this handbook
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examined qualitative research as a field of inquiry in its own right, cutting across
"disciplines, fields and subject matter’ (Denzin & Lincoln 1994, p.l). There were
critiques of traditions associated with positivist, poststructuralist, and other
perspectives connected with cultural and interpretive studies (which included
hermeneutics, structuralism, semiotics, phenomenology and feminism). The impetus
for publication of this handbook, which had a significant influence on social science
research in the Western world (Richardson 1998), seemed to be in response to the
influence of the Economic and Social Research Council (UK) (1992, p.28) that:
...intended to diversify its work on research methods by giving equal
attention to qualitative and quantitative methods and seeking to
promote appropriate methodological development in all social science
disciplines (cited in Richardson 1998, p.3).
However, Denzin and Lincoln had argued that qualitative research did not have what
could be considered a "distinct set of methods’ (1994, p.3) and did not privilege any
single methodology over another (2005, p.6). In the preface to this third edition in
2005 they emphasised the importance of connecting a method to a particular research
design and theoretical perspective:
...the question of methods begins with the design of the qualitative
research project. This always begins with a socially situated researcher
who moves from a research question to a paradigm or perspective, to
the empirical world. So located, the researcher then addresses the
range of methods that can be addressed in any study (Denzin & Lincoln
2005, p. xii).
Nevertheless, for over forty years there was much debate concerning the
contested and dynamic field of the use of qualitative research methods.

2.2.1

Research perspectives and methodologies as a dynamic field

Changes in research methodology can be understood using the heuristic of the five
moments of qualitative research, developed by Denzin and Lincoln (1994), as a guide
to changing perspectives on research theory and practice. The first moment was
identified as the traditional, positivist phase (early to mid 20th century), followed by
the second or modernist or Golden Age phase (mid 20th century through until 1950
70). Then came a third period of blurred genres (1970-1986), followed by a short
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fourth period described as the crisis of representation (1986-1990) and finally the
fifth or postmodern and [the then] present moment (early 1990s). The postmodern
moment was characterised by a notion of 'doubting' and 'troubling' all previous
paradigms. In the second edition of the handbook Denzin and Lincoln (2000)
identified the sixth and seventh moments of research thus expanding on the five
moments detailed in the first edition. They identified the sixth moment as being from
the mid 1990s until the early 2000s describing it as a post-experimental period
encompassing the expanding research boundaries and focussing on moral discourse.
The seventh moment from the early 2000s to mid way through the next decade was
predicted by Denzin and Lincoln to be a period of concentration on narratives and
textualities. More recently they identified the eighth and the ninth moments within
the epilogue to the third edition (Denzin & Lincoln 2005) that explored qualitative
research in relation to what they described as ‘the fractured future'. However these
later moments, while of interest in terms of direction of research, are not within the
2005 temporal boundary of the study for this thesis that was positioned within the
postmodern, post-experimental, narrative and textuality periods.

While some scholars in the eighties and nineties, for example Lincoln and Guba
(1985), and Schwandt (1989 cited in Glesne & Peshkin 1992), perceived quantitative
and qualitative approaches as being incompatible, with ‘battle lines’ drawn (Denzin
& Lincoln 2005, p.l; 2008), there were other scholars whose positions differed.
Although the debate around the merits of quantitative versus qualitative research was
abating, it did continue in some fields. At the same time, there were researchers who
chose to blur the perceived boundaries and saw no tension between the two
perspectives of the so-called quantitative/qualitative binary. These researchers
regarded the tension that existed as counter-productive, believing that maintaining
strict boundaries was not useful, and used techniques from both perspectives to
develop complementary data sets for mixed method/multimodal studies (Potter
1998).

In summary, by 1993 when the two peak research publications in PC VET
commenced in Australia, a view had emerged that a skilled researcher could
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successfully combine research approaches (Glesne & Peshkin 1992; Patton 1990).
This view emerged from a period when some researchers actively combined
approaches even though the use of such a strategy had to be defended (Eisner 1981;
Firestone 1987; Howe 1988). Researchers who combined approaches tended to use
either quantitative or qualitative techniques as their dominant approach and then to
use techniques from the other as a complementary means of collecting data. Different
approaches allowed researchers to understand the world from various perspectives
and consequently researchers tended to use the methodological approach that was
most in harmony with their socialised worldview (Glesne & Peshkin 1992). By way
of example, some quantitative researchers elected to use qualitative methods for
preliminary studies to gain information on which to base their quantitative
instruments (Jary & Jary 1995).

Conversely, some qualitative researchers elected to use quantitative methods to
gather factual information about a population in order to select participants for
interview and/or observation. In this way, accounts of personal experience were used
to illustrate and/or support the quantitative facts or figures. Qualitative methods were
used extensively by researchers in ethnomethodology and ethnography where the
researcher observed an organisation or a small social group and where the researcher
may have been a participant-observer (Jary & Jary 1995; Toren 1998). In these ways
qualitative research provided a broader palette for researchers in the human and
social disciplines including PCVET, thus facilitating a flexibility that previously had
not been available thereby creating a climate where in-depth interviewing was a
recognised and accepted technique for the researcher participants in the study for this
thesis.

While research methods align with research theory, there were differing explanations
within differing research perspectives as to ‘what theory is in research terms’ (Glesne
& Peshkin 1992, p. 19). A deductive positivist definition of theory comes from
Homans (1964) and was paraphrased by Denzin (1988, p.49) as follows:
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Theory refers to a set of propositions that are interrelated in an ordered
fashion such that some may be deducible from others, thus permitting an
explanation to be developedfor the phenomenon under consideration.
The goal of this form of theorising was the development of universal laws of human
behaviour and functions within a society.
However, critics of the positivist conventional deductive approach advocated an
inductive strategy whereby the researcher discovered concepts and hypotheses from
collected data an approach that became known as grounded theory (Glaser & Strauss
1967). Interpretivists such as Geertz (1973) and Denzin (1988) proposed yet another
approach, that of interpretation, ‘or the act of making sense out of social interaction’
(Glesne & Peshkin 1992, p. 19). Exponents of critical research approaches examined
the epistemological, cognitive, cultural and political bases of both policy and practice
and disclose and reconcile any disputes or contradictions (Merriam & Simpson 1989,
2000). For further detail of the application of these perspectives to educational
research in this period see Merriam and Simpson’s ‘Table of alternative styles for
educational research’ (1989) (Appendix 3).

In summary, the dominant research paradigm of positivism, with its emphasis on
quantitative experimental methods, remained reasonably unchallenged before the
1960s. Then, along with the rise of interpretive sociology and ethnography in the
1970s there were challenges to positivism and the ‘normal’ science model. From the
1980s to the present, qualitative research methods that included data collection
techniques such as observation and in-depth interviewing including focus groups
seemed to be commonly employed by researchers for ethnographic, interpretive and
critical studies (Fontana & Frey 2005).

2.3

The scope of qualitative research

Qualitative research became the umbrella term used to bring together a variety of
philosophical leanings within interpretive inquiry (Glesne & Peshkin 1992).
Interpretive/qualitative researchers variously described their work as ethnography,
case study research, interpretive research, phenomenology, grounded theory or
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critical research. Within ethnography there were also a number of more finely
classified groupings including human ethnology, ecological psychology, cognitive
anthropology, ethnography of communication, ethnomethodology, microethnography
and symbolic interactionism. Researchers drawn to ethnomethodology (initiated by
Harold Garfinkel in Studies in Ethnomethodology in 1967) understood social realities
within social groups as being created by socially competent individuals, a notion not
acknowledged by traditional sociology (Jary & Jary 1995).

Although ethnomethodology was rejected by some positivist researchers as relying
on ‘unexplicated commonsense assumptions’ (Potter & Wetherill 1987, p.30 cited in
Hollway 1989) and being too subjective (Garfinkel 1991) it continued to attract
acceptance as an alternative methodology in the social sciences and was a forerunner
of new ways of doing research on social order (Silverman 1985). This acceptance
emerged from the previously discussed unease with the use of measurement and
survey-style structured interview technique and the need for methods that were more
suited to studies about people's lives and about the feelings, opinions, values and
attitudes that shaped those lives (Anderson & Jack 1991). Ethnomethodologists
analysed the way ordinary people in particular contexts within social groups made
sense of their everyday lives (Hollway 1989) and such accounts usually took the form
of "ordinary’ or ‘mundane’ conversation (Silverman 1985). However, there was
considerable movement from Cicourel’s earlier suggestion that ‘the time was not ripe
for research interviews’ (1964, p.87 cited in Silverman 1985) and gradually
unstructured

in-depth

interviewing

(in

contrast

to

structured

survey-style

interviewing) gained more recognition as a research technique (Scott and Marshall
2005).

Thus the use of the in-depth interview as a research technique incorporating turn
taking conversations (interactions) between a person of interest and a researcher
evolved from within the context of the changing theoretical and methodological
developments discussed earlier in this chapter. Post-modern ethnographers concerned
themselves

with uncovering and

untangling hidden power and knowledge

relationships mainly through observation and conversations (see Maher & Tetreault
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1988, cited in Glesne & Peshkin 1992). Much post-modern ethnography also tended
to be reflexive, with researchers not only interpreting social phenomenon through
interviews, but also exploring their ‘own contextual milieu* (Glesne & Peshkin 1992,
pp. 10-11) and taking account of how the process was shaping themselves as
researchers. By reflecting on their research process, post-modern researchers
consciously chose new metaphors and a new language set to describe particular
aspects of their work. This ‘new’ language included notions such as archaeology
(Foucault 1970; 1972; 1973); constructing narratives (Glesne & Peshkin 1992);
genealogy (Foucault 1977); interrogating the text, vocalities, intertextuality (Katz
1996); metanarratives (Lyotard 1979); rendering strange what we take as given
(Toren 1998); the death of the self (Zweig 1996); the postmodern condition (Lyotard
1979); the post-modern turn (Seidman 1994); troubling the text, deconstruction,
difference,

other (ness),

unsettling the settled (Kress

1993); and worldviews

(Anderson 1996).

It was within this methodological and theoretical milieu that the practice of in-depth
interviewing was adopted by researchers who valued listening to stories, collecting
life histories, and developing case studies in order to better understand people's lives,
attitudes, feelings, opinions and values.

In the Australian context, NCVER published A handbook for research in adult and
vocational education edited by Funnell (1996a) for researchers in the field of
PCVET. It included a section on ‘field research’ (Funnell 1996b, pp. 105-128) in
which use of multiple research perspectives was acknowledged with small sections
on field interviews (pp.l 10-112), case studies (pp. 112-116) and life histories
(pp. 117-118) included.
2.4

The development of the practice of in-depth interviewing within the
methodological milieu

While the history of the use in-depth research interviewing is recent, the history of
interviewing in the more general sense goes back a long way in time. The first
interviews were reputedly census interviews used by the Ancient Egyptians for the
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collection of census data (Babbie 1992 cited in Fontana & Frey 1994, 2000, 2005).
Such interviews would have been more like what are currently termed structured
interviews possibly using closed questions to gather the facts and numbers required at
that time. The first recorded use of unstructured interviewing that allowed for a more
informal, conversational approach was conducted many centuries later as part of a
comprehensive social survey of the economic and social conditions of the people of
London conducted by Booth in 1886 (Fontana & Frey 1994, 2000, 2005). In this
study Booth used techniques that were to become known as the new interviewing
methods. Fie triangulated the results from his interviews with results from surveys
and ethnographic observations. Following Booth's use of the unstructured interview
method a number of studies by other researchers using similar techniques were
conducted in London, and during the late 1880s others were conducted in the United
States of America. Du Bois for example (emulating Booth’s technique) studied the
black population of Philadelphia and another later example cited by Fontana and Frey
(1994, 2000, 2005) was an often cited American study by Anderson in 1923 in which
he used informal in-depth conversations with homeless men.

Hollway and Jefferson (1996, 1997) also discussed in-depth or conversational
interviews and acknowledged the usefulness of the biographical-interpretive
methodology and the accompanying use of in-depth interviewing for eliciting
narrative. They cited the first recorded use of biographical-interpretive methodology
as being the collection of life stories of Jewish survivors of German holocaust and
Nazi soldiers associated with World War II (Hollway & Jefferson 1997, 2000). These
life stories were generated through in-depth interviews conducted with the survivors
and the soldiers (see also Rosenthal 1993; Rosenthal & Bar-On 1992; Schutze 1992).
From such studies the practice of in-depth interview gathered recognition and
momentum.

In reviewing the period of change in methodological thinking and the practice of
interviewing in the social and behavioural sciences, there was recognition that any
idea of discourse in interviews had previously been suppressed (see Mishler 1991).
As questions and answers had been perceived as analogues of stimuli and responses
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(that is in behavioural terms) and not as forms of speech, a view emerged among
some scholars that:
...the standard approach to interviewing is demonstrably inappropriate
for and inadequate to the study of central questions in the social and
behavioral [sic], sciences, namely, how individuals perceive, organize
[sic], give meaning to, and express their understandings of themselves,
their experiences, and their worlds (Mishler 1991, p.ix).
There were researchers who considered that the traditional structured interviewing
approach neglected to examine how the understandings of these individuals were
influenced by their social, cultural and personal circumstances (Mishler 1991).
Gradually a technique for unstructured interviewing emerged based on a framework
of four essential components. These were that:
(i)

interviews were speech events;

(ii)

the discourse of interviews was constructed jointly by interviewers and
respondents;

(iii)

analysis and interpretation were based on the theory of discourse and
meaning; and

(iv)

the meanings of questions and answers were contextually grounded
(Mishler 1991).

While this framework would have provided needed guidelines as to the nature of the
burgeoning practice of in-depth research interviewing, it may have drawn some initial
scepticism. For example, those researchers who were more focussed on the lived
experiences of individuals may have seen more relevance in points (ii) and (iv);
while those more focussed on the narrative construction of the story may have
referred more to points (ii) and (iii) of the framework. Yet others, who were more
interested in interviews as speech events (in the sense of being an alternative to
stimuli/response type questions) or in the discourse of interviews being constructed
jointly by interviewers and respondents or in discourse and meaning, may have seen
more relevance in points (i), (ii) and (iii) respectively. However, this framework for
in-depth research interviewing did encapsulate the essence of the richness of non
survey style interviews providing a better understanding of the nature of in-depth
research interviewing practice for researchers.
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In a broad sense, researchers used in-depth interviewing as a technique for gathering
stories of individuals to gain not merely an understanding, but a depth of
understanding, in relation to an individual’s life, attitudes, feelings, opinions and
values (Anderson & Jack 1991). Although there was recognition of the potentially
time consuming and costly nature of analysis of interviews, it was considered that the
benefits gained outweighed the additional costs involved in analysing multiple
interviews. Much of the additional cost was due to the time consuming process of
transcription of conversations when compared with the more straightforward
collation of survey responses. Nowadays however, with the increasing availability of
digital technology and electronic data analysis programs, interview analysis can be
less costly.

In spite of perceived challenges to in-depth interviewing, there were researchers who
recognised the potential of using this technique. In fields of research where the views
and stories of individuals were considered valuable in addressing research questions
(such as in psychology, medicine, psychoanalysis, social studies, women's studies
and education) researchers steadily adopted the practice of in-depth interviewing. In
women’s studies, for example, researchers used in-depth interviews where they
thought there was a need to learn to ‘listen in stereo’ based on learning to listen to
what was described as the ‘often muted voice of women’ as well as to the ‘dominant
voice of men’ on a range of issues (Anderson & Jack 1991).

To summarise, the terms quantitative and qualitative were, and still are, used to
describe different approaches to conducting research. Quantitative approaches rely
primarily on research instruments such as structured survey-style interviews and
questionnaires and, structured observations and experiments designed to make some
form of measurement of certain factors while qualitative approaches rely primarily on
the skills of an empathetic interviewer or observer to collect data from individuals
about particular topics including lived experiences, attitudes, feelings, opinions and
values (see Barbour 2008; Bryman 2004; Cresswell 2009; Denzin & Lincoln 2008;
Keegan 2009; Schostak 2006; Teddie & Tashakkori 2009; Vonk 2007). Interviewers
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who choose to use in-depth interviewing may conduct an informal interview using
either a prepared a list of topics or headings, a semi-structured or ‘focused’ interview
schedule (see Gillham 2005), or an ‘aide-memoire’ (Jary & Jary 1995), or
alternatively they may allow participants to develop the entire narrative in their own
time, in their own way as in life history research. Denzin and Lincoln (2005) noted
that distinctions between ethnographic interviews and observations became blurred
when informal conversations were conducted during field observations and
Angrosino (2008) asserted that interviews involved observation when body language
and gestural cues were observed. In spite of increasing adoption of in-depth
interviewing as a research technique in qualitative research some scholars continued
to strongly criticise its use.

2.4.1

In-depth interviewing and its critics

As might be expected with the emergence of a new approach, the use of the in-depth
interview was neither without critics nor free from lines of resistance among
researchers (Fontana & Frey 2005; Witkin 1994). Qualitative researchers who used
in-depth interviewing were at times referred to as ‘journalists’ or as ‘soft scientists’
who did work that was either unscientific, merely exploratory, auxiliary to
quantitative research, or entirely personal or biased (Denzin & Lincoln 1994, 2005).
Qualitative research itself was seen by some scholars to be an assault on the hard
science traditions (that is, physics, chemistry, economics and psychology) held to be
at the pinnacle of achievement of Western civilization (Denzin & Lincoln 1994).
Consequently, many questions emerged among researchers and students who felt
challenged by a perspective that did not appear to meet the accepted criteria of ‘good
research’. Examples of the kinds of questions raised in relation to qualitative research
where in-depth interviews were used as observed by Bogdan and Biklen (1982)
included:
•
•
•
•
•

Could qualitative and quantitative research approaches be used together?
Was qualitative research really scientific?
How did qualitative research differ from what other people did?
Were qualitative findings generaliseable?
How did a researcher’s opinions, prejudices and other biases affect data?
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•
•
•

Did the presence of the researcher change the behaviour of the people he or
she was trying to study?
Could two researchers independently studying the same settings or subjects
come up with the same findings? and
How did qualitative research differ from quantitative research?

Among scholars who addressed such questions regarding the use of interviews,
Steiner Kvale critiqued available literature and identified what he termed the ‘ten
standard objections to qualitative research interviews’ (1994, p. 147) discussed in the
literature. These were that qualitative research using interviews was:
• not scientific (only common sense);
• not objective (but subjective);
• not trustworthy (but biased);
• not reliable (but rests on leading questions);
• intersubjective (different interpreters find different meanings);
• not scientific hypothesis-testing (only explorative);
• not quantitative (only qualitative);
• not able to yield generalisable results (there are too few subjects); and
• not valid (rests on subjective impressions), (Kvale 1994, p.149).
To this Kvale added his own list of criticisms, namely that in his view qualitative
research using interviews was:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

individualistic;
isolationist;
intellectualistic (ignoring the emotional aspects of knowledge);
idealistic (ignoring the situatedness of human experience);
immobile;
verbalising;
alinguistic;
atheoretical in terms of drawing on existing research;
atheoretical in terms of modes of report writing; and
insignificant (Kvale 1994, p. 171).

Furthermore Kvale claimed that he considered that ‘a disproportionate amount of
time and energy was spent on defence and legitimation of interview research’ (1994,
p.169). He hoped his analysis would be an impetus within the research community to
rethink the nature of the research interview ‘to strengthen research design’ to produce
‘knowledge worth knowing’ (p.171).
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Alongside Kvale’s argument for a strengthening of research design in relation to
research interviewing, it seems there was a continuing questioning of the validity of
in-depth interviewing by positivists (Smith

1998).

However,

exponents of

interpretive and critical research perspectives applied the notion of validity
differently from exponents of positivist perspectives and argued that every individual
story was valid because it went beneath surface appearances (Lee 1993; Merriam &
Simpson 1989). While there was an emerging confidence in the notion that valid and
reliable data could be collected using interviewing, it was clear from debate in the
literature that validity and reliability of interviews could not be assessed using the
same criteria as that used for statistical analysis or measurement of data. But while
qualitative researchers thought they could get closer to an individual’s stories and
meanings through detailed interviewing and observation (Denzin & Lincoln 1998),
some qualitative researchers, working for example in oral history research in the
social sciences, were still concerned with ensuring rigour in the research process, see
for example Clark (1999). So the debate continued. Nevertheless momentum grew
for the adoption of the less formal approaches to interviewing, that is, the
conversational, story telling, informal, semi structured and un-structured techniques.

Within this context of changing research perspectives and methodologies together
with the changing views on research interviewing in relation to both the structured
interview and the less-structured in-depth interview, a difference emerged in the way
researchers viewed human beings as the ‘subject(s)’ of research.

2.4.2

Changing perceptions of the research ‘subject ’ position

A gradual change in researchers’ perceptions of the subject(s) of research was a
characteristic of the evolution of the adoption of the in-depth interview in qualitative
research as a data gathering technique. In 1981 Oakley argued that many of the
tactics and techniques of interviewing were based on people being treated as objects
or numbers rather than as subjects who were human beings. On the other hand, the
term subject has appeared to be a ‘fuzzy-edged' notion, at times being used
synonymously with, and yet at other times being contrasted to, object with subject
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seeming to be more personal and object seeming to be somewhat removed from the
personal.

In the Macquarie Dictionary (Delbridge 1985) there were seventeen different ways
that the term ‘subject’ could be used as a noun. There was no wonder that use of this
term had ‘fuzzy edges’? The two meanings for subject that have resonance with the
purpose of research are ‘one who, or that which, undergoes, or may undergo, some
action’ and ‘the self or ego to which all experiences or mental operations are
attributed’ (Delbridge 1985, p. 1689). A working definition adopted in this study for
describing a subject in in-depth research interviewing based on these two meanings is
one who undergoes an action (one who is being interviewed) drawing on his or her
life experiences.
The object of the research has traditionally been associated with a ‘topic’, an ‘issue’
or a ‘problem' (the external world). The object could be investigated by researchers
using interviews with ‘people of interest’ who provided information by disclosing
their knowledge of, views about, experiences or perceptions of the object of the
research to the researcher(s). In the nineteenth century the favoured method of
obtaining social inquiry data was to gather information using informants who were
considered to be ‘authoritative’ and described as ‘official sources’ or ‘authoritative
informants’ (Lee 1993). The informant’s knowledge of, views about, experiences or
perceptions of the person or group (the object) of the research was sought in
preference to the research object’s self reported knowledge, views, experiences or
perceptions. This is different from the acceptance in qualitative research of the
subjective nature of in-depth interviewing and demonstrates changes in perceptions
within the research community of the person(s) being interviewed.
It is also interesting to note that informants have been, and can be, used in a less
distanced and more personal sense. Such an informant is an ‘insider’. That is, he or
she is a member of a group being studied and agrees to be a translator of the culture,
jargon and/or language of the group (Fontana & Frey 1994). Another link in the chain
of events that led to the shift from the use of authoritative informants to the current
practice of interviewing a subject for their own story could have been the use of key
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informants (Lindlof 1995; Merriam & Simpson 1989, 2000). Key informants spoke

from within a specific subject group as an ‘insider’ on behalf of that group. This role
seems to have similarities to the translator discussed above.

Thus, in contrast to the previously accepted research practice of using informants,
interest was shifting in qualitative studies towards the credibility of the person ‘per
se\ In other words there was a shift towards an understanding of the person as the
subject where the person’s knowledge of, views about, lived experiences and
perceptions of his or her own world through attitudes, feelings, opinions and values
were the focus of the in-depth research interview. This was encapsulated by Mishler
(1991, p. 128) when he described those being involved in a study as not being
considered ‘as objects of the study but as active subjects of great interest and
importance’ which encouraged greater co-operation between participants and
interviewers with both parties gaining something of value from the process. This was
far removed from the earlier use of ‘authoritative informants' discussed earlier. In
other words this was like ‘indirect’ versus ‘direct’ interviewing with researchers
using direct interviewing to go straight to the source thus cutting out the middle
person. In addition, some researchers now considered that there could be a role for a
research subject as an active participant within a research team.

‘Object’ and ‘objectivity’ were more usually associated with positivist research while
‘subject’ and ‘subjectivity’ were more generally associated with some interpretive
research genres, and were often (as mentioned earlier) considered by positivists to
lack validity (see Seidman 1991). On the other hand, many qualitative researchers did
not agree with the epistemological assumptions underpinning the concept of validity.
From this position a new ‘vocabulary’ and ‘rhetoric’ emerged. One example is from
Lincoln and Guba (1985) who substituted the concept of trustworthiness for that of
validity.

In summary, researchers’ use of the terms object and subject to describe the human
position in research can be traced to changing methodological perspectives.
Similarly, other terms such as informant, respondent, interviewee, and participant,
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used by researchers to describe people whose stories and experience become the
research data, can also be linked to changing methodological perspectives. Another
term key-informant (Briggs 1986) while seemingly closer to the (detached) informant
in name, appears to be conceptually closer to the notion of participant. In Table 1
these five terms (informant, respondent, interviewee, participant and key-informant)
are shown to represent different types of subjects each with various levels or degrees
of association or engagement with the researcher and with particular research
perspectives.

In applying Table 1 to the study in this thesis, 1 positioned the researchers (Schostak
2006) who took part in my research as both ‘subjects’ and ‘participants’. These
researchers either contributed to, participated in, co-operated or became collaborators
and partners in varying degrees in the research. Some participants contributed
significantly in the pilot phase through active involvement in the development of
research methods and techniques. They included one colleague who agreed to
participate in a video for use as a trigger for a focus group and three focus group
participants who suggested I conduct follow-up interviews with each of them
individually and negotiated changes in the modes of interviewing during that process.
In short, I allowed spaces for people to have input to the process as well as spaces to
‘tell their stories’.

Moreover, at the end of my round of final interviews in an interview debriefing one
participant offered to, and did, interview me (twice) as part of my personal
reflective/reflexive process. Each of these people actively contributed from within his
or her own experience and research perspective, and is most accurately described as a
‘participant’ in relation to the classification in Table 1 that follows (for a more
detailed discussion of participant involvement see Chapter Five Section 5.4.2).

The discussion in the following section provides examples of how researchers from
differing research perspectives might view in-depth interviewing.
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Table 1: Terms used to describe providers of information/data for research and their engagement
with the researcher/interviewer within various research perspectives

Provider of
Nature of engagement between
Viewed as ‘subject ’ (person
information/ who undergoes an action - for the primary researcher and the
data
example being interviewed on person whose experience
*see Note
his or her life experiences)
becomes the research data

Research
perspective

Informant

Informant is not the subject of
the research, but rather is a
‘middle person’.

Positivist

Respondent

Responds as the subject of the
research to researcher/
interviewer’s questions. May
be seen by positivists as the
object of research or by
interpretivists as the subject of
the research.
As the subject, responds to
researcher questions and may
engage in conversation with
the interviewer.

The person(s) being researched
is/are totally detached from the
researcher, while the conveyer,
reporter, informer or notifier of
events or experiences related to
another person or group of people
relays information. The informant
is a person considered to be able
to respond objectively between
the researcher and the parties.
Person engages with the
researcher/interviewer on a
stimulus/response (question/
answer) basis but does not engage
in telling stories in a
conversational way.
Person engages with the
researcher/interviewer on a
stimulus/response (question/
answer) basis but this may extend
to telling stories in a
conversational way and at times
taking the lead in the discussion
Person may engage with the
researcher/interviewer on a
stimulus/response (question/
answer) basis and may also be
involved in telling stories in a
conversational way. May be in
control of how the story is told.
May also have been invited to be
a partner in the planning team.
This person may be a
representative of subject group
and engages in conversation with
the researcher/interviewer. In
addition to responding as an
interviewee may be invited to
become involved in the planning
as part of the research team.

Interpretive

Interviewee

Participant

Responds as the subject to the
researcher/ interviewer’s
questions and engages in
conversation with the
interviewer. May also be a
collaborator, contributor to, or
a team member in the research.

Keyinformant

Differs from the detached
informant. Responds as a
representative of a subject
group to researcher questions
plus engages in conversation
within the researcher/
interviewer, and may be
invited to become more
involved in the research.

Positivist
Interpretive

Interpretive
critical
theory
(including
life-history
research)

Interpretive
(ethnography)

*Note: See Chapter One (Section 1.12) for working definitions of terms used
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2.5

In-depth interviewing in relation to a selection of differing research
perspectives

As discussed, the in-depth interview is the type of interview that is more often used
in qualitative research and may be used either for supplementary data or as the sole
source of data for a study. The purpose of in-depth interviewing is not driven by the
desire to gain answers to questions in order to test an hypothesis, but rather by an "an
interest in understanding the experience of other people and the meaning they make
of that experience’ (Seidman 1991 cited in Shkedi 2005, p.59). The “uniqueness of an
individual’s personality’ could not be captured by means of simple scores along
abstracted statistical dimensions’ (Allport cited by Richardson 1998, p.77) but could
be captured by in-depth interviews.

In order to demonstrate that interviewing techniques may vary in different research
perspectives, the following discussion focuses on two examples of how in-depth
research interviewing might be used in PCVETR. These are grounded theory and
postmodern studies.

2.5.1

Grounded theory

Grounded theory has been described as a position where no theoretical premise is
held prior to the investigation being conducted but where the theory emerges from
the study. The generation of theory is grounded in data collected by field-work,
observation, case study, textual documentation and/or interview. The development
and naming of this perspective is credited to Glaser and Strauss (1967) who
conducted a study on the mentally ill in which they used what they later published as
grounded theory practices (see also Pigeon 1998b, pp.75-85; Glesne & Peshkin
1992, p.19). They saw this approach, and the methods employed, as providing a
richness of data that could not be achieved through survey methods. Grounded theory
was the term they chose to describe the notion of a theory that was grounded in, or
generated by, an iterative process using data from unstructured interviews, participant
observation and archival research (see Glaser 1992 for further details particularly in
relation to a later argument between Strauss and Glaser about theory generation).
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Although Glaser and Straus have been credited with ‘formalising' this method, the
roots of grounded theory reputedly go back well into the early twentieth century to
researchers who used the symbolic interactionist perspective, a case study approach
adopted by the Chicago school of social psychology and sociology during the 1920s
and 1930s (see Blumer 1969a; 1969b cited in Richardson 1998). In such studies the
research practitioner was required to engage in a process of interpretation involving
questions of meaning with informal unstructured interviews considered particularly
suited to this process. As Pidgeon and Henwood commented:
Grounded theorists are acutely aware of the potential dangers of overly
directive interviewing in cutting off interesting theoretical leads or rich
data and in unwittingly loading assumptions into the questions they ask
(1998, p. 89).
Grounded theorists tended to view interviews as ‘directed conversations’ rather than
as

closely

controlled

pseudo

experiments

and

favoured

the

open-ended

conversational style of interview (Lofland & Lofland 1984; Mishler 1991; Pidgeon &
Henwood

1998).

Nevertheless they

acknowledged

that

there

could

be

a

methodological tension where more directive questions might be desirable for
unravelling specific issues in particular circumstances.

2.5.2

Postmodern studies

Within the evolution of the use of in-depth interviewing a concern arose among
postmodernist ethnographers in relation to particular ‘assumptions present in
interviewing and the controlling role of the interviewer’ (Fontana & Frey 2000,
p.649).

Issues

addressed

as

a

result

of

such

concern

included

the

interviewer/respondent relationship (Crapanzano 1980), listening to the voices of the
respondents (Marcus & Fischer 1986), the effects of interviewer gender (Gluck &
Patai 1991) and the roles of race, social status and age (Seidman 1991).

The dialogic form of the interview (most favoured in postmodern studies) enabled
thinkers such as Foucault to engage in critical reflection on crucial shifts in
philosophical, political and cultural perspectives. In describing Foucault, Kritzman
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(1988, pp.vii-viii) remarked that ‘no other European intellectual since Jean Paul
Sartre’ had been so committed to the interview as a cultural form. Within his body of
writing Foucault used the interview to supplement his theoretical works in an
accessible and personal way. There is also evidence in Foucault’s writing that he
participated in many interviews as a number appear as transcripts in his books, book
chapters and papers.

The difficulty of identifying a defining and distinct structure for the postmodern
interview was discussed by Fontana (2003). This lack of an identifiable and distinct
structure was echoed by Caulley (2004) in a review of Gubrium and Holstein’s
Postmodern Interviewing (2003). Caulley made the observation that the dividing line
between fact and fiction in postmodern interviewing was ‘blurred to encourage richer
understandings’ (2004, p. 155). This was due in part to the interview being ‘refracted'
through different lenses including language, culture, difference and knowledge. For
example, the way a story is told can be considered significant in relation to issues
such as power and difference. As a result there seems to be no set style of interview
that was recognisably postmodern. This could have been due in part to the many
variations in what might be considered as postmodern research.

However, there are many factors that can influence in-depth research interviewing
practice within various methodological perspectives. Such factors are discussed in
the following section.
2.6

In-depth interviewing practice

From observations of interviews Minack (c2000) made the point that it seemed like a
trick of perspective that the same event or the same life when described during
interviews (even by the same person) can produce different stories - and all of them
‘real' or ‘true’ - depending on when the story is told. This observation is echoed in
an experience described by Deveson (1998, p.226):
...in my final question, I asked him to assess his life’s work. He looked
irritated. ‘Ifyou ask me that question at ten o’clock in the morning Vll
give you a different answer to the same question at four o ’clock in the
afternoon. ’
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It seems there are factors in interview situations that may influence what "story* is
told and the way that 'story’ is told.
2.6.1

Situational factors of in-depth interviewing practice

The use of in-depth interviewing as life history in critical research fostered a
recognition that there was no single ‘real’ story, and along with that a recognition that
there were multiple stories that could be told (Deveson 1998; Minack c2000).
Gubrium and Holstein (2003) claimed that historical truth was not what life story
interviews were about and that each time a life story was told the storyteller may find
new or additional meaning in the story. So what factors might interweave to produce
a particular outcome, a particular story, at any given time?
Is there a story waiting to be told or is the story constructed between the interviewer
and the storyteller at the time? Many possible factors come to mind such as:
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

Is it a matter of timing (as suggested in the example in Section 2.7) ?
Is the story told because the interviewer adopts a particular style of
interviewing in a particular situation? Does the interviewer, for example,
ask a question and then largely play the role of ‘the listener’ thus
encouraging the participant to ‘tell their own story’ (Richardson,
Dohrenwend & Klein 1965)?
Is there ‘something about’ the disposition and temperament of the
interviewer that strongly affects an interview?
Does the level of interviewer’s knowledge of the subject area affect the
story that is told?
Does the researcher encourage a more interactive relationship so that the
participant and the researcher construct the story collaboratively?
Is the story the result of how two people react to each other on any given
day according to their mood (such as a participant or researcher being
angry, distressed or anxious at the time of the interview)?
Is there a third person present?
Is the way the story unfolds the result of the power relationship between
the participants? Do the researcher and the participants, for example, come
from similar or different socio-cultural backgrounds?
Are the participant and researcher friends?
Is the story merely serendipitous ? or
Is the story affected by how the participants respond to the physical
environment in which the interview is conducted?

Such situational factors may be categorised loosely into interviewer characteristics,
interviewee anxiety, relationships, chance and the environment. Maybe the story
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influenced by one or various combinations of these or other factors not listed. Many
such questions have been addressed by various researchers who have conducted
research using in-depth interviews and then reflected on that experience. Examples
include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

cathartic interviews (Hollway & Jefferson 1997);
effects of the respondent and/or the interviewer (Briggs 1986; Goodale
1982);
gender issues in interviews (Anderson & Jack 1991; Hollway & Jefferson
1997; Knapp 1997; Warren 1988);
interviewing across cultures (Kress 1993);
interviewing from a Wiradjuri (Indigenous) perspective (Yalmambirra n.d
accessed April 2010);
interviewing anxious andfearful participants (Hollway & Jefferson 1997);
interviewing children (Knapp 1997);
interviewing in cyberspace: computer-assisted personal interviewing
(Sainsbury, Ditch & Hutton 1993; Melville 2001a; Neuenfeldt 1996);
interviewing in 'place ’ - socio-spatial construction of interview data (Sin,
2003);
interviewing in relation to power (Mishler 1991; Olsen & Shopes 1991;
Ozga & Gewirtz 1994);
interviewing through an interpreter (Humphreys 1999);
oral history among the working class (Olsen & Shopes 1991);
relationship between the researcher and respondents (Glesne & Peshkin
1992);
same sex interviews (Hollway & Jefferson 2000); and
sensitive situations - interviewing prisoners with an intellectual disability
(Ellem 2006).

Many of these situational factors can be considered to be socio-cultural in nature.
2.6.2

Socio-cultural factors of in-depth interviewing practice

In terms of the human interaction of communication, any interaction (including in
depth interviewing) whether as practice, process, or activity, takes place in a specific
social and cultural time in history (see Kress 1993). To facilitate a communication
process, Kress argued that it was necessary to attend closely to cultural and social
settings (1993). He also discussed the relationship between language and culture,
particularly how language reflects cultural values, meanings and practices in
interpersonal communication. The in-depth research interview can be an intense oneon-one interpersonal communication where such factors may affect the richness of
the resulting data.
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To clarify the meaning of the term socio-cultural practice as used in this thesis, some
reference to the concepts of ‘social’ and ‘cultural’ is necessary (Melville 2001a). I
used the term social in the general sense of pertaining to human society as a group as
it applies to human relationships (Scott & Marshall 2005) as well as the interactions
between the individuals (after Jary & Jary 1995). In addition there are particular
social factors that can affect the interaction of individuals within a particular cultural
setting. Such factors include gender, (Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger, Tarulet, &
Mattuck 1997; Finch 1993; Lee 1997; Oakley 1981), family and kinship, class,
organisation of work, and the state (Kress 1993) all of which contribute to the
context for any act of communication.

Although culture can be interpreted simply as the human creation and use of symbols
and artefacts, a more descriptive and useful interpretation for this study is that culture
is the ‘way of life’ of an entire society. The way of life includes ‘all that in human
society which is socially rather than biologically transmitted’ (Scott & Marshall
2005, p. 133) and is evident in codes of symbols, signs, and manners, dress, language,
ways of thinking and speaking, rituals, norms of behaviour and systems of belief
(Jary & Jary 1995). There are a number of terms used to categorise specific cultural
perspectives that have implications for in-depth research interviewing. For example,
cultural relativism has over time been used in two ways. The first way was simply
that different cultures had different customs, social institutions, moralities and so on.
The second and more complex and controversial view of cultural relativism was that
those who belong to one culture could not form a valid judgement of any custom,
institution or belief that was part of a culture which differed significantly from their
own. It was thought that there was no meaningful basis from which to judge because,
in this view, proper judgement could only be made from ‘inside’ the culture being
judged (Edgar & Sedgewick 1999; Keegan 2009; Mautner 1997). Such issues have
implications for research when researchers from one culture are required to interview
participants from another. The implications are more complex when the differing
culture includes a different language and an interpreter might be involved in a three
way interviewing process (see Humphreys 1999).
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Other cultural perspectives useful in a discussion of in-depth interviewing as a socio
cultural practice are cultural shock (Jary & Jary 1995), cultural stereotyping, cultural
diversity,

cultural appropriateness (Otsuka 2005), ethnocentricism (Edgar &

Sedgewick 1999) and cultural capital (Jary & Jary 1995). ‘Cultural shock’ is the
psychological reaction to stress experienced when an individual is ‘transplanted* into
another culture that has different customs, systems, signage and so on, or when one’s
own culture is undermined by outside intervention. ‘Cultural stereotyping’ is the
tendency to perceive all members of a specific culture as being the same. ‘Cultural
diversity’ is awareness and recognition of variations within the culture (based on
factors such as wealth, education, gender, age, and occupations). ‘Cultural
appropriateness’ takes into account the values and beliefs of a particular culture while
‘ethnocentrism’ is the tendency to treat one's own culture as ‘norm’ and other
cultures as ‘deviant’. As all interviews are inter-cultural at some level, there is a
challenge for researchers/interviewers to be mindful of, and sensitive to, such issues
as they arise. ‘Cultural capital’ applies to the notion of wealth in the form of
knowledge or ideas that legitimate the maintenance of status and power. The
outcome of an interview can be affected by any one or any combination of these and
other factors

In explaining in-depth interviewing as a socio-cultural practice (Melville 2000;
2001a), Billett's (1998) work on knowledge transfer was useful. Billett argued that
socio-cultural constructivist perspectives account for the social beginnings and
construction of knowledge and that this view emphasised the appropriation of
knowledge through interpersonal social interactions (see also Scribner 1984; Wertsch
1993). Billett (1998) further argued that the meanings of words are not objective but
are social products, having social sources and holding particular meanings in
different circumstances and settings. In addition, interviewing was recognised as a
social practice that was embedded in an interview society by Kvale and Brinkmann
(2009). I take the view that the appropriation of knowledge through interpersonal
interactions and the social sources of meaning in different circumstances and social
settings (situations) have relevance for the outcomes in the practice of in-depth
research interviewing.
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Particular socio-cultural factors that may influence the conduct and the outcome of
the interview are: (i) power relationships; (ii) interviewing through an interpreter;
(iii) interviewing the intellectually disabled; (iv) cathartic outcomes of interviews;
and (v) e-interviewing.
(i)

Power relationships in interviews

Just as social relationships are often influenced by asymmetries ofpower between the
people involved (Olsen & Shopes 1991), in-depth research interviews are no
exception. Mishler (1991) rejected the traditional survey styled approaches to
interviewing in which the research interviewer and the respondent were perceived as
holding unequal status. The research interviewer was traditionally seen as holding
higher social status than the respondent, thus enjoying a position of perceived power.
Mishler supported the development of ‘a radical transformation of the traditional
approach to interviewing' (1991, p. 117) in favour of the empowerment of the
respondent, particularly the empowerment of native communities in anthropological
studies (Mishler 1986, 1991).

Power relationships can also impact on the conduct and outcomes of an interview
when the interviewer and the interviewee hold different status in terms of power
within the wider society. Research projects that acknowledge the participant’s own
place and experiences, described by Olsen and Shopes (1991) as his or her personal
subjective selves, enable sensitive researchers to focus on eliciting responses and
‘stories’ embedded in that experience. Such action can diminish social distance in
terms of perceived power differences between interviewers and their interviewees
thus enabling an effective communicative process.

A quite different interview approach used by Paget (1983a,

1983b), was

acknowledged by Mishler (1991, p.96) as being an early exception to what he
considered to be a lack of interviewee involvement in ‘story production’. Paget’s
particular style was neither neutral nor objective. She quite openly revealed her
personal interest in each participant’s story, reflectively examined her own questions
sometimes in moments of silence, and believed in so doing that this invited equally
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thoughtful participant responses. In doing so she effectively diminished perceived
differences in status and power in particular social contexts.

Another challenging aspect of unequal power relationships occurs when the
interviewer might be perceived as being of a lower status than the respondent. In such
instances there could be a risk of the respondent becoming patronising or
overpowering towards the interviewer or of not taking the interview seriously. As a
researcher/interviewer I have experienced such situations and have found that a
friendly, thoughtful, professional approach and a genuine interest in bringing out the
participant’s story usually minimises the risks mentioned above. As an interviewer I
experienced only one interview where I believed I was ‘patronised' by the
‘respondent’ who held a senior position in an educational institution. It was clear
from the outset that this person did not want to discuss the research issues with me.
As I obtained only limited responses it was not possible to pursue this particular
interview in depth.
(ii)

Interviewing through an interpreter

Another factor that can influence in-depth interviewing practice is the involvement of
a third person such as an interpreter. Interview participants interpret their world in
their interview responses that in turn are interpreted by the researcher in his or her
analysis. However, there is an additional layer of complexity when the interview is
conducted through an interpreter when the researcher and the participant do not share
a common language. Consultation between the researcher/interviewer and the
interpreter is essential to minimise any effects of different meanings of concepts in
different cultures (Wright 1996). For details of an experience of conducting
interviews through an interpreter see Humphreys (1999).
(iii)

Interviewing people with an intellectual disability

Interviewing people with an intellectual disability raises issues in relation to
informed consent required under a research institution’s code of ethics. In a study
focused on the ethics of life story research with ex-prisoners with an intellectual
disability Kathy Ellem (2006) referred to issues associated with ‘engagement with the
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disenfranchised voice’. The specific issues included ‘capacity or competence to
consent’ and more general ‘communicative challenges’ (Ellem 2006, p.3). Such
challenges could range from inarticulateness, acquiescence, unresponsiveness and
inability to reconstruct past events in terms of time spans and chronological order on
the part of the respondent, to the interviewer needing to find an amenable interview
setting, to take particular care with the level of language used and possibly using
graphics to facilitate the communication process.

One of the more concerning issues for a researcher is that of incriminating disclosure
when, for example, a participant discloses criminal activity that has not been subject
to prosecution (Ellem 2006). Advice, specifically legal advice, may be necessary to
address ‘legal, institutional, physical and ethical pressures to pass the information
onto others’ (Ellem 2006, p.6). It may also be necessary to seek legal advice when a
participant speaks of abuse he or she has suffered that has not been subject to
corrective

or

legal

action.

An

ethical

dilemma

may

arise

for

the

researcher/interviewer when legal advice in terms of mandatory reporting and the
prospect of breaching interviewee confidentiality come into conflict.

(iv)

Cathartic outcomes of interviews

There is one factor that is quite different from those already discussed. There can
sometimes be an unexpected and unintended outcome from an in-depth interview as
a result of the level of trust in the interview relationship and the subsequent level of
willingness of the participant to disclose and to tell his or her story. This may result
in the interview story being cathartic for the participant. Disclosure and reflections
‘can produce pain where least expected, and interviewers may suddenly find
themselves face to face with a crying interviewee’ (Glesne & Peshkin 1992, p. 123).
Such an occurrence can be challenging for both the interviewer and the interviewee
and calls for sensitivity on the part of the interviewer (Hollway & Jefferson 1997).
Such instances require not only an empathetic ear but also a readiness by the
interviewer to initiate follow-up debriefing with the participant. As well as
facilitating a participant debriefing immediately following the interview, the
interviewer may also need to offer suggestions for counselling (using organisations,
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practitioners or resources) appropriate to the level of evident interviewee distress.
Such cathartic outcomes bring a level of emotion to the interview that could affect
responses or the way a story is told.

(v)

E-interviewing

In the late twentieth century a new phenomenon emerged and as it did in many facets
of life, raised issues in relation to research This was the introduction of electronic
systems that in research were designed to be used for data gathering and data entry.
The use of the e-interview, while considered cost effective for obtaining data (Meho
2006), presented new challenges for interviewers in terms of ethical, contextual and
socio-cultural aspects of their research. Time and space are displaced as are verbal
and body language cues (see James & Busher 2009; Markham 2008). As with
anything new and evolving there was recognition (during the period in which the
study for this thesis was positioned) that the internet was still being negotiated at the
social level, was still being constructed at the cultural level and was also still being
positioned theoretically (see Neuenfeldt 1996). In the mid 1990s Neuenfeld referred
to interviews on the Internet as ‘electrographic interviews' that he believed were
‘transformative and communicative guided conversations’, not ‘face-to-face’, but
rather ‘place-to-place’, and probably even more accurately ‘space-to-space’,
‘electronically enabled and ethnographically engendered' (1996, p.286). From my
own experience interviews by e-mail are by nature much more guided and structured
than face-to-face interviews. The responses are generally more considered, not
spontaneous and it could be argued that responses are either more thoughtful or more
contrived. E-interviews also seem to have a less personal sense of place-to-place (or
space-to-space) than in the more personal one-on-one, face-to-face interviews. This
may have resonance with what Mohan, McGregor, Saunders and Archee (2008,
p. 173) describe as ‘computer-mediated interactants ’ being left in a ‘social vacuum’.
In the early stages of using e-interviewing there was concern that because of the
nature of the internet the interviewer must conduct the interview assuming that the
participants are who they say they are (Neuenfeldt 1996). Elowever, I would argue
that this issue is not specific to e-research techniques as this concern could also apply
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to any survey or interview, and perhaps the telephone interview in particular.
Researchers accept in good faith that people being surveyed or interviewed are who
they claim they are, but may need to be mindful that the more remote space-to-space
quality of the e-interview may increase the possibility that the person responding is
not the person the researcher thinks he or she is.
In addition, there were other quite different e-issues raised by other writers, for
example by Selwyn and Robson (1998) who suggested that the use of e-mail for
research can be constrained to a limited and biased population in terms of age,
income, gender and race in terms of access to computer technology. Although that
constraint may never be eliminated it could be lessened over time, particularly in
remote communities and developing countries, if computers were to become more
accessible to wider populations.
On the other hand, there are identifiable advantages of e-interviewing as interviews
do not need to be conducted in a specific physical location (Neuenfeldt 1996), but
can take place with the researcher and the participant each in a different location and
in reality they could each be travelling at the time. This minimises geographical and
temporal constraints (Chen & Hinton 1999; Foster 1994). For example, in this study I
was able to e-mail my comments and questions during my waking hours in Australia
(even if it was at 1.00 a.m.) to a participant in the Northern Hemisphere. In terms of
research budgets, the costs of transcription are eliminated.
It has also been observed that in general, online interactants appear to be influenced
by the presence of openness, trust, levels of intimacy and time spent communicating
(Mohan, McGregor, Saunders & Archee 2008) and that some groups (for example
women) respond to the opportunity of talking freely in what they perceive to be the
non-threatening nature of the e-environment.
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2.7

Personal situational/socio-cultural factors that I (the researcher) might
bring to interviews

To relate the influencing factors and issues discussed in Section 2.6 to my own work,
I perceive that the way any interview I conduct proceeds can be influenced by factors
I bring to the interview and the way in which those factors might interweave with
those that individual participants bring to interviews. The major factors that I bring
are that I am white Anglo-Saxon Australian-born, mature-aged female part-time
postgraduate student with teaching experience who at the time of conducting this
study worked full time in a research centre in a nationally recognised academic
research community (Melville 2001a). In addition, I also bring influences from
experiences from my former working life in the teaching profession, the Public
Service, in a business partnership, as an artist/craftsperson, as well as my personal
life and interests.

In the project mentioned in the introductory' chapter as being the trigger for my
interest in this study (Chappell & Melville 1995; Wagner & Melville 1995) I
interviewed a group of research participants who could not be considered as
homogenous in any respect. They were from diverse ethnic backgrounds and age
groups, some were female, and some were male. In terms of occupation some were
both students and early career teachers while others were in senior teaching positions.
There were yet others who were program co-ordinators or directors of institutions
and as such were in positions of relative power in relation to my own position. I was
aware that the socio-cultural relationships we had as interviewer/interviewee were as
diverse as the number of participants who contributed to that research. The impetus
for this thesis stemmed largely from my interest in the impact that socio-culturally
different interviewer/interviewee relationships might have on the practice of
conducting in-depth interviews for the collection of research data (Melville 2001a).

2.8

Summary

In introducing this chapter I explored the effects of both changing and differing
research approaches on the nature of research interviewing and showed how the use
of in-depth interviewing emerged from within the fertile, changing but contested
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context of research approaches and methodologies. It was also shown that the
acceptance of in-depth interviewing as a research practice was contested. While some
researchers criticised the techniques as lacking ‘validity’, other researchers from
interpretive, life history and critical research approaches claimed that each story has
its own validity. These researchers used different forms of qualitative research and
adopted appropriate in-depth interviewing techniques to facilitate the emergence of
data.

It was then shown that from within the evolving and differing research
methodologies and techniques there were changing perceptions of the ‘subject/object'
position. While these perceptions spawned terms such as informant, interviewee,
participant and respondent, to identify people who took part in interviews, I chose to
use the term ‘participants’ to identify the researchers (the subjects) who took part in
this study. The term participant embodies an acknowledgement of a more equal
relationship between the researcher and the person taking part in research to the point
where the participant may be also be invited to participate in the development of the
research plan.

It was also shown that within the practice of in-depth research interviewing a number
of situational factors can affect the emergence of participant stories (data). These
included situations where: unequal power relationships might exist between
participants; an interpreter might be used in the conduct of the interview; the
participants in the interview might be intellectually disabled; there might also be
cathartic and emotional outcomes as a result of participation in some interviews; and
lastly, e-technology might be used to facilitate the conduct of an interview.

In addition, in-depth research interviewing was shown to be an intense one-on-one
communication that is socially and culturally formed and the notion of in-depth
interviewing as a socio-cultural practice was introduced. Socio-cultural influences on
the practice of in-depth research interviewing were identified as including
behavioural codes, class, family and kinship, gender and ways of thinking.
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In summary, a discussion of the changing pressures, circumstances and factors that
influenced the development of research perspectives, research methodologies and in
depth interviewing practices was presented in this chapter in order to provide context
for analysing the practice of in-depth interviewing in a selected field of research in
recent years. In Chapter Three practice in general is explored and in Chapter Four the
specific practice of in-depth interviewing is examined including the characteristics of
interviewing practice in a number of professions as they might apply to academic
research. Such discussions facilitate analysis of in-depth interviewing practice in the
field of post-compulsory education and training research (PCVETR) in Australia, the
area of interest to this study.
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Chapter Three
The notion of practice

Practice ‘means different things to different people.
(Kemmis 2000, p.574)

3.1

Introducing the notion ofpractice

When members of the European Group for Organizational Studies (EGOS) hosted
the Organization Studies Summer Workshop 4Re-turn to Practice: Understanding
organization as it happens \ during June 2006 in Mykonos, Greece, they were
reflecting current scholarly interest in developing a clearer understanding of the term
practice. In the previous year this interest had been pursued in the journal Pedogogy,
Culture and Society (Volume 13, Number 3, 2005) in a special issue Knowing
Practice with David Hamilton as guest editor. Nevertheless, along with this
developing interest towards clearer understandings of practice, the use of the term
practice in education and social research literature appeared to have become complex
and perhaps even more confused, tangled, and contested (Kemmis 2006; Schatzki
2001).
Scholars from many disciplines and from many theoretical perspectives used the
term practice to describe various aspects of how people performed their work (see
Section 3.2.3). Philosophers, social theorists, cultural theorists and educationalists
have theorised and discussed the notion of practice resulting in a diversity of
perspectives being published (see Kemmis 2006) and consequently it could be
difficult for students and scholars alike to work their way through the tangled web of
meanings attributed to the term practice. During the period studied in this thesis
(1993 to 2005) practice also captured the attention of scholars and researchers in the
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field of post-compulsory vocational education and training (PCVET) in Australia.
Examples were: (in chronological order) Selby-Smith & Selby Smith (1998); Peters
(1999); Melville (2000); Scheeres and Solomon (2000); Solomon and McIntyre
(2000); Billett (2001); Johnston and Chappell (2001); Schofield, Melville, Bennett
and Walsh (2001); Beckett and Hager (2002); Boud (2003); Boud and Middleton
(2003); Chappell and Hawke (2003); Chappell, Hawke and Schofield (2003);
Dumbrell (2003); Hawke (2003); Lee and Boud (2003); Melville (2003a, 2003b) and
Scheeres (2003).

To explain the diversity of perspectives in relation to in-depth interviewing as a
practice in the field of PCVETR in this Chapter, I explored meanings attributed to
the concept of practice in contemporary literature. Contributions of selected key
practice theorists were discussed and then followed an examination of the work of
Kemmis (2005; 2006) to provide an heuristic for understanding connections between
features of practice previously identified by a range of scholars. While each piece of
scholarly work on practice was significant in the practice debate, the result was that
an increasingly complex web of meanings needed to be negotiated.

3.2

Practice, practise and practitioners

To provide a benchmark of common meanings for the words practice, practise and
practitioners, I started from a base of definitions from the Concise Oxford English
Dictionary. The noun 'practice’ in both British English and American English could
mean: the actual application or use of a plan or method as opposed to the theories
relating to it; the customary or expected procedure or way of doing something; the
practising of a profession; or the action or process of practising (Soanes & Stevenson
2004, p. 1126). The verb ‘practise’ (British) or ‘practice’ (US) is to perform an
activity or to be engaged in a profession and a ‘practitioner’ is a person actively
engaged in an art, discipline or profession (Soanes & Stevenson 2004, pp. 1126
1127). But what ‘practice’ denoted when applied to the field of academic research
was not so clear cut.

Notably, these meanings of the noun ‘practice’ embodied the concept of engagement
with predetermined methods and procedures and the sense of doing or acting in the
continuing tradition of practice such as in particular professions.
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3.2.1

The tangled nature of the use of the term 'practice ’

How tangled the use of the term ‘practice’ became in research can be illustrated in a
study by Chapman (2004) on ‘advancing practice’ for health carers through workbased learning. Chapman stated that in using the term practice ‘I am describing that
complex activity which is about improving the quality of the service’ (2004, p.90).
However, which of the meanings attributed to practice as previously listed described
the practice to ‘be advanced' in the health care scenarios discussed by Chapman?
Was it a combination of two or more, or all meanings of the term practice that were
to ‘be advanced’? Was it the ‘service’ that was being advanced through ‘improving
the quality’ or was it something else about practice that was in the author’s mind as
she wrote that text? There are many and varied scholarly theoretical accounts of
practice in the literature to inform authors and practitioners. Testament to this were
the papers from the EGOS Workshop in Greece, 2006, and the articles from the
journal Pedagogy, Culture and Society on Knowing Practice referred to earlier in
which researchers, scholars and students negotiated a place for their own work within
practice theory frameworks in their fields.

Many scholars have addressed the notion of practice, and for many researchers and
students, the more that was written on the subject the less clarity or consensus there
seemed to be. This is not to say that the growing body of work was not valuable but
that until recently there had been little attempt to unravel the complex web of
meanings attributed by scholars as they examined and theorised workplace practices
from various perspectives. Perhaps much of this complexity can be attributed to the
diversity of issues investigated by a range of scholars working from different
assumptions. Cultural theoretical practice thinkers, philosophical practice thinkers,
social theoretical practice thinkers, as well as scientific and technological practice
theorists have contributed (see Schatzki 2001, p.l). There seemed to be broad
concern about both the philosophical and social scientific significance of the many
aspects of human endeavour including: the embodiment of practice; the attribution of
meanings to 'practices’ particularly in relation to language, science, and power; and
‘practices’ or ways used to organise, reproduce and transform social life (Schatzki
2001, p.l).
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Thus it was not surprising that there was no unified approach to the meaning(s) of
practice in academic research. Clarity of meaning had become even further
confounded by studies of practice within different theoretical perspectives. In other
words practice ‘means different things to different people’ (Kemmis 2000, p.574) in
both theoretical studies and applied research.

3.2.2

Increasing interest in the study ofpractice

Certainly, interest in the study of practice gathered momentum during the past twenty
years. When authors were brought together in the mid-1980s to contribute to a book
on understanding practice Chaiklin noted that few researchers were concerned with
‘understanding human practices located in social and societal interactions’ (1993,
p.377). It could be argued that this area was under-theorised because so few scholars
were actively engaged in developing this perspective and that it seemed more useful
to learn from each other than to promote or defend a single approach (Chaiklin
1993). However, at the 2006 EGOS Summer Workshop mentioned earlier,
discussion papers on a diverse range of approaches to human practices were
encouraged and actively supported by contributors.

This diversity was evident in the papers both at the Summer Workshop and articles
in the post-workshop EGOS Journal Organization Studies. Examples from the
workshop were: Peter Bogason (2006) ‘The new pragmatism and practical research’;
Alistair Mutch (2006); ‘Understanding knowledge and practice: towards a notion of
practical reasoning V and Mika Pantzar and Elizabeth Shove (2006) ‘Circuits of
reproduction and the dynamics of practice in everyday life’. In the journal examples
were: Alessia Contu and Hugh Willmott (2006); ‘Situating talking about machines’;
Michael Launsbury and Ellen Crumley (2007) ‘New practice creation’; and Wanda
Orlikowski (2007) ‘Sociomaterial practices: Exploring technologies at work’.

In a special issue of Pedagogy, Culture and Society on Knowing Practice (2005)
articles included: editor David Hamilton ‘Introduction: Knowing Practice’; Karin
Ronnerman 'Participant knowledge and the meeting of practitioners and researchers’;
Thomas A. Schwandt ‘On modelling our understanding of the practice fields’;
Wilfred Carr 'The role of theory in professional development of an educational
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theorist’; Tone Saugstad ‘Aristotle’s contribution to scholastic and non-scholastic
learning theories’; Joseph Dunne ‘An intricate fabric: understanding the rationality of
practice, and Stephen Kemmis ‘Knowing practice: searching for saliences'. These
papers and journal articles were indicative of the range of work on theorisation of the
concept of practice and its application at that time.

While the term practice could be applied in relation to an individual practitioner, a
field ofpractice was usefully described by Schatzki (2001, p.2) as ‘the total nexus of
interconnected human practices’ applied to group of practitioners. Accordingly, the
field of practice of PCVET could be used as a place to study interconnected human
practices affecting the nature and transformation of subject matter such as
educational methods for vocational learning. Even though individuals might describe
their practices differently, all accounts of practice could be regarded as having
phenomena in common such as historical development, human activity, knowledge,
language, meaning, power, science and social institutions that occur within, or are
aspects of, a field of practice.

Researchers used either individual or group behaviour as the focus of their
investigations from various research traditions on the study of practice. Behaviour
was investigated objectively (i.e. by an outsider who is therefore external) as in
behaviourist and cognitivist methodologies in terms of the individual and structuralfunctionalist perspectives in psychology or sociology as well as in some forms of
systems theory in studies of organisations, groups or social entities (see Kemmis &
McTaggart 2000). Behaviour was also investigated subjectively (i.e. by an insider
who is therefore internal) who looks for understandings and interpretations as in
humanist perspectives at the individual level, and in social theory and social and
moral philosophy at both group and societal levels (see Lindlof 2008; Morris, Leung,
Amis & Lickel 1999). Researchers using reflexive perspectives, critical theory and
critical social science have investigated either individual or broader social behaviour
in relation to human agency as well as social action (Kemmis 2006; Kemmis &
McTaggart 2000). These various perspectives on studying practice typically drew on
different research methods, tools and techniques of quantitative and/or qualitative
research.
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3.2.3

Diverse traditions in the study ofpractice

Original dimensions were contributed to the study of practice by scholars each
demonstrating a different tradition represented by: structural social theorist Pierre
Bourdieu; social and practice theorist Seth Chaiklin; philosopher and scholar Hubert
Dreyfus; activity theorists Yrjo Engestrom and Lev Vygotsky; post-structural
cultural theorist Michel Foucault; social theorist Anthony Giddens; post-Marxist
social philosopher Jurgen Habermas; social geographer David Harvey; professional
practice theorist Stephen Kemmis: social learning theorists Jean Lave and Etienne
Wenger; moral and ethical practice theorist Nel Nodding; philosopher Alasdair
MacIntyre; learning theorist Donald Schon; practice theorist Theodore Schatzki; and
evaluation and practice theorist Thomas Schwandt. Key contributions by these
scholars (discussed next) demonstrate the complexity and the richness of the practice
debate.
The work of Bourdieu (1977, 1984, 1990; Grenfell & James 1998) contributed a
number of concepts to the practice debate namely: the cultural-discursive framing of
‘actor’s’ (or agent’s) meanings and intentions; the concepts of the social field of
practice, practice as cultural capital; and the notion that participation in a practice
can produce a structure of learned dispositions which Bourdieu termed habitus (see
Grenfell & James 1998). Although both Bourdieu and Habermas emphasised the
social aspects of life, Bourdieu can be seen as placing more emphasis on learned
dispositions and the notion of habitus in relation to individuals, while Habermas
emphasised social integration through communicative action. From Habermas’ work
(1984, 1987) on social systems, communicative action and lifeworlds it appears that
he identified the social (as opposed to systemic) aspects of life and communication as
being important to the lifeworld of an individual. Habermas can be said to be a
proponent of the social aspects of practice as encapsulated by Schatzki: ‘practices in
Jurgen Habermas’s terminology are something through which ‘social’ as opposed to
‘systems’ integration is primarily achieved’ (Schatzki 1996, p.89). In contrast to the
generally held view of lifeworld at the time as simply the totality of an individual’s
experiences within everyday life, Habermas had a different approach. His view
emphasised the relationship between the private sphere and the public sphere of an
individual’s life by way of identity formation as well as communicative action
(Habermas 1984, 1987) that encompassed the subjective, the objective and social
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aspects, as being at the core of the lifeworld (see Lechte

1995). While

conceptualising the role of the social sphere differently, the contributions of both
Bourdieu and Habermas were significant within the field of practice theory and
research in the sense that there can be learned dispositions or habitus characteristics
of practice in a specific field and these can be identified by investigation of that field
of practice.

Yet while structural social theory frameworks were generally considered useful for
research in the area of practice, other scholars argued that Habermas’ notions of
social integration and lifeworlds did not include spatio-temporal aspects of practice.
Such scholars argued that in any analysis of practice in a specific field it would be
useful to take into account that a practice could occur in and over time (Giddens
1984) and that a practice can be historically formed and structured, or reproduced
and transformed over time (Foucault 1979; MacIntyre 1982, 1988, 1990; Schatzki
1996).

In terms of understanding spatio-temporal aspects of practice, Foucault’s work on the
history of sexuality (1990a, 1990b) showed that theories claiming to explain
historical events should be recognised as being distinct from the events themselves.
Such theories, rather than merely explaining practices, were themselves part of
practices situated in a specific historical era (see Lechte 1995). MacIntyre’s work
(1982, 1988, 1990) also supported this view by emphasising the role of tradition (the
passing on of customs and beliefs over time from one generation to the next) in
shaping particular practices over long historical periods (Kemmis 2006). In an
endeavour to gain further understandings of the spatio-temporal nature of practice,
the notion of reflexivity as understood by Giddens (1984) could be seen to be
grounded in a continuous (over time) process of an individual’s monitoring of, not
only his or her own actions, but also the actions he or she expected from others.
Although Giddens argued that continuity of practices in itself presumed reflexivity
he also argued the converse, that reflexivity was possible only through the continuity
of practices. Thus these processes facilitated a distinctive ‘sameness’ over space and
time (1984, p.3). In this sense Gidden’s notion of reflexivity in practices can be seen
to be spatio-temporal.
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Aspects of practice encompassing the spatio-temporal nature of practice were also
discussed by other scholars. For example, in the work of Foucault (1970, 1972, 1977,
1979, 1990a; 1990b) practice was discussed as being shaped discursively and being
read in artefacts (Kemmis 2005, p.400). Tangible artefacts of practice were items
such as documents and other objects in a field, shaped by ideas and actions reflecting
the social and cultural influences in that field, either at a particular time, or over a
particular period of time. In a spatio-temporal sense the situatedness of practices has
also been discussed by scholars such as Schatzki (1996, 2001, 2002) in his notion of
the ‘hanging together’ of people and practices in social space. In this sense he
perceived practices as being dispersed and/or integrated. Situated practices could be
dispersed in a field by describing, ordering, following rules, explaining, questioning,
reporting, examining and imagining how that may apply in various domains
(Schatzki 1996, p.91). Situated practices could be integrated if they involved
complex groups of activities typically found in, and characteristic of, particular
domains of social life in specific spaces such as in banking, business, celebrations,
cooking, manufacturing, recreation, religion, research, teaching and voting.
Similarly, Vygotsky recognised that ‘in his interaction with the environment man
always makes use of his social experience’ (1997, p.l33), or in other words both
biological and socio-cultural elements contributed to human experience. Vygotsky’s
notion that social psychological phenomena were social in two ways was useful for
this thesis. He posited that such phenomena originated in social experience and also
embodied cultural artefacts. While in this study artefacts from the field of practice of
PCVETR were examined as a now accepted research technique, Vygotsky’s
recognition of cultural artefacts (signs, symbols, linguistic terms and physical objects
produced by humans) as being a feature of practice was revolutionary in his time.
Further to this, Vygotsky’s work on cultural/historical psychology provided fertile
ground for activity theory to emerge. For example, the significance of Vygotsky’s
work in this area was acknowledged by Engestrom as follows:
The insertion of cultural artifacts into human actions was revolutionary
....the individual could no longer be understood without his or her cultural
means; and the society could no longer be understood without the agency
of individuals who use and produce artifacts ’ (Engestrom, 2001, p.l 34).
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Vygotsky sought to go beyond psychoanalysis and behaviourism to understand how
human activities might be socially situated. The notion of activity theory was taken
up by Engestrom (1987, 2001) and his work, together with that of Vygotsky, can be
said to have made a valuable contribution to the social and cultural understandings of
practice.
On the other hand, Carr and Kemmis (1986, p.l62) saw activity theory as a form of
self-reflective inquiry used by people in social situations to better understand their
own practice. It was useful to draw on this notion of a self-reflective way of
understanding action research as both are situated in the world of the practitioner and
can be seen to be a way of understanding the notion of reflective practice as
discussed by Schon (1983). It is noteworthy that as well as his work on ‘reflective
practice’ and 'reflection in action’, Schon’s work with Argyris, Theory in Practice:
Increasing Professional Effectiveness (Argyris & Schon 1974) added further
dimensions to understandings of the individual practitioner within a practice.
This work by Argyris and Schon (1974) further examined the processes of conscious
and unconscious reasoning (see Dick & Dalmau 1990) positing that individuals hold
‘maps’ in their minds that are then used to plan, to act and to review their actions.
While individuals may exhibit apparent differences between what they say and what
they do, Argyris and Schon suggested there was a theory consistent with what people
say and another theory consistent with what they do (Anderson 1997; Argyris &
Schon 1974). To clarify, the distinction is not between theory and action, per se, but
between two differing theories of action, namely espoused theory and theory-in-use
(Argyris, Putnam & McLain Smith 1985, p.82). Espoused theory could be described
as the worldview and values that individuals believe to be the basis of their
behaviour. In contrast, theory-in-use referred to their world view and values implicit
in their actual behaviour or in other words the worldviews and values that guided
behaviour when responding to perceived constraints in the environment.
Other notions from social theorists useful to this thesis included those of agency and
intentionality seen in the work of Giddens (1984). The notion of agency described
the ability of actors or agents to explain their actions or ‘what they do’ (Giddens
1984, p.98), or in other words their practices, and this could be linked to Habermas’
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communicative action (1984, 1987) whereby individuals were able to explain their
actions in terms of subjective, objective and social ‘actor worlds’. Giddens also
introduced the notion of intentionality in which he considered the actor’s intention of
acting in a particular way. While actions can be recognisably intentional, there can be
both ^intentional and intentional outcomes from such actions. In other words, an
individual may intend a particular action, but not intend all the outcomes that result
from that action. An example of an intentional action from within the context of the
study for this thesis is that of a researcher asking a participant a question relating to
his or her work. However, if the participant bursts into tears or flies into a rage, this
may not be an intentional outcome of the researcher’s intentional action.
Lave and Wenger (1991) represented another group of scholars who made
contributions that evolved from the ‘collective’ or ‘group’ aspects of practice. Their
significant contributions were: their work on communities of practice; the notion of
situated learning (see Lave 1993) with Teaming being an integral and inseparable
aspect of social practice' (Lave & Wenger 1991, p.31); and ‘legitimate peripheral
participation ’ that can be likened to an apprenticeship whereby a novice can enter
and have a legitimate place within a community of practice. The notion of
‘newcomer’ (novice) to ‘old-timer’ (full participant) in a community of practice can
be seen to be aligned with Dreyfus’ model of skill acquisition (see Dreyfus &
Dreyfus 1986; Dreyfus 1989) and to other scholarly writing that explored the
acquisition of expertise within professional practice (for example Tennant &
Melville 1999). The stages within Dreyfus’ model of skill acquisition (novice,
advanced beginner, competence, proficient and finally, expertise) could be seen as
useful for exploring the pathway from apprentice (or novice) to expert (a very
knowledgeable and experienced ‘old-timer’) within a given community of practice.
In addition an historical-geographical perspective was argued by Harvey (2007,
p.207) in relation to what he described as the contested notion of time and space
being treated as separate qualities. He did this by raising a number of questions about
the material and metaphysical understandings of time and space used to define
situatedness and positionality. Within what he described as a confusion of layers of
meanings Harvey saw a suggestion of an underlying unity that, if carefully explored,
might reveal much about the complexity of social, political and spatial practices (of
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interest to this thesis) that not only work in an inter-relational way but also over time.
In other words the previously discussed notions of apprenticeship to full participant
in communities of practice (Lave & Wenger 1991) and the novice to expert in
professional practice (Dreyfus 1986; 1989) can be seen to occur in ‘social, political
and spatial spaces in interrelation with each other over time’ (Harvey 2007, p.208).
This concept has resonance with the spatio-temporal qualities of practice as
discussed earlier.
Although Schatzki (2002) argued that a practice prefigures individual actions, at
some point there would have been a starting point - a beginning - for any specific
practice. That beginning might have occurred when an individual performed
procedures that he or she then taught to others thus providing the genesis for a
recognisable practice that ‘prefigured’ individual actions for those that followed.
Practice theorist Schwandt (2005) developed two frameworks for understanding
practice (or lenses through which researchers could examine practice). The first
suggested an interlocked relationship between factors working together in an
instrumental (means-end) way, in other words there was a goal that was known in
advance. Within this framework there was the assumption that:
...an ‘outside ’ scientific expert view is necessary because practitioners
who are involved with their practice on an everyday basis are incapable
of routinely making objective assessments of how well it works (Schwandt
2005, p.319).
While this first framework can be said to have developed from the scientific
knowledge tradition, the second framework belonged more within the traditions of
practical knowledge where practice was seen as theory and science applied in
everyday life (Schwandt 2005) and was usually considered as the realm of doing and
action. However later work by Gherardi (2008) linked the notion of everyday action
to the knowledge underpinning what people do together. For Gherardi people created
knowledge thus contributing to a socio-culturally structured world and the term
practice connected knowing with doing. Schwandt (2005) saw the word practice as
being close to the Greek word praxis, defined in the Oxford Dictionary of Sociology
(Scott & Marshall 2005, p.517) as ‘emphasising the transformative nature of action
and the priority of action over thought’. Action, according to Schwandt (2005)
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referred to a form of human activity concerned with the conduct of an individual's
life as a member of a particular society. For Coulter and Wiens (2002) praxis
demanded a particular kind of engaged, embodied and enacted judgement that
connected other factors such as knowledge, virtue and reasoning. Within this
framework practitioners were seen to be constantly facing contingencies as well as
meeting multiple demands and making decisions as to "the right' or most appropriate
action. Such contingencies and demands involved reflection by practitioners on their
practice. Practice research within the practical knowledge tradition aimed to form
‘operational intelligence in practitioners' (Schwandt 2005, p.329) by assisting the
practitioners in their own deliberations about their own practice.
In summary, the meanings and understandings of practice are many and varied but
while such meanings and understandings appear to be complex, at the same time they
can be seen as an inter-connected body of work. The debate was influenced by
Bourdieu’s notions of social fields, cultural capital and habitus together with
Habermas’ work on identity formation and communicative action which is integral to
his notion of lifeworlds that positioned the individual in the broader social space.
Other meanings came from Vygotsky’s biological and sociocultural elements of
actions and Gidden’s notion of individual agency. The notion that actions are spatiotemporal was shown in differing ways in the work of Foucault, Harvey, MacIntyre
and Schatzki. Foucault’s particular interest was in the historical influences on events
and actions, Harvey looked at both historical and geographical aspects, MacIntyre
took the historical concept further in the notion of tradition while Schatzki saw that
spatio-temporal elements were integral to situatedness.
In turn, the idea that actions were situated was shown to have resonance with Lave
and Wenger’s situated learning that incorporated the notion of communities of
practice. Dreyfus' categorisation of levels of skill acquisition by individuals and
Schatzki’s proposition that practices prefigure individual actions could be applied to
the context of apprenticeship particularly the transition from apprentice (or novice)
towards becoming an expert (old-timer). The importance of artefacts as reflecting the
social and cultural influences within a practice could be seen in the work of
Bourdieu, Foucault and Vygotsky. In addition Vygotsky contributed the notion of
activity theory that in turn was further developed by Engestrom. The potential of
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connecting reflection and reflexivity to practice was shown in Schon’s work on the
reflective practitioner, Gidden’s work on reflexivity and Carr and Kemmis’ work on
the notion of self-reflective inquiry often discussed as an element of action research.
Finally, the work of Schwandt was taken into account particularly his frameworks for
two kinds of knowledge production, namely the tradition and the practical
knowledge tradition in which the role of the practitioner was recognised and valued.
These scholarly contributions developed a sense of both richness and complexity in
relation to understandings of practice in the literature and features that might
contribute to it.
3.3

Untangling the web of diversity and complexity - allowing the richness to
emerge

To untangle the complexity of such a diversity of approaches and understandings of
the notion and features of practice, it was useful to turn to the work of Kemmis and
McTaggart (2000) and Kemmis (2006) where they investigated the range of
perspectives used by researchers in studies of practice. Initially Kemmis and
McTaggart (2000) identified five differing views of practice as used by researchers:
(1) practice

as

individual

behaviour;

(2)

practice

as

social

behaviour;

(3) practice as intentional action, shaped by meanings and values; (4) practice as
socially-structured, shaped by discourses and tradition; and (5) practice as socially,
historically and discursively constituted by human agency and social actions. These
categories were expanded in further development of this work by Kemmis (2006).
As seen in Figure 1, Kemmis and McTaggart categorised the first and second views
of practice i.e. (1) practice as individual behaviour and (2) practice as social
behaviour as being perceived from an objective viewpoint, while the third and fourth
views of practice i.e. (3) practice as intentional action, and (4) practice as sociallystructured were shown to be perceived from a subjective viewpoint (Kemmis 2006;
Kemmis & McTaggart 2000). However, the fifth view of practice i.e. (5) practice as
socially, historically and discursively constituted by human agency and social actions
appeared to be of a different order. The studies in this category were described by
Kemmis

and

McTaggart

as

taking

a

reflexive/dialectical

perspective

of

individual/social functions (Kemmis 2006; Kemmis & McTaggart 2000).
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Focus:

The individual

The social

Both:
Reflexive-dialectical

view of individual-social
relations &connections

Perspective
(1)
Objective

Practice as individual

(2) Practice as social interaction

behaviour, seen in terms of

eg. ritual, system-structured,

performances, events &

structure-functionalist and

effects behaviourist and

social systems approaches

most cognitivist approaches
in psychology

Subjective

(3) Practice as intentional

(4) Practice as socially

action, shaped by meaning

structured, shaped by

and values, psychological

discourses, tradition

verstehen (empathetic

interpretive, aesthetic-historical,

understanding) and most

verstehen & post-structural

constructivist approaches

approaches

Both:

(5) Practice as socially

Reflexive-

and historically-

dialectical

constituted, and as

view of
subjectiveobjective
relations &
connections

reconstituted by human
agency and social action,
critical theory, critical
social science

Figure 1: Relationships between different traditions in the study of practice (Kemmis 2006, p.4;
Kemmis & McTaggart 2000, Chapter 22;)

Kemmis and McTaggart (2000) expanded on this categorisation by aligning research
methods and techniques with research approaches as in Figure 1 above. This
alignment of research methods and techniques with various identified traditions is
shown in Figure 2.
Focus:

The individual

The social

Both:
Reflexive-dialectical

view of individual-social
relations & connections

Perspective
(i)
Objective

Subjective

Practice as individual

(2) Practice as social and

behaviour: Quantitative,

systems behaviour.

correlational-experimental

Quantitative, correlational-

methods. Psychometric

experimental methods.

and observational

Observational techniques,

techniques, tests.

sociometrics, system analysis,

interaction schedules

social ecology

(3) Practice as intentional
action: Qualitative,

(4) Practice as sociallystructured, shaped by

interpretive methods.

discourses and tradition:

Clinical analysis.

Qualitative, interpretive,

interview, questionnaire,

historical methods. Discourse

diaries, journals, self

analysis, document analysis

report, introspection
Both:

(5) Practice as socially-

Reflexive-

and historically-

dialectical

constituted, and as

view of
subjectiveobjective
relations &
connections

reconstituted by human

:

agency and social action

Critical methods.
Dialectical analysis
(multiple methods)

Figure 2: Methods and techniques characteristic of different approaches to the study of practice.
(Kemmis 2006, p.4; Kemmis & McTaggart 2000, Chapter 22;)
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It was noted that while Kemmis and McTaggart (2000) used the term views of
practice, Kemmis in his later work (2006) adopted the term traditions of practice. It
should also be noted that Kemmis and McTaggart (2000) laid the foundation for the
‘categorisation’ (or the untangling) of the views or traditions in relation to practice
research. In addition, Kemmis (2006) extended this work in his development of a
‘Practice Table’ (see Section 3.4).

3.3 1

Positioning the study within Kemmis ’ traditions ofpractice

I would position this study on the use of in-depth research interviewing in PCVET in
Australia within the fifth tradition. The fifth tradition embodied studies that viewed
practice as being ‘socially - and historically - constituted by human agency and social
action’ (Kemmis 2006, Fig.l, p.4) and may use multiple methods of analysis. In
addition, this study can be seen to include aspects of both the traditions of:
•

the individual interviewer in terms of both (1) individual behaviour
(objective) and also (3) intentional action (subjective) shaped by meanings
and values, social interaction; and

•

the social interviewer in terms of (2) systems and structures (objective) of
in-depth research interviewing, and interviewing practice as being (4)
socially-structured and shaped by traditions and discourses.

This was explained in Chapter Seven as part of the discussion of findings from
multiple sources of evidence and is represented in Figure 11 presented in the
concluding chapter.

3.4

The interplay of individual and extra-individualfeatures ofpractice

As indicated in Section 3.3, Kemmis (2005; 2006) produced an analysis of traditions
of research practice in the form of a Practice Table entitled Understanding and
changing professional practice: A diversity of traditions and approaches. See
Kemmis (2006) and Appendix 4. It was important to note that in the Practice Table
Kemmis did not attempt to ‘homogenise’ the diversity of understandings of practice,
but rather recognised and respected the diversity. Neither was the Table to be
considered ‘final’. Rather, it was more useful if considered as the beginnings of a
continuing development of a more encompassing view of practice (Kemmis 2006,
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p.3). In other words Kemmis proposed a more multidimensional way of studying
practice using multidisciplinary, multi-method approaches rather than, for example,
trying to understand professional practice in terms of one specific body of
knowledge.

In constructing a Practice Table, Kemmis (2006, pp.6-7) see Appendix 4, took this
work a step further by providing a valuable integration of contemporary scholarship.
Kemmis highlights the influential contributions from a diversity of practice theorists
including: Althusser, Bakhtin, Bernstein, Bourdieu, Engestrom, Eraut, Foucault,
Giddens, Habermas, Kemmis and McTaggart, Lyotard, Noddings, MacIntyre,
Schatzki, Taylor and Vygotsky. In this Table Kemmis’ features of practice could be
seen to include both individual, and what Kemmis termed extra-individual features
of practice ‘constituted in a dialectical relationship with’ each other (Kemmis 2006,
p.6). To facilitate discussion of features of practice identified and grouped by
Kemmis (2006) it should be noted that Table 2 summarised and simplified Kemmis’
Practice Table to focus on the relationships between the main features and
consequently did not include references to theorists who had influenced this work.
For this detail see Appendix 4 this thesis.

The seven individual features of practice (A-G) captured cognitive, affective and
psychomotor domains of knowledge where cognitive encompassed conceptual
understandings (constituted in a dialectic relationship with cultural-discursive
features), affective referred to values/emotions (constituted in a dialectic relationship
with social features), and finally psychomotor included skills (constituted in a
dialectic relationship with material-economic features). Cultural-discursive, and the
material-economic frameworks of extra-individual features of practice were said to
exist before the arrival of particular people in particular situations. Thus for any of
the seven individual features located by Kemmis in this matrix there were ‘ culturaldiscursive’ features through the medium of language and discourse and the generic
social practices of communication, social features through the medium of power and
social relationships with what Kemmis described as generic social practice of social
organisation and connection, and material-economic features through the medium of
work and the generic social practice of production.
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Table 2: Characteristics of features for understanding professional practice: adapted from Kemmis’
Practice Table (Kemmis 2006, pp. 6-7, see also Appendix 4 this thesis)

Individual features of practice as constituted in a dialectical relationship
with extra-individual features of practice
Individual features of practice
Forms of knowledge - cognitive,
affective and psychomotor skills

Extra-individual features pfpractice
(a) cultural-discursive
(b) social features
features

:

(c) materialeconomic features

A.

Meaning and

Meaningful to

Is value-laden ,such

Meaning
and
purpose

intention, may draw

practitioners and

as in value of care, is

interaction in and on

on professional

frequently ‘theoretical’

guided by social

the world to address

norms and virtues

problems in pursuit

practice knowledge

Purposive action and

of goals and ends

(technical, craft and
personal)

B.
Structured

Experientially-

Culturally and

Socially and

Use of learned skills

formed in relation to

discursively formed and

politically formed.

and techniques in

identity/

structured. Includes

structured and

structured systems of

subjectivity, agency

cultural capital,

contested (social field

relationships

or resistance or

codification,

and social capital)

learned dispositions

power/knowledge and

C.

Practice embodied

Culturally-embodied

Solidarities and social

Involves action on

Situated

in place and time

self-understandings and

integration

the material world in

employing learned

discursive histories of

the material here-

capacities and

communities of practice

and-now in the form

inter-subjectivity

of work or labour,

competences,
identity work and

involving access to,

emotional work

the use and transfer
of resources

D.
Temporally
-located

Dramaturgical in

Society and group

Historically formed

Occurs in and over

nature, unfolding in

traditions, practitioner

and structured

time through

terms of narrative

historical self-

background related

consciousness and

processes

to people’s lives

effective history

E.

Professional role

Discursively and

Frequently

Systemic

and functions

linguistically justified,

maintained.

strategically

subject to accreditation

developed and

reflexive in that

and regulation

regulated in

operations and

F.
Reflexivity
and transformation

Materially or

institutions and

interactions can be

organisations and the

materially

cooperative work of

reproduced and

professions

transformed

Reflexive, including

Invites communicative

Opens communicative

Materially or

historical self-

action, practices are

space, creates public

strategically

consciousness and

culturally/linguistically

discourse in public

reflexive both in the

stimulates identity

reproduced and

spheres, socially

sense of trans-

reproduction and

culturally/linguistically

reproduced and

forming raw

transformation

transformed over time

socially transformed

products to end

and space

over time and space

products and that
interactions can be
materially
reproduced and
transformed over
space and time

G.

Practical reasoning

Invites aesthetic/

Invites critical

Invites technical

Forms of
reasoning
about
practice

including

expressive

reasoning in which

reasoning about

exploratory action

understanding as

practitioners

efficient means to

(using knowledge in

symbolic, the

collaboratively

particular ends and

uncertainty)

exploration of aesthetics

explore the nature and

also functional

or poetics and invites

consequences of

reasoning about

critical reasoning

actions

organisational
capacity and guided
by technical
knowledge
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It is notable that in his discussion of the individual features of practice Kemmis
(2006, p.10) agrees with Schatzki (2002) that practices prefigure individual action,
that is, practitioners take on the mantle of the existing practice of a field as it were.
For example, doctors take up the mantle of the 'practice of medicine’, teachers take
up the mantle of the 'practice of teaching’ and likewise researchers take up the
mantle of the 'practice of research’. The mantle includes the extra-individual features
of cultural-discursive dimensions, the ‘belongingness’ in the social dimensions and
certain skills and ‘satisfactions’ from the material-economic dimensions.

Kemmis’ individual features of practice have particular relevance to this study of
individual researchers in their practice of in-depth research interviewing within the
field of practice of PCVETR. Taking one or all seven of Kemmis’ individual features
of practice (meaning and purpose; structured; situated; temporally located; systemic;
reflexivity and transformation; and forms of reasoning about practice) and applying
them to a study of any field of practice is seen to be a useful exercise in two ways.
Firstly, the framework is useful to making a contribution to the body of knowledge
emerging from the diversity, complexity and richness of notions of practice in the
literature. Secondly it is useful in developing understandings of any particular field
of practice in relation to identifying specific individual’ and ‘extra-individual’
features as categorised by Kemmis (2006).

3.5

Individual and extra-individual features ofpractice as an heuristic for
in-depth research interviewing practice in PC VET

Kemmis’ (2006) seven individual features of practice and their related extra
individual features of practice are now discussed in order to show how these might
be an heuristic for understanding in-depth research interviewing practice in the field
of PC VET.
(i)

Meaning and purpose in practice

Kemmis' notion that meaning and purpose are involved in practice had been
influenced primarily by the work of Oakeshott (1962), Giddens (1979, 1984), Eraut
(1994) and FTiggs, Titchen and Neville (2001). Specific behaviour was identified
with intentional action (purpose) because, as Kemmis states, practice was ‘not just
activity' (Kemmis 2006, p.6). The meaning and intention of an activity by an
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individual engaging in a practice may be drawn from professional practice
knowledge that may include technical knowledge (knowing that), craft knowledge
(knowing how), as well as personal knowledge (knowing why). Giddens, as
mentioned previously, referred to intentionality where the practitioner had the
intention of acting in a particular way and where actions might have ^intentional
outcomes (Giddens 1984, pp. 4-8). Thus, it was important to note that Kemmis’
framework allowed for action that may result in an ^intentional outcome as
discussed in Chapter Two (Section 2.6.2 (iv)) and earlier in this chapter (Section
3.2.3) regarding in-depth interviewing outcomes.
In

the

in-depth

research

interview

the

researcher/interviewer

and

the

participant/interviewee could be seen to have differing intentions and differing roles.
Generally the intention of the researcher/interviewer would be to obtain relevant and
useful information (data), while the intention of the participant, would be to
participate so as to provide relevant and useful information (data). However, if the
participant had been coerced into participating, or had a particularly provocative or
belligerent attitude, there may have been intentions to be uncooperative or
misleading.
In terms of meaning and purpose individual people (according to Kemmis (2006))
have values, norms and virtues expressed in cultural-discursive theoretical resources
and social resources for determining meaning in life situations that could include
determining the meaning in things such as research questions. Using an in-depth
research interview as an example, each researcher/interviewer has a unique set of
resources on which to draw to participate in the practice of interviewing, while each
participant/interviewee (who may represent a company or an organisation), also has
his or her own unique and possibly different frame of reference. Through the lens of
'material-economic’ features, practitioners can be seen to exercise ‘purposive action
in and on the world’, such as purposefully addressing identified social needs and
goals in a community using action research. In the processes of in-depth interviewing
the researcher/interviewer can become involved in purposive action in the conduct of
such

research

to

produce

results

to

meet

that

community

need.

The

participant/interviewee may also wish to represent his or her own or others’ views on
issues important to needs or goals.
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(ii)

Structured practice

In more recent times there has been much debate in relation to structure,
structuralism and post-structuralism. Drawing primarily on the work of Benhabib
(1992), Bourdieu (1977, 1984, 1990, 1998), Bourdieu and Wacquant (1992),
Giddens (1979, 1984) and Schatzki (1996, 2001, 2002), Kemmis was doubtful that
practice could be understood without consideration of some sense of ‘structure’ and
even of ‘shape’. For example, he saw that the working day not only had a shape but
also involved the practitioner in drawing on his or her particular ways of structuring
personal experience. In the course of work practices, the extra-individual features
prefigured discourses and material and economic structures that influenced how the
practitioner learned ‘to be’ through social relationships and how the practitioner
formed an identity. By participation in the practice the practitioner produced a
structure of learned dispositions, or in Bourdieu’s (1977) terms, habitus or socialised
subjectivity.

Looking through Kemmis’ lens of cultural features, practice was always culturally
and discursively formed and structured in languages and discourses. In identifying
social features Kemmis cites the work of Bernstein (1977), Bourdieu (1977, 1984,
1990, 1998), Engestrom (1987, 2000), Gramsci (1977), Leontjev (1974, 1981) and
Vygotsky (1978, 1986) to show that practice is realised in social and political
interactions and relationships.

Such a relationship in in-depth research interviewing would be the relationship
between the researcher/interviewer and the participant/interviewee. A researcher
would also have a specific relationship with each research team member or
colleague. Material-economic features of in-depth interviewing practice would
include the use of learned skills and techniques evolved over time in ‘structured
systems of human relationships’. For example, the in-depth research interviewer uses
learned skills that have evolved over time within the framework of evolving research
methods and techniques (see Chapter Two for an overview of the development of the
use of the interview in research). In the process of using and modifying learned skills
the practising in-depth research interviewer became an active participant in the
evolution of relevant interviewing skills for particular research methodologies.
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(iii)

Situated practice

For this thesis, situatedness was one of the individual features of practice of
particular interest and usefulness for theorising the practice of in-depth interviewing.
It was also useful for using the cultural feature of the community of practice to
describe the field of PCVETR. In Chapter One of this thesis I not only situated this
study within the practice of in-depth research interviewing, I also situated myself in
terms of my workplace, the time frame, the field of my research and my theoretical
persuasion and embodied these characteristics. For Kemmis, the embodiment of a
practice by practitioners (in the literal sense how they use their bodies to behave in
different ways) had powerful effects on their practice and performance, and on
shaping their identity:
...competencies and capacities...are elements that come into play in the
performance, that are brought into play as needed, with judgment and
discretion as part of the ‘orchestration ’ of the professional practitioner’s
practice with this client, in this setting, under these particular
circumstances (Kemmis 2006, p. 15, emphasis in original).
In some professions some situations may arise that involve the individual practitioner
in what Kemmis termed emotional work. While the examples he used were about
fatigue in the sporting arena and anxiety about causing pain in medical practice it
could be shown that in-depth research interviewing might also involve practitioners
in emotional work. Such emotional work could be evoked by storied lives and
emotional experiences as told by participants. Kemmis further observed that
‘practices are situated in the sense that they are clearly located in space and time’
(2006, p.16). As for ‘practice

the meaning of the term ‘situated’, (used in the sense

of a situated activity), also seems to have become tangled. For example in some
circumstances situated activity may mean that thoughts and actions are located in
space and time yet in other circumstances the meaning may have been dependent on
the social setting (the situation) that gave rise to thoughts and actions (Lave &
Wenger 1991, p.32). Using participation in an in-depth research interview to
illustrate this point, situated practice may be used in the sense that an interview might
take place in a particular space or location (country, state, town, building,
indoors/outdoors) at a particular time and/or over a particular period of time.
However, situated may also mean that the interview took place in specific
social/cultural circumstances such as where a designated research project was
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conducted within the genre of a particular methodological perspective, within a
particular political climate, cultural era or social circumstance.

Further to this Kemmis appeared to incorporate findings from the work of Lave and
Wenger (1991) and Wenger (1998) on the agreements and debates that formed the
cultural/discursive features of communities of practice (Kemmis 2006, p. 17). He
posited that practitioners operated in a cultural and discursive context that may
conform to a number of predetermined rules or principles (possibly global) but that
were enacted and applied under immediate local cultural, discursive and social
conditions (that is, situated). Practices also occurred in a locally situated material and
economic environment. Differences in location were significant. Location mattered
and Kemmis posited that Tn practice, practice is inevitably situated’ (2006, p.16). In
any particular profession rural practice, for example, may differ from urban practice,
Asian practice may differ from Western practice and in terms of specific
communities, indigenous practice may vary from non-indigenous practice.

In summary it was noteworthy for this thesis that a diverse group of scholars have
incorporated the notion of the situatedness of practice within their frameworks.
Kemmis referred to scholars such as: Bourdieu (1977) and the notion of habitus;
Giddens (1984) and the notion of agency; Foucault (1979) and the notion of culturaldiscursive orders using, for example, the concepts of ‘disciplines’ and ‘regimes of
truth’; Habermas (1984, 1987) and the notion of lifeworlds; as well as Lave and
Wenger (1991) and Wenger (1998) and the notion of communities of practice that
emphasised situatedness in social rather than individual terms. (See Chapter Four for
further discussion of communities of practice in relation to this thesis). Other
scholars had emphasised situatedness in relation to what Kemmis (2006) called
materiality. These include many Marxist theorists concerned with economic
interactions and the resulting social and cultural effects.

Further to this, Kemmis’ heuristic was also influenced by the work of David Harvey
(2007), a social geographer, who integrated the cultural-discursive, social and
material-economic features in the concept of positionality of peoples, groups and
practices. The practitioner also relies on discourses formed from traditions to provide
meaning and significance to his or her practice (Carr & Kemmis 1986) and finally,
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Kemmis identified situated practice in the philosophical perspectives of Schatzki
(1996, 2001, 2002) and his concepts of the social in terms of human coexistence and
the ‘hanging together’ of people and practices in social space. There was, it seemed,
a considerable body of contemporary debate about the idea of situated practice
reflected in Kemmis’ heuristic that was particularly useful to a study of the practice
of in-depth research interviewing in PCVET.

(iv)

Temporally located practice

Although Kemmis made a brief reference to the concepts of time in his discussion on
the material-economic features of practice in relation to both structure and
situatedness he took the concept further by identifying and positing temporally
located practice as one of the individual features of practice in his Practice Table.
The performance of a practice was located in time - it occurred through or over time,
in other words, it had duration (Kemmis 2006, p. 18). In addition, individual practice
occurred in a particular time against a wider background of extra-individual features,
particularly the cultural-discursive dimension of evolving traditions of thought in
particular communities of practice (Lave & Wenger 1991; Wenger 1998). The social
features of temporal location of practice were played out in the connections and
relationships between individuals at any given time in their lives and these in turn
contributed to, or inhibited, the social integration of people involved in a particular
practice.

Kemmis also referred to Habermas’ notion (1984) of the dramaturgical quality of
practice, or in other words, the characteristics of a practice that take on the mantle of
a dramatic performance. Drama performances are usually set to take place at a
particular time with selected actors performing in particular roles and appearing on
stage at given times usually after rehearsals have taken place over a period of time.
In-depth research interviews may be considered dramaturgical in the sense that they
are usually planned for a particular time (or times) and the participants are each
assigned a role (interviewer and interviewee) and perform that role ‘in situ' at the
designated time. Nevertheless, as one of the desired outcomes of an in-depth
interview is to elicit spontaneous responses, such interviews are not rehearsed in the
same way as dramatic performances.
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In terms of temporal location of in-depth research interviewing practice, any one
interview from within a series of interviews may be viewed by a researcher as fitting
into the timeline of that series, that in turn may be viewed within the timeline of the
research plan for the broader project, that in turn is located in ‘historical time’. The
participant, on the other hand, might view the interview as fitting in with the timeline
of his or her personal, social, student or work life and so might not view it in relation
to the same timelines, or temporal location, as the interviewer. The practice of in
depth interviewing was shown in Chapter One to be temporally located within a
cultural/historical context and in Chapter Two within a research methodological
context. Kemmis’ heuristic allows us to explore the past by looking back from the
present.

(v)

Systemic nature of practice

The systemic nature of the relationship between participants in a particular practice
(for example between the physiotherapist and the client/patient in health care and the
researcher and participant/interviewee in in-depth research interviewing) ‘occupies
different and reputedly reciprocal roles’ (Kemmis 2006, p.10). At different times
people’s rights and responsibilities in relation to those roles may change. For
example systemic structures may be affected not only internally from within an
individual physiotherapy practice but externally from the broader health service in
terms of matters related to professional accreditation and regulations that affect the
roles of the clients and patients involved. In terms of systemic features of in-depth
research interviewing, changes may occur internally within university research
practice. For example changes could be brought about through decisions by a
University Ethics Committee to regulate or monitor specific aspects of the in-depth
interview process. Changes could also occur in line with evolving approaches to
methodological

research

practices

with the

academic

research

community.

Externally, decisions could also be made at government level. One scenario could be
that of a requirement at some time for young people of a particular age to have the
consent from a parent or guardian to participate in interviews, or a requirement that a
third party be present in some specific socio-cultural circumstances. To take this a
step further another possible scenario that could come about internally through the
University Ethics Committee or a Faculty research body, or externally through
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government initiatives is that of a future requirement for accreditation of
researchers/interviewers before they can conduct interviews in particularly sensitive
socio-cultural situations.

In social terms interactions can become less personalised as more and more
interactions between people are mediated using technology. While the resulting
interactions may be seen by some to be more ‘professional’ it could be argued that
the interactions become systematised and less personal (eg. through use of voiceactivated call centre systems). Using a rather extreme example, I suggest that in
depth research interviews conducted through a systematised call centre could be a
distanced and impersonal process in relation to personally conducted interviews.

(vi)

Reflexivity and transformation in practice

Kemmis’ heuristic recognises the concepts of reflexivity and transformation in
practice as ‘practices are always reflexive - people in practices “observe themselves”
in the conduct of their practice and can modify their performance either as they do
so, or on future occasions’ (Kemmis 2006, p.22). In developing his framework
Kemmis identified work on individual practice and reflexivity theory by scholars
such as: Bourdieu (1977, 1990) and it is noted that Bourdieu also had a later
publication examining reflexivity in relation to science (2004); Bourdieu and
Wacquant (1992); Giddens (1979, 1984); Gouldner (1976); Schatzki (1996, 2001);
and Toulmin (1972). While reflexivity might take ‘many forms within the post
modernist and post-structuralist traditions’ (King 1998, p.176) reflexive practitioners
are required to analyse and publicly display their history, values, and assumptions to
the best of their abilities. A reflexive approach in research is like turning back the
experience of the individual researcher or participant on himself or herself (King
1998; Mead 1934) and acting on that as a social scientific kind of self consciousness
(Delamont 1991).

Posing questions relating to in-depth interviewing practice to participants in this
study, resulted in reflective responses that changed the way some participants
thought about their practice (see discussion Chapter Seven). I also included a self
reflexive component in relation to my own practice by keeping a reflective journal of
the interviewing process and acting on that. A useful outline of the nature of
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reflexive inquiry and reflexivity applied to the self in in-depth research interviewing
was found in King (1998, pp. 175-188). As reflexivity can lead to changes in
performance, transformation can occur. Although reflexive research practice is far
from straightforward, a reflexive approach can offer a great deal to in-depth
interviewing practice in interpretive research (see Alvesson & Skoldberg 2009).

(vii)

Forms of reasoning in practice

The final individual feature of practice in Kemmis’ Practice Table (2006) involves
identifying the form or forms of reasoning that may be intrinsic to a practice per se.
A range of theorists had posited differing theories of practice including ways of
understanding practice and in so doing ‘contribute[d] to different forms of reasoning
about it’ (Kemmis 2006, p.23). It seemed such forms of reasoning evolved to serve
differing purposes among scientists and scholars (see Habermas 1972, 2003). Forms
of reasoning in a practice might be critical reasoning, technical reasoning, practical
reasoning and critical-emancipatory reasoning. In addition particular theorists in
specific fields may have special interests in other forms of reasoning such as
cultural-discursive or expressive-aesthetic reasoning (Kemmis 2006, p.23). The
feature of forms of reasoning in Kemmis’ heuristic was useful for analysing forms of
reasoning used in different situations by participant interviewers in this study,
particularly in relation to their responses to the non-routine aspects of their
interviewing practice (see Chapter Seven).

3.6

Observations

The features in Kemmis’ framework were inter-related and were neither discrete nor
tightly bounded. Kemmis perceived the contribution of his Practice Table to the field
of practice theory as ‘a kind of illimitability of practice’ (Kemmis 2006, p.27). It
seemed that this notion of illimitability of practice offered researchers a way of
acknowledging and accepting that a complex web of meanings existed. At the same
time he provided a map that facilitated the teasing out of connections as well as the
differences, the pinpointing of locations and the opportunity for ‘other features’ to be
included. In this study I abandoned initial plans to administer ‘tests’ of participant
communication skills and behaviours to focus on a broad study of the practice of in
depth research interviewing. This seemed vindicated by Kemmis’ observation that:
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...this illimitability of practice itself makes a mockery of most ‘measures’
of practice that observe only particular behaviours or acts without
attention to the wider conditions which form and inform them (Kemmis
2006. p.27).
In other words, in this study of in-depth research interviewing practice in PCVET
and the influences from the wider socio-cultural contexts of the interview,
interviewer and interviewee must be part of the analysis of that practice. It then
seemed that Kemmis” Practice Table was an appropriate heuristic for analysing
features of the ‘practice’ of in-depth interviewing within the field of practice of postcompulsory vocational education and training research (PCVETR) in Australia.

An awareness of the possible situated nature of practice emerged as a result of
interviews I had conducted over a number of years and was reinforced by the
interviews I conducted in the study for this thesis. Kemmis’ description of the
situated nature of individual practice together with the social and cultural discursive
elements of the extra individual features resonated strongly with this awareness.
Also, the feature of reflexivity was fundamental to my own practice as well as to the
practice of individuals who participated in this study. I noted that Gergen and Gergen
in their study of reflexive methodologies found that:
Self-reflexive methods became interdependently reciprocal, and that the
term ‘reflexive ’ applied not to one researcher, but to relations between and
among investigator and research participants (Gergen & Gergen
1991, p.93).
During this study this phenomena became increasingly evident particularly in the
second round interviews. Findings on interdependent reciprocity between the
research participants and myself are embedded in the discussions in Chapters Seven
and Eight.

I recognised in Kemmis’ Practice Table a valuable tool for positioning research or
scholarly writing in relation to other work in a particular field of practice. Kemmis
described his Practice Table as a guide, a set of prompts or a schedule ‘to guide
interviews, observations and document analysis’ in his own program of research on
practice theory (Kemmis 2006 p.27). It is in this sense that the Table was used in this
investigation. While I perceived the Practice Table to be potentially useful to
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practice theory (Kemmis 2006 p.27). It is in this sense that the Table was used in this
investigation. While I perceived the Practice Table to be potentially useful to
pursuing the nature of a practice, there was evidence of potential for confusion.
As initial analysis of the Practice Table showed that some characteristics attributed to
an individual feature were also attributed in some form to a number of extra
individual features (the illimitability of practice!) it was clearly necessary to be
mindful of this when using the Practice Table as an heuristic for the analysis of a
chosen practice. These attributions are highlighted in Table 3.

Table 3: Identified features of practice from Kemmis (2006) indicating the apparent repetitive
attribution of identified characteristics of individual and extra-individual features of
practice within the Practice Table (see Kemmis 2006, pp.6-7).

Individual features of practice as constituted in a dialectical relationship with extra
individual features of practice
Selected individual features of
practice: C,D and F
Forms of knowledge. - cognitive,
affective and psychomotor skills
Practice embodied
C.
in place and time
Situated
employing learned
capacities and
competences,
identity work and
emotional work
D.
Dramaturgical in
nature unfolding
Temporallyin terms of
located
narrative
background
related to people’s
lives
F.
Reflexive,
Reflexivity and including
transformation historical self
consciousness and
stimulates identity
reproduction and
transformation

Selected extra-individual features of practice:
(a), (b) and (c)
(a) cultural-discursive (b) social features
features
Culturally-embodied
Solidarities and
self-understandings and social integration
discursive histories of
communities of practice

Society and group
traditions, practitioner
historical self
consciousness and
effective history

Historically formed
and structured

Invites communicative
action, practices are
culturally/linguistically
reproduced and
culturally/linguistically
transformed over time
and space

Opens
communicative
space, creates public
discourse in public
spheres, socially
reproduced and
socially transformed
over time and space

(c) materialeconomic features
Involves action on the
material world in the
material here-and-now
in the form of work or
labour, involving
access to, the use and
transfer of resources
Occurs in and over
time through processes

Materially or
strategically reflexive
both in the sense of
trans-forming raw
products to end
products and that
interactions can be
materially reproduced
and transformed over
time and space

Legend;______________________
Temporally located features (time)
Situated features (place)________

In Table 3 the feature of temporally located practice was shown to be not only
identified as a discrete individual feature (see D), but also appeared as the descriptive
phrases ‘in time’ or ‘over time’ in the characteristics of (a) cultural-discursive,
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situated practice (see C) and the phrase ‘here-and-now’ is mentioned in the extra
individual characteristics of (c) material-economic features of situated practice
(see C). Also analysis of the characteristics of the individual feature of reflexivity
and transformation (see F) showed that ‘over time’ was mentioned in the
characteristics for all three of the extra-individual features (a), (b) and (c).

Similarly, although situated practice (see C) was identified as a discrete individual
feature, the term ‘space’ (situated) was also mentioned in the characteristics of all
three of the extra-individual features (a), (b) and (c) of the individual feature of
reflexivity> and transformation (see F) (see also Table 2 in Section 3.3).

This level of apparent repetition could be considered a confusing complexity.
However, conceptualised as ‘connectedness’ the repetition was more usefully seen as
providing flexible categories for facilitating an understanding of both the richness
and the ‘illimitability of practice’.

In order to develop a more informed understanding of the practice of in-depth
interviewing using findings from participants’ responses in this study it seemed
useful to investigate in-depth interviewing as professional practice. It also seemed
that factors integral to the conduct of in-depth interviewing as practice per se, might
be identified through a brief review of the practice of in-depth interviewing in a
group of essentially different professions to determine any similarities and
differences in in-depth interviewing as used in academic research. It also seemed that
looking at

in-depth research

interviewing using the

lens

of interpersonal

communication theory might be useful. In the next chapter resonances were
discovered between the practice of in-depth interviewing in academic research, in
PCVETR and in a diverse group of professions.

It was then shown that these findings together with a discussion of core tasks and
features of interpersonal communication pertinent to in-depth interviewing per se,
were useful in gaining a broader understanding of the nature of the practice on in
depth interviewing in PCVETR in Australia.
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Chapter Four
In-depth interviewing as practice

Stories [as told in in-depth interviews] link past, present, andfuture in a
way that tells us where we have been (even before we were born), where
we are, and where we could be going.
(Taylor 1996, p.l)

4.1

Introduction to in-depth interviewing as practice

In the previous chapter I argued that there was a complex and contested debate in the
literature on the notion of practice. Researchers and scholars tended to conceptualise
practice in relation to qualities and abilities of the individual. In addition there was a
great deal of interest in effects on practice of the social, cultural, discursive and
material world (or context) in which the individual practitioner operated. In this
chapter I aimed to connect these notions of practice to the specific practice of in
depth research interviewing.

4.1.1

Scope of this chapter

In this broad-ranging chapter, I have moved the focus from practice per se, towards
the practice of in-depth interviewing within a selection of professions in which some
form of in-depth interviewing was an integral component of practice. I discussed a
number of situational characteristics drawn from various sources that can be seen to
be integral to the practice of in-depth research interviewing (Section 4.2) followed by
an explanation of in-depth interviewing practice as interpersonal communication
(Section 4.3). I reviewed examples of approaches to in-depth interviewing practice in
academic research followed by an exploration of what relationship(s) there might be
between core features of in-depth interviewing practice in academic research and in
depth interviewing practice in other professions (Section 4.4). To do this I considered
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similarities and differences in the nature of in-depth interviewing practice between
academic (including PCVET) research, and five selected professions (Section 4.4.3).

This allowed me to connect characteristics of interviewing practice to in-depth
research interviewing. In this chapter I also made reference to my own practice as a
P VC VET researcher that inevitably drew me into a reflexive process in which I
considered what effect I, as researcher/interviewer, may have had on the production
of data through experiences, values and assumptions that I may bring to each
interview.

4.1.2

Applying the ‘term 'practice to professions

When selecting professions to demonstrate in-depth interviewing as practice I used a
description of ‘profession(s)’ informed by the work of Eraut (1994); Billett (1996);
Higgs, Titchen and Neville (2001); and Kemmis (2006) in which professions are
described as having: propositional, theoretical or scientific knowledge (knowledge
of); craft knowledge (knowing how); and dispositional knowledge of themselves
particularly in relation to others (knowing why). For this study, it was a requirement
that practitioners within the selected professions conducted in-depth interviews as
part of their work practice.

To better understand what was involved in the practice of in-depth interviewing in
PCVETR, some general characteristics of in-depth research interviewing practice
discussed in the literature were outlined in the next Section.

4.2

Characteristics ofpractice integral to in-depth research interviewing

Characteristics examined by various scholars and considered here as integral to the
practice of in-depth research interviewing were that practice:
-

prefigures individual action (Section 4.2.1) see Kemmis (2006) and Schatzki
(2002);

-

can involve managing emotions (Section 4.2.2) see Hargraves and Earl
(2001) and Hoffman (2007);
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-

can involve routine and non-routine tasks that may also involve mindlessness
and mindfulness (Sections 4.2.3 & 4.2.4) see Billett (2001), Griffin (1994),
Langer (1997, 2000a, 2000b) and Murray (1998); and

-

can involve reflexivity (Section A.2.5) see Steier (1991); Smith (1998);
Alvesson & Skoldberg (2000, 2009) and Kemmis (2006).

It is argued, as expressed by Kemmis, that characteristics of practice were ‘formed
and conducted in social settings and shaped by discourse...’ (2005, p.391). Specific
features of these characteristics were then discussed.

4.2.1

Practice prefigures individual action

Recently, Schatzki (2002) and Kemmis (2005, 2006) proposed that practice
prefigures individual action, the premise being that practices exhibit characteristics
that precede and shape performance by individuals within that practice. This could be
likened to espoused theory influencing theory-in-use or in other words actual
performance (Argyris & Schon 1974). Kemmis described this metaphorically as
practice ‘enveloping’ practitioners Tike a glove’ (2006 p.10). When a practitioner
‘slipped on the glove’, (ie. exhibited the actions attributed to a specific practice) he
or she was recognised by others as a practitioner within that practice. I extended this
metaphor by proposing that the style and embellishments of the ‘glove’ were
designed by the individual practitioners to meet individual circumstances. Using the
in-depth research interviewers in this study as examples, I suggest that while the
individuals may have adopted the practices of in-depth interviewing they applied
their particular style to ‘the glove’ of practice drawing on their own attributes and
experience in response to individual situations (see Chapter 8).

Situated practice (see Kemmis’ Practice Table in Chapter Three) included the notion
of a practitioner embodying the practice and then being recognisable as using his or
her body in particular ways in particular situations. Somerville (2004a, 2004b)
explained embodied knowledge as known knowledge expressed in the actions of the
body. Kemmis (2006) used the examples of a physiotherapist and a baseball player
and, while it was not difficult to visualise how these particular practitioners might
have used their bodies to express and perform specific and recognisable activities in
differing situations as part of their practice, many other practices involved
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practitioners in more subtle forms of ‘embodiment’. For example, an in-depth
research interviewer could be seen preparing interview protocols, arranging the
interview location, engaging in a conversational face-to-face or telephone interview,
taking notes and/or recording electronically. In other words the in-depth research
interviewer could be seen as physically embodying the role of ‘in-depth in
interviewer’. In so doing the individual practitioner embodied the practice,
influencing his or her own practice and performance in a particular time and place
(Kemmis 2006). From such embodiment, performance of a practice could be seen to
contribute significantly to the identity of a practitioner who was then able to ‘situate
the self within that practice.

In moving the conceptualisation of the individual features of prefigured situated
practice into the socio-cultural domain, Kemmis (2006) examined the cultural and
discursive and the social formation of practice and practitioners as extra-individual
features (see Section 3.4). These features included those located in the social
interactions of people in relation to one another and the cultural agreements and
debates that formed the histories of particular communities of practice (Kemmis
2005, 2006). In the analysis of the data collected for this doctoral research these
features were used to address Research Question 2:

What is the nature of the practice of in-depth interviewing in the field of
post-compulsory education and training research (PCVETR) in Australia
as represented by selected published authors in the field?
Another characteristic integral to the practice of in-depth research interviewing was
that emotionally-charged situations could emerge during interview processes.

4.2.2

Managing emotional situations in in-depth research interviewing

The need for interviewers to manage emotional situations was highly relevant to the
practice of in-depth research interviewing as explored in this thesis. Such situations
could arise when participants were being interviewed about traumatic lived
experiences. The researcher/interviewer had to then make decisions about how best
to manage the situation in which emotions were triggered either for the participant,
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the researcher or both (see Hoffman 2007; Hollway & Jefferson 2000; Legard,
Keegan & Ward 2003; Tanner 2009).

As indicated by Hargreaves and Earl (2001) in-depth research interviewers were
likely to find some questions emotionally difficult to ask. Also interviewees could
have difficulty answering particular questions and could become emotional.
Consequently, in-depth research interviewers needed to recognise that managing
emotional responses was an integral part of in-depth interviewing practice. Triggers
for emotional responses between in-depth interviewers and their participants could
take many forms from personality clashes to socio-cultural conflicts (see also Section
4.2.3). Emotional levels of interviews could be influenced by the ‘collage’ of
understandings, meanings, purposes and values from social/cultural groups (i.e.
family/community) and also educational and professional experience brought to each
interview by interviewers and interviewees. Emotions may figure in core tasks, either
routine or non-routine, in in-depth research interviews.

4.2.3

Core tasks for routine and non-routine tasks in academic and PCVET
research interviewing

The following core tasks for the practice of in-depth interviewing represented a
synthesis of findings from the literature (see DeVito 2010; Gillham 2005; Legard,
Keegan & Ward 2003) and have been paralleled in my own experience.
(i)

preparing an interview protocol;

(ii)

preparing other documentation such as consent forms, and an outline of
the research;

(iii)

selecting and recruiting participants;

(iv)

setting up a time and location for each interview;

(v)

explaining the purpose and processes of the study to the participants
orally and/or in writing;

(vi)

gaining participant consent (preferably in writing);

(vii)

planning for recording of the interview electronically; and/or

(viii)

recording the interview by note-taking;

(ix)

conducting the interview (eg. informal, unstructured or semi-structured;
or life history; and

(x)

observing ethical procedures laid down by a university ethics committee
(or equivalent) or professional body as appropriate within the tasks.
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Potential in-depth research interviewers can develop expertise to accomplish these
core tasks through education and training (Bryman 2004; Gillham 2005).
Nevertheless, as the range of situations for conducting in-depth research interviewing
can be extremely wide and varied, these core tasks may be either routine or non
routine for in-depth research interviewers who then need to draw on their
interviewing skills to meet each individual situation.

To clarify how I used the terms routine and non-routine in this thesis, I took into
account meanings from the Concise Oxford Dictionary (Soanes & Stevenson 2004,
p.1245) where the adjective routine (as in routine tasks) was defined as ‘performed
as part of a regular procedure’. LNon-’ (Latin for not as used in non-routine tasks)
was used as a negation fSoanes & Stevenson 2004, p.971) and defined as being more
neutral than the stronger lun- ’. As an example, non-natural may mean that a product
was not made from natural products while ww-natural suggested a level of
unacceptability. Therefore, I used the terms routine/non-routine in the sense that each
was an acceptable, but different state. Non-routine simply meant ‘not routine’, as in
not being ‘performed as part of a regular procedure’.

I also adopted Billett’s definitions where routine tasks ‘are usually well defined'
whereas non-routine tasks were ‘new’, and responding to these required ‘conscious
thought’ (Billett 2001, p.27). It was argued in this thesis that all core tasks identified
as being part of the practice of in-depth research interviewing could be either routine
or non-routine for a particular interviewer in a specific interview context or situation.

I considered that for in-depth research interviewing the core task of ‘(ix) conducting
the interview’ could involve managing emotions and would be routine when integral
to a regular procedure or, in other words, in a familiar situation for the interviewer.
On the other hand, when in-depth interviewers work in unfamiliar and emotionally
charged situations, conducting the interview appropriately and managing emotions
may call for new approaches involving cognitive processing and reframing of tasks
(after Billett 2001). Conducting interviews in such unfamiliar situations was
considered to be non-routine for the interviewer. For the experienced research
interviewer many core tasks could be considered routine. While I acknowledge there
are tasks that can be considered routine for the experienced interviewer, there will be
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few, if any, familiar and routine tasks in early interviews for the novice interviewer
who has not yet performed such tasks regularly. In addition, even experienced
research interviewers, may not normally encounter emotional situations as a regular
procedure and so would be involved in managing them as non-routine encounters.

At the University of Technology, Sydney (UTS) the principal researcher on every
research project is required to submit an ethics approval application (University of
Technology Sydney 2009). The researcher is required to describe any procedures
planned to involve participants, provide a statement of possible risk or harm any of
those participants may experience, and to describe how they plan to avoid or
minimise any risk or harm to the participants. When situations are predicted and
addressed in this way, a researcher/interviewer may then be able to manage the core
tasks as part of regular procedures, that is, as routine tasks. However, unforeseen
events may arise requiring additional cognitive processing to both analyse the
issue(s) and determine how best to manage the interview process. Also, when a
researcher elects to employ others to conduct interviews, such interviewers may not
have the same level of experience as the principal researcher and the core tasks may
be non-routine for them.

Core tasks may become non-routine tasks because of interpersonal dimensions such
as personality clashes, conflicts of interests, socio-cultural conflicts, participants
being unresponsive or bringing a third party to the interview, or practical issues such
as uncontrollably noisy surroundings or malfunctioning equipment. Unexpected
responses might include the participant expressing anger, becoming tearful,
providing shock answers, exhibiting resistance to the interview as a whole or to a
specific question, responding monosyllabically, not addressing the question asked, or
choosing not to continue (Glesne & Peshkin 1992; Tanner 2009). While, in most
academic in-depth research interviews, such situations would be considered non
routine, there can be other situations where emotional reactions or other difficulties
for the research interviewer may be anticipated and considered as routine aspects of a
core task. For example, this may be the case when a researcher interviews prisoners,
emotionally disturbed or belligerent people as a regular procedure in his or her work.
For this kind of experienced researcher/interviewer the core tasks of such interviews,
in what for that person is a familiar situation, might be considered routine.
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Types and levels of training and experience for interviewers in handling emotional or
other difficult situations will vary from person to person and practice to practice.
While a counsellor may have undergone training in handling core tasks in such
situations routinely, an academic or PCVET research interviewer may have
undergone little or no such training (see Chapter Seven results). His or her academic
training and experience may have embodied very different routine experiences that
may or may not apply to the core tasks of in-depth research interviewing in various
contexts.

In a book based on researching people’s fear of crime, Hollway and Jefferson (2000)
reported in-depth interviews where unpredicted emotional situations occurred. They
described one particular situation in which a novice interviewer on the team
‘stumbled across the hornet’s nest’ of a participant’s ‘painful experiences of partner
violence’ (2000, p.33). In discussing the participant’s response to being interviewed
Hollway and Jefferson commented that:
...her well-rehearsed generalisations about what she does in this situation
and what she does in that, intelligent and articulate though they are, are
part of a defensive strategy, a strategy of intellectualising, of ‘managing'
painfully confusing emotional experiences (Hollway & Jefferson
2000, p.33).
In this case the interviewer was faced with having to respond so that core task (ix) of
conducting and completing the interview could be achieved. Hollway and Jefferson
made the point that the interviewer could have been anxious because of the non
routine ‘unfamiliarity of the (first time) situation’ (2000, p.33). They added that the
way an interviewee responded could have been due to his or her ‘unconscious
sounding out of the interviewer’ (2000, p.33) and reacting to her anxiety. This could
increase the complexity of dealing with this unfamiliar or non-routine encounter for
the interviewer who may not have had the level of experience necessary to recognise
and respond appropriately to the interviewee’s reactions. In brief, what might be
regarded as core tasks that are either routine or non-routine in in-depth research
interviewing practice should be considered as variable according to the individual
interviewer and the context.
Within PCVET, researchers may be required to interview participants in various
workplaces about their work practices while themselves engaging in the work
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practice of in-depth research interviewing in a number of unfamiliar ‘workplaces’.
The ‘workplace’ for a research interviewer can be ‘anywhere’. It may, for example,
be a contained physical space such as a private home, a restaurant, a school, a
college, a university, an office, a factory or prison. Alternatively it may be an
outdoor space such as a farm, a garden, a park, an excavation or a building site, or it
might be on the telephone or on-line. In other words the research interviewer may be
perceived as working in a ‘globally distributed’ workplace. In research interviews,
some particular core tasks may be familiar or routine to an experienced interviewer
but the workplace context may be unfamiliar or non-routine.

The ten core tasks previously listed may all be routine for experienced research
interviewers, but this may not be the case for novice interviewers. Some core tasks
have the potential to be considered either routine or non-routine according to the
level of interviewer experience in relation to the situation. For example, core tasks
(i) - (vii) may be considered quite familiar and routine for experienced research
interviewers. Core tasks (viii) - (ix) may be familiar and routine in terms of the
structured process used but unfamiliar and non-routine in terms of responding to, and
pursuing, each circumstance and each story as it is told. As well as providing
‘information’ (data) sought for the study, each participant’s story may embody
expressions of attitudes, beliefs, feelings and values that may also be significant to
the study, and might also lead to a change in the way the researcher/interviewer
conducts the interview in response. The interviewer might then try to achieve core
task (ix) (conducting the interview) by making non-routine analytical (cognitive)
decisions about how to maintain a working relationship within the interview, how to
frame questions and how to choose appropriate techniques during the interview.

As the nature of in-depth interviewing involves a participant in telling his or her
individual story, new pathways for discussion may emerge at some point. In such
cases the conversational exchanges may go in any, and sometimes quite unexpected,
directions. Responding to unique stories and discussions may need new and non
routine strategies involving spontaneous assessment of the situation for appropriate
engagement and management by the interviewer. For example, the research
interviewer might have to pay more attention to noticing and recognising the key and
pertinent elements of participant responses and reactions (including body language if
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the interview is face-to-face or changes in the tone and pace of the voice if the
interview is by phone) and keeping appropriate notes (core task (ix)). Keeping notes
involves more than the routine task of writing something down in a notebook. It also
involves cognitive processes of analysing the relevance of each response as it is
given, and identifying and recording the key points - and doing it in a way that does
not inhibit the flow of the interview. In unexpected circumstances many of the core
tasks might become non-routine.

Unexpected events (albeit extreme) were illustrated in a play I saw (Melville 2000;
2001). It was David Williamson’s Sanctuary. This play opened in the home of a
middle-aged international journalist - his ‘sanctuary’. A PhD student had arranged
an interview with the journalist who was the subject of both the student/researcher's
PhD thesis and a book. This young student/researcher was idealistic and intense in
his endeavour to get to the ‘truth' of the journalist’s alleged failure to headline
genocide in countries where he had worked. The student/researcher had little respect
for the journalist so conflict loomed! The student/researcher was accusative. The
journalist did admit some indiscretions but endeavoured to justify his actions, while
making it clear that he thought the student/researcher idealistic, young and immature.
Consequently they both became defensive, with the dialogue ebbing and flowing in
waves of accusative questions and defensive, sometimes conciliatory, responses in a
highly emotionally-charged (non-routine) atmosphere. Eventually feelings escalated
to a level where the student/researcher physically attacked the journalist inflicting
serious head injuries. When the journalist recovered sufficiently to again converse, a
very different style of dialogue evolved. A slippage in roles became evident. The
researcher was then defensive rather than accusative while the journalist pleaded
with the student/researcher to seek help for his injuries. At this point the
student/re searcher realised he was in a very compromising position with all that he
had worked for in jeopardy. An intense dialogue erupted and ended abruptly with the
student/researcher killing his journalist subject.

This act/response was the result of the student’s self-interest and sense of self
preservation - characteristics he had so despised in his subject - and the journalist
had been killed in his sanctuary!
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While a scripted scenario such as this is an extreme example of a contrived non
routine emotionally-charged situation it provides an insight into how the unexpected,
the unfamiliar, the non-routine might occur in what could normally be perceived as
routine in a research interview situation. For both interviewer and interviewee in this
scripted scenario there was a tragic result. Research interviewers have a
responsibility to their subjects/respondents/participants to deal sensitively with the
potentially powerful, volatile and intrusive nature of the in-depth interview. They
also need to be able to achieve core tasks in both routine and non-routine situations.

Within the preparation for, and the conduct of, a routine in-depth research interview
some of the core tasks previously listed can be familiar and readily achieved and
monitored as they are usually well defined (Billett 2001). However, if unfamiliar or
non-routine dimensions arise interviewers may need to use different cognitive
processing to achieve the core tasks. Such processing draws on their ability to
analyse concepts and past experiences of various kinds. Billett explained this as:
When attempting to do something we use our existing knowledge and tools
of different kinds to close the gap betM’een what we already know> and what
we need to know. Routine tasks are usually well defined. However,
responding to new or non-routine tasks requires conscious thought (Billett
2001, p.27).
Billett’s summation that ‘responding to new or non-routine tasks requires conscious
thought’ (2001, p.27) is relevant to managing situations that might arise during in
depth research interviews that are outside the well-defined, familiar routine tasks
connected to the core tasks. In response to the new and sometimes unpredictable, less
familiar non-routine situations, research interviewers may need to call on previous
experiences in many parts of their life as well as other strengths that they may
possess. These may include using techniques such as familiar ways of interacting in a
previous profession or occupation, or typical responses to social or personal
experiences in a variety of situations. Responding to the less familiar might also be
achieved through conceptual processing such as reflexivity, as Billett (2001)
described, to close the gap between those things that the interviewer already knows
and those things that he or she needs to know to conduct that interview successfully.
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Managing emotions in research interviews might be seen as part of the core tasks of
conducting the interview, and may involve routine tasks for the more experienced
and appropriately trained interviewer (Glesne & Peshkin 1992). However the
demands of managing emotions might be daunting at best, and devastating at worst,
for novice interviewers. For them, I suggest, a core task involving responding to and
managing emotional reactions and other unexpected difficulties in an in-depth
interviewing would be a non-routine task that could place considerable demands on
their skills.

The skills required by an in-depth interviewer to achieve the core tasks were
expressed by Raymond Gorden in the following way:
Interview skills are not simply motor skills like riding a bicycle: rather, they
involve a high-order combination of observation, empathetic sensitivity, and
intellectual judgement (1992, p.7).
This resonates with Billett’s (2001) emphasis on higher order cognitive processing
that could be seen as contributing to the development of a new form of expertise that
is more than a set of core tasks applied routinely. Interviewing practice it seems is
more than carrying out a set of core tasks and may involve skilful development of a
unique interpersonal relationship with each interviewee. How developing skills in
handling different situations may be linked to the notions of mindfulness and
mindlessness (Griffin 1994; Langer 1997, 2000a, 2000b; Murray 1998) is discussed
next.

4.2.4

Mindlessness and mindfulness in relation to core tasks for routine and non
routine tasks

In Western thinking mindlessness has been identified as being entrapped in old ways
of doing things, that is, in automatic routine behaviour that does not take into account
new ‘signals’ (Langer 1997). On the other hand mindfulness has been identified as
having three very different primary characteristics that are: firstly, a continuous
creation of new categories; secondly, an openness to new information; and thirdly,
that there is an implicit awareness of more than one perspective (Langer 1997, p. 4).

In exploring mindlessness and mindfulness in terms of core tasks as routine and non
routine tasks in the practice of in-depth interviewing, some discussion of possible
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connections between William Howell’s levels of communicative competence and
mindlessness and mindfulness seemed useful. Howell’s work suggested that there are
at least four levels of communication competence (see Griffin 1994, pp.405-406;
Hargie 2006a):
Unconscious incompetence: when we misinterpret the behaviour of others
but are not aware that we are doing it;
(ii) Conscious incompetence: when we know that we are misinterpreting the
behaviour of others but do nothing about it;
(iii) Conscious competence: when we consciously think about our
communication and continuously work on the process of changing what
we do in order to be more effective communicators; and
(iv) Unconscious competence: when we have developed our skills in
communication to a point where we no longer have to think about our
communicative process.
(i)

Mindfulness was described by Gudykunst (cited by Griffin 1994, p.406) as the state
of conscious competence (Level 3). However, what seemed at first reading to be a
comfortable and even a desirable level of competence, that is, unconscious
competence (Level 4) could result in oblivious incompetence (Griffin 1994).
Mindless following of rules and regulations or 'running on automatic pilot’ in this
state of oblivious incompetence, as Griffin suggested could have disastrous results
when an unconsciously competent communicator is confronted by non-routine
situations discussed earlier in this chapter. Misunderstandings or misconceptions
leading to prejudice, stereotyping, states of anxiety or boredom could result from
mindlessness (Burgoon, Berger & Waldron 2000). On the other hand, the conscious
state of competence, or mindfulness, situated communicators in the present (Langer
2000a), that is, in the flow of the moment or in a flexible state of mind that kept the
communicator not only situated, but also actively engaged in the present (Langer
2000b).

To practise in-depth research interviewing mindlessly could be said to conduct
interviews by 'rules and routines’ such as might occur when the interviewer has
learned a core task so well that it becomes second nature and appropriateness of the
action to the present is not questioned. On the other hand, to practise interviewing
mindfully is to be guided but not governed, by 'rules and routine’. The interviewer
can see the familiar in new ways by adopting a more contingency-responsive
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approach to the core tasks. The mindful interviewer is both situated in, and engaged
in, the present poised to respond to the non-routine (after Langer 2000b).

A decision to use non-structured or semi-structured practices of in-depth
interviewing could be seen to be a mindful approach to achieving the core tasks of
interviews. On the other hand a decision to use formal structured interviewing
practices could be seen to be governed by rules and routines or a mindless, even
habitual, approach that may be due to more attention being paid to following an
interview structure than to what story ‘might be told' (see Burgoon, Berger &
Waldron 2000; Motley 1992; Patterson 1998). In other words a structured script may
be seen to reduce or even undermine the potential effectiveness of research
interviews (Burgoon, Berger & Waldron 2000), whereas employing semi-structured
interviews mindfully in contingency-responsive ways may generate more creative,
and possibly more useful, data.

In her PhD thesis entitled A Study of Mindfulness in Communication Skills Training
(1998), Lyn Murray drew an analogy between mindfulness and Mezirow’s notion of
reflection (1991). Murray noted that Langer and Brown (1992, p. 18) argued that a
critical component of being mindful is ‘being in the present, sensitive to context' and
that this is somewhat analogous to Mezirow’s notion that ‘through reflection we see
through the habitual way that we have interpreted the experience of everyday life’
(1991, p.102). Reflexivity, the ‘turning-back of one’s experience upon oneself
(Steier 1991, p.2), may be seen as a ‘strengthening' of reflection in the
mindful/reflective practitioner’s sense of being situated in the present. Further, the
very nature of research itself has been seen to be a reflexive process (Alvesson &
Skoldberg 2000, 2009; Steier 1991).

4.2.5

Reflexivity and in-depth interviewing practice

In Kemmis’ view (2006 p.22) ‘practice is always reflexive’ placing the practitioner
as both a subject and an object of their practice (see Section 3.4.1 (vi)) for an account
of the individual features of reflexivity). In this thesis I used the feature of reflexivity
in two ways. The first was in relation to reflexive practice in in-depth research
interviewing in PCVET as evidenced through the stories of the participants as they
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talked about their in-depth research interviewing experiences (Chapter Five), and the
second was in relation to my own experience and practice as the in-depth interviewer
in this study.

The reflexive component of my own practice emerged from the process of
interviewing the researcher/participants about their in-depth interviewing practices
(Chapter Five), keeping a journal about, and also acting on, that practice. In some
ways I felt ‘I was walking through a maze of mirrors’. As I interviewed each
participant about their practices and reflected on the processes, I ‘saw’ the results of
my own practice reflected through their demeanour and responses, or to use Steier’s
terminology,

my

practices

were

‘refracted

through... others’

(1991,

p.93).

Reflexively, I was able to draw on that enriched knowledge in encounters with the
later participants. From this, I was able to continually evaluate what knowledge of
interviewing practice I was accumulating, and what meaning it had for my study in
terms of better addressing the stated research questions, supporting the notion that
research is by nature a reflexive process (Alvesson & Skoldberg 2000, 2009; Steier
1991). The ‘focus of reflexivity’ can be on the participant, the interviewer or both
(Smith 1998, p. 195). In this study, as indicated, it is on both.
Reflexivity seemed to have moved beyond the notion of critical reflection (as in the
work of Brookfield (1995), Candy (1991), Mezirow (1990, 1991), and Schon (1983,
1991)) and to have emerged as a research technique in tandem with the recognition
and adoption of qualitative research methods (see Chapter Two). To the traditional
researcher however, reflexivity could be seen as counter to the role of being a neutral
instrument in research (Smith 1998, p. 195). Nevertheless in interpretive research,
reflecting on the researcher/participant interaction could in itself become a valuable
source of data, while a reflexive approach could ‘move us outwards to achieve an
expansion of understanding’ (King 1998, p. 175). As the researcher in this thesis I
used reflexivity in pursuing a greater understanding of in-depth research interviewing
practice within PCVET in Australia.

4.3 In-depth interviewing practice as interpersonal communication
Usually, the adoption by researchers of particular theoretical positions and
methodologies governed the techniques used in the conduct of interviews (see
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Chapter Two). As previously stated, in this study the focus was on the in-depth
research interview as used in critical, ethnographic, interpretive and life history
research, and across these genres aspects of effective interpersonal communication
between the interviewer and the interviewee have long been recognised (see De Vito
2010; Glesne & Peshkin 1992; King 1988; Mohan, McGregor, Saunders & Archee
2008). In Section 4.2.2, I alluded to the importance of an appropriate interpersonal
relationship between a researcher/interviewer and a participant in an in-depth
interview particularly when managing the

non-routine aspects of in-depth

interviewing. In this section I considered how the core tasks of in-depth research
interviewing were founded on mterpersonal communication theory and practice.
Inevitably awareness of m/rapersonal communication (or self awareness) would be
intrinsically connected to the core tasks.

4.3.1

Interpersonal communication theory and practice

‘Communicating ideas and information' was one of the key competencies or core
skills advocated by government and industry in Australia as part of workplace
reforms in skills-based industries (Mayer 1992) see Appendix 1.1. Other key
competencies/core skills were envisaged as: collecting, analysing and organising
information; planning and organising activities; working with others in teams; using
mathematical ideas and techniques, solving problems; and using technology. As
noted in the literature many studies were conducted on key competencies/core skills
from the early, nineties onward (for example see Hager, Crowley and Melville 2001).
Workplace Communication became a core subject in all vocational courses in
Technical and Further Education (TAFE) Colleges and Institutes within New South
Wales (ACTRAC 1993). This subject addressed the core skill of ‘communicating
ideas and information’ including written and oral communication and interpersonal
skills. Further Australian initiatives to enhance communication in the workplace via
vocational education and training resulted in a suite of national communication skills
modules with supporting learning and teaching materials (for example Elder 1995;
Eunson 2005; Shmerling 1996). By 2010 interpersonal skills for working with people
(originally a subset of workplace communication) had become embedded in core (or
generic) skills for employability within many industries and training packages in the
VET sector (CPSISC 2009; DEEWR 2010).
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In the United Kingdom a wide ranging review of literature on social/interpersonal
skills was conducted by Hargie (2006b) who found common elements, but no
uniform agreement, about the nature of interpersonal skills. However, he drew
attention to a ‘ten year rule’ in relation to the learning of complex skills (e.g. chess,
athletics and playing musical instruments) where learners would have engaged in at
least ten years of concerted practice before reaching an acclaimed standard. Hargie
(2006b) then speculated that it was probable that the ‘ten year rule’ also applied to
complex social/interpersonal skills such as negotiating, counselling and teaching and
I suggest also to in-depth research interviewing.
A social skill can be defined as being:
...a process in which the individual implements a set of goal-directed,
interrelated, situationally appropriate social behaviours, which are
learned and controlled (Hargie 2000b, p.13).
Interpersonal/social skills, including communication skills, can be identified in
competent in-depth research interviewing practice. For example, the format of the in
depth research interview can follow that of the interpersonal communication skill of
‘turn-taking in conversations’ (Mohan, McGregor, Saunders & Archee 2008;
Mortenson 2007), albeit with the researcher/interviewer usually leading the
conversation. Other such skills recognised in the literature as being necessary for
competent conduct of core tasks of in-depth research interviews discussed in this
Section are:
(i)

the ability to set aside assumptions and pretensions;

(ii)

the establishment of rapport;

(iii)

the establishment of shared meaning;

(iv)

effective

listening skills

including

active

listening and

listening with acceptance;

(i)

(v)

effective use of non-verbal communication;

(vi)

engagement in some level of self-disclosure; and

(vii)

reciprocity.

Ability to set aside assumptions and pretensions

Setting aside assumptions and pretensions involves adopting a naive approach
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(Glesne & Peshkin 1992). In other words even the experienced researcher is required
to put aside assumptions or pretensions when ‘making sense’ of participant
responses. This can be achieved by actively checking for meaning and seeking
clarification, extensions or examples from the interviewee. However, when the
interviewee is a subject/topic expert, the interviewer (particularly if a novice) might
assume that it might not be necessary to probe for deeper responses because the
expert ‘will tell it all anyway’ and as a result might not ask relevant probing
questions. In setting aside assumptions and pretensions, the interviewer adopts the
role and demeanour of open-minded ‘learner' in the interview situation, casting the
respondent in the role of the person with the knowledge, that is, as ‘the teacher' or
the ‘knower’.
(ii)

Establishment of rapport

Rapport (from the French ‘rapporter’ to bring back) is described in the Concise
Oxford Dictionary as ‘a close and harmonious relationship in which there is a
common understanding’ (Soanes & Stevenson 2004, p.l 191). For an interviewer, the
ability to establish rapport involves establishing a relationship that puts the
interviewee/participant at ease with the result that both parties might be less inhibited
(Mohan,

McGregor,

Saunders

&

Archee

2008).

Establishing

rapport

and

endeavouring to put participants at ease seemed to embody the ability to set aside
assumptions and presumptions as evidenced in the researcher/interviewer’s decision
to present him or herself in a way that established a harmonious atmosphere for the
participant. However, putting a participant at ease and establishing a harmonious
relationship in an interview is not to be confused with ‘friendship’. Rapport in a
friendship is created reciprocally between ‘equal actors’, while rapport in the
majority of in-depth interviews is largely developed by the researcher/interviewer
(Glesne & Peshkin 1992), although there could be exceptions such as when an
interview venue is the participant’s workplace, particularly when the participant
holds a senior position. As this could be non-routine for the interviewer, the
participant may put the interviewer at ease (or otherwise if the participant has a wish
to exert power).

While ‘liking’ and ‘trust’ play a large part in a friendship these are not essential
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within an interview. A skilled interviewer can obtain useful data from an interview
with a participant that he or she neither likes nor admires (Glesne & Peshkin 1992).
Establishing rapport in an in-depth interview is not about friendship, it is about
establishing a working relationship in which there is a high level of mutual
understanding.

A critical factor in establishing rapport is that of the variations in what was
considered appropriate in intercultural communication (see Mohan, McGregor,
Saunders & Archee 2008). For example, while in some cultures a derogatory remark
cannot be ignored and is to be opposed to maintain rapport, in other cultures the
opposite is true. In addition, there are cultures where women cannot speak out at all.
Generally the appearance, approach, speech and general behaviour of the interviewer
are to be acceptable within the particular culture for the development of trust and to
facilitate communication across class, educational level, gender, kinship, national
mores, occupation and religion (Glesne & Peshkin 1992; Kress 1998). The ability to
establish rapport in interviews is considered to be essential in a number of
professions such as counselling, journalism, law and medicine as well as in-depth
interviewing for academic research (see Section 4.4.3).
(iii)

Establishment of shared meaning

Shared meaning in communication implies that both parties have an intention to
contribute through the sharing of information, ideas, or feelings in a way that each
understands the other’s meaning. While complete agreement may not be reached in
all cases, a closer understanding of the meanings as understood by the other may be
achieved (see Mohan, McGregor, Saunders & Archee 2008). In some cases there
may be an agreement to differ. When individuals begin a conversation with each
understanding a different meaning for the issue at hand, they may over time negotiate
and develop a closer understanding of the meaning as understood by the other.
Mulhern (2000) discussed the notions of ‘dominant’ or ‘preferred’ meanings within
different areas of socio-cultural life. Nevertheless, he claimed there were no
-guaranteed' preferred meanings as ‘there will always be private, individual and
variant meanings’ (2000, p. 112) between individuals thus posing considerable
challenges for the establishment of shared meaning. Within an in-depth interview,
the interviewer plays a central role in such establishment (Hollway & Jefferson
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2000). This role, in my view, involves interpretive/analytical thinking or higher order
cognitive processing to achieve core tasks of in-depth research interviewing.

To check for the meaning of a participant’s response, in-depth research interviewers
have used such mechanisms as asking ‘Have I got it right in thinking that what you
mean is....?’ If an interviewer is unsure whether or not the participant has fully
understood the question, the interviewer may ask again, use a prompt or add a
clarifying statement. This may be done at an appropriate moment and in a way that
does not cause the participant to feel ‘guilt' for not understanding. Augsburger (cited
by Bolton 1994, p.89) summarised such processes when he remarked that he wanted
to ‘hear accurately’, and that he would do this by checking at crucial points so that
‘my meanings match your meanings’. He claimed that he gained meaning from
words, tone, face gesture and body movements, that is, a combination of listening
and non-verbal cues but that ‘...this is only an inkling. I must check it out at times by
replaying what I have heard for your approval, until you agree that you have been
heard’ (p. 89).
(iv)

Effective listening skills

The word listening stems from two Anglo-Saxon words: hylstan meaning hearing in
the sense of the physical receiving and processing of sound, and hlosnian meaning to
wait in suspense in the sense of intently waiting for, interpreting and understanding
what is being said (Mohan, McGregor, Saunders & Archee 2008). It follows that
effective listening skills embrace hearing what is being said, waiting for, interpreting
and understanding the participant's descriptions of his or her experiences, behaviours
and feelings. This may be achieved through employing active listening techniques
that refer to such strategies as open questioning, paraphrasing, reflecting the thoughts
and feelings of the speaker and summarising (Bostrom 2006; Collins 2006; DeVito
2009; King 1998). However not everyone agrees that active listening is useful in in
depth interviewing. Those that disagree believe active listening can inhibit the
interview process. For example McCracken (1988) advocates that active listening
techniques (questioning/paraphrasing/reflecting) break into the storytelling process
and can inhibit the participant’s telling of their story on their terms. Nevertheless, it
could be argued that a balance can be achieved by using paraphrasing to effectively
check meaning in a way that is constructive rather than inhibitive.
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Competent and effective interviewers listen, giving themselves ‘over to what the
respondent is saying and feeling and wondering about’ (Glesne & Peshkin 1992,
p.82).

Another desirable listening skill is the ability to listen with acceptance, that is, to
listen without disapproval or passing judgement on participant responses (Hargie
2006; Kaye 1994). The key seems to be prepared to listen, and to listen with an
‘open’ mind and empathy (Mohan, McGregor, Saunders & Archee 2008). It has been
understood for many years that children typically do not consider the listener
(Swanson & Delia 1976) so it follows that empathetic listening skills are developed
at some later stage in life.
(v)

Effective use of non-verbal communication

The power of non-verbal communication to supplement and complement verbal
comments has been well recognised in the literature on interpersonal communication
(see Anderson 2007; Clyne 1996; Hinde 1979; Wood 2009). Further testament to this
is the publication of the Journal of Nonverbal Behavior (sic) from 1997 to the
present. I noted that Glesne and Peshkin (1992) used the term non-verbal behaviour,
while Hinde (1979), Clyne (1996) and Anderson (2007) used the term non-verbal
communication.

Nevertheless,

whatever

the

term

used

(behaviour

or

communication), ‘non-verbals’ are said to speak louder than words. Picture a person
saying ‘yes’ but shaking their head (being mindful that shaking the head means ‘no’
in some cultures and means ‘yes’ in others). Consider which delivers the more
credible message when the verbal and non-verbal cues contradict each other. Much
can be observed in the voice (vocalics) and mannerisms, facial expressions and body
language (kinesics) about the interviewee’s feelings and whether or not they support
what is being said (see Mohan, McGregor, Saunders & Archee 2008). In a radio
interview Professor Don Akenson (Queen’s University, Ontario, Canada) quipped
that ‘no one tells the truth with a straight face’ (Australian Broadcasting Commission
2008). This is a reminder that non-verbal cues can be very subtle. In in-depth
research interviewing silence, a smile, a shrug or toss or nod of the head from the
interviewee can convey meaning without words to the interviewer.
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Face-to-face interviews are often favoured over telephone interviews for the greater
level of social presence and richness of communication cues both verbal and non
verbal (see Chapter Seven). However, when telephone interviews are used as the
technique of choice (for reasons associated with time/distance/budgets) it is still
possible to perceive important non-verbal cues. Laughter and other vocalisations can
be ‘heard’ and interpreted. Emotions can be detected in the voice (Bolton 1994;
Mohan, McGregor, Saunders & Archee 2008) or even in a period of ‘silence’.
Distraction or apparent lack of concentration can be detected in the tone and
expression in the voice and also in pauses and hesitations.

Interviewing by email, on the other hand, removes all immediate sense of social
presence, relying on the constructed written response delivered in a particular font
and format to deliver the message. In my own experience some ‘feeling’ can be
‘captured’ in written statements through emphasis on phrases and words by bolding,
italicising or underscoring or by using dashes (—), exclamation marks and so on
(!!#!!*&), using all CAPITALS or a touch of colour. The ‘tone’ of language used,
spelling, punctuation and layout can also convey indications of a participant’s
feelings to a perceptive researcher/interviewer.
(vi)

Engagement in some level of self-disclosure

When people share experiences through the process of self-disclosure a mutually
satisfying working relationship can develop (Mohan, McGregor, Saunders & Archee
2008) and may facilitate a free-flowing conversational interview embodying shared
understandings of experiences. In an interview where only the interviewee engaged
in disclosure an interview could take on more of a question/answer, rather than a
conversational fonnat.

While Bogdan and Taylor (1975) advocated a ‘happy medium’ between total
disclosure and total detachment as a guiding principle for interviewers, some
scholars considered that interviewers should set firm boundaries on how much they
disclose. As an example King (1998, p. 180) stated that she never disclosed anything
she has very strong opinions or feelings about. To illustrate, she described
interviewing a participant who held opposing views on sexual harassment of women
in the workplace. However, because King did not let her own views be known (she
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in the workplace. However, because King did not let her own views be known (she
did not disclose her opposition), she reported that she came to understand the other
point of view while still upholding her own which she believed opened up rather than
inhibited the discussion.

A non-routine situation could arise when an interviewee/participant discloses events
to the interviewer that conflict with the interviewer’s value systems/interests. For
example, an interviewer may hear stories of dramatic or traumatic incidents such as
spousal or child abuse. This necessitates a decision by the interviewer of an
appropriate level of reciprocal disclosure in relation to his or her own value system.
What does the interviewer choose to disclose and to whom in such situations? In
practice interviewers may choose to apply guidelines for effective self-disclosure, for
example, a symmetrical level of matching of disclosure in increments, that is, a little
at a time (Adler & Rodman 2009).

(vii)

Engagement in reciprocity

Somewhat linked to self-disclosure is the notion of reciprocity described by Glazer
(1982, p.50) as ‘the exchange of favours and commitments, building a sense of
mutual identification and feeling of community’. Reciprocity in interviewing
embodies features such as keeping promises made (King 1998), acknowledging the
interviewee/participant’s time and co-operation by expressing pleasure with his or
her company and, when appropriate, giving something back to the participant or
community (see Chapter Seven for participant examples). Glesne and Peshkin (1992)
advocate that researchers have a responsibility not to view people’s stories merely as
a means to their own research ends but to leave the participant with a feeling of
worth. Research participants give of their time and may open up their lives to
researchers (sometimes very deeply), often sharing the most dramatic and intimate
stories of their lives.

Reciprocity is also about establishing an environment in which good will is
reciprocated (DeVito 2008, 2009). This notion was embodied by Steier (1991) when
he termed those variously described as ‘subjects, informants or respondents’ (see
Section 2.4.2 in this thesis) as his reciprocators (p. 165). This was, he explained,
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because it was only by them hearing and answering him that his identity as a
researcher emerged.

4.3.2

More than core skills

As discussed earlier in the chapter, researchers involved in carrying out the core
tasks for conducting in-depth interviews can encounter both routine and non-routine
tasks requiring routine and non-routine responses. While the routine tasks are largely
tackled as ‘familiar’ using possibly mindless learned skills, both routine and non
routine tasks may benefit from mindful engagement and different cognitive
processing. It seems that in-depth research interviewers need to employ not only core
interpersonal communication skills discussed in Section 4.3.1 (i) - (vii), but also
additional higher order cognitive processing (Billett 2001) particularly when
dramatic, non-routine situations are encountered. Interviewers might also need to
apply higher order cognitive processing to detect meanings that go beyond, or lie
behind, what is being said by the participant.

The thoughtful and mindful conduct of an interview can help people process their
own thoughts around a particular topic and ‘although researchers do not wittingly
assume the role of therapist, they nonetheless fashion an interview process that can
be strikingly therapeutic’ (Glesne & Peshkin 1992, p. 123). Yet according to Glesne
and Peshkin (1992) while a burst of emotion from a participant might not be the
result of a ‘good’ or a ‘bad’ interview question’, it did ‘obligate the interviewer to
deal sensitively and constructively with the unresolved feelings, without taking on
the role of an analyst’ (p. 123). An informative response such as suggesting contacts,
organisations or resources that may help is a ‘giving back’, as it were, to the
participant who has given his or her time and story. Such action by the interviewer
would be an expression of mindful concern for, and valuing of, the participant as a
person that goes beyond a merely competent response.

In-depth interviews can trigger intense emotions for a participant particularly when
an unresolved or past trauma surfaces leaving the participant vulnerable (King 1998).
The processes involved in such psychodynamic situations are complex and powerful
and not always readily recognised by even experienced interviewers (King 1998).
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Emotions can be aroused for either or both the interviewer and the interviewee in
particular circumstances such as when the researcher interviews ‘in his or her own
backyard' (for example, when an academic/researcher, a nurse/researcher or a
teacher/researcher interviews colleagues within his or her own workplace). The
researcher/interviewer could be told disturbing details of an incident that would
normally warrant either a correction or disciplinary action at some level (Glesne &
Peshkin 1992). While ‘correction’ may be the purpose for gathering data in say
medical or law enforcement practice, it is not normally the purpose of interpretive
academic research practice. As a safeguard, appropriate research guidelines within an
institution’s ethics committee should outline procedures to handle such incidents.
Firstly, information of this kind should be kept separate from the data collected, and
secondly, any emotional distress should be managed appropriately and working
relationships maintained. Dealing with such non-routine incidents calls for levels of
empathy and problem solving beyond basic competence in the core skills of
interpersonal communication.

Interview debriefings for both the participants and the researchers are particularly
important following emotional and highly charged interviews (King 1998). As the
interviewer in this current study I felt transported ‘into another world’ when one
interviewee’s responses had been particularly open, frank, very moving and quite
humbling. For me as the researcher this experience required a considerable period of
‘down time’ following the interview to allow me to reach a level of ‘everyday’
equilibrium. In a quite different study in mid career on early school leavers at risk
(McIntyre, Freeland, Melville & Schwenke 1999), I listened while a participant
described abuse by her partner. Such a non-routine situation (for me at that stage)
called for sensitive non-judgmental responses but left me feeling quite disturbed and
saddened. Many years later, I still wonder whether this young woman moved through
this situation to a more fulfilling life.

In post-interview debriefings, both the interviewee and the interviewer have a chance
of ‘letting go’ some of the ‘emotional baggage’ that can linger after the interview.
Sometimes having a chat while packing up equipment, having a coffee, or followingup with a telephone call is enough, but at other times a debriefing with a counsellor
may be needed. In other words, the researcher/interviewer assesses what is
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appropriate to the particular situation. Such debriefings may also provide the
interviewer with an opportunity to process reflexively both the interaction and his or
her own reactions to it. For me as the interviewer the post-interview experience was
quite different following each of the two interviews outlined above.

In the first scenario where I felt transported into ‘another world', I was alone,
interviewing by telephone for my own study with no one around so at the time I
needed to manage my feelings myself. It was not an unpleasant experience but I
realised I could not immediately launch into other work, particularly another
interview. The second scenario, however, was quite different. As I was interviewing
as part of a team of interviewers, I was able to ‘debrief with the team almost
immediately afterward, providing a process for dealing with my feelings of concern
for this young woman. Consequently I was able to continue with the remaining
interviews without difficulty.

Such scenarios further illustrate that while competence in core communication and
interpersonal skills is essential, there are other higher order cognitive skills required
within in-depth research interviewing practice such as the ability to reason, to be
mindful, to make judgements, to problem solve and to process self-feelings. In the
next section, in-depth interviewing practice within academic research and a number
of selected professions is discussed.

4.4 In-depth interviewing in various professions
Current Western society has been described as an ‘interview society’ (Fontana &
Frey 2005, p.698). In the area of management for example, interviews may be used
for purposes of selection, appraisal, counselling, and also in disciplinary or exit
situations. Mass media interviews are used to generate material for journalistic copy
that may reach the audience as hard copy either in daily, weekly or periodical print
media; on radio or television; or in the in the ‘e-press’, through internet, podcasts and
streaming. Within the professions of law and medicine, interviews are used for
obtaining necessary case management information from clients or patients.

In Chapter Two the emergence and adoption of the use of interviewing for academic
research was discussed. One interview process adopted in academic research was the
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closed question interview (survey style) used to obtain simple ‘factual” information
while the focus of this research, the in-depth interview, was used in qualitative
research to explore attitudes, beliefs, feelings and life experiences. To consider how
in-depth interviewing practices in other professions may inform the practice of in
depth interviewing in academic research, and in particular PCVET research, I
investigated salient similarities and differences between in-depth interviewing
practice for academic research and a selection of recognised professions.

4.4.1

The practice of in-depth interviewing for academic research

A range of in-depth interviewing techniques have been used by qualitative academic
researchers (see Chapter Two). These included: life history and ethnographic
interviews; informal, semi-structured, and unstructured interviews; conversations and
focus groups. The decision to use one technique in preference to others was
influenced by factors such as researcher perspective(s), methodology adopted, topic,
research question(s), practicalities of available time and budget, and participants.

Representing the place of interviewing in academic research in the twenty first
century, a four-volumed work on Interviewing edited by Nigel Fielding of the
Institute of Social Research, University of Surrey, was published in 2002 covering:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

epistemological and disciplinary perspectives on the interview including
the sociology of the interview;
the types of research interviews in terms of face-to-face, focus groups, life
histories, eliciting narratives and theorising the interview;
designing interview-based research including types of questions,
reliability, recording interviews and transcriptions;
conducting interview-based research in terms practices and styles of
interviewing;
field relations (including what was termed hired hand research) in
interview-based research;
characteristics and qualities of interviews in terms dealing with specific
issues such as gender, the ultra-elite, race, youth and age; and
issues of analysing interview data; bias, cross-cultural interviewing, social
desirability, validity and reliability.

This work and that of Fontana and Frey (1994, 2000, 2005, 2008), together with
publications such as those by Gubrium and Holstein (1997, 2001, 2003), Kvale
(1994, 1996, 1999, 2003) and Kvale and Brinkmann (2009) seemed to mark a
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‘coming of age' or ‘right of passage’ within academia for interviewing in the broad
sense and in-depth research interviewing in particular.

In academic research, approaches to interviews may differ in line with researchers’
perspectives. In the more traditional positivist perspective the successful interview
was regarded as being a matter of good technique that followed a set of procedures.
However, in interpretive and critical research, the emergence of stories rich in data
from more conversational approaches is more valued (Hollway & Jefferson 2000).
Using the Hollway and Jefferson (2000) study on people’s fear of crime as an
example of how research and interviewing approaches are selected, an outline has
been given below of traditional, feminist, narrative and clinical case study
approaches used in relation to eliciting data through interviews for emotional topics.
Hollway and Jefferson reported that none of these approaches was entirely suited to
such a study. However, they did find that two ‘hybrid’ approaches namely
biographical-interpretive and free association, were much more useful for this
emotive topic.
(i)

Traditional approaches to interviewing

The traditional research approach, largely based on the employment of ‘good
technique’ was used by Hollway and Jefferson (2000) in their pilot study. Initially,
they used the question and answer technique and asked ‘what’, ‘how’ and ‘why’
questions in their attempt to find concrete explanations for people’s fear of crime.
They began with a direct question about fear and crime but later, after an interviewee
asked for clarification on whether the question was about ‘what the interviewee did’
or ‘how the interviewee felt’, realised there was no context for the interview
discussion. Further to this, Mishler (1991) had also claimed that the question and
answer type of interview, whatever its form, has a tendency to suppress participants’
stories.

When analysing their data, Hollway and Jefferson (2000) also determined that in the
practice of academic research interviewing, failure to obtain useful data could be due
to issues of technique (eg. interviewer’s lapses in concentration, clumsily worded
questions, or by tapping into unknown and unknowable interviewee sensitivities).
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Other issues pertinent to obtaining useful data seemed to include those of class
difference between the interviewer and the interviewee, the interviewer’s perceptions
of and assumptions about the participant, and the participant’s perceptions of the
researcher/interviewer in relation to the interviewer’s perspectives. Interviewer
assumptions about the person being interviewed that might have an effect included
that he or she:
•
•
•
•
•

placed the same meaning on words as the researcher;
was knowledgeable about himself or herself (in terms of actions,
feelings and relationships);
had an accurate memory (can accurately access their stored
knowledge);
could convey that knowledge to a listener who was a stranger; and
was also motivated to tell the truth (Hollway & Jefferson 2000,
pp.l 1-12).

Hollway and Jefferson (2000) then searched out research approaches that recognised
these issues, and challenged them in ways that allowed the stories of the individual
participants to emerge. In doing so they examined feminist, narrative and clinical
case study approaches. Their experience was of particular interest to this thesis as the
assumptions listed were also pertinent to in-depth research interviewing in PCVET.
Many researchers in this field were interested in people’s attitudes, beliefs, feelings
and values particularly in relation to work and workplaces.
(ii)

Feminist approaches to in-depth interviewing

Much critique of in-depth interviewing from feminist perspectives was founded in
perceptions of ‘unequal power relations in the interview’ brought about by
differences in gender, race, class, education and so on (Hollway & Jefferson 2000,
p.30). However, others hold alternative views. Jack Douglas (1985), for example,
believes that researchers should be ‘subordinate’ to their interviewees. This, he states
is because the interviewees hold the knowledge and also the power to agree or not
agree to participate, to choose not to answer particular questions, and to withhold
particular information.

Feminist and humanist researchers stress the importance of ‘obtaining symmetry’ in
the social identities of the interviewer and the participant in any interview. This
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extends as far as considering same-sex interviewing more appropriate for particular
subject matter.
(iii)

Narrative approaches to in-depth interviewing

While Hollway and Jefferson (2000, p.31) discussed traditional and feminist
approaches as being within a framework of a ‘question-and-answer’ style of
interviewing, they did acknowledge that feminist researchers who adopted a
narrative approach challenged this perception. The major difference in a narrative
approach, as Hollway and Jefferson (2000) themselves suggested, was that the
interviewer became a ‘listener’ and the participant became a ‘storyteller’. The
narrative approach had an open agenda that could be adapted and changed depending
on how the narrator told his or her story, thus differing markedly from the traditional
‘question-and-answer’ approach where the interviewer set and controlled the
interview agenda (see also Wengraf 2004). There were also researchers who moved
even further from the question-and-answer style interview to a narrative approach
that used free association (discussed later in point (vi)).
(iv)

The clinical case study approach to in-depth interviewing

Clinicians (eg. in medical and psychoanalytic practice) routinely work with case
studies. Some researchers, including Kvale (1999, 2003) and Hurst (2009) regard the
case study approach using the psychoanalytic interview model as being useful in
qualitative research because the focus of this model is on understanding the patient
which is the primary responsibility for the analyst. The case study approach has
become a recognised qualitative research technique where the focus is a ‘subject’ (a
person, group, company, an organisation or a phenomenon). In addition, researchers
are not detached beings and need to acknowledge responsibility for, and take into
account, their own influence including that of their perspectives on the interviews
and the case study analysis. Similarly, the subjective involvement of the research
interviewer extends to interpreting the interview data (see also Cohen, Mannion &
Morrison 2007).
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(v)

The biographical-interpretive approach to in-depth interviewing

The biographical-interpretive approach is a ‘hybrid' of the previously discussed
narrative tradition in social-science research used particularly in life history research
(see Wengraf 2004). The first recorded use of this approach was attributed to
German sociologists working with holocaust survivors and Nazi soldiers (Rosenthal
1993; Rosenthal & Bar-On 1992; Schutze 1992). This method is considered highly
appropriate when there may be a ‘Gestalt’ (a whole story that is more than the sum of
its parts) or where there is a suspected hidden agenda. It is the task of the interviewer
or biographer to elicit the story ‘intact’ as it were. To achieve this Hollway and
Jefferson (2000, pp.34-36) identified four principles to facilitate the development of
the Gestalt:
(i)

use open-ended questions;

(ii) elicit stories to link the accounts to known events;
(iii) avoid ‘why’ questions that invite the intellectualising of responses; and
(iv) follow up using the respondent’s ordering and phrasing.

These principles seemed directly applicable to academic in-depth research
interviewing, particularly in the ‘tell me your story’ or ‘tell me how it is/was’ type of
interview.
(vi)

The free association approach to in-depth interviewing

The psychoanalytical technique of free association is recognised as an offshoot (or
hybrid) of the narrative approach (Hollway & Jefferson 2000). Evident connections
are between the principle of having respect for the narrator’s Gestalt and free
association in which a person’s responses to being asked to say the first thing that
comes to mind are said to be formed by unconscious rather than conscious logic. In
other words, the responses follow emotionally motivated rather than rational
pathways. In this way an interviewer may gain insights into the participant’s whole
story and may more readily detect contradictions, avoidances and inconsistencies.

Some researchers use the free association technique when researching either
sensitive topics or topics that may result in respondents feeling reluctant to respond
truthfully (or fully). This was so in Hollway and Jefferson’s (2000) study of people’s
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fear of crime. Much of the difference in using the free association narrative technique
is in the associated method of analysis. In Hollway and Jefferson’s experience (2000)
the technique provides firstly a richness as well as a ‘truer’ account of a person’s
experience, and secondly a means of better understanding the participants’ responses.
(vii)

Putting it all together

In the more traditional approaches to interviewing a ‘good interview’ was discussed
as being the result of a ‘good technique’ but researchers such as Hollway and
Jefferson (2000, p.30) believe that some difficulties within an in-depth interview are
attributable to factors that go ‘deeper than a few mistakes’ of technique. More deepseated factors might include issues of power as, for example, in feminist research
where ‘women’s accounts can be constrained by the power of the interviewer’
(Hollway & Jefferson 2000, p.30) who might be male or in higher social position
Similarly, in narrative research, the story might be suppressed by the interviewer’s
agenda.

However, even for researchers who favour eliciting participants’ stories, the process
is not always simple. For example, the ability of people to tell their story cannot be
taken for granted (Hollway & Jefferson 2000). To overcome this difficulty when
using the biographical-interpretive method, Hollway and Jefferson (2000, p.35)
prefer the ‘tell me about your experience of...’ approach thus avoiding the ‘why’
question approach, as a ‘why’ question, they claim, elicits an intellectualised
response. Nevertheless, in my experience there can be a place for a ‘why’ question
depending on the research question(s) and whether the ‘telling of the story’ or ‘the
information obtained’ is more relevant to the research. I do use a carefully placed
‘why’ question when a participant tells me about an incident, or tells me how he or
she feels. Within the context of an existing discussion I might ask ‘and why do you
think it happened that way?’ or ‘why do you think you felt that way?’ Because these
‘why’ questions are focused on clarifying a statement made by the participant my
experience has been that respondents tend not to fall into the intellectualising mode
as suggested by Hollway and Jefferson. Rather, they seem more likely to reflect
thoughtfully on their experience.
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The studies discussed in this section took place within the timeframe in which many
of the participants in this study were conducting interviews thus contributing to the
methodological context in which we practiced.

A specific aspect of academic research interviewing that attracts controversy is that
of interviewing ‘in your own backyard’, that is, interviewing your peers and
colleagues as an insider - which is what I am doing in this study. However, Glesne
and Peshkin do not consider this a stumbling block arguing that in participatory
research where the researcher was an outsider:
...there are difficulties associated with defining the focus, creating
collaborative groups where no formal organization exists, and knowing
when and how to leave the project (Glesne & Peshkin 1992, p.12).
When the researcher/practitioner is an insider, with insider knowledge (e.g. that of a
teacher, a nurse, a social worker, or an academic) Glesne and Peshkin (1992),
consider such a person more able to investigate effectively in their own ‘backyard’ as
they have the knowledge and experience to follow leads. This approach was also
supported by Griffiths (1985), Hustler, Cassidy and Cuff (1986), Bissex and Bullock
(1987), Goswami and Stilman (1987), Mohr and Mclean (1987), Miller (1990),
Brannich and Coghlan 2007, and Coghlan and Brannich 2010. Any potential conflict
resulting from involvement in the research can be minimised by initial assurance by
the interviewer of confidentiality, by respecting each participant’s position, attitudes,
beliefs and values and by keeping the research separate from working aspects of the
relationship (Coghlan & Brannich 2010; Lee 1993; Ozga & Gewirtz 1994; Powney
& Watts 1987). Brannick and Coghlan (2007) argue that as the researcher in this
position takes on a different role, the relationships change and a sense of objectivity
is needed.

When researchers interviewed in their own organisations, they could be privy to
information in interview that in the workplace would normally warrant corrective
action. Because such a scenario could present a moral and possibly a legal dilemma
for the practitioner in relation to confidentiality and duty of care or disclosure,
insider research was not, and is not yet, universally accepted. For example, university
ethics

committees

may

discourage

employed

post-graduate

students

from

‘interviewing in their own backyard’ arguing that they will need to work with their
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peers and colleagues after the interview and that resentment or embarrassment
between the parties could result. From my own experience, such matters can be
addressed satisfactorily in ethics clearance approvals and I argue that if the
interviewer conducts the interview in an environment of mutual respect and writes up
the interview in a consultative manner within approved ethical guidelines, the
benefits can far outweigh the risks. Furthermore, if I had not interviewed
acquaintances, friends and colleagues within the relatively small area of practice for
this study (i.e. PCVETR) it would have been difficult to do the research at all. Also
this study was inspired by my work in interviewing in PCVETR and there was little
sense in doing the study in the context of any other field of practice. While 1 in no
way discount the risks, I do argue that if risks to both participants and researchers are
recognised and appropriately managed, they can be minimised and are outweighed
by the benefits. Such benefits included having the workplace experience and
knowledge to facilitate recognition of leads and significant information.

As I conducted this study with mindfulness, conscious sensitivity and respect for all
participants and have experienced much positive feedback from friends, colleagues
and peers in relation to the interview process we shared, I would not hesitate to
approach these participants again. How I presented myself as a researcher was
important for the study.

4.4.2

How academic researchers present themselves

When moving from situation to situation within in-depth interviewing practice,
academic researchers/interviewers make decisions as to how to present themselves in
relation to who is being interviewed and in what situation the interview is being
conducted:
Interviewing within an alternative or post-structural paradigm can situate
both the interviewer and the interviewee in vulnerable positions. Even
when they are given clearly presented guidelines, it is unlikely that
interviewees will have been in a similar situation before. ...interviewers
must decide how to present themselves (King 1998, p. 177).
That is, the situation may influence whether the researcher/interviewer ‘plays up’ or
‘plays down’ being an academic researcher. The decision might swing in favour of a
more formal approach when the task involves interviewing representatives from
government, large organisations or formal institutions such as universities. The
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approach may be a less formal or even a more friendly style with people known to
the researcher/interviewer (as in this study), or in a small workplace.

Research perspectives adopted by the academic researcher can influence how
interviewers present themselves in any given situation particularly in relation to the
perceived role of the interviewees. Whether (in accordance with their research
perspective(s)) an interviewer perceives the interviewee as an informant, a
respondent, or a participant (see Chapter Two) may also influence how interviewers
present themselves before and during an interview.

4.4.3

The practice of in-depth interviewing in a range ofprofessions

In Chapter Five I discuss an observation made following a focus group and follow-up
interviews held in the preliminary stages of this study. This was that the ‘default’
style of interviewing technique described by each interviewer differed and seemed to
embody elements from their primary professional practice. At the time I realised that
I used questioning techniques from earlier teaching experience. Motivated by this
observation, I examined in-depth interviewing approaches used by practitioners in a
group of selected professions in order to tease out any similarities and differences in
the nature of in-depth interviewing practice in those professions in relation to
academic and PCVET research. As interviewing practice within various professions
was the subject of many published texts, it was neither feasible nor desirable in this
thesis to do other than consider a brief overview of the core features. Consequently I
have given a brief account of in-depth interviewing in relation to case studies in:

(i)

medical/health professions;

(ii) psychotherapy and counselling;
(iii) law enforcement;
(iv) the legal profession, and also
(v) journalism.

In these accounts findings on the various kinds of interview practice are linked to
PCVET research interview practice.
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(i)

In-depth interviewing in clinical case studies within the medical profession

Inspiring trust at all times is essential to patient care interviewing. At times clinicians
may be involved in interviewing people in special circumstances where particular
empathy and sensitivity are required (see Hastings & Redsell 2006; McNair, Taft &
Hegarty 2008; Smith 2002; Sommers-Flanigan & Sommers-Flanigan 2003). Such
circumstances may include those where the patient or client:
(i)

speaks another language and an interpreter is required;

(ii)

is cognitively or physically impaired;

(iii)

is psychotic;

(iv)

is in intensive care;

(v)

is in shock; or

(vi)

is grieving (Enelow, Forde & Brummel-Smith 1996).

Accordingly the medical interview is concerned with both the biological and
psychosocial aspects of the patient’s story.

Clinicians are ‘likely to regard the term medical interview as synonymous with what
is called history-taking’ (Enelow, Forde & Brummel-Smith 1996, p.3). While this
appears to have some links to the ‘telling a story/life history’ style of academic in
depth research interviewing, outcomes from the interviews differ. The intended
outcome of the medical interview is to gather data to assist in managing the health of
the patient while the aim of the academic research interview is to gather data for a
research study. Regardless of the differences, Enelow, Forde and Brummel-Smith
highlighted patient-centred interviewing involving the communication skills of
establishing rapport, careful listening, use of silence and non-verbal cues as central to
good interviewing practice. Learning to interview involves learning to help patients
tell their stories using the model of open-ended interviewing initially used in
psychiatric interviewing in the 1950s (Enelow, Forde & Brummel-Smith 1996).
(ii)

In-depth interviewing in therapeutic/counselling services

When thinking about exploring the features of counselling I was mindful from the
outset of the range of occupations that could be included under the ‘counselling'
banner. Examples are academic counselling, bereavement counselling, career
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counselling, drug counselling, financial counselling, legal counselling, marriage and
family counselling, mental-health counselling/psychotherapy, placement counselling,
religious counselling, sex and marital counselling, social work and management
positions where counselling of personnel is perhaps incidental to their substantive
role (Downs, Smeyak & Martin 1980). Not all of these occupations would be
considered professions in their own right (that is, a paid occupation especially one
involving training and a formal qualification (Soanes & Stevenson 2004)), and
although therapeutic counselling professions can be loosely termed the ‘helping’
professions, that ‘help’ may take many forms. Counselling practitioners at some time
conduct a form of interview appropriate to their practice and those most useful to this
study would be the ones that use in-depth interviews to obtain stories from clients.

There seemed to be three core aims of therapeutic counselling interviews (McLeod
1993). The first enabled the client to develop such characteristics as insight, self
awareness and acceptance. The second was to bring about change at a cognitive,
behavioural or social level, and the third was to help in the client’s experience of
empowerment (see also Okun & Kantrowitz 2007; Rogers 1951; Whiston 2009;
Zastrow 2009). While application of these aims to an academic research interview
would depend on the individuals involved and the nature and format of both the
research and the interview, the aims listed above may be applicable to some research
interviews in critical or action research. There are many similarities to in-depth
research interviewing in the use of open-ended questions (as they are less likely to be
leading questions), adopting a friendly approach, adjusting vocabulary to the client,
avoiding jargon, awareness of verbal and non-verbal behaviour, being accepting,
clarifying,

interpreting,

listening

attentively,

paraphrasing,

reflecting,

and

summarising during the interview (see Okun & Kantrowitz 2007; Whiston 2009).

However, in an interview conducted by Ruth Wilson (2000), Stephanie Dowrick
(writer, lecturer and psychotherapist) made the point that the psychotherapy session
differed from a normal conversation in that it was not a dialogue. She described the
psychotherapy conversation as continuing from session to session, and as being
between the patient/client and himself or herself (that is, a monologue), rather than
between the person and the therapist. The therapist was present as a point of
reference as it were, to be available as the patient/client questions himself or herself.
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Any question asked by the therapist must be helpful to the patient/client. Dowrick
perceived that a major part of working with people as a therapist was to dissipate any
tension resulting from anger or depression. While she did not find the term
‘interview’ particularly relevant to her work in psychotherapy, Dowrick did
acknowledge that for social workers who needed to develop a case history in the
process of questioning, the term may be applicable to that process.
Academic researchers (unless researching in a therapeutic area) would not normally
be involved in therapeutic interviews. It is interesting to this study however, that
there is a body of literature around the notion of possible therapeutic effects for in
depth research interviews participants (e.g. Gale 1992; Hutchinson & Wilson 1994;
Lipson 1984; Morecroft, Cantrill, Tully & Crossley 2002). In a study by Gale (1992)
a couple undergoing marital therapy agreed to watch and discuss a replay of their
therapy session. They reported that the post-therapy research interview was more
useful and more therapeutic than the therapy itself. This appeared to be due to a
combination of: (i) the trusting, respectful relationship between the couple and the
researcher; (ii) the contextualisation of the research; (iii) the researcher’s processes
of clarification; and (iv) the couple ‘having a space’ to look at and analyse
themselves in an objective way. In other words the aims of the counselling interview
appeared to have been met through their further involvement in the research.

In 1994 Hutchinson and Wilson discussed research and therapeutic interviews from a
poststructural perspective. In deconstructing the notion that academic research
interviews and therapeutic interviews were neat and separate, they argued that there
were some commonalities between these interviews in providing a forum for the
exchange of both verbal and non-verbal information. They claimed that the main
differences between the interviews were that the aim of the therapeutic interview was
to facilitate growth and change, while the aim of the research interview was to
investigative. In academic research there can be a type of therapeutic catharsis for
interviewee

and/or interviewer.

Some action research studies, while being

investigative, also facilitate growth and change and some researchers such as King
(1998) believe that valuable insights can be gained from comparing research and
counselling interviewing techniques.
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In a discussion on the practice of interviewing in clinical case studies, Hollway and
Jefferson (2000) make the observation that unless the study being undertaken is a
reflexive study, researchers generally do not record their ‘feelings and fantasies’ in
their field notes as psychoanalysts do. In this study I have recorded my ‘feelings and
fantasies’ routinely as part of my reflexive process.

It appears that while not all counselling aims apply directly to in-depth research
interviews some apply indirectly. The purpose of academic research in-depth
interviewing is for the interviewer to gain insights into participants’ experiences (see
Section 4.4.1). In terms of general academic in-depth research interviewing practice,
the first counselling interviewing aim can be seen to apply as a ‘by-product’ in
enabling participants to become more confident through insight, self-awareness and
feeling accepted as a result of having their opinions and/or stories valued. Initially,
this confidence may be evident in the interview process but later may be transferred
to the workplace and to family and social life. In my own experience, participants
have made statements such as ‘I’ve never thought of it like that before but now I....’
and have proceeded to weave a new insight through their responses. While the
second and third aims, to bring about change at a cognitive, behavioural or social
level and helping in the client’s experience of empowerment, may not apply to
interpretive studies, they do apply to critical theory and action research studies that
through empowerment were designed to make a difference to people’s lives.

Counselling skills can also serve to increase researchers’ awareness of how their
responses and mannerisms may affect those of participants (King 1998, p. 184) and
can be useful when interviewing people on sensitive issues or in sensitive situations
such as in hospitals or prisons. (The experience of a participant in this study who had
been a counsellor is discussed in Chapter Seven). King acknowledged that her
understanding of the academic interviewing process was influenced by Carl Rogers
(1951) who believed that empathy, genuineness, and warmth or ‘unconditional
positive regard' (cited in King 1998, p.184) were essential core conditions for a
counselling relationship to be successful. Such attributes are also applicable to the in
depth research interviewing relationship. The major differences between the
counselling and the academic interview appear to be in the ‘helping’ nature of the
counselling role and the ‘investigative’ nature of the research interviewing role.
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(iii)

In-depth interviewing in investigative interrogation

Investigative interviewer Charles Yeschke focused much of his work on deception in
criminal investigations and states that past strategies of torture chambers and the
more genteel eighteenth century acceptance of ‘the word of a gentleman' are no
longer considered acceptable (Yeschke 2003, pp. 11-12). Investigative interviewers
are now required to conduct interviews ethically, showing respect for the respondent
while being fully aware, Yeschke claimed, that there are those who without
hesitation will lie under oath.

Yeschke takes what I describe as a ‘softly, softly’ approach advocating that the
required style of interview is one that satisfies the respondent’s emotional needs
through acceptance, friendship and dignity. This approach to eliciting the needed
information is not very different from the recommended approaches to academic
research interviewing. Yeschke also claims (2003, p. 159) that the ability to ask wellcrafted questions to produce the desired level of disclosure involves being ‘a
persuader of sorts’ because there are situations where an interviewer needs to ‘sell
the idea of telling the truth’. He also recognises that people consider themselves as
their source for their successes, but the situation as the source for their failures (see
also Nolan 2009; Ord, Green & Shaw 2008).

Initially, ‘not telling the truth’ would seem unlikely to apply to academic research
but it is possible that a participant will lie in some circumstances. Reasons may range
from feeling ashamed or being fearful of reprisal to being cautious about either the
research process or the researcher/interviewer or that he or she may not want to
disclose particular information that might, for example, result in loss of face or
market edge. In such circumstances I suggest the result may be non-disclosure or
avoidance rather than actual lying.

Investigative interviewers work within guidelines determined by law (Ord, Green &
Shaw 2008) and are required to interview victims, witnesses and suspects. Others
operate within the field of counter terrorism (Nolan 2009). Even in volatile
environments in counter terrorism certain types of interview practice are not
advocated. For instance, ‘dominant, condemning, coercive and confession-seeking
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styles of interacting should be avoided as they produce more denials and interfere
with rapport between interviewer/ee’ (Holmberg and Christianson 2002, p.31, in
Nolan 2009).

While most in-depth research interviewers in the field of PCVET do not routinely
conduct interviews within the area of crime some have interviewed in prisons (see
Chapter Seven). Most interviewers in PCVET would conduct interviews in
organisations and workplaces where the interviewees would be less confined and the
atmosphere less emotive. Academic in-depth research interviewing and investigative
interviewing seem to share a preference for developing and maintaining rapport,
being accepting of interviewees and asking well-crafted questions while not asserting
power, being condemning or coercive.
(iv)

In-depth interviewing in the legal profession

In their book on legal interviewing Lauchland and Brun (1996) discuss emergent
views in relation to how lawyers at that time viewed their roles. They discuss the
importance of understanding the role of the lawyer, referring to what they describe as
the traditional model versus a new participatory model of ‘lawyering’. I used this
particular book as it seemed to herald the beginning of the new model. The
traditional model of ‘why should I be concerned about the role of the lawyer’
(Lauchland & Le Brun 1996, p.26) was being ‘infiltrated’ by the participatory model
that positions the lawyer within a theoretical framework around a client-centred
approach thus determining the lawyer’s relationship to clients. In practice, this model
calls for the development of relationships based on effective interpersonal
communication.

In exploring the features of good communication Lauchland and Le Brun (1996)
highlight the importance of: the physical environment; development of rapport;
listening skills including active listening; plain English; open questions; reviews; and
questions to probe. Such features also apply to academic research. They also discuss
‘avoiding the Law Society complaint’ that, while specific to legal interviewing, in
some part has a parallel to processes in meeting University Ethics Committee
requirements for ethical conduct of interviews (see also Alston 2008; University of
Technology, Sydney 2009).
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Techniques for ‘avoiding complaints’ in both legal interviewing and academic
research interviewing include putting the purpose of the interview in writing to
minimise or to avoid litigation between the client, the lawyer and the Law Society in
the legal profession and between the participant and their employer and/or the
University in academic research. However, as an academic research interviewer does
not act on an interviewee’s instructions in the same way as a lawyer takes and acts on
a client’s instructions there is not the same level of risk of complaint. In a legal
interview the subject of costs can also be discussed with the client but that does not
have an equivalent in academic research. Indeed in some cases the opposite occurs
and it is the interviewees who may be given movie vouchers or some small payment
for their participation. The academic research interviewer typically does not require
payment from the participant. In academic research any transactions are usually
discussed as an administrative matter and mostly dealt with before or after the
interview. The differences in purpose between the legal (where the client typically
approaches the lawyer seeking their services and where the lawyer invoices for
services rendered) and academic interviews (where the interviewer typically
approaches the prospective participant) may set up both a different ambience within
each interview, and potentially, a very different power relationship.

The Honourable Justice Paul de Jersey (Justice of the Supreme Court of Queensland)
in his Foreword to Legal Interviewing Practice stated that assembling relevant facts:
...may require considerable skill, especially in discussions with the client.
This should be no ‘hit and miss ’ exercise, but something akin to a military
campaign, though tempered with no small degree of graciousness and
compassion (cited in Chay & Smith 1996, p.v).
A ‘military campaign’ seems rather a hard-edged approach with little in common
with interviewing in some other professions such as counselling interviews, clinician
interviews, or for example in life history interviewing in academic research or in
interviews involving free association.

In contrast to this tactical ‘military campaign’ approach, the role of the lawyer in
legal interviewing, is seen by others such as Chay and Smith (1996) to be about
empowering clients to make their own decisions on matters. To achieve this, they
emphasise the importance of shared understandings, arguing that the lawyer and the
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client may be at cross purposes if the lawyer is only interested in his or her own
understandings and does not establish whether the client shares those understandings.
Chay and Smith (1996) also stress that although establishing facts is essential, the
lawyer should not only be interested in the facts, but should also show interest in, and
try to understand, client concerns, wishes and feelings on a matter. They also make
the point that it is better to gain client satisfaction than to follow a highly structured
process.

In addition, Chay and Smith (1996) acknowledge the value of post-interview
reflection by the interviewer on the interview content, the interview outcome, and
their own performance. Unlike the research interviewee, the client pays for the time
that the lawyer spends on an interview so the client will appreciate a well-conducted,
productive interview. The purpose of the legal interview, and therefore the role of the
lawyer in such interviews are multifaceted with specialist published sources for
educating and training lawyers in various aspects of legal interviewing (see Cochran
2003; Hyams, Campbell & Evans 2007; Twist 1992; Webb & Maughan 1996;
Wolski 2006). While many aspects of the interviewer role in the client-centred
participatory model have similarities to the academic interviewer role, other aspects
such as acting on instructions and the discussion of fees are markedly different.
(v)

In-depth interviewing in journalism

In Western society the results of journalistic endeavour are available through a range
of media, such as books, newspapers, magazines, shortform news grabs or longform
interviews on radio and television as well as the internet, podcasts and streaming. In
depth interviews are more likely to be used for longform features on radio and
television and in newspapers and magazines, while shortform news grabs are usually
the result of spontaneous, on the spot interviews. Unlike academic interviews that are
mostly pre-arranged, much media interviewing is spontaneous, variously described
as ‘cold’ or ‘on-the-spot' associated with ‘voxpops’ journalism (voice of the people),
'doorstop' (ambush) or ‘deathknocks’ (when there has been a death) (Sedorkin &
Mcgregor 2002).

As in academic research, in-depth interviews in journalism can be conducted face-toface, by telephone, email and also by ‘real time’ satellite connection (Sedorkin &
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Mcgregor 2002). However in journalism, the outcomes from interviews are usually
more public and can reach wide, even mass, audiences. In the case of radio and
television, either edited excerpts or the full interview may be broadcast. The
preferred technique for journalistic in-depth interviewing is face-to-face interviewing
where non-verbal cues such as body language can ‘be read’ and eye contact made
(Sedorkin & Mcgregor 2002). In journalism, as in academic research, telephone
interviews are considered expedient from the point of view of time and distance, and
while email interviews can also overcome time and distance barriers they are
considered to lack spontaneity due to the respondent being able to prepare considered
responses.

Styles of journalistic interviewing varies according to the purpose, that is, whether to
gather facts, to gather opinions or raise an issue. John Faine from the Australian
Broadcasting Commission (ABC) (cited in Sedorkin & Mcgregor 2002) views the
interview as a ‘contest of ideas’ to test the interviewee's points of view. While some
journalists might contest ideas using an assertive approach or asking leading or trick
questions, these techniques are considered inappropriate (other than in unique and
approved circumstances) for academic research interviewing. Roberta, a participant
in this research, who had been a journalist in a country town also views the assertive
approach as being inappropriate.

Journalists might be objective (separating facts from feelings), investigative and/or
entertaining (Harcup 2004) but being entertaining is seen by Dovey (2000) as ‘risky’
as it may dumb down ‘truth claims’. In journalistic practice, success depends largely
on being comfortable interviewing in a wide range of situations that might include
interviewing people from the homeless to millionaires (Harcup 2004). Challenges for
journalists are associated with the consequences of informing in the public arena, of
having agency in the sense that their work can make differences in people’s lives,
and the intrusive nature of journalistic interviews.
As a research interviewer I am conscious that the in-depth research interview can
also be highly intrusive. I often feel self conscious at best and embarrassed at worst
when I find myself saying Tell me a little bit about... ’. I am conscious that I use this
phrase as an ‘informal invitation’ implying that I am not expecting to be told every
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intimate detail but I am heartened (and bemused) that radio and television
interviewers at times use the same phrase. But why do we do it? I suggest it is to
establish rapport in an apparently non-intrusive way in what in essence is an intrusive
situation.
Currently, journalists who belong to the Australian Journalists Association
(associated with the Media Entertainment and Arts Alliance) are bound by a code of
ethics that requires journalists to commit themselves to honesty, fairness, and
independence for the rights of others. Under this code journalists are required to
respect private grief and personal privacy and to use fair, responsible and honest
means to obtain material (Alliance Online 2008), in other words to be non-intrusive.
These aspects of professional journalism interviewing are further explained by
authors concerned with education and training for journalists (Adams & Hicks 2009;
Fleming, Hemingway, Moore & Welford 2006; Grundy 2007).
(vi)

In depth interviewing in post-compulsory vocational education and training
research

Firstly, not all PCVET research is conducted within the university system. In
Australia, research may be conducted by TAFE personal and by private consultants.
In this study I confine my discussion to academic PCVET research. In such research
the range of situations and topics researched using in-depth interviews is extensive.
Examples from my own interviewing experience are:
•

•
•
•

•
•

the professional development of TAFE teachers involving students, staff,
coordinators and directors from vocational and tertiary institutions
(Wagner & Melville 1995; Chappell & Melville 1996);
early school leavers at risk in a semi-rural area (McIntyre, Freeland,
Melville & Schwenke 1999; McIntyre & Melville 2000);
the development of expertise among peer-nominated ‘leading experts’ in a
range of professions (Melville 1999; Tennant & Melville 1999);
learning on four major civil or civic construction sites involving workers
and management (Clegg, Garrick, Hager, Melville, Manidis, & Risgalla
1999; Hager, Crowley & Melville 2001);
take up of on-line teaching by vocational educators (Schofield, Walsh &
Melville 2000; Schofield, Melville, Bennett & Walsh 2001); and
vocational educators as associate researchers (Melville 2002, 2003).

Each situation required the interviewer(s) to have the attributes/experience/ability to
meet specific challenges to achieve the core tasks. For example, in the construction
industry females were rarely represented in the workforce at the time of the study so
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my presence on a construction site might have been seen as ‘different’. The early
school leavers may have seen me as representing an ‘elite’ profession, while the
leading experts may have seen me as something opposite - someone who did not
share their level of experience in their area of expertise - and finally within TAFE
and Universities, each group (students, staff, management) could have viewed me in
a different way. Individual interviews required me to position myself and present
myself in a way that was appropriate to the culture of the workplace or organisation,
was minimally intrusive and met any challenges that arose.

4.5 Summary
The practice of in-depth interviewing in PCVETR was shown in previous chapters to
be embedded in mainly qualitative methodological research perspectives and to have
various characteristic features. In this chapter I discussed the notion of in-depth
research interviewing as a practice with integral characteristics where practice
prefigured individual actions, where emotions may need to be managed and where
core tasks may involve routine and/or non-routine tasks. Mindfulness theory was
shown to be useful to research interviewers in dealing with both routine and non
routine aspects associated with core tasks of interviewing. Mindful ways of
managing unexpected responses and emotional reactions in an in-depth research
interview also called for competence in interpersonal communication skills such as
setting aside assumptions, establishing rapport, using non-verbal cues, listening
effectively, establishing shared meaning engaging in self-disclosure and reciprocity.
Additional higher order cognitive skills such as analytical processing and problem
solving may also be required when dealing with with non-routine tasks.

By examining Elollway and Jefferson’s study of ‘people’s fear of crime’ (2000), and
their process of finding the ‘right’ interviewing approach for this sensitive and
emotive topic it was possible to show that the practice of in-depth research
interviewing spanned many approaches. For instance traditional, feminist, narrative
and clinical case study approaches were not considered ideal for bringing issues to
the surface in interviews on people’s fear of crime. The researchers had turned to
biographical-interpretive

interview techniques

(from

social

science

research

methods) and free-association interview techniques (from psychoanalytic methods)
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as more useful approaches for their in-depth research interviewing practice thus
illustrating the importance of, and the processes used, to find a ‘best fit’ approach.

An exploration of in-depth interviewing practice within a number of diverse
professions identified areas of similarity and significant difference in approaches to
in-depth interviewing between selected individual professions and academic and
PCVET research. Pertinent characteristics of interviewing in clinical case studies
that were similar to, and might inform, the practice of in-depth interviewing in
academic/PC VET research included inspiring trust and interviewing with empathy
and sensitivity, and the interpersonal communication skills of establishing rapport,
listening, and non-verbal cues. The aims of counselling interviews, such as enabling
the client to develop insight and self-awareness to bring about change at a cognitive,
behavioural or social level and to empower, were similar to aims of interviews for
academic critical studies and action research. However, such aims of counselling
interviews could also be realised as unintentional outcomes of interpretive academic
research interviews. Having respect for the respondent and in some cases
encouraging interviewees to tell the truth as in interviews for interrogative
investigation were part of the practice of academic in-depth research interviewing in
PCVET. Good interpersonal communication skills, suitable physical interview
environments, the participatory client-centred model of practice and the importance
of shared understandings typical of interviewing in the legal profession all had
similarities and could be useful to interpretive academic/PCVET interview practice.
Being conscious of the intrusive nature of the interview was a characteristic shared
by interviewers in journalism and interpretive academic research.

Significant differences found in the outcomes of clinical case study, counselling and
academic/PCVET interviews were in the ‘helping nature’ of the clinical case study
and counselling interviews and the investigative nature of academic interviews. In
interrogative investigation the interviewer ‘sells the idea of telling the truth’
(Yeschke 2003, p. 159) and while this might apply in some interpretive research
studies, an interpretive interviewer would not normally assume their participants
might lie. Interviewing in legal practice has some marked differences in that the
interviewer takes and acts on the instructions of the client and fees can be discussed
in the course of the interview. Some journalistic interviewing is very public, ‘on the
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spot’, and may test the interviewee’s point of view, while most academic
interviewing is confidential, pre-arranged and ‘seeks’, rather than ‘tests’, points of
view.

Up to this point in the thesis, an account has been given of the PCVET policies that
were in place, modified or introduced in Australia from the mid 1970s into the early
part of the twenty first century that resulted in a changing and challenging
environment for researchers in this field (Chapter One). To gain insights into how
people might be affected by this changing environment, researchers began to adopt
the emergent interpretive approach of in-depth research interviewing as a research
technique of choice (Chapter Two). The discussion of practice theory (Chapter
Three) provided the theoretical and contextual milieu for situating this study of in
depth research interviewing in the field of PCVET research. This was followed by a
discussion of characteristics integral to in-depth research interviewing practice such
as core tasks connected to interpersonal communication skills and relevant features
of in-depth interviewing in other professions (Chapter Four). In the next chapter an
account is given of the methodological approach that was designed and implemented
to contribute to current knowledge of the field of PCVET research in Australia.
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Chapter Five
THE LONG AND WINDING ROAD OF DOING THE RESEARCH: A case
for mixed method, multimodal research

How does one judge the worth of a methodology? Not by formula, not
its conformity with a set of technical procedures (though the latter may
have some part in the judgement). Rather by informed and reflective
judgements, judgements which have some knowledge of technical and
social/theoretical discussions, which are informed by substantive
knowledge of the field.... and which are historically aware.
(Yates 1992, p.ll)

5.1

Introduction

A research methodology embodies all the procedures, processes, constraints, working
assumptions, intentions and techniques for analysis as adopted by practising
researchers in a particular context for a particular research project. As Yates (1992)
stated, the worth of a methodology is made by informed and reflective judgements.
Research methodology is more than a way to do research, it is the nexus between, or
coming together of, why we do research as well as how we do research. In Chapter
One I discussed why I chose to research the practice of in-depth research interviewing
and in this chapter I discuss how decisions were made in relation to how to do the
research for this study.
In this Chapter I reiterate my position and state my intentions as the researcher doing
this particular study that is focused on the practice of in-depth research interviewing
in the particular context of post-compulsory/vocational education and training
(PCVET). I introduce and discuss the construct of a community of practice to show
how this was useful for making decisions about an appropriate research methodology
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(see Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2). Subsequently, I explain how the two peak publications
identified as representative artefacts of this community of practice were used as
sources of data to generate a profile of this research field in which in-depth
interviewing could be seen to be a research technique of choice.
The research problem and the research objectives and questions are restated as the
point of reference for the research methods adopted. Within this context, I explain
‘the winding road’ of the development of the reflexive mixed method interpretive
research design from the exploratory pilot study to the use of two case studies of peak
PCVETR publications for mapping the field of PCVET research and the conduct of
questionnaires and in-depth interviews with participant researchers. The constraints,
procedures and processes within the research are also explained in relation to:
identification, tracking and recruitment of potential participants; administration of the
questionnaire and processing of participant responses; conduct of the interviews and
analysis of the interview data; and the keeping of a reflective journal as the
researcher/interviewer.
5.1.1

My intentions and position as the researcher in this study

My intention in this study was to explore how researchers in the field of PCVET first
began to conduct in-depth research interviews particularly if they had little or no
formal training. 1 was an insider researching in my workplace believing that ‘the
insider-researcher by linking research with practice can thereby improve practice'
(Smyth & Holian 1999, p.4). By interviewing participants identified as being
researchers who had used in-depth interviews I was embodying what I was
researching. I had minimal formal or informal training in interviewing before
conducting interviews as a research assistant and researcher. Recognising my own
development and experience was an important element of this research. My attitudes,
beliefs, experience and knowledge informed and influenced the way I prepared for,
conducted, analysed, and interpreted the interviews for this study. I was confident
about conducting in-depth interviews in the field of PCVETR as I had conducted in
depth research interviews in this field over a number of years when employed as a
research project officer in the area of PCVET. As I had experience of establishing
and maintaining professional, respectful relationships with colleagues in the field and
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conducting interviews ethically I was confident that those selected to participate in
the study would be willing to tell me of their particular experiences.

Much had been written about aspects of the use of in-depth interviewing as a research
tool but it seemed little had been written about interviewers’ experiences in learning
and/or developing interviewing skills and expertise. It is in relation to exploring such
experiences that this study contributes to the body of knowledge and understanding
of the practice of qualitative in-depth interviewing within PCVETR.

5.2

Situating the study as researching a community ofpractice of researchers

In order to determine how to investigate the extent and nature of in-depth
interviewing in the field of PCVET research in Australia, I firstly explain how this
field may be seen as a community of practice according to the elements of the
construct (Section 5.2.1). Secondly, I discuss how the application of this construct to
the field of PCVETR was influential in determining an appropriate research
methodology for the study in this thesis (Section 5.2.2).

5.2.1

The construct of a ‘community ofpractice ’

According to Wenger, McDermott and Snyder (2002, p.4) communities of practice
are: ‘groups of people who share a concern, a set of problems, or a passion for a
topic, and who deepen their knowledge and expertise....by interacting on an ongoing
basis ’. In other words, members of a community of practice share a passion for an
activity that they know how to do and then interact regularly to learn how to do it
better (Wenger 1998, 2004, 2006).

A community of practice differs from either a community of interest or a
geographical community where people may either share a passion for a topic or an
activity, or may live in the same geographical location, but do not have a shared
practice. An example of an active community of practice is that of the French
impressionist painters. Using Wenger’s (1998, 2006) illustration, these painters (with
a shared domain of interest) met in cafes and their studios to discuss the style of
painting they were developing together (their practice). Although they often worked
alone on their paintings, the interaction in their meetings (community) was essential
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to the community of practice. Such interaction typically includes problem solving,
discussions of developments and the sharing of information. Communities of
practice develop around the things that matter to people and consequently
communities of researchers develop around particular issues and members then
interact and share information on research techniques such as in-depth interviewing.

Wenger (1998, 2004, 2006) identified three elements as being crucial to a
community of practice - the domain, the community and the practice. These
elements are represented in Figure 3.

Practice: The body of
knowledge, methods, stories,
cases, tools and documents
representing a shared practice

Community of
Practice:
Incorporates the
three elements of
domain,
community and
practice (may be
small or large).
Domain: The area of shared
inquiry and of key issues
representing a shared domain
of interest.

Community: The
relationships between the
members and the sense of
belonging - members engage
in joint activities and
discussions but do not
necessarily work together on a
daily basis.

Figure 3: The three elements of a Communities of Practice (after Wenger 1998, 2004, 2006;
Wenger, McDermott & Snyder 2002)
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A community of practice is not an ‘organisational unit' nor is it about reporting to an
organisational unit, it is a group (of people) with an emphasis on learning. The main
difference between a community of practice and an organisational unit (business or
functional) is that the community defines itself through developing its own
understanding of what its practice is about. A community of practice also has flexible
boundaries, with people participating in different ways and to different degrees.
‘Fuzzy edges’ of the community allow for outsiders and newcomers to have input. A
community of practice differs from a ‘team’ as it is the sharing of learning and the
interest of members that hold it together. ‘It is defined by knowledge rather than by
task and exists because participation has value to its members’ (Wenger 1998, p.4)
and is different from a ‘network’ in that it is ‘about something’ rather than being
based a set of relationships. ‘A community of practice exists because it produces a
shared practice as members engage in a collective process of learning’ (Wenger
1998, p.4). It has an identity within the community.

Communities of practice may be ‘seeded and nurtured' or may arise spontaneously
with involvement of recognised experts and internal leadership essential to the
development of the community (Wenger 1998, 2004, 2006). This internal leadership
can take many forms. It can be formal or informal but must arise from within the
group and not from external manipulation. Leadership may be: inspirational
(leadership from recognised experts); day to day (organisation of activities);
classificatory (collection and organisation of information in order to document
practices); interpersonal (weaving of the community social fabric); boundary
(connection of the community to other communities); institutional (maintenance of
links with other organisational entities); or cutting edge (shepherding initiatives)
(Wenger 1998).

Such understandings of a community of practice provided useful tools for modelling
PCVET researchers as a community of practice and for deciding what research
method was most suited to a study of in-depth interviewing within that community.
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5.2.2

PCVETR as a community ofpractice

The field of research of post-compulsory vocational education and training research
(PCVETR) in Australia, can be demonstrated to be a community of practice in
relation to the three elements identified by Wenger, McDermott and Snyder (2002)
and Wenger (1998, 2004, 2006), i.e. ‘domain’, ‘community’ and ‘practice’. Further, I
show in this section that this study is situated within that community and that the
choice of research methodology was influenced by the status of PCVETR as a
community of practice.

The ‘domain’ element can be demonstrated by the existence of areas of shared
enquiry, identifiable by the language used to describe those areas within two selected
peak publications in the field of PCVETR. These publications are the Australian and
New Zealand Journal of Vocational Education Research published by NCVER (to
later become the International Journal of Training Research the official journal of
AVETRA) and the proceedings of the Annual International Conference on PostCompulsory Education and Training conducted by Griffith University Queensland
(see Case Study profiles in Chapter Six).

The ‘community’ element can in part be demonstrated by the existence of the
Australian Vocational Education and Training Research Association (AVETRA) and
by practitioner support for conferences such as the Annual International Conference
on Post-Compulsory Education and Training and other structured and unstructured
forums for discussion. Many PCVET researchers work together in various
combinations on short/fixed term contracts for bodies such as the National Centre for
Vocational Education Research (NCVER) established 1992 (see Appendix 1.1) and
other Research Centres. Not all researchers necessarily work together on a daily basis
but interact at conferences and other gatherings. In this way, they have developed
networks and a sense of being members of a community of researchers.

The ‘practice’ element can be demonstrated by the existence of PCVET journals,
research conferences and their proceedings, research associations and postgraduate
research degree programs. Researchers regularly interact at conferences and submit
papers to peer-refereed or peer-reviewed publications to place their work and their
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thinking in the public arena. Such practices have as their focus: the development of a
body of knowledge; the development of methods and tools; the sharing of stories and
experiences; the production of documents in the form of professional journals and
conference proceedings; and the presentation of seminars within this research
community.

Such participation is a function of the activity in context demonstrated by attending,
presenting papers at conferences and publishing in the conference proceedings,
preparing papers to be peer refereed, or by placing articles in the public arena by
publishing in journals and engaging in any debate that might ensue. Knowledge
within the domain is advanced through such participation/activity/processes, that is,
through dialogue and narrative within the community. VOCED is a large, free, webbased international database of abstracts on research into vocational education. Such
a database ensures the body of knowledge is advanced globally.

Wenger’s view (1998, 2004, 2006) of the main difference between a community of
practice and an organisation is that the community defines itself through developing
its own understanding of what its practice is about, while an organisation reports to
and is directed by an organisational unit. Using this view in relation to PCVETR,
Wenger’s definition of community can be demonstrated through such things as the
continued support of researchers for the major annual conference and the pre-eminent
journal and conference proceedings that have been selected to feature as case studies
in this research. As a community of practice PCVETR has flexible boundaries, with
people participating in different ways and to different degrees with the ‘fuzzy edges’
of the community allowing for visitors and students and sponsors to attend
conferences and symposia and to have input. Shared learning and interests of
members hold the community together as defined by knowledge rather than by tasks
and the community exists because of the value of participation to its members
(Wenger 1998, p.4). It is also different from a network in that it is ‘about PCVETR’
rather than being merely a set of relationships.
As seen in Figure 4 this community of practice exists because it is about a shared
practice as members engage in a collective process of learning about PCVETR at
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As seen in Figure 4 this community of practice exists because it is about a shared
practice as members engage in a collective process of learning about PCVETR at
conferences, seminars and symposia and by publishing their research in journals and
conference proceedings that become artefacts of that community.

Practice: Practices
focusing on development of
a body of knowledge,
research methods and tools,
production of journals and
conference proceedings.

Community of
Practice: Postcompulsory vocational
education and training
research.

Domain: Shared domain of
interest in post-compulsory/
VET research; shared
research enquiry on key
issues of research.

Community: Existence of
AVETRA, member engagement
in seminars, symposia,
conferences, and workshops,
joint contract work. Members do
not necessarily work together on
a daily basis.

Figure 4: Post-compulsory/vocational education and training research (PCVETR) as a
community of practice after the three elements of a Community of Practice (Wenger
1998, 2004, 2006; Wenger, McDermott & Snyder 2002)

Artefacts are defined in the Concise Oxford Dictionary as objects made by a human
being (Soanes & Stevenson 2004, p.73). In discussing the place of documents as
artefacts Glesne and Peskin (1992) described them as a means of reconstructing
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past events where that past life no longer existed and cannot be observed. Other
situations where artefacts are useful are those where it may not be possible to
interview participants in relation to past events being studied.
As it was possible that many in-depth interviewers from the early nineties might be
difficult to locate and the ‘past could only observed in documents’ (Glesne & Peskin
1992, p.52) I adopted the position that an appropriate research methodology should
include the collection of data from artefacts of the PCVETR community of practice
in the form of selected PCVETR peak publications. It followed then that data from
the case study profiles of the selected publications (as presented and discussed in
Chapter Six) could be seen to be data embedded in the PCVETR community of
practice.
5.3

The starting point on the winding road of research: the research problem

The mixed method study for this thesis was situated in the practice of in-depth
research interviewing by individual researchers within a specialised field of research
in adult education, that of post-compulsory vocational education and training
research (PCVETR) in Australia, identified as a community of practice (after Wenger
1998, 2004, 2006). Broadly speaking, the starting point or the problematic addressed
by this thesis can be expressed as how in-depth research interviewing in the field of
PCVETR might be seen as ‘practice’ and how researchers might become competent
in-depth interviewing ‘practitioners’ in PCVETR. In Australia, there was little
published evidence of a strongly embedded culture of how researchers might be
trained to become researchers in this field. Ethics approval for a doctoral study of this
area of research was granted on 11 November 2003 by the UTS Human Research
Ethics Committee (Appendix 2)

The first step in the development of the research processes was a pilot study using a
semi-structured in-depth interview technique to investigate how three researchers
talked about their wider research experience, their research philosophy, and the
communication skills they consciously employed. This pilot study was designed to
address a general question about factors that might contribute to researchers in the
field of PCVET becoming effective in-depth research interviewers.
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5.4

The first milestone: conducting the exploratory pilot study

Three research interviewers agreed to be interviewed for the exploratory pilot study.
All had worked in an area of adult and vocational education practice, one in the area
of training and development, one in the area of language and literacy with experience
in the field of psychology, and the third in the area of interpersonal communication.
The aims for conducting these interviews were to pilot an interview protocol (see
Appendix 5 for the Qualitative Research Interview Guide) and to gain insights into
the characteristics of interviewing techniques or skills that might be ‘measured' using
recognised interpersonal skills instruments. The interviews were audio-taped and
later transcribed for analysis.

From the pilot study it appeared that, either consciously or unconsciously, from
training or from experience, these qualitative researchers employed a range of
interpersonal communication skills in managing their own interview processes.
Familiarity with communication terminology or ‘jargon' made describing skills
easier for two of the three participants but in one case the researcher had no
theoretical understanding of communication skills employed or the terminology
involved. Skills identified in their responses were: body language; defusion of
conflict; listening skills; self disclosure; and although the term self-monitoring was
not used by participants they either described or exhibited the use of self-monitoring
behaviour. While one participant used negotiation to establish shared meaning, for
the others this was not a priority and consciousness of power relationships within an
interview varied. One participant stated that power was neither felt nor wanted, while
another participant wanted to keep control and was concerned that ‘interviewer
authority’ might be lost by being too friendly.
5.4.1

A sharp bend in the road: attempting to ‘measure ’ the skills

The pilot study was used to test an interview protocol and to inform the development
of the proposed research design based on a modified triangulation of data from in
depth interviews with results from two selected interpersonal skill instruments. After
conducting the interviews with the three participants described above using the
protocol in Appendix 5 and by analysing the transcripts for identifiable skills, I
searched for instruments that might ‘measure’ the skills and attributes of proficient
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in-depth research interviewers. However, 1 became increasingly uneasy with this
process. I had difficulties finding appropriate instruments to ‘describe’ and ‘measure’
skills that could encapsulate the practice of in-depth interviewing when triangulated
with interview responses. I considered the following range of instruments:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Interpersonal Communication Inventory (Bienvenu 1971);
Measure of Self-monitoring (25 items) (Snyder 1974);
Social Management Scale (Duran & Wheeless 1980);
Interaction Involvement Scale {perceptiveness and attentiveness as core
factors) (Cegala 1981; Cegala, Savage, Brunner & Conrad 1982);
Self-reference Communicative Adaptability Scale (Duran 1983);
Concern for Appropriateness Scale (revision of Snyder’s 25 Measure of Self
monitoring, (Lennox & Wolfe 1984);
Exploring our Views on Listening (Nelson-Jones 1986);
Measure of Self-monitoring (18 items) (Snyder & Gangestad 1986);
Conversational Skills Rating Scale (Spitzberg & Hurt 1987; Spitzberg 1988);
Managerial Listening Survey (Husband & Cooper 1987 in Cooper 1997); and
The Kentucky Comprehensive Listening Test (Bostrom & Waldhart in
Bostrom 1990, 2006).

These instruments each captured a discrete set of skills but seemed not to be
adequate, either singularly or collectively, to capture the complexity of factors that
emerged from the preliminary interviews as contributing to a productive in-depth
research interview. As early as 1971, Millard J. Bienvenu Snr had observed that there
were problems in the study of interpersonal communication in relation to measuring
certain characteristics and processes. Three decades later I encountered a similar
experience in attempting to apply measurements to effective in-depth research
interviewing characteristics (a form of interpersonal communication). While the
interpersonal skills of communication competence and listening are acknowledged in
the literature as being crucial to effective interviewing (see Chapter Four), the
practice of effective in-depth interviewing, while embodying these skills, appeared to
be a more encompassing mix of skills, abilities and attributes. It seemed the things
that might ‘count’ in terms of uncovering attitudes, values, opinions, insights and
feelings cannot be ‘counted’ in terms of measurement of skills (see Einstein cited in
Patton, 2002, p.2).

Initially, the idea of a research design based on the triangulation of data as outlined
above was seductive as this appeared to be a neat, clean and manageable way of
carrying out the planned processes as a piece of research. When it became evident
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that ‘describing’ and ‘measuring’ a suite of skills using such instruments would not
adequately encapsulate all that seemed to contribute to the practice of in-depth
research interviewing, I then faced a significant bend in the road, one that called for
reassessment and re-conceptualisation of the research design. It was at this point that
I participated on the observer team in a workshop ‘Rethinking Postgraduate
Pedagogy’ conducted by Professor Alison Lee at the University of Technology,
Sydney.

This workshop

‘problematised’

the common practices of research

interviewing techniques and as such was particularly useful in facilitating a re
conceptualised approach to the methodology.

5.4.2

Negotiating the bend: from focus group to the re-conceptualisation

The first step in negotiating the bend was the process of developing an appropriate,
flexible research approach that would more fully encapsulate the practice of in-depth
research interviewing. To do this I convened a focus group of experienced research
interviewers who had not participated in the pilot study. All three participating
interviewers were working in post-compulsory (adult) education research within an
Australian university at that time. However, their previous work experience had been
in three differing professions, namely in psychology, law research, and counselling.
Each participant had been given a focus group participation package (see Appendix
6). The package contained: details of the study (6.1 yellow); a briefing sheet (6.2
blue); and the interview model and focus questions (6.3 pink). The number of
participants had been kept small to maximise the opportunities for each participant to
speak and interact with the others and a light lunch had been provided to facilitate a
convivial, informal atmosphere. Interviewers with differing professional experiences
had been selected to provide a diversity of experience within the group. The aim was
to use the discussion between these experienced interviewers to inform the
development of an appropriate research method and to identify possible points of
similarity and difference in approaches to using in-depth interviewing in the different
professions.

Using a videoed interview I had conducted as the trigger, I invited the focus group
participants to identify and discuss the techniques and characteristics of my
interviewing process as I interviewed a colleague (also an experienced interviewer).
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In this interview I had used the semi-structured protocol developed for the pilot study
described in Section 5.4 (see Appendix 5). In the course of this videoed interview,
the interviewee had quite unexpectedly turned one of the questions back to me. My
colleague commented in a post-session debriefing that he felt comfortable doing this
given that we both had considerable interviewing experience at that stage. This ‘non
routine’ and ‘unexpected’ turn (see Section 4.2.3) required me ‘to think on my feet’
in order to respond.

From this point an interesting change occurred. The interpersonal relationship in the
interview shifted becoming much more informal and conversational. I was no longer
the researcher asking questions for the respondent to answer. We became engaged in
the topic more as equal partners in a conversation. In the focus group discussion the
participants reported having observed this ‘turn’ in the interview and suggested that I
interview each of them individually to tease out their individual responses and
perspectives as they saw the issue as significant and worthy of further discussion.
This I agreed to do and at one point during one of the follow-up interviews, the
‘participant’ reversed the roles and began to ‘interview’ me - again the non-routine
and unexpected (see discussion of non-routine encounters in Chapter Four). As we
were both quite comfortable with this ‘turn’ it seemed that the level of experience
that we each had could accommodate the non-routine. While finding myself in this
reversed role was challenging because it was unexpected, it also provided me with an
opportunity to tease out some of my own ‘fuzzy’ thoughts at that stage in the
development of the study.

The outcomes from these interviews were illuminating. One emerging factor was that
the preferred style of interviewing technique evident in each participant’s responses
differed and their perspectives seemed to embody the genre of their professional
practice. By way of illustration, the counsellor appeared to favour a supportive
interviewing style often adopted by counsellors while the law researcher appeared to
favour an interviewing style that was more direct, verging on being more adversarial,
suggestive of some interviewing practices within the area of law. This was apparent
even though the settings for these particular interviews were physically and
conceptually different from those in the particular contexts of their primary areas of
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professional practice. There also seemed to be evidence of factors such as the
previously mentioned attitudes, feelings, opinions and values as well as insights that
were qualitative rather than quantitative in nature that could not be ‘measured’.

As a result of the pilot study I made the decision to focus my research of the practice
of in-depth research interviewing in one specific area of research, that of PC VETR in
Australia. For a number of years researchers, in what was shown to be the PC VETR
Community of Practice (Section 5.2.2), had used in-depth interviewing in qualitative
or mixed method studies in the data collection phase of their research. From my
observations many PCVET researchers had begun their working life in other
professions. Researchers such as these were potential participants in this study.

5.5

Around the bend: the second milestone - a reconceptualised approach

I needed to explore the field of published PCVET research in order to address the
research objectives and questions and to identify authors who could be potential
participants. In order to tease out factors of interest I concentrated on the selection of
a PC VETR ‘site’

as a source of data. In-depth interviews with PCVET

researcher/authors might then be used to elicit data that was a ‘slice’ through each
participant’s unique experiences and perceptions of his or her in-depth interviewing
practice. To pursue this line of investigation I planned an iterative approach with a
number of published in-depth research interviewers as my participants recruited from
among authors identified in the document analysis of two peak publications (a
journal and the proceedings of a conference) within the community of practice of
PCVETR. I planned to administer a brief questionnaire to establish biographic and
demographic profiles as context followed by in-depth interviews.

5.6

The pivotal third milestone: the development of the Research Objectives
and Questions

As indicated in Chapter One, this study was limited to addressing two research
objectives and associated research questions. My research experience had been
mainly that of working on commissioned research in which the research objectives
and questions to be addressed were predetermined or handed down ‘on a tablet’ as it
were. It seemed that the outcome from this for me as the researcher in this study was
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that I was at risk of being too pragmatic (in the dogmatic sense) about my research
objectives and questions thus inhibiting any possibilities for change. The objectives
and questions for this thesis ‘have been allowed to evolve’ from the original
problematic (Section 1.7) and are outlined below.

The first research objective and associated research question emerged and evolved in
response to there being little published knowledge on the scope of the use of in-depth
interviewing in PCVET research in Australia. From the objective of seeking to
discover the extent of in-depth interviewing as a research practice in this field the
Research Question was stated as:

Research Question 1
What is the extent of the practice of in-depth interviewing in published research in
the field of post-compulsory vocational education and training research (PCVETR) in
Australia as represented by two peak publications?

Details of the process of identifying two peak research publications within the
community of practice of PCVETR are discussed in Section 5.9.3 of this chapter. The
body of authors who contributed to these peak publications were potential
participants for this study.

By completing a questionnaire and participating in in-depth interviews with the
researcher the recruited participants provided additional data to complement that
from the documentary analysis of the peak publications, researcher reflections and
the relevant literature to address the second research objective. This objective was to
better understand the nature of the practice of in-depth interviewing by researchers in
this field and the second Research Question was stated as:

Research Question 2
What is the nature of the practice of in-depth interviewing in the field of postcompulsory vocational education and training research (PCVETR) in Australia as
represented by authors published in two peak PCVETR publications?
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By completing the questionnaire and participating in the in-depth interviews with the
researcher, the participants also provided data to apply to Kemmis’ (2006) practice
heuristic (see Chapter Three) as part of addressing research Question 2. Findings on
Research Question 1 are discussed in Chapter Six while findings on Research
Questions 2 are discussed in Chapter Seven.

In the sections that follow, I further explore my decision-making processes in
adopting an appropriate research perspective and research methods to address these
Research Objectives and Questions. I begin with an overview of the underlying
research perspectives and the development of the method(s) used. Within the chosen
research framework, I explain further procedures and processes of development of
the research design, my intentions and the working assumptions for the study. In the
remainder of the chapter, I outline the processes of the collection of data. The first
process was the selection of the two peak publications as artefacts of this community
of practice and an analysis of all published articles from the publications in order to
address both Research Questions 1 and 2. This is followed by processes of
identifying, tracking and recruiting potential

participants, administering and

processing the participant questionnaire, conducting the interviews, analysing the
interview data and keeping a reflective journal as the researcher/interviewer in order
to address (in the main) Research Question 2.

5.7

The fourth milestone: research perspective and methods used

As indicated in Chapter One, an eclectic research approach was selected which was a
reflexive mixed method interpretive (multimodal) study (see Creswell (2002, 2009),
Mertens (2004), Punch (2005), Tashakkori and Teddie (2002) and Teddie and
Tashakkori (2009)). It could be said that I heeded a ‘health warning’ from Richardson
(1998, p.9) that ‘qualitative research need not exclude quantitative research’. To
address Research Question 1, a document analysis was used to map the usage of
research perspectives and techniques in the field of PCVETR (a quantitative
technique), and specifically the extent of usage of in-depth interviewing. To address
Research Question 2, I utilised multiple sources of evidence namely the document
analysis and a questionnaire (both quantitative techniques), in-depth interviews (a
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qualitative technique), researcher reflections and Kemmis’ (2006) practice heuristic.
Findings were compared to previous studies in relevant literature. To expand on this I
used the quantitative questionnaire to provide biographic and demographic data and
the qualitative in-depth interviews with the PCVET researchers to gather stories,
attitudes, feelings and opinions to support and/or extend the biographic and
demographic questionnaire data. In addition, my experience of ‘interviewing
interviewees about interviewing’ was documented in a researcher journal and used
reflexively to inform my own practice within this study.

5.8

The fifth milestone: development of the research design

In the introduction to this chapter I listed various characteristics of a research
methodology and in this section I outline how the characteristics of procedures and
processes might apply to the development of the research design for this study. I also
foreshadow implications of constraints in relation to in-depth interviewing as
discussed in Section 5.10.1.

5.8.1

Procedures

The first of the embodied characteristics of research methodology outlined here are
the research procedures. Both qualitative and quantitative research methodologies
incorporate core procedures in the conduct of research. Quantitative research unpacks
issues in terms of the what, how and why using simple numerical, or sometimes
complex and highly detailed statistical or what is often termed ‘objective’ data
analysis. On the other hand, qualitative research looks for the more ‘subjective’
patterns of data in relation to context and meaning through people’s stories of their
lives, their attitudes, beliefs, feelings, opinions, values, and insights. Rich data may
be collected using methods such as interviews, focus groups, life histories,
reflections, observations and sometimes artefacts. One of the aims of qualitative
research and analysis is to improve understanding (see Sutton 1993) and a qualitative
study is considered by some researchers to be flexible and ‘endlessly creative’
(Denzin & Lincoln 1994, p.14) enabling a rich study of issues that is not limited to,
or constrained by, predetermined categories of analysis. Qualitative researchers have
the flexibility of selecting from a range of techniques for data gathering and
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interpretive analysis within modem and postmodern perspectives (Denzin & Lincoln
1994, 2000, 2005). In mixed method, multimodal types of research qualitative data
may be seen as putting 'flesh on the bones’ of the quantitative data.

Interpretive studies can include the use of quantitative as well as qualitative data, that
is, it can be mixed method or multimodal in approach with the data gathered from
different sources. Triangulation, a term often applied to such approaches, is ‘a
process of using multiple perceptions to clarify meaning and/or to verify the
repeatability of an observation or interpretation’ (Stake 2000, pp.435-452). When
data from a triangulated study is collected the same questions must be addressed by
each method used (Richards 2005). The term triangulation derives from the field of
navigation where it is used to fix the location of an object from at least two other
independent locations. Such a process might be strongly suggestive of a realist notion
of an absolute truth, but in qualitative research, relativists use triangulation in the
sense of capturing multiple voices - of getting a richer and fuller story (Smith 1998,
p.194).

However, I was uneasy with using the term 'triangulation’ as it seemed to suggest a
rather ‘fixed’ realist model. Within the chosen mixed method research approach, I
considered that I was using a ‘loose’ triangulation or an aggregation as the data came
from multiple sources to produce complementary rather than comparable data.
Hammersley (1998) termed this technique complementarity, a technique in which the
sources of data ‘provide different sorts of information that complement each other’
(p. 168). Although data gathered from multiple sources address a number of aspects
of interviewing experiences and practice of the participant researchers overall, the
quantitative and qualitative data each address different aspects. For example,
quantitative data from the document analysis and the questionnaires as well as
supplying factual answers to the ‘what’, ‘how’ and sometimes the ‘why’ questions
may in some instances provide ‘triggers’ for qualitative interview questions. In turn,
the data from the qualitative in-depth interviews complements the quantitative data
through the more detailed explorations of insights and understandings of people’s
lives, their attitudes, beliefs, feelings, opinions and values. The qualitative data
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expands and complements the quantitative data and vice versa. The value of mixed
method procedures is exemplified in the following:

[IJdeally, the qualitative researcher draws on some combination of
techniques to collect research data. This is not to negate the usefulness
of say, a study based solely on interviews, but rather to indicate that
the more sources tapped for understanding, the more believable the
findings (Glesne & Peshkin 1992, p.24).
To conclude, the procedures used in the research design were: (a) document analysis
of two peak publications in PCVETR from 1993 to 2005; (b) questionnaire
completed by 18 participants; (c) telephone in-depth interviews conducted by the
researcher with 17 participants; (d) follow-up face-to-face in-depth interviews with 4
participants; and (e) the researcher’s reflective journal.

5.8.2

Processes

When the idea of a research study focused on a better understanding of in-depth
research interviewing first began to take shape, I read widely in a number of areas.
These included research perspectives and research methods (see Chapter Two) and
interpersonal communication in relation to conducting interviews (see Chapter 4,
Section 4.3). To provide context for the study I also read in the areas of the
development of VOCED policy and strategies (see Chapter One), published research
in PCVET (see mapping the field, Section 5.9 this Chapter) and the notion of practice
(see Chapters Three and Four).

In Section 5.4 of this chapter I outlined the pilot study processes that provided the
impetus for the development of the final research processes. Various processes can
be used to address the research objectives and associated questions in an interpretive
research study using a mixed method approach and in the following sections I outline
processes used for mapping the field of PCVET research (Section 5.9), conduct of
the research involving the participants (Section 5.10) and synthesis of the data from
multiple sources (Section 5.11).
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5.9

A straight run: mapping the field of PCVET research

To conduct the first process - the document analysis of PCVETR - I used the
technique of mapping the field but before explaining the processes in this analysis an
explanatory discussion of the notion of mapping the field seems necessary.

5.9.1

Introducing ‘mapping the field’

A combination of the widely understood geographic definitions of the word map
from the Concise Oxford Dictionary provided a useful ‘pathway’ into a discussion of
‘mapping the field’ of PCVETR. A map is defined as a ‘diagrammatic representation
of an area of land or sea showing physical features, cities, roads etc.’ and the
‘diagram or collection of data showing the spatial arrangement or distribution of
something over an area’ (Soanes & Stevenson 2004, p.871). ‘Mapping the field’ was
used as a figure of speech in the sense that it applied to something ‘to which it is not
literally applicable’ (Soanes & Stevenson 2004, p.871). By way of example the word
‘map’, and the derivatives ‘mapped’ and ‘mapping’ have been used in a number of
ways in general conversation:
•

‘mud map’ (originally drawn in soft earth suggesting a temporary and
approximate guide) (Delbridge 1985, p.l 123),

and also the following in Soanes & Stevenson (2004, p.871):
•
•
•
•

‘to map something out’ (to plan a course of action in detail);
‘off the map’(very distant or remote);
‘put something on the map’(bring something to prominence); and
‘wipe something off the map’(obliterate something totally).

Similarly, various terms from mapping have been used in descriptive research. Such
terms include ‘battlefield’, ‘boundary’, ‘excavation’, ‘landmark’, ‘landscape’,
‘pathway’, ‘social cartography’ and ‘terrain’ (Edwards 1997; Edwards, Hanson &
Raggatt 1997; Gates 1997; Harvey 2007; London 2002; Paulston 1993, 1996, 2000).
Authors have used the mapping figure of speech to describe clearly and colourfully
what their papers were about, for example:
This paper. ...is not a comprehensive historical overview ....and it is not a
definitive statement about status or direction of the field....this is a sketch
map, providing a framework and roughing out a few key
landmarks ....and some pathways through this new world terrain
(London 2002, p.2 emphasis added).
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In a search of literature on mapping, the work of Rolland G. Paulston, Professor
Emeritus of Administrative and Policy Studies in the School of Education, University
of Pittsburgh, appeared seminal to the adoption of ‘social cartography’ as a research
technique defined as ‘the writing and reading of maps addressing questions of
location in the social milieu’ (Paulston 1996, p.7). Paulston also stated that ‘As we
move into a new and confusing intellectual terrain there is a growing need for
cognitive mapping to help us see a shifting theoretical landscape’ (italics added)
(1993, p.l). His expressive use of mapping terminology (Paulston 1993, 1996, 2000)
exemplifies the usefulness of this figure of speech in social research. He further
explained that:
Topographic maps ....reinscribe geological features on a flat map surface.
In similar fashion, cognitive maps ....reinstate and structure ways of seeing
social and educational phenomena embedded in texts and practice
(Paulston 1993, p.2).
Social mapping (or social cartography) was regarded by qualitative researchers as
useful to social research for understanding the emergence of ideas. For the purpose of
this study I used the concept of mapping as a way of seeing patterns in a field or
‘area’ of research practice by firstly mapping the spread or ‘spatial arrangements’ of
papers in the two peak publications in the field of PCVETR. To demonstrate the
extent of the practice of in-depth research interviewing in PCVET I mapped the
proportion of papers using data obtained from in-depth interviews to demonstrate the
extent of this practice to address Research Question 1.
5.9.2

Identification of two peak publications: setting the boundary

In order to conduct the document analysis, or in other words to map the field of
PCVETR, two peak publications were sourced. Using scholarly publications from
this field not only located and bounded the study within the research community but
also seemed the most achievable means of sourcing PCVET researchers who had
used data collected from in-depth interviews in their published work. The two
publications identified were the Australian and New Zealand Journal of Vocational
Education Research (ANZJVER) that later became the International Journal of
Training Research (IJTR)) and the proceedings of the Annual International
Conference on Post-C'ompulsory Education and Training (PCET) both established in
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1993. These publications enjoyed the continued support of active researchers who
submitted articles for peer-reviewed publication in the journal and papers for
publication in the proceedings of the annual conference. The authors of the
articles/papers gained recognition within the community of practice of PCVETR
through this process as well as through attending, interacting, and presenting papers
at the annual conference.

5.9.3

The mapping process: development of the case studies

Results were recorded in tabular form for each volume and issue of the selected
journal, and for each year and volume of the conference proceedings for the years
from 1993 to 2005 inclusive. For examples of results for the ANZJVER/IJTR
continuum see Appendices 7.1 (ANZJVER 2002) and 7.2 (IJTR 2005) and for an
example of results for the proceedings of the Annual International PCET Conference
see Appendix 8 (2005). For the full range of document analysis results for both
publications in tabular form for the period 1993 to 2005 see Appendix 9 (CD). Each
Table was clearly identified by the name of the publication followed by columns
displaying: the volume number; issue number where applicable; year of publication
and page numbers for each article/paper; title of each article/paper; author(s) of each
article/paper; my categorisation of the perspective adopted by the author(s); and
finally whether or not in-depth interviews had been used to generate data used in the
writing of the article/paper. Survey styled interviews (verbal questionnaires) were not
included in this category.

In Chapter Six, the Case Study profiles of these two peak publications are outlined
and discussed to address Research Question 1 and in Chapter Seven findings are used
to partially address Research Question 2. Using the data contained on the CD
(Appendix 9) the extent of the determined usage of in-depth interviewing by
researchers in both publications is graphically portrayed in bar charts and linear
graphs (Figures 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10). The authors, identified in mapping the field of
PCVETR as having used in-depth interviews, became potential participants in this
study.
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5.10

Conducting the research: involving the participants

The research processes used to gather participant data included: recruiting
participants from the field; preparing the participant package (consent form,
information sheet, questionnaire); administering the questionnaire; preparing the
semi-structured interview protocols; conducting the interviews; analysing the
questionnaires and interviews; and developing participant profiles. In addition, as the
researcher, I kept a personal reflective journal. The data obtained through these
processes were used to supplement the data from mapping the field and to address
Research Question 2 in relation to the nature of the practice of in-depth interviewing
in PCVET research.

5.10.1 An S-hend in the road: Ethical issues and constraints in using in-depth
interviewing as a method of data collection.
Ethics approval was granted 11 November 2003 by The University of Technology,
Sydney to conduct this study using a reflexive mixed method interpretive
methodology, and involving participants from within the community of published
researchers in post-compulsory vocational education and training (PCVET) (see
Appendix 2.1). The use of in-depth interviewing to obtain data for this interpretive
research study carried some ethical and methodological constraints that set
boundaries for some aspects of the research. These included boundaries around: (i)
the role of the researcher/interviewer, and (ii) the involvement of volunteer
participants.

My role as the researcher/interviewer included meeting ethical responsibilities for
conducting the open-style interviews in accordance with the research ethics approval.
These ethical responsibilities included: respect for the participants’ time; keeping the
interview kon track’ without stifling the flow of the responses; and at all times
respecting issues of confidentiality and privacy of the individual. Expectations in
relation to the interview processes were made clear to the participants during initial
contact and in both the general information sheet (Appendix 10.2) and the approved
consent form (Appendix 2.2). I took on trust that participants were not dishonest or
misleading in their responses, and gave the appropriate time and thoughtfulness to
each interview interaction. However, as set out in the ethics approval, participants
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were given, and could invoke, their right to withdraw at any time without giving a
reason. Such procedures respect and protect the rights and privacy of both the
participant(s) and the researcher as well as providing protection for the University in
relation to potential legal repercussions that could arise from unethical research
procedures (see also Bibbey 1997).

In the conversational open style characteristic of an in-depth interview, the
researcher/interviewer has a different role from that of the survey interviewer. The in
depth interviewer cannot be considered as a detached ‘objective observer’ but rather
as a ‘participant researcher’, an instrument in the production of the interview
(Merriam & Simpson 1989, 2000). This is quite different from the ‘detached
researcher’ as was the preferred position in the scientific, positivist research
perspective (Fontana & Frey 2000) as discussed in Chapter Two. An interpretive
interviewer uses open-ended and follow-up or probing questions to ‘drill through'
deeper and deeper layers of responses and thus is integral to the process and by so
doing can be neither detached nor simply an observer.

As an interviewer interviewing other interviewers about interviewing using openended and follow-up questioning techniques, I had positioned myself as an
instrument within this research. As an in-depth interviewer using a semi-structured
guide or protocol rather than a structured set of mandatory questions, I had greater
freedom in the ‘questioning’ process. To illustrate, in a structured interview the same
questions are read to the respondents using the same words, with the same emphasis
on particular words, with the questions in the same order, and in some instances the
interviewers are instructed to ask the questions using the same tone of voice. As I
was using the unstructured in-depth interview technique, I used the questions as
‘triggers’ and ‘prompts’ to elicit conversational responses. However, with this
freedom came the responsibility of conducting the interview in a sensitive and
focused manner.

As questions in the unstructured in-depth interview technique are usually open-ended
and the responses can go in any direction, the interviewer requires a conceptual
understanding of the research subject matter so that potential leads are neither missed
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nor overlooked, and digressions recognised and managed. There can be implications
for the integrity of the research if the researcher hires a research assistant who does
not have the same level of conceptual understandings of the research to carry out
interviews. Taken a little further, some scholars consider that in-depth research
interviewing requires the expertise of more experienced interviewers (Richardson,
Dohrenwend & Klein 1965). No research assistants were used in this study.

In addition to the ethical issues of confidentiality and privacy of the individual
discussed previously there are further ethical issues in human research in relation to
in-depth interviewing that were acknowledged and addressed in this study. As a
research interviewer, I was mindful not ask questions in a manner that disregarded
any possible consequences for the participants or to any social or cultural group to
which they belonged. Some of the ways that researchers may judge the morality of
their decisions and actions were identified by Gall, Borg and Gall (1996, pp.555-556)
and included utilitarian ethics, deontological ethics, relational ethics and ecological
ethics.

In utilitarian ethics researchers consider that the most desirable consequence is to
produce the greatest good for the greatest number of people. However, according to
Flinders and Mills (1993), utilitarian ethics are difficult to apply to case study
research because of difficulties in predicting the consequences of a human case study
when it is in progress. During this study I was sensitive to this prospect when
conducting interviews with participants and when designing items for the
questionnaires.

In deontological ethics researchers consider the effects of absolute values such as
honesty, justice, fairness and respect for others. However, while Flinders and Mills
(1993) observed that from a utilitarian perspective, deception in case study research
can be justified if it could be demonstrated that it did no harm to the participants
physically or in other ways, deception could not be justified using Gall, Borg and
Gall’s (1996) deontological perspective. Such deception violates basic values of
treating others fairly and with respect.
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In relational ethics researchers consider whether their decisions and actions reflect a
caring attitude towards others and required, among other things, that as a case study
researcher I needed to be a sensitive, fully engaged member of the participants'
community rather than a detached observer. Finally, as a researcher I was required, in
terms of ecological ethics to consider the cultural and the larger social systems of
which the participants were members. As an example, I was mindful that a request
for an interview could be viewed differently by participants from various socio
cultural backgrounds. Such a request could be viewed as normal in some cultures but
offensive in others.

In summary, while utilitarian, deontological and relational approaches to ethics
consider the participant in terms of being an individual, the ecological approach to
ethics considers the participant in terms of the cultural and social systems of which
they are a part. It is the responsibility of each researcher to develop his or her own
ethical perspective in the context of his or her institutional stance. In my own study,
there were ethical issues related to deontological, relational and ecological
perspectives that I needed to consider. Within the UTS ethical guidelines laid down
by the Fluman Research Ethics Committee it was ethical to include respect for and
preservation of the attitudes, beliefs, privacy and values of each participant. In this
research I incorporated the deontological characteristics of honesty, justice, fairness
and respect of others and I adopted the principle that deception violates basic values
of treating others fairly and respectfully. I also incorporated relational characteristics
as I approached the interviews with sensitivity, and as a member of the PCVETR
community I was not a detached observer. I also incorporated the ecological
characteristic of being mindful of the cultural and larger social systems to which
these participants belonged.

As an example, one ethical decision I had to make in the design process of the study
was whether or not to observe or to video participants, either overtly or covertly,
while they conducted or participated in interviews. I was aware that the presence of
an observer and/or a camera could impinge on the confidentiality and privacy of the
interviewee. Also having an observer or camera operator in the room raised a
methodological challenge as the interview dynamic could be changed from the
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confidential ‘one on one’ private interview to that of a more public ‘staged
production’ that could jeopardised the natural flow and spontaneity of the interaction.
On these grounds data collection by videoed interviews of the participants was not
used in the study (the previously described videoed demonstration interview used in
the preliminary focus group had the full consent of the participating colleague).

Another, but different type of ethical decision was whether or not to interview
colleagues and persons known to me (see Section 4.3.2). Some writers have been
adamant that this should be avoided because of the potential need to work together
after the research (Bogdan & Taylor 1975; Glesne & Peshkin 1992). In my case the
field of research in PCVET was relatively small and as I had worked in the field for a
number of years I knew many of the participants on a working/and or personal basis.
In light of this, there was a particular duty of care for me to write up my research and
any forthcoming publications in a way that firstly minimised the chances of my
participants being identified by their peers and secondly that we could all live with
afterwards. On the other hand, having built relationships with researchers prior to this
study had advantages in terms of recruitment (discussed later in this chapter) and
rapport in the interviews.

The specific ethical issues in relation to data collection by interview for this study
were that:
•
•
•
•
•
•

written informed consent for conducting interviews was to be obtained;
confidentiality was to be maintained with pseudonyms assigned;
secret video recordings and observations were not to be used so as not to
breach the trust of participants nor treat them unfairly;
participants were not being subjected to harmful situations;
care was to be taken not to sensationalise, misrepresent or mislead; and
any participant had the right to refrain from answering any question and to
withdraw from the research at any time without explanation.

A potentially challenging constraint for interviewers is the management of power
within interviewer/interviewee relationships. In this study professional relationships
were such that potential ‘power conflicts’ may have influenced the dynamics of
interviewing especially where there was perceived unequal status (Mishler 1991;
Wise in Lee 1993). As a ‘doctoral student interviewer’ I interviewed participants,
with titles including Professor, Associate Professor, Senior Lecturer and Director,
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who were well recognised researchers in the field. However, not all issues of power
are confined to status. In terms of gender women are more commonly subordinate (in
terms of male-dominated societies) and thus more readily identify with each other
(Oakley 1981). On the other hand, Olsen and Shopes (1991) argued that differences
in perception of power between women are often understated and/or underestimated.
In this study, as I interviewed both males and females in higher status positions
(Professor, Associate Professor, Senior Lecturer and Director) the potential was there
for some sense of inequality in status in the interview relationships whether male or
female. However, as I approached the interviews in an open and professional manner
having both respect for, and a genuine interest in, each participant’s story, I believe
that the participants responded in like manner. I also believe that participants who
knew me and were comfortable with me were very open in their responses and that
issues around the effect of power relationships on interview outcomes were
minimised. Nevertheless differences in status could have been quite constraining if a
participant of higher status had decided that I did not know ‘what I was talking about’
or that I appeared disorganised or unprepared.

5.10.2 The processes of data collection involving the participants
As indicated, the focus of Research Question 2 was on the nature of in-depth
interviewing practice within PCVETR that was informed by the exploration of
participant’s experiences in learning and/or developing interviewing skills from their
vocational or professional training and practice and socio-cultural experiences. The
participants in this study published in the peak publications identified from within the
field of published PCVETR, and used in-depth interviewing as a tool for gathering
data. I investigated any experiences and skills they drew on in their interviewing
practice, particularly when they were novice interviewers.

The following section outlines the procedures and processes in the recruitment of
participants, the data gathering and the analysis phases of the study.
(i)

Preparation for involvement of the participants

Following the granting of ethics approval and the identification of possible
participants from the list of authors generated from the process of document analysis,
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the next step was to begin the recruitment process. This involved preparing the
documentation, piloting the questionnaire, and selecting and piloting the mode(s) of
interviewing before inviting participants to participate. I then sent an information
pack together with a formal invitation to potential participants to take part in the
study. The pack explained the reason for the research, and the processes and time
commitment involved in participating (see Appendix 2.2; Appendix 10). Following
recruitment each participant was to complete a questionnaire (for basic demographic
and biographic data), an in-depth telephone interview, and for a small number of the
participants, a follow-up face-to-face in-depth interview. The time commitment for
each process was estimated to be 10 to 20 minutes for the questionnaire, 45 minutes
to one hour for the telephone interview, and approximately one hour for the follow
up face-to-face interview. Although participants were located across five Australian
states, I used Sydney as my base for the collection of the questionnaires and for the
telephone interviews. The face-to-face interviews were conducted at mutually
convenient times and locations mainly in Sydney.

(ii)

A tight section of the S-bend: contacting potential participants

Tracking the potential participants presented some major challenges. The first step
was to source current addresses for those on the list of identified authors. Given that
the period of operation of the peak publications used in the document analysis
spanned a period commencing in 1993 many people were either no longer working in
the field at all or had changed their place of work. Initially internet searches seemed
useful in locating current places of work as was the ‘word of mouth’ approach: ‘Do
you know where ‘X’ is working these days?’ Not surprisingly, the further back in
time an article or paper had been published the more challenging the process of
tracking the author(s) became. The list of contactable potential participants grew only
slowly.I

I cannot report any clean, neat process for tracking and recruiting participants. I
began by sending out packages ten at a time from the list of authors from the
document analysis. The response was very poor and many (despite using addresses
that were current on a website) came back as no longer at that address. I then emailed
or telephoned authors on the list that I knew and explained what the research was
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about and offered to send the material for their consideration. This was much more
successful, so much so that all the people I contacted in this way agreed to
participate. Some also provided current contact details for co-authors listed on their
papers, that is, a type of snowball recruitment evolved (Tiffany 2006).

There were also issues of recruitment around interviewing people known to the
researcher. As discussed earlier some scholars/authors cautioned against interviewing
colleagues recommending ‘that researchers choose settings in which the subjects are
strangers to them' (Bogdan & Taylor 1975, p.28) but others, particularly feminist
scholars, felt that rapport and empathy, even friendship have their place in the
research process (Finch 1993; Fonow & Cook 1991; Riddell 1989). I chose to
continue recruiting researchers that I knew. The processes of recruitment,
administering the questionnaire and interviewing continued until I began to hear
‘repeat’ stories from a range of participants. The range included participants from
different ages groups, both males and females, in various types of employment
involving in-depth interviewing including PhD students, research assistants, research
fellows and academic researchers (including senior professors), with differing
experiences

and

various

research

interests.

In

addition,

participants

were

representative of a number of Australian states. This spread provided a rich cross
section of practitioners. But, when is enough ‘enough’? Some researchers advocate
that ‘enough’ interviews have been conducted when repeated information begins to
emerge, perhaps after 12 or up to 20 interviews (Lincoln & Guba 1985 cited in
Maykut & Moorehouse 1994). Other researchers accepted that as few as 4 or 5
carefully selected participants (representing typical or different positions) could be
effective (Gillham 2000 p.12). Other researchers (e.g. Douglas 1985 cited in Maykut
& Moorehouse 1994) suggested 25 may be needed. This could vary according to
whether individual stories or patterns of meaning were the objective. For example,
Chappell (1999a) used only one participant, interviewed regularly over a period of
twelve months, as the individual focus for his PhD study.

Initially I planned to recruit a maximum number of 100 participants to complete the
questionnaire, between 10 and 20 to participate in the telephone interviews, and 5 to
participate in the face-to face interview. The timeframe for the recruitment process,
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(conducted part-time) spread over a period of approximately twelve months and in
that time I recruited 18 participants. Although ethics approval had been granted to
collect data from up to 100 questionnaires, the decision was made that the time and
cost of tracking a greater number of potential participants given the difficulties with
tracking people was prohibitive. All but one of the eighteen participants who
completed questionnaires participated in the telephone interviews and four
participated in the face-to-face interviews.
(iii)

Preparing the documentation for distribution to participants

The information package prepared for distribution to participants contained an
invitation to participate, an information sheet outlining the aims and purpose of the
research (Appendices 10.1 & 10.2), two copies of the consent form (one for the
participant to keep) (Appendix 2.2), a sheet for participant contact details (for my use
and stored separately from the questionnaire) (Appendix 10.3), the questionnaire
(Appendix 10.4) and a stamped-addressed return envelope. Each type of document
was printed on paper of a different colour for ease of identification by both the
participants and myself as the researcher.
(iv)

Piloting and administering the questionnaire

Research colleagues were invited to participate in a pilot for this phase specifically to
respond to, and to comment on, the draft questionnaire. Consideration was given to
their feedback and some modifications made.
Following an ‘in principle’ spoken agreement with potential participants during my
initial telephone contact, the information package was distributed to eighteen
researchers. All documents including the questionnaire were completed and returned
to me within the stipulated timeframe. Seventeen were able to take part in the
subsequent interviews. On receipt of the eighteen packages completed by the
participants, the consent forms and the participant contact sheets were filed
separately from the questionnaires. Each participant’s completed questionnaire was
assigned a code (a pseudonym) that carried through to the telephone and face-to-face
interviews and was used in the reporting and discussion of the results. The
questionnaire format (see Appendix 10.4) had two parts. The first part addressed
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biographic and demographic details while the second part addressed factual details in
relation to the participant as a research interviewer. Data were collected on each
participant’s

location,

perspectives, research

age,

gender,

experience

occupation,

and

research

qualifications,
interviewing

theoretical
experience.

Questionnaire responses also provided context and triggers for specific telephone
interview questions.
(v)

Quantitative analysis of the questionnaire responses

Responses to all questions were recorded on an Excel spreadsheet and a results
summary generated (Appendix 18). Three group profiles were generated from these
results: (i) participant demographic/biographic details; (ii) the participants as
researchers; and (iii) the participants as interviewers. A discussion of the results
appears in Chapter Seven. In addition to providing these group participant profiles,
the questionnaire results also provided a source of data to be teased out, expanded on,
and provide triggers for the interview questions and discussions. The interviews that
followed were designed to encourage discussion of experiences as well as attitudes,
beliefs feelings, opinions, values, and broader understandings of interviewing as a
practice in PCVETR within the context of the written questionnaire responses.

As each completed questionnaire was returned and the data entered onto the
spreadsheet the participant was contacted to arrange the telephone interview time. 1
did not wait for all questionnaires to be returned before starting the telephone
interviews, neither did I wait for all telephone interviews to be completed before I
began the face-face interviews. Because researchers are often travelling in the course
of their work, or may be on leave, finding mutually convenient times was of greater
importance than having neat cut-off points for each stage of the data collection. The
winding road of this combined process that included transcription of the interviews
took almost two years (part-time) to complete.
(Vi)

The interviewing mode(s) of choice

The interviews were semi-structured with some key open-ended questions together
with prompts that allowed freedom for me to take some responses further or to
follow pertinent leads. Within the semi-structured technique in the contemporary
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research culture, interviewers can choose to interview by telephone, face-to-face,
video link, satellite link, skype or by email (e-interviews). In addition choices are
available in relation to: taking or not taking notes; audio taping or not audio taping;
video taping or not video taping. Notably, current technology now facilitates the
digital recording of interviews.

The choice of process is often primarily a cost/benefit decision rather than a
philosophical decision. Costs relate to both the acquisition and/or the hire of
equipment and the time and expertise to set-up. When audio tapes are used (a fast
fading technology but used during the timeframe of this study) this may involve time
consuming verbatim transcriptions. These are high cost in terms of time if
researchers themselves transcribe the tapes, or high cost in terms of transcription fees
if the task is contracted externally.

It is noteworthy that biographer and author Meg Stewart at the launch of her
biography Margaret Olley: Far from a still life (2005) said that by choice she had
typed 50 hours of conversation with Margaret Olley so as to become more familiar
with the content of the interviews. The most ‘revealing analytical insights’ may result
during transcription due to the level of ‘engagement with the material’ (Potter 1998,
p. 136). For this reason self-processing of transcripts is considered essential by many
researchers for ‘getting to know the data’ but careful consideration is necessary in
terms of time/cost benefits within budgets of individual studies.

There may also be further costs associated with the conduct of face-to-face interviews
such as airfares, car expenses, meals and accommodation. Tight timeframes can
determine the time available to travel to face-to-face interviews or for full transcripts
to be produced. Budgetary constraints may mean little or no money for travel,
accommodation, equipment or transcripts. While full transcripts are essential for
formal discourse or content analyses, in my experience when conducting a less
formal non-linguistic analysis, note-taking can be an adequate option.

For this research, with the challenge of a minimal budget for the study, expediency in
my approach to the costs of conducting interviews was necessary. As I had selected
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participants from five Australian states I conducted the first round of interviews by
telephone. Although not all interviewers are in favour of using telephone interviews
because of the reduced opportunity to read body language (see Chapter Four), I made
the decision that the advantage of being able to keep costs to a minimum by
interviewing by telephone, outweighed the disadvantage of reduced opportunities to
read the body language. I was comfortable with this decision because I either knew
the participants or had spoken with them when I invited them to participate and as a
result there was an existing level of rapport between the participants and myself.
Also, as I had conducted a number of telephone interviews in my work as a research
officer I felt confident about ‘reading’ the telephone conversation for thoughtfulness,
hesitation, and emotion in the tone of the voice, pauses and silences. In addition, I
had experienced in some PCVETR telephone interviews a sense that people felt less
inhibited when the interviewer and interviewee were not ‘eyeballing’ each other in a
close one on one interview situation.
(vii)

The first round: preparing for and conducting the telephone interview

A semi-structured interview protocol was prepared for the telephone interviews and
piloted using three PCVET research colleagues as participants. A final protocol
format was then prepared incorporating their comments. For final protocol see
Appendix 12. Seventeen participants took part in the initial telephone interviews. I
chose not to record these interviews electronically but rather to take detailed notes of
each participant’s responses and to process the notes after the interview while the
content was still very fresh in my mind. The method of processing involved assigning
the appropriate pseudonym and writing up the notes in the format of the interview
protocol. A copy of the ‘constructed’ transcript was sent to each participant for
verification. Some participants responded to an invitation to include additional
comments but overall there were no major changes to the scripts based on the
interviews (see example of transcript Appendices 12.2 & 12.3).

An unforeseen (non-routine) variation to this process occurred when one participant
moved overseas — another bend in the road. After some discussion we agreed to do
the interview by email. This necessitated adapting the protocol and emailing sets of
questions based on the telephone interview protocol at time intervals that allowed for
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follow-up on responses if needed before sending the next set of questions. This was a
very lengthy process and not suited to time-constrained research designs. It was a
case of negotiating one of the bends in ‘the winding road of doing research’.
(viii)

The second round: preparing for and conducting the face-to face interviews

Although the data collection could have ended with the round of telephone
interviews, I planned a smaller number of face-to-face follow-up interviews. There
were two reasons for doing this. Firstly these interviews were planned to tease out
issues that surfaced in the telephone interviews with particular participants, and
secondly they were designed to facilitate a different discussion on interviewing that
involved gathering experienced interviewers’ reactions to pieces of text that were
linked to interviewing in some way. Only a small number of participants (4) who
appeared to be ‘passionate’ about interviewing were involved in this phase (see
Appendix 13.1 for the interview protocol). Again, there was a modification to the
planned process when a participant asked for the second interview to also be
conducted by telephone. As the first round telephone interview with this participant
had been ‘rich’ in content I agreed to this. As well as this, another participant who
had initially agreed to participate in a face-to-face interview went overseas on a new
appointment and was not then available. A replacement was then approached another bend in ‘the winding road of doing research’ had been negotiated.

To initiate additional discussion in the face-to-face interviews I presented pieces of
text for participants to read and comment on. In the case of the telephone interview I
read the text to the participant. The intent was that each piece of text would be a
trigger (from ‘outside the square’) to extend the discussion on the practice of in-depth
research interviewing. As seen in Table 4 the first of the two pieces was a list of core
characteristics attributed to levels of practitioner experience ranging from a ‘novice’
to ‘expert’ adapted from Gerber (1997, pp. 149-162).I

I asked each participant to think about whether this scale could, or could not, be
applied to the practice of interviewing and why they thought that way. In other words
the goal was to gain insights into what skills and attributes they perceived to be
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necessary at various levels of experience. My intention was that this might provide
additional insights into a process, or processes, of acquisition of skills.

List of core indicators for levels of experience
(adapted from Gerber 1997, pp. 149-162).

Table 4:

Novice

Had no experience of the situations in which they were expected to perform.
Used context-free rules for guidance rather than understanding.

Advanced
beginner
Competence

Able to demonstrate ability to cope with enough real situations to note the
recurring meaningful situational components.

Proficient

Perceive situations as wholes rather than parts of an issue and their performance
is guided by maxims. They know what typical events to expect in a given
situation and can plan to respond to them.

Expert

No longer rely on analytic principles e.g. rules, guidelines and maxims, to link
their understanding of a situation to an appropriate action. These practitioners
have an intuitive grasp of the situation and can focus on the exact nature of the
problem without undue wastage of time. May have difficulty communicating all
that they know about a specific problem.

Begin to see their actions in terms of long-range goals of which they are
consistently aware. These goals are based on conscious, abstract, analytic
consideration of issues or situations that occur in normal work.

The second piece was an article from the Sunday Life magazine published by the
Sydney Sun-Herald (2

October 2005,

pp. 16-21)

entitled

‘Interviewing the

Interviewers: Steve Dow talks to four of TV’s most formidable interviewers about
the art of asking questions’. The interviewers were ‘household names’ to many
Australians namely, Andrew Denton, Laurie Oakes, Kerry O’Brien, and Jana Wendt.
I carried out a simple analysis of the questions put to the interviewers to ascertain
how many questions, and what types of questions, were asked of all four, of three, of
two or of one of the ‘interviewer/interviewees’ (see Table 5).

From Table 5, it was ascertained that seventeen questions in total (a-q) were asked
and of these the following five questions were asked of all participating interviewers:
(a) What is a good interview and how is it achieved?
(b) Why do people tell you things?
(c) Do you have a golden moment as an interviewer?
(d) Have you ever experienced real chemistry during an interview?
(e) What is the best skill an interviewer can bring to the job?
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Table 5: Questions put by Steve Dow to participant interviewers Andrew Denton (AO),

Laurie Oakes (LO), Kerry O’Brien (KO’B), and Jana Wendt (JW). (Questions arranged in
order of the number of interviewers who were asked the question.)
Questions

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(0
(g)
(h)
(i)
G)
(k)
0)
(m)
(n)
(o)
(P)
(q)

What is a good interview and how is it achieved?
Why do people tell you things?
Do you have a golden moment as an interviewer?
Have you ever experienced real chemistry during an
interview?
What is the best skill an interviewer can bring to the job?
Is there an interview you wish you could do again?
Can you tell if an interviewee is lying?
How do you break through spin?
Do people’s assumptions about your politics influence
whether they will agree to be interviewed?
Have you ever felt intimidated by an interviewee?
What was the hardest interview you have ever done?
Do political interviews always need to be combative?
Have you ever been surprised by an interview?
Are you conscious of interviewees’ vulnerability?
Do people make assumptions about your politics?
Do personal interviews always require you to feel empathy?
Any regrets about........?

Interviewers asked
asked of all
asked of all
asked of all
asked of all
asked of all
asked of AD, LO & JW
asked of KO’B, AD & JW
asked of KO’B, AD & JW
asked of KO’B, LO & JW

asked of KO’B, LO & JW
asked of KO’B & AD
asked ofKO’B&LO
asked of KO’B & JW
asked of AD only
asked of AD only
asked of AD only
asked of LO only

The remaining twelve questions were asked of various combinations of two or three
participants with some questions only asked of one participant.

In a published article such as this, there is no indication of whether the questions
were asked of all the participant interviewers in a similar order in the actual
interviews. The order read in the text may have been edited and readers would be
unsure about why Steve Dow asked the other questions of only three, two or one of
the participant interviewers or why questions were asked in the order that they were
for each particular participant. Influencing factors might include: interviewer
’freedom’; interviewer recognition of the specific experience and/or expertise of each
individual participant; time constraints; and interview editing for journalistic
purposes.

For my own study, I asked each of the participants in the face-to-face interviews to
tell me their thoughts on whether any of these questions could equally well be asked
of participants in a study where the data were to be used for an academic research
paper rather than for a journalistic article or program. These interviews were audiotaped and four transcripts were produced (see Appendix 13.2 for example of
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transcript). Findings contributed to participants' advice to managers and novice
interviewers discussed in Chapter Seven.
(ix)

And the interviews did not end there: a panoramic curve in the road of
doing reflexive research

Given the context of ‘interviewing interviewers about interviewing’ and the reflexive
nature of my involvement in this research, one of the participants suggested
interviewing me (non-routine). After a moment of being a little ‘taken aback’, I
agreed enthusiastically to this unexpected suggestion. The questions in the first
interview were based on the telephone interview protocol I had used, but with a
‘twist" directed specifically at my practice! Spontaneously, the first interview was
followed by a second This was a very useful reflective process. Responses are
referred to in Chapter Seven where I discuss the notion of reflexivity in relation to
this research.
(x)

Analysing the interview data

The final data obtained from the participants in this study were drawn from multiple
sources. The transcripts were examined iteratively to find similarities and differences
and were then colour-coded for themes in order to address Research Question 2.
Points of difference were noted. With a relatively small number of participants my
preference was for manual colour coding of themes as an extension of the notion of
getting to know your data. Data analysis involves developing your story and begins
with organisation of the data so that they can be categorised, synthesised and patterns
or themes sought. The interpretation of the data in relation to the Research Questions
followed, in tandem with constant reflection on the data (see Glesne & Peshkin
1992). In addition, I had an opportunity to access Leximancer software for qualitative
analysis designed to provide ‘the why, not just the what’ (Leximancer n.d.) in relation
to data. This is achieved by finding unbiased (it is claimed) meaning and root causes
for problems. Leximancer can process both a wide range and large numbers of
documents. It is claimed to give objective outcomes, and can profile concepts
including changes in concept definitions over time. The intention was to use the
concept maps (Appendix 15) generated from this software process to affirm (or
otherwise) the themes I had developed from the simple manual colour coding
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process. While Leximancer seemed to have potential for analysing data at multiple
levels a decision was made not to continue with the program for this study with small
numbers due to time constraints (a cost/benefit decision).

5.11

The road’s end: the synthesis of the data from multiple sources

Earlier in this chapter, by applying the theoretical framework suggested by Wenger
(1998, 2004, 2006) and Wenger, McDermott and Snyder (2002), I showed PCVETR
to be a Community of Practice in which researchers used in-depth interviewing as a
research tool within their practice. I then described the winding road of doing this
research study within the PCVETR Community of Practice. The chosen methodology
(reflexive mixed-method interpretive) emerged from within this context as I
identified and found solutions for a number of methodological issues.

Contextual historical data had been obtained from a literature search focusing on
PCVET policy and systems changes in Australia (outlined in Chapter One) as well as
the changing perspectives in relation to research methods and techniques leading up
to and during the period of interest to this study (1993-2005) (described in Chapter
Two). This was the environment in which the two peak PCVETR publications
identified as Case Studies for this study were launched and published. For discussion
on conduct of case studies see George and Bennett (2005). Findings from relevant
literature specifically on the notion of ‘■practice’ (discussed in Chapters Three and
Four), the two Case Studies, participants’ questionnaire responses, participants’ in
depth interview responses obtained by telephone, email, and face-to-face meetings
and researcher reflections provided multiple sources of data to address the two
Research Questions (see Chapters Six and Seven).

Findings from the document analysis of two peak PCVETR publications are
presented in the form of Case Studies in Chapter Six and designed primarily to
address

Research

Question

1.

Also,

complementary'

findings

gained

from

participants’ demographic questionnaire responses on the extent of the use of data
obtained from in-depth research interviewing in PCVET were also used to address
Research Question 1 and are presented at the beginning of Chapter Seven. Findings
from the analysis of data from interviews with participants were used to address
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Research Questions 2 are presented iater in Chapter Seven. Next, I discuss the results
of the process of mapping the field to construct two Case Studies to ascertain the
extent of researcher activity in in-depth interviewing as represented in two peak
publications in the Community of Practice of PCVETR in Australia.
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Chapter Six
Mapping the field of post-compulsory and vocational
EDUCATION AND TRAINING RESEARCH (PCVETR) AND THE USE OF IN
DEPTH INTERVIEWING: Results and Discussion of Results from Two Case
Studies in relation to Research Question 1:
What is the extent of the practice of in-depth interviewing in published
research in the field of post-compulsory education and training (PCVET) in
Australia as represented by two peak publications?

1 he discursive activity of ‘mapping space ’ is a fundamental prerequisite to the
structuring of any kind of knowledge. All talk about ‘situatedness ’, ‘location'
and 'positionality ’ is meaningless without a mapping of the space
in which those situations, locations, and positions occur.
(Harvey 2007, pp.l 11-112)

6.1

Introduction

As there had been no previous studies on either the scope and research practices of postcompulsory vocational education and training (PCVET) research published in Australia
or how many PCVET researchers were using in-depth interviewing to obtain data for
those publications, doing this research was like being in a virgin field of unexplored
territory. For the purposes of this thesis 1 chose to explore a representative section of this
territory using a document analysis of two case studies of collections of published work.
In this Chapter I present and discuss results from processes used for mapping the field of
PCVETR (as indicated in Section 5.9.2) represented by two case studies of peak
Australian publications to address Research Objective 1 and Research Question 1:
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What is the extent of the practice of in-depth interviewing in published
research in the field of post-compulsory education and training (PCVET)
in Australia as represented by two peak publications?
In the document analysis extent was taken to mean the size and scale of the field and
various areas covered by the articles/papers (adapted from the Concise Oxford English
Dictionary (Soanes & Stevenson 2004, p.504)). To determine the size and scale, and to
elucidate the areas covered by this field of practice, I identified themes or topics studied
by PCVET researchers, where the researchers worked, what percentage of the published
research used data from in-depth interviewing and what topics that research addressed.
This provided a more detailed picture of in-depth interviewing as a research method in
this Community of Practice. Details of processes used and justification for selecting the
two peak publications as Case Studies for a document analysis of this field of practice
follow in Section 6.2.
6.2

Selection of two peak publications as Case Studies of research activity in
the field of PCVETR

Although on his retirement the inaugural editor John Stevenson (1999, 2000), had
reviewed material published during his time as editor of the ANZJVER, the field of
international and Australian PCVETR had not been systematically surveyed. Initially, I
needed to construct a profile of key organisations, journals and conferences so as to be
informed in order to select two sites as Case Studies for a document analysis of the use
of in-depth interviewing in PCVETR in Australia. To provide context, an internet search
was conducted (using the NCVER website and the National Library of Australia
Catalogue as starting points) together with consultations with researchers in the field to
identify international and Australian:
(i)

Associations, agencies, organisations and research centres (referred to as
bodies);

(ii)

Journals that published research in the field of PCVET; and

(iii)

Conferences that focused on and published research in the field of
PCVET.

Results are given next in Tables 6(a) and 6(b), 7(a) and 7(b), 8(a) and 8(b).
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6.2.1

International and Australian associations, agencies, organisations, and research
centres (bodies) in the field of PCVET: Results

Table 6(a): International bodies established wholly or partially for research in vocational training

included

Those established in Europe in the 1970s:
•

The Federal Institute for Vocational Training (BiBB) in Germany founded in
1970 with a broad research focus (BiBB 2007);
The Standing Conference in University Teaching and Research in the Education
of Adults (SCUTREA) United Kingdom (established 1970) (SCUTREA 2007;
NIACE 2010);
The Centre for Research on Education, Training and Employment (CEREQ)
France established in 1971 (CEREQ n.d.); and
The European Centre for the Development of Vocational Training (Cedefop
from French title) European Union, established in 1975 to promote and develop
VET in the European Union (Cedefop 2009).

•
•
•

During the late 1980s, the 1990s and the first decade of the twenty-first century a
number of new PCVET organisations, agencies and PCVETR centres were founded in
Asia, Europe and the United States of America and established their place in the field
alongside those outlined above. These included:
•

The International Vocational Education and Training Association (IVETA)
constituted in 1985 for the sharing of knowledge between developing and
developed countries. Registered as an NGO in the USA IVETA has members in
50 countries (IVETA 2010);
• The National Center for Research in Vocational Education (NCRVE) at the
University of California, Berkeley, United States of America established in
1988 and closed in 1999 following a change of government. Replaced by the
less internationally focused National Center for Dissemination in Career and
Technical Education (NCDCTE) jointly administered through the University of
Ohio and the University of Minnesota United States of America
(NCRVE 1999);
• SEAMEO VOCTECH in Brunei Darussalam, established on an interim basis in
1990 reaching full function in 1994 as one of twelve regional centres
established by the Southeast Asian Ministers of Education Organization
(SEAMEO) as a regional resource for VET through courses, conferences and
research (SEAMEO VOCTECH 2010);
• The UNESCO-UNEVOC Project on Technical and Vocational Education and
Training (TVET) (established 1991), launched the UNESCO-UNEVOC
International Centre for Technical and Vocational Education and Training based
in Bonn Germany in 2000. The centre, inaugurated in 2002, has served as a
repository of TVET information and a hub for the UNEVOC Network
(UNESCO-UNEVOC 2010);
• The Centre for Labour Market Studies (CLMS) established in 1992 with an
inter-disciplinary approach (CLMS n.d.);
• The European Educational Research Association founded in 1994 to encourage
collaborative European research between associations and institutes (EERA
n.d).
• The Korean Research Institute in Vocational Education and Training in South
______Korea (KRIVET) established in 1997 (KRIVET n.d.); (continued over.)_______
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•
•

The Centre on Skills, Knowledge and Organisational Performance in the United
Kingdom (SKOPE) established in 1998 by the Economic and Social Research
Council (SKOPE 2009); and
Encell established 2001 at Jonkoping University in Sweden as a National Centre
for Lifelong Learning for research and knowledge dissemination (Encell 2009).

Table 6(b): Australian bodies established in wholly or partially for research in vocational training
included:

In Australia, the first organisations wholly or partially focused on research in PCVET
were established in the 1930s and were followed by others in the 1970s and 1980s:
•

•

•

•

•

The Australian Council for Educational Research (ACER) established ini 930 as
a private, not-for-profit company, independent of government body committed
to creating and distributing research-based knowledge, products and services to
improve learning across the lifespan in both formal and informal settings. VET
was part of the Transition and Post-School Education and Training program and
was described as ‘...probably the most diverse education and training sector in
Australia’ (ACER 2010);
The National Institute for Labour Studies (NILS), Australia’s oldest labour
studies research centre, founded in 1972. From 1981 NILS operated as an
incorporated association, wholly owned by Flinders University (NILS n.d.);
The National Centre for Vocational Education Research Ltd (NCVER)
established in 1980, although originally founded 1979 as the TAFE National
Centre for Research and Development Ltd (Kell 2006);
The Centre for Labour Market Research (CLMR) founded 1984 as a consortium
of the University of Western Australia, Curtin University of Technology,
Murdoch University and the University of Canberra. Objectives were to further
the knowledge and understanding of labour markets and related issues, with
special reference to Australian labour markets and others in the Asia Pacific
Region (Curtin University of Technology n.d.); and
The NCVER VOCED database received UNESCO endorsement in 2001 as the
international database for TVET information when together with TAFE South
Australia, it became a UNESCO Regional Centre of Excellence in Technical
and Vocational Education and Training (UNEVOC-UNESCO 2008).

As a result of recommendations made in No Small Change (McDonald, Hayton, Gonzci
& Hager 1993 see Table 1), the Australian National Training Authority Research
Advisory Committee (ANTARAC) announced an intention to support competitive VET
research with dedicated funding (Guthrie 2002; Kell 2006). Hence, in 1995 during a
decade when many of the previously listed International Research Centres were well
established, the Australian National Training Authority (ANTA) announced the
intention to provide direct funding for National Key Research Centres under the Key
Vocational Education and Training Research Centres National Project (Kell 2006). Such
Centres, that were to undertake research and develop specialist expertise in designated
areas in order to inform VET policy, were:•
•

The Centre for the Economics of Education and Training at Monash University
(CEET) established in 1992 (CEET 2010); and
•
The Research Centre for Vocational Education and Training at the University of
Technology, Sydney (RCVET) established in 1994, to later become the
Australian Centre for Organisational, Vocational and Adult Learning (OVAL)
_______ Research (CILC 2010).________________________________________________
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Soon after the establishment of the National Key Research Centres, but under a second
category of funding, the following centres were under contract with ANTA as preferred
research providers to conduct research in specific areas and to develop strategies for
dissemination (Kell 2006):
•
•
•

The Centre for Research and Learning in Regional Australia (CRLRA) at the
University of Tasmania in Launceston in operation from 1997 to 2003;
The program for Post Compulsory Education and Training (PCET) at RMIT and
Melbourne University established in 1994; and
The Centre for Lifelong Learning at the University of Canberra (Kell 2006).

ANTA also funded a national research program administered through NCVER (until
ANTA was disbanded in 2004). Other Centres, that conducted their own and/or
contracted research without ANTA National Key Centre funding or preferred research
provider status, were able to submit tenders for NCVER/ANTA research projects. From
1 July 2005 (in the last months of data collection for mapping the field in this study) the
responsibilities and functions of ANTA were transferred to the Department of Education,
Science and Training (DEST 2005). Centres established in the 1990s to conduct research
into a range of issues relevant to PCVET in Australia included:
•

The Australian Centre for Industrial Relations Research and Training (ACIRRT)
based at the University of Sydney (now the Workplace Research Centre),
established in 1990 as a multi-disciplinary, research and training organisation
committed to making a difference to the Australian workplace through research,
training and by sharing its ideas and findings with others (ACIRRT 2008);
•
The Centre for Skill Formation Research and Development (CSFRD)
established in 1992 within the Faculty of Education, at Griffith University
Queensland, later became the Centre for Learning Research with a focus on
issues impacting on learning in a rapidly changing world. The Faculty of
Education at Griffith University became a member of the UNESCO-UNEVOC
International Network of TVET Centres established 2005 (UNESCO-UNEVOC
2008); [Note: The Proceedings of the Annual International Conference used as
Case Study Two in this study were published through this Centre.]
•
The Centre for Research in Education, Equity and Work (CREEW) at the
University of South Australia established in 1995 was a foundation member of
the Hawke Research Institute for Sustainable Societies (CREEW 2010);
•
The independent Australian Vocational Education Research Association
(AVETRA) was established in 1997 with initial financial assistance from
ANTARAC and support from NCVER (AVETRA 2003, Miller 2008). AVETR
was established in response to a perceived need within the PCVET community
for an association that provided a ‘space’ for practitioners that was outside, but
did not exclude, the University sector; [Note: AVETRA conducted an Annual
International Conference and co-published the Journal continuum used as Case
Study One in this research.]
•
The Centre for Post-compulsory Education and Lifelong Learning (CPELL) was
established in 1998 as the Educational Outcomes Research Unit of the
University of Melbourne (CPELL 2010);
•
The Centre Undertaking Research in Vocational Education (CURVE) at the
Canberra Institute of Technology was established in 1999 and was later named
the Centre for Education Excellence. CURVE concentrated on research into
training delivery, with special emphasis on practice and practitioners using
researchers with experience as VET practitioners (NCVER n.d.; CIT 2009);
______ (continued over.)_____________________________________________________
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•

•

The Adult Literacy and Numeracy Australia Consortium (ALNARC),
a collaboration of five university-based research centres, initially funded under
the Adult Literacy National Project for the period 1999 to 2002. From 2002
ALNARC became self-funding (NCVER 2009); and
The UNESCO-UNEVOC International Network of TVET Centres established
in 2005 which included a number of Centres in Australia. (Confirmed by an
email communication from UNESCO-UNEVOC 12 June 2009):
- TAFE South Australia, Adelaide South;
- The Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology;
- The previously mentioned Faculty of Education, Griffith University
Queensland; and
- The Australian Maritime College Metropolitan South Institute of TAFE.

In summary, there were many organisations both internationally and in Australia
engaged in PCVET research from 1993 to 2005 (the period of study). During this period
ANTA had a major funding role in Australia. Published research, much of it generated
through these Centres, appeared in journals focused on PCVETR as outlined next.
6.2.2

International and Australian Journals with a PCVETR focus: Results

Journals published internationally publisher with a PCVETR focus are shown in
chronological order of first issue in Table (7a):
Table 7(a): International journals published wholly or partially for research in post-compulsory
and vocational education and training included:

Significant internationally published Journals focused on research in technical education
and vocational training dating from around 1970 (in chronological order of first issue)
included:•
•

•

•
•
•

The Vocational Aspect of Education (VAE) published from 1969 to 1995 when it
became an internationally focused journal known as the Journal of Vocational
Education and Training (JVET), the official publication of the American
Vocational Education Research Association that in 2005 became the Association
for Career and Technical Education Research (JVET 2009);
The Journal of Vocational Education Research (JVER) first published as the
official publication of the American Vocational Education Association (AVERA)
in Columbus Ohio USA in 1976. From 2005 it was published as Career and
Technical Education Research (CTER 2009);
Journal of European Industrial Training (JEIT) published from 1977 by MCB
University Press, Bradford, England (JEIT n.d.);
The Journal of Workplace Learning (JWL) first published in 1989. Available
electronically from 1994 (Vol. 6), published by MCB University Press, Bradford,
England (JWL n.d.);
Studies in the Education of Adults: promoting adult learning (SEA) published
jointly in the United Kingdom by the National Institute of Adult Continuing
Education (NIACE), the Standing Conference on University Research and
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Teaching in the Education of Adults (SCUTREA), and the Universities Council
for Adult and Continuing Education (UACE). First published in 1984 and
formerly known as Studies in Adult Education (SEA n.d.);
International Journal of Lifelong Education (IJLE) first published in 1991
included sociological, policy and political studies of lifelong education in formal
and informal settings. Published by Routledge (.IJLE 2010);
European Journal of Vocational Training (EJVT) first published in 1994 by
Cedefop in Thessalonika (Cedefop 2009);
Research in Post-Compulsory Education (RPCE) first published 1996, sponsored
by the Further Education Research Association (FERA) in the United Kingdom
(.RPCE 2009);
Journal of Education and Work (JE&W) published from 1997 by Routledge,
formerly published as the British Journal of Education and Work (JE&W 2009);
Journal of Further and Higher Education (JFHE) an international journal
representing the field of post-compulsory education and training, first published in
1997 by Routledge for the University and College Union, United Kingdom (JFHE
2009);
Adult Education Quarterly (AEQ) first published in 1950 to advance the
understanding and practice of adult and continuing education for the American
Association for Adult and Continuing Education (AACE), currently published by
Sage Thousand Oaks (AEQ 2009); and
Learning and Skills Research (LSR) first published in 2002 by Learning and Skills
Development Agency (LSDA) in the United Kingdom with the aim of helping
practitioners make better use of research (LSR 2006).

•
•
•
•
•

•

•

Journals with a PCVETR focus published by Australian bodies (some in partnership
with an international publisher) are shown in order of first issue in Table (7b):
Table 7(b): Australian journals published wholly or partially for research in post-compulsory
....................and vocational education and training included:•

•
•

•
•
•

The Australian Educational Researcher (AER) the Journal of the A ARE
first published in 1974 (AARE 2007; AER 2007);
Studies in Continuing Education (SCE) a scholarly journal concerned with all
aspects of continuing, professional and lifelong learning first published in 1978:
University of Adelaide, Department of Continuing Education by Routledge
(SCE 2010). Editorial taken over by ITATE in mid 1980s. Currently published
by Informa/Frances and Taylor.
The Institute of Technical and Adult Teacher Education Journal (The ITATE
Journal) first published in 1983 focused on professional education for teachers
in vocational and adult education (NLA n.d);
The Australian Journal of Vocational Education and Training in Schools
(VOCAL) first published in 1998 primarily to attract vocational teachers and
coordinators based in schools (VETnetwork n.d.);
Australian Journal of Adult Learning (AJAL) first published in 2000 by Adult
Learning Australia (ALA) to promote critical thinking and research in adult
learning. Formerly entitled the Australian Journal of Adult and Community
Education from 1990 to 1999 and the Australian Journal of Adult Education
from 1961-1989 (ALA n.d.); (continued over.)___________________________
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•

•
•
•

•

Studies in Continuing Education (SCE) a scholarly journal concerned with all
aspects of continuing, professional and lifelong learning first published in 1978:
University of Adelaide, Department of Continuing Education by Routledge
(SCE 2010). Editorial taken over by ITATE in mid 1980s. Currently published
by Informa/Frances and Taylor;
The Institute of Technical and Adult Teacher Education Journal (The ITATE
Journal) first published in 1983 focused on professional education for teachers
in vocational and adult education (NLA n.d);
The Australian Journal of Vocational Education and Training in Schools
(VOCAL) first published in 1998 primarily to attract vocational teachers and
coordinators based in schools (VETnetwork n.d.);
Australian Journal of Adult Learning (AJAL) first published in 2000 by Adult
Learning Australia (ALA) to promote critical thinking and research in adult
learning. Formerly entitled the Australian Journal of Adult and Community
Education from 1990 to 1999 and the Australian Journal of Adult Education
from 1961-1989 (ALA n.d.); and the
International Journal of Training Research (IJTR) first published by Charles
Sturt University for AVETRA 2003, formerly the Australian and New Zealand
Journal of Vocational Education Research (ANZJVER) published by NCVER
for AVETR from 1993 to 2002 (AVETRA 2003).

In summary twelve relevant journals styled as international and published outside
Australia (mainly in America and England) and ten journals published in Australia were
identified as disseminating PCVET research for the period from cl970 to 2005. In this
field there were also a number of Conferences providing opportunities for the
presentation, discussion and publication of PCVET research.
6.2.3

International and Australian Conferences with a PCVETR focus: Results

Conferences convened internationally wholly or partially for research in post-compulsory
and vocational education and training from 1949 are shown in Table 8(a):
Table 8(a): Conferences convened internationally wholly or partially for PCVETR included:

International conferences with a focus on PCVETR:
•
The International Conference on Adult Education (ICAE) conducted periodically
from 1949 by UNESCO (UNESCO 2009);
• The annual North American Adult Education Research Conference (AERC)
established in 1959 (AERC 2006);
• The Standing Conference on University Research and Teaching in the Education
of Adults (SCUTREA) first held in 1970, proceedings published by NIACE
(SCUTREA 2010);
• Conferences convened by The European Centre for the Development of
Vocational Training (CEDEFOP) established in 1975 to promote and develop
VET in the European Union (CEDEFOP 2009); (continued over.)
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•
•

•

The International Vocational Education and Training Association (IVETA)
established in 1985 to conduct both regional/annual conferences (IVETA 2010);
The Researching Work and Learning Conference (RWL) from 1999 held
biannually in different locations worldwide (RWL4 was hosted in 2005 by the
Faculty of Education and OVAL Research at the University of Technology,
Sydney Australia) (RWL 2009); and
In 2001 Encell established at the Jonkoping University Sweden as a National
Centre for Lifelong Learning. Encell convenes relevant conferences for research
and knowledge dissemination (Encell 2007).

In 2002 the first international conference on the ‘History of Vocational Education and
Training in Europe in a Comparative Perspective’ was held in Florence, organised by
the University of Florence and the European University Institute (Wollschlager &
Guggenheim 2004). While historically of interest, this conference was not included in
the list as no indication of any further conferences was found.
Conferences convened in Australia wholly or partially for research in post-compulsory
and vocational education and training dating from the early 1960s are shown in Table
8(b):
Table 8(b): Conferences convened in Australia wholly or partially for PCVETR included:

•
•

•

•

•
•

•

The Adult Learning Australia (ALA) Conference conducted annually from the
early 1960s (ALA 2010);
The Australian Association for Research in Education (AARE) Annual
International Conference conducted since the 1970s. Has some VET focus
(AARE 2010);
The NCVER ‘No Frills’ National Vocational Education and Training Research
Conference hosted by various Australian Universities, first held in 1992 at
University of Technology, Sydney (NCVER 2010);
The Annual International Conference on Post-compulsory Education and
Training (PCET conference) conducted by the Centre for Learning Research,
Faculty of Education, Griffith University from 1993 to 2005. Was focused on
issues impacting on learning in a rapidly changing world (UNESCO-UNEVOC
2009);
The Australian Council for Educational Research (ACER) Conference held
from the mid 1990s, has some VET focus (ACER 2010);
The annual Australian Vocational Education Training and Research Association
(AVETRA) Conference first conducted in 1998 with a focus on VET research
for practitioners (AVETRA 2009); and
The Lifelong Learning Conference (LLC) first held in 2000 and hosted by
Central Queensland University (LLC 2008).
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In summary, results showed that in the field of PCVET research from 1949 to 2005
there were eight significant international conferences conducted regularly in various
areas of the world and seven annual conferences within Australia.

It was from within the fertile environment of international and Australian journals and
conferences that two peak Australian publications were selected to be Case Studies
representing the PCVETR Community of Practice for this thesis.
6.2.4

Selecting two peak publications as Case Studies

From these findings on mapping the international and the Australian field of PCVETR,
an International Journal and the Proceedings of an Annual International Conference
were considered to be particularly representative of peer reviewed published research in
PCVET in Australia. The Journal was published by NCVER as the Australian and New
Zealand Journal of Vocational Education Research (.ANZJVER) from 1993 to 2002 and
became the International Journal of Training Research (IJTR) in 2003 published by
AVETRA. NCVER, together with TAFE South Australia, received UNESCO-UNEVOC
recognition as a centre of excellence in 2005. The conference proceedings were those of
the Annual International Conference on Post-compulsory Education and Training,
published by the Centre for Learning Research in the Faculty of Education (Griffith
University) whose work was also recognised in 2005 as a member of the UNESCOUNEVOC International Network of TVET Centres. I identified these publications as
having an international focus, international recognition and support from a wide range of
Australian and international researchers. In addition both publications provided a peer
review process for articles/papers submitted. For details of peer review see the
individual case study profiles in Section 6.3.1. Using criteria mentioned above, these
two Australian publications were regarded as being peak publications for PCVET
research and were selected as Case Studies for document analysis to examine the extent
of usage of in-depth interviewing in PCVETR in Australia. It should be noted that
although much influential commissioned research was conducted within the PCVET
community, reports from such research were regarded as being outside the scope of the
criteria used for this study. Such reports were not generally within a collective system
for international recognition and standing and usually were not peer-reviewed.
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PCVETR bodies, Journals and Conferences (using abbreviations or acronyms) identified
in previous Sections in this chapter are located within practice, community and domain,
the three essential features of the International PCVETR Community of Practice (see
Figure 5). The publications selected as Case Studies and their sponsoring bodies are
located (in underscored red text) on this summary map of the field.
Practice:
Figure 5 demonstrates evidence of a body knowledge contained in international and
Australian Journals and Conferences as artefacts of the PCVETR Community of
Practice. The two publications selected as Case Studies, the ANZJVERIJTR continuum
and the Proceedings of the Annual International Conference ofPCET, were shown to be
Australian publications within that Community of Practice. The development and usage
of research methods, and shared research practice are explored in the document analysis
(Section 6.3) to determine the extent of the practice of in-depth interviewing in
published research in the field of PCVET in Australia.
Community.
Figure 5 also demonstrates the existence of international and Australian organisations,
agencies and research centres that engaged researchers and organised conferences,
seminars, symposia and workshops. The researchers (from many parts of World) did not
necessarily work together. It was also found from interviews with participants in this
study who represented this Community of Practice that researchers might also meet
informally.
Domain:
In addition, Figure 5 demonstrates that members of the PCVETR Community of Practice
share a domain of interest in PCVETR and an interest in inquiry. This was evidenced in
their active participation in PCVET research, participation in conferences and also by
submission of their research-based articles/papers to relevant publications such as
journals and conference proceedings. Members of this Community of Practice
researched and wrote about key PCVET issues such as practice and policy in adult, postcompulsory, organisational and vocational education and/or training, as well as about
PCVET research.
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PCVETR PRACTICE:
Evidenced by a body of knowledge contained in journals and conference proceedings (artefacts),
development and usage ofresearch methods, and shared research practice.

Journals published
internationally:

Journals published in
Australia:

AEQ
EJVT
IJLE
JE&W
JEIT
JFHE

AER
AJAL
ANZJ VER/IJTR
ITATE
SCE
VOCAL

JVER
JWL
LSR
RPCE
SEA
VAE

Conference
Proceedings
published
internationally:
AERC
CEDEFOP
ENCELL
ICAE
IVETA
RWL
SCUTREA

Conference Proceedings
published in Australia:
AAER
ACER
AICPCET
ALA
AVETRA
LLC
NCVER (No Frills)

PRACTICE

PCVETR DOMAIN:

PCVETR COMMUNITY

Evidenced by a shared domain of interest in
PCVETR, shared inquiry and key issues.

Evidenced by the existence of PCVETR organisations, engagement
of members in seminars, symposia, conferences, and workshops.
Members do not necessarily work together on a daily basis.

Including issues in policy related to adult
education, post-compulsory education,
vocational education, training, and research.

Colour Legend for Text Boxes:
Plum - International
Green - Australian
Red - Artefacts selected for this study
and their publishing and
sponsoring bodies

Note: Listings in alphabetical order

These bodies conducted conferences, seminars, symposia, and
workshops
Australian bodies:
International bodies:
CLWR
BiBB
ACER
CREEW
CEDEFOP
ACIRRT
CEREQ
ALNARC
CRLRA
CSFRD
KRIVET
ANTA
CURVE
NCVRE
ANTARAC
AVETRA
NCVER
SCUTREA
SEAMEO-VOCTECH
CEET
NILS
CLLCLMR
UNESCO-UNEVOC
RCVET/OVAL

Figure 5: Two peak publications (selected for Case Studies) located as artefacts within the
PCVETR Community of Practice
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6.3

Two Case Studies in the Community of Practice of PCVETR in Australia:
Results

The two peak publications (i) the Australian and New Zealand Journal of Vocational
Education Research (ANZJVER) later to become the International Journal of Training
Research (IJTR), and (ii) the Proceedings of the Annual International Conference on
Post-compulsory Education and Training (AICPCET) were selected as Case Studies to
inform this study on the nature of the field of PCVET research with particular reference
to the use of in-depth interviewing. Data was obtained from each Case Study publication
on:
(i)

the publisher;

(ii)

the aim(s)/objective(s) of the publication;

(iii)

publication micro-history;

(iv)

peer review of articles/papers published;

(v)

published authors;

(vi)

topic areas in the field of PCVETR addressed by the publication
and the published articles/papers;

(vii)

the number and percentage of published articles/papers using data
obtained from in-depth interviews;

(viii)

topic areas in the field of PCVETR addressed by articles/papers
using data obtained from in-depth interviews.

Results from the two case studies are presented in this Section (6.3.1 & 6.3.2), and are
discussed in Section 6.4 to address Research Question 1.
Each year of publication of the ANJVER from 1993 to 2002 and the three years of the
IJTR from 2003 to 2005 inclusive and similarly all years of publication of the
Proceedings of the Annual International Conference on Post-compulsory Education and
Training from 1993 to 2005 were included in the document analysis. This was to
produce a more robust map of the extent and nature of the practice of in-depth
interviewing during a period of research activity in PCVET in Australia from 1993 to
2005.
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The two Case Studies (generated from the document analysis) mapped the field of
PCVETR in terms of number of articles or papers published, workplaces of researchers,
countries where research was conducted, topics researched, research perspectives and
methodologies adopted, and use of in-depth interviews to obtain data. The forms of ‘in
depth interviewing’ techniques included in the criteria for selection in the document
analysis were face-to-face and telephone in-depth interviews along with extended
e-interviews, life histories, ‘conversations’ and focus group/cluster interviews. Highly
structured survey-styled interviews were not regarded as ‘in-depth’ and were not
included.
Examples of the data sheets recorded for the ANZJVER/IJTR continuum appear as
Appendix 7, and the published Proceedings of the Annual International PCET
Conference appear as Appendix 8. A copy of all data sheets is provided on a CD as
Appendix 9 (inserted within the appendices). In total, 958 published articles/papers were
analysed to obtain data to produce the two Case Study Profiles within the field of
PCVETR. The analyses of data are expressed in Tables and represented in Column and
Line Charts.
6.3.1

Case Study One: The A ustralian and New Zealand Journal of Vocational
Education Research (ANZJVER) and its successor the International Journal
of Training Research (IJTR): Results

(i) Names of publications and publishers
The Australian and New Zealand Journal of Vocational Education Research
(ANZJVER) was published by the National Centre for Vocational Education Research
(NCVER) in Adelaide, South Australia from 1993 to 2002 (NCVER 2004). In 1997 it
became the official Journal of the newly established Australian Vocational and
Education and Training Research Association (AVETRA) but was still published by
NCVER (Stevenson 1999). Then, from 2003 to 2005, its successor, the International
Journal of Training Research (IJTR) was published by Charles Sturt University, again
on behalf of AVETRA (Miller 2008). For the purpose of this study the two Journals
were analysed as a continuum.
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(ii) Publication aims
The stated aim in the first issue of the ANZJVER was ‘to publish research which
contributes to knowledge and understanding of vocational education in order to promote
improvement in the activities of this field of education’ (Stevenson 1993, p.ix). In other
words the research was to be useful to practitioners in their work. The Journal published
not only quantitative and qualitative studies of VET settings for teaching and learning
but also scholarly analyses of relevant topics. The NCVER website expanded on this by
stating that the Journal was to also be influential as a disseminator of vocational
education research (NCVER 2004).
The IJTR, the successor, published like-styled articles aiming to advance knowledge and
understanding of vocational education and training both in Australia and internationally.
The focus of the Journal was on current or recently completed research (including
practice-based research). It also published reviews of VET research (Smith 2003).

(iii) Publication micro history
The ANZJVER had been established in 1993 as successor to the Australian Journal of
TAFE Research and Development published until 1992. Paraphrasing the words of
William Hall (editor of the parent Journal) the 1992 issue of the Journal was a transition
between the old and the new. In 1993 Professor John Stevenson of Griffith University,
who had been a regular contributor to the parent Journal, became the foundation editor
of the ANZJVER and continued in that role until 2002.
These events paralleled a period of significant expansion and change in the VET sector
that spawned the establishment of the National Centre for Vocational Education
Research (NCVER) in 1992 (see Table 1 Chapter One). In a telephone conversation
(2005), the NCVER Librarian stated that the decision to use the term ‘vocational
education' in the Centre’s title had been influenced by the changing nature of postcompulsory education from an emphasis on TAFE (Technical and Further Education) to
VET (Vocational Education and Training). In the period from 1985 to 1992 the aim of
the parent journal, the Australian Journal of TAFE Research and Development, had been
to advance both publication and dissemination of research in TAFE but ANZJVER,
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unlike the parent Journal, was not limited in this way. ANZJVER, published by NCVER,
served the broader VET field both in Australia and New Zealand through two issues
annually.

A decade later publication as ANZJVER ceased with the final edition in November 2002
(vol. 10, no. 2). During its lifetime and following the establishment of the Australian
Vocational and Education and Training Research Association (AVETRA) in 1997 (see
Table 1 Chapter One), the ANZJVER became the official Journal for this new association
(Stevenson 2000). In 2003 AVETRA assumed complete responsibility for publication
and distribution of the Journal, thus heralding change. It was announced at the 2003
AVETRA conference that there would be a name change to the International Journal of
Training Research (IJTR) and that this Journal would have a clear focus on VET content
as the official research Journal of AVETRA. The focus was to be broadened to include
shorter papers in a Policy and Practice section aimed at encouraging submissions from
early career researchers and practitioners in the field. Some of AVETRA’s early impact
was in its fight for the recognition of TAFE-based research which had not to that point
enjoyed 'national recognition, advocacy or significant status (Miller 2008, p.4).
Professor Andrew Smith (then at Charles Sturt University) was the appointed editor and
remained so from 2003 to 2005 (the end of this study).
(iv) Peer review of articles published
All articles were peer reviewed. Referees, both Australian and international, were
traditionally selected from within the PCVET research community, in other words from
the PCVETR Community of Practice. The referees and reviewers, together with the
researchers/authors, shared a domain of interest, features of practice and engaged in
activities and discussions within the community of PCVETR. This process of peerrefereeing and review provided peer verification of the published articles. From 2003 to
2005 (inclusive) the renamed and refocused IJTR continued the ANZJVER’s traditional
double-blind refereed section, but also introduced a single-blind refereed option for
shorter Policy or Practice based articles (see Smith 2003). In total 147 contributed
articles were published from 1993 to 2005 inclusive.
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(v) Published authors
Analysis of each issue of the published Journals indicated that the authors of articles
{ANZJVER vols.1-10, 1993-2002; IJTR vols.1-3, 2003-2005). were more usually from
the academic community with a lesser number from various areas of TAFE, further
education, government departments and agencies, and private consultancies. The authors
from the academic community included a Pro-Vice Chancellor, Deans, Professors
(including a Research Professor), Associate and Assistant Professors, Senior Lecturers,
Lecturers, Directors of Research Centres, Research Fellows, Research Associates,
Research Assistants, and Postgraduate Students. Authors from other bodies with links to
PCVET were variously: Managers or Directors of Government Commissions; Managers
or Directors of Research Centres; a Senior Research Psychologist; representatives of
Government Departments, Agencies, Boards or Commissions; Teachers within TAFE,
Managers in private enterprise; and private Consultants.

(vi)

Various areas of research in the field of PCVET represented by published
articles

Scope ofpublications in terms of or research perspectives and methodologies
Articles submitted to the Journal could take the form of case studies, empirical research,
literature reviews, policy analyses, or analyses of contemporary issues. Articles
published

included those that were research-based

(experimental,

quantitative,

qualitative and critical); and others that were theoretical/scholarly writing and practicebased studies. That is, articles were not exclusively research-based, but of those that
were, a number used data obtained from the use of the in-depth interviewing technique
(see Table 10).

Geographic areas represented by authors
The geographic areas represented in the Journals were not only located in Australia.
Published articles also included contributions by authors from Canada, England, Fiji,
Germany, Hong Kong, New Zealand, the Netherlands, Scotland, and the United States
of America.
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Places where PCVET authors/researchers worked
Examples of the PCVET related enterprises where researchers/authors worked included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Australian Competition and Consumer Commission;
businesses and organisations;
colleges including those teaching English for speakers of other languages
(TESOL);
Department of Education Employment Training and Youth Affairs;
disability services;
hospitality industry;
human resource departments in the public and private organisations;
Institutes of Technology;
National Institute of Labour Studies;
New South Wales TAFE Commission;
occupational and mental health services;
private consultancies;
research and development organisations;
rural enterprises; and
universities.

Issues addressed
Various research methods and techniques of data collection were used in published
articles to address issues. There was no clear evidence of a policy for clustering articles
thematically in each publication. I noted that in the last publication from which data
were obtained for this study the editor stated that the articles published were an
‘eclectic’ cluster (Smith 2005, p.vii).
Results in Table 9 show a diversity of contemporary issues in PCVET addressed by
researchers/authors in 147 published articles (see also Appendices 7 and 9). While a
number of articles could have been listed in more than one of the categories in the Table,
each article was only listed in what was determined to be the most relevant category. For
a detailed discussion of published research during the period 1993 to 1999 see Stevenson
(2000).

In the last year of publication of ANZJVER the editor stated that during the lifetime of
the Journal (1993-2002):

As well as reporting the results of rigorous research work, as adjudged
by peer reviewers, it has highlighted areas of vocational education
practice and policy that warrant attention, and has suggested many
ways of addressing the various issues involved (Stevenson 2000, p.ix).
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Table 9:

Contemporary issues in PCVET addressed by researchers/authors in published
articles in the ANZJVER/IJTR continuum (in order of number of frequency)
Number

PCVET issues addressed
education and training needs, development and delivery
(including training packages)
competency-based training and assessment

22

various international perspectives

12

aspects of learning (including work based learning )

11

access and equity in PCVET (disabilities, gender, indigenous
Australians, long-term unemployed, rural/regional, youth)

8

technical and further education (TAFE)/further education

8

VET interface between educational sectors- sector transitions

7

curriculum/program assessment, development and dissemination

6

professional practice

6

aspects of research for VET

6

competence

5

knowledge development and transfer

5

economic agendas in VET

4

teacher education and training

4

reform in VET

4

vocational skills development

4

aspects of tertiary education

3

policy in VET

3

school/industry/community links VET in schools

3

assessment

2

literacy and numeracy

2

industry and small business issues

2

practice

2

labour markets (adult education)

1

qualifications framework

1

VET partnerships

1

12

Total

147

(vii) Number and percentage of published articles using data obtained from in
depth interviews.
Table 10 provides the aggregated results on the total number of articles published over
two issues in each year for the ANJVER/IJTR continuum from 1993 to 2005 inclusive.
This Table also indicates the percentage of published articles using data obtained from
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in-depth interviews. All articles, i.e. all double-blind refereed articles, invited articles
and single-blind policy and practice based articles, were included in the analysis.
Table 10:

Summary of results indicating the total number of articles published, and the
percentage of those articles using data obtained from in-depth interviews published
in the ANZJVER during its life from 1993 to 2002 and its successor the IJTR from
2003 to 2005 inclusive.
Journal, volume
number and year

Number of articles
published each year
Issue

Issue 2

1

Number (%) of articles
using in-depth interviews
published each year

Volume
Total

Issue

1

Issue
2

Volume
Total (%)

ANZJVER 1 1993

8

6

14

1

3

4

(28.57)

ANZJVER 2 1994

7

7

14

1

1

2

(14.29)

ANZJVER 3 1995

6

13

1

0

1

(7.69)

ANZJVER 4 1996

7
6

6

12

1

0

1

(8.33)

ANZJVER 5 1997

6

5

11

2

0

2

(18.18)

ANZJVER 6 1998

5

6

11

1

0

1

(9. 09)

5

11

1

2

3

(27.27)

5

10

2

4

6

(60.0)

ANZJVER 7 1999
ANZJVER 8 2000

6
5

ANZJVER 9 2001

5

5

10

3

2

5

(50.0)

ANZJVER 10 2002

5

6

11

3

5

8

(72.73)

UTR 1

2003

6

5

11

1

5

6

(54.55)

IJTR 2

2004

6

4

10

1

1

2

(20.0)

UTR 3

2005

5

4

9

3

1

4

(44.44)

77

70

147

21

24

45

(30.61)

TOTAL

While the research purpose/perspective/methodology was clearly stated in some
published articles it was not in others. Where there was little indication of the
purpose/perspective/methodology, an appraisal was required in order to determine if
data from in-depth interviewing techniques had contributed to the data used.
Representations in Table 10 and Figure 6 show that 147 articles were published in
ANZJVER/IJTR in the period from 1993 to 2005 (inclusive) with 45 or 30.61% of those
articles using data obtained from in-depth interviewing techniques. Figure 6 provides a
graphic representation of the percentage of articles that had used data from in-depth
interviews in each year of publication.
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1993

1994

1995

4-

Figure 6:

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

ANZJVER

2002

-►

2003

I

2004

2005

4- IJTR

-*

Graphic representation of the percentages of published articles that used data obtained from
in-depth interviews in each year of publication of each annual volume of the ANZJVER
(1993-2002) and the IJTR (2003-2005).

There were evident fluctuations in usage of in-depth interviewing during the 10-year
period of publication as ANJVER. In the first Volume in 1993 there were 4 out of 14
(28.57%) but then the usage dropped and remained low until Volume 7 in 1999 with the
lowest point being 1 out of 13 (7.69%) in Volume 3 in 1995. From that point a marked
change occurred. Volumes 8, 9, and 10 in 2000, 2001 and 2002 respectively showed an
increase over three years where a total of 19 out of 31 (61.29%) of articles used in-depth
interviewing. In Volume 10, in the final year of publication of the ANZJVER in 2002 a
peak was reached with 8 out of 11 (72.73%) of published articles using data obtained
from in-depth interviews.
In the three-year period of publication as the IJTR the level of usage of data obtained
from in-depth interviews again dropped. Volumes 1, 2 and 3 in 2003, 2004 and 2005
showed 12 out of 30 (40%) used data from in-depth interviews compared to the 19 out
of 31 (61.29%) over the last three years of the ANZJVER.
In other words, results indicated that after the first issue in 1993 there was an initial
downturn in published papers using data obtained from in-depth interviews during 1994
and 1995. Then from 1996 a series of fluctuations followed with a marked increase in
2000. Percentages of use of in-depth interviews remained high until the cessation of
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publication as ANZJVER in 2002. In the following three years (2003-2005) as IJTR
results show there was a return to lower percentages of usage although these were still
slightly higher than those in the early years as ANZJVER.

(viii)

Topic areas in the field of PCVET addressed by research using data
obtained from in-depth interviews

Table 11 indicates in order of frequency those topics that included data from using in
depth interviewing techniques. Within the various listed categories the highest number
of articles using data from in-depth interview techniques occurred in those that
addressed ‘competency-based training and assessment’ (7 of 12) and ‘international
issues’ (7 of 12). These were followed by those that addressed ‘education and training
needs, development and delivery including training packages’ (6 of 22) and ‘access and
equity’ (5 of 8). ‘Technical and further education ’ (3 of 8), ‘VET in schools’ (3 of 3) and
‘teacher education and training’ (3 of 4) were each addressed in three articles, while
‘aspects of learning’ (2 of 11) and VET ‘interface between educational sectors - sector
transitions’ (2 of 7) were addressed in two. The remainder were addressed in one article
in

their categories and

included

'aspects

of research

for VET’

(1

of 6),

‘curriculum/program assessment’ (1 of 6), ‘knowledge development/transfer/vocational
knowledge’ (1 of 5), ‘reform in VET’ (1 of 4), ‘vocational skills development’ (1 of 4),
‘policy in VET’ (1 of 3), and ‘labour markets in adult education’ (1 of 1).

Data from in-depth interviews were not identified in articles in ten of the category
clusters. These categories included tertiary education, competence, economic agendas in
VET and others that may have been less likely to seek attitudes, beliefs opinions and
values, characteristic of research that used in-depth interviews and were not included in
Table 11.

Conversely, in-depth interviews were used in higher proportions in some categories. For
example just over half of articles that addressed competency-based training and
assessment (7 of 12), international issues (7 of 12) and access and equity (5 of 8)
included data obtained from the use of in-depth interviews. All articles on VET in
schools (3 of 3) and three quarters of articles on teacher education and training (3 of 4)
had the highest proportions of articles using in-depth interviews.
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Table 11: Contemporary issues in PCVET addressed by researchers/authors in forty five
published articles in the ANZJVER/IJTR using data from in-depth interviews
Number
of articles
using
interview
data
7

Number
of articles
published

various international perspectives

7

12

education and training needs, development and delivery
(including training packages)
access and equity in PVET (disabilities, gender, indigenous
Australians, long-term unemployed, rural/regional, youth)

6

22

5

8

technical and further education (TAFE)/further education

3

8

VET in schools

3

3

teacher education and training

3

4

aspects of learning (including work based learning )

2

11

VET interface between educational sectors- sector transitions

2

7

aspects of research for VET

1

6

curriculum/program assessment, development and
dissemination
knowledge development and transfer (vocational knowledge)

1

6

1

5

labour markets in adult education

1

1

policy in VET

1

3

reform in VET

1

4

vocational skills development

1

4

Issues addressed in 45 ANZJVER/IJTR articles using data
from interviews

competency-based training and assessment

Total

12

45

The ANZJVER/IJTR contributed to the Community of Practice of PCVET research by
the publication of research articles during the period investigated in this study and
overall 45 of 147 articles or 30.61% used data obtained from in-depth interviews.
6.3.2

Case Study Two: Proceedings of the Annual International Conference on
Post-compulsory Education and Training: Results

(i) Name of publication and publisher
Proceedings of the Annual International Conference on Post-compulsory Education and
Training was initially published by the Centre for Skill Formation Research and
Development, and later by its successor the Centre for Learning Research, both located
in the Faculty of Education at Griffith University in Queensland, Australia.
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(ii) Conference objectives
The inaugural Annual International Conference on Post-compulsory Education and
Training took place in 1993 with assistance from the Australian National Training
Authority (ANTA) and BHP Australia Coal Ltd. The purpose of the Conference was to
promote scholarly exchange, rather than to formulate policy recommendations and set
out to:
...examine the question of the desirable future ofpost-compulsory education
and training against the context of the pervasive influence of competencybased education and training in western English-speaking countries, and
the assumptions that underpin it (Stevenson 1993, Foreword)
In 2005, the last year of data collected for this study, a sense of encouragement of
diversity in PCVETR seemed evident:
The conference encourages plural theoretical perspectives and
methodologies in examining critical issues confronting the sectors. It seeks
to enhance collaboration and discussion among delegates in a variety of
formats such as keynote addresses, delegate-led discussions, posters, round
tables and other forums (Bevan, Searle & Billet 2005, p.viii).
Contributions from a wide range of researcher/author perspectives using a variety
research methods and presentation formats were accepted for publication during the
period from 1993 to 2005.

(iii) Publication micro history
In 1993 the inaugural Annual International Conference was convened, hosted and the
Proceedings published by the Centre for Skill Formation Research and Development
(CSRDF) in the Faculty of Education, Griffith University Queensland, Australia. In
1994, although the Conference was again convened and hosted in the Faculty of
Education under the banner of CSRDF, the Proceedings were published by its successor
the then newly-formed Centre for Learning and Work Research (CLWR). From 1995
until 2005 the Conference was convened, hosted and the Proceedings published by
CLWR. All Conferences were held in Queensland but while from 1993 to 1995
(inclusive) they were held in Brisbane, from 1996 to 2005 they were held at the Gold
Coast.
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Each year, the Conference and its published proceedings addressed a theme as indicated
in Table 12.
Table 12:

Themes for the Annual International Conference on Post-compulsory Education and
Training and the published proceedings for each year (in chronological order).
Conference
Number and
Year
1993
1st

Theme
After Competence: The future of post-compulsory education
and training
Reforming post-compulsory education and training:
Reconciliation and reconstruction
Barriers and boundaries in adult, vocational and postcompulsory education and training: goals, values,
knowledge, structures, participation and outcomes
Learning and work: The challenges

2nd

1994

3rd

1995

4th

1996

5 th

1997

6th

1998

7th

1999

8th

2000

9th

2001

Good thinking, good practice: Research perspectives on
learning and work
Vocational knowledge and institutions: Changing
relationships
Changing practice through research: Changing research
through practice
Learning together working together: Building communities
for the 21st Century
Knowledge demands for the new economy

10th

2002

Envisioning practice: Implementing change

11th

2003

Envisioning practice: Enriching learning cultures

12th

2004

Doing, Thinking, Activity, Learning

13th

2005

Vocational learning: Transitions, Interrelationships,
Partnerships and Sustainable Futures

While the theme for the 1993 inaugural Conference was After Competence: The Future
of Post-Compulsory Education and Training, the 2005 final Conference seemed to take
the concept of the ‘future’ in a new direction focusing on strategies for sustainability
under the theme of Transitions, Interrelationships, Partnerships and Sustainable
Futures. This difference seemed indicative of a ‘bigger picture’ approach to the future
within PCVET.

(iv) Peer review and number of papers published
In the first four years of publication from 1993 to 1996 (inclusive) no statements appeared
in the published proceedings in relation to any form of peer verification. However, in
1997 a statement was published in the opening pages to the effect that all papers were
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refereed by the Conference Planning Committee. Then, in both 1998 and 1999 a further
change was detailed in a published compliance statement to the effect that all papers
annotated ‘DEETYA El’ in the Table of Contents of each volume were refereed to
comply fully with the verification requirements for the classification: DEETYA El
Conference Publication - Full written paper refereed. In the next four years from 2000 to
2003 (inclusive) all papers were peer reviewed by the Conference Planning Committee
with ‘certain papers’ undergoing the higher level of ‘full anonymous refereeing’. The
refereed papers were annotated with an asterisk in the contents section of each volume
and were refereed to comply fully with the verification requirements of the Department of
Education, Science and Training (DEST) for conference publication - full written paper
refereed.
In 2004 and 2005 the option of having papers either peer reviewed or refereed in
compliance with the higher level of full anonymous refereeing was no longer available.
All papers were not only peer reviewed by the Conference Planning Committee but also
underwent full anonymous refereeing to comply fully with DEST requirements for the
recording of research. That is, during the thirteen-year lifetime of the publication a
number of changes in the criteria for peer review and refereeing for acceptance of papers
for publication were evident. The publication policy had ‘evolved’ in that period in line
with changing federal funding policy for higher education. In particular, the changes were
in line with requirements for the Higher Education Financial and Research Data
Collection Specifications for preparing returns (see DEETYA and DEST websites for
each year).
Results of a document analysis of 811 papers accepted by the Conference Planning
Committee for publication in the thirteen volumes from 1993 to 2005 (inclusive) are
given in Table 13. Changes in referee/review procedures over the years are
explained in Table footnotes.
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Summary of findings indicating the number and referee/review status of
papers published in the Proceedings of the Annual International Conference
on Post-compulsory Education and Training during the period from the
inaugural edition in 1993 to the last year of publication in 2005.

Table 13:

Conference
number and year

Total
number of
papers
published
43

Referee/ Number (%) of
review refereed/reviewed
status* papers
(i)

Not applicable

33

(i)

Not applicable

1995

36

(i)

Not applicable

4th

1996

59

(i)

Not applicable

5 th

1997

51

(ii)

51

(100.0)

6th

1998

56

(iii)

29

(51.78)

7th

1999

64

(iii)

42

(65.62)

8th

2000

72

(iv)

39

(54.16)

9th

2001

81

(iv)

52

(64.19)

10th

2002

92

(iv)

63

(68.47)

11th

2003

84

(iv)

81

(96.42)

12th

2004

70

(v)

70

(100.0)

13th

2005

70

(v)

70

(100.0)

1st

1993

2nd

1994

3rd

TOTAL:

811

* Referee/review status indicates the procedures for each year:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

(v)

No declaration on whether or not papers were peer-reviewed or peer refereed.
All papers refereed by the Conference Planning Committee.
Papers annotated DEETYA El in the Table of contents of each volume were
refereed to comply fully with the verification requirements for: DEETYA El
Conference Publication - Full written paper refereed.
All papers peer reviewed by the Conference Planning Committee with certain
papers undergoing the higher level of full anonymous refereeing. Refereed
papers annotated with an asterisk in the contents section of each volume have
been refereed to comply fully with the verification requirements of the
Department of Education, Science and Training (DEST) for conference
publication -full written paper refereed. An anonymous refereeing process was
used.
All papers peer reviewed by the Conference Planning Committee. All papers
have also undergone full anonymous refereeing to comply fully with the
verification requirements of the Department of Education, Science and
Training for publication - full written paper refereed. An anonymous
refereeing process was used.

Peer reviewers and anonymous referees were normally selected from the PC VET
research community, that is, from the PCVETR Community of Practice.
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(v) Conference presenters/authors
Over the thirteen years Conference presenters included a wide range of PCVET
stakeholders from academia, industry and government bodies as well as researchers and
research students, practitioners from both public and private institutions and government
departments and agencies together with policy-makers, mainly from Australia but also
from the international community. In addition, delegates (presenters and non-presenting
delegates) represented a broad range of the PCVET community. For example, delegates
to the 2005 Conference included consultants, industry representatives, managers,
members of the general community, policy makers, researchers, teachers and trainers
(Bevan, Searle & Billet 2005, pp.vii-viii).

(vi)

Various areas of research in the field of PCVET represented by published
papers

Scope ofpublications in terms of or research perspectives and methodologies
The scope of the 811 papers included: research in PCVET; literature reviews; and
scholarly writing about and analyses of issues, policies, practice and systems. Research
perspectives encompassed action research, critical analysis, empirical, ethnographic,
interpretive, mixed method, phenomenological, post-structural/postmodern, qualitative
and quantitative approaches. In mixed method studies researchers combined qualitative
and quantitative methods in case studies, interpretive analyses and life histories.

Geographic areas represented by authors
Authors represented geographic locations from all states of Australia and the ACT as
well as from Austria, Brunei Darassalam, Canada, England, Finland, France, Germany,
Hong Kong, India, Japan, Kenya, Malaysia, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway,
Scotland, South Africa, Sweden, Taiwan and the United States of America.

Places where PCVET authors/researchers worked
Authors/researchers in PCVET worked in the following types of organisations:
•
•
•

Adult and Community Education (ACE) organisations;
Aged Care Services (Aged Care Education and Research Services, Catholic
Care of the Aged Hunter Area);
Catholic Education Office;
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•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Association of Independent Schools (SA);
Australian Council Educational Research (ACER);
Australian Training Authority(ANTA);
Australian Universities in all States and the ACT (including Universities of
Technology, city, non-secular, private, regional and urban Universities in
Faculties of Architecture, Business, Education, Engineering, Nursing and
Humanities);
Chamber of Commerce (WA);
Colleges of Education;
Conservatorium of Music (Queensland);
Community Partnership (Southern Futures);
Distance and Open Learning Centres (Open Learning Institute TAFE QLD,
Open Polytechnic NZ, Open University UK, OTEN NSW TAFE);
Communication Services Unit AMES, Government Agencies, Programs and
Services (Ambulance Services, CBT Implementation Centre, Industry Training
Advisory Bodies [ITABs], Police Services, Qualifications Authorities, School
Visits to Industry Program, Skillshare, Training and Further Education, Work
Safety and Training);
Government Boards (Board of Senior Secondary School Studies, Community
Services and Health Industry Training Board VIC, National Training Board,
Queensland, SA Wholesale Retail and Personal Industry Training Advisory
Board);
Government Commissions (Queensland Corrective Services Commission);
Government Departments (Correctional Services, Education, Education Training
and Youth Affairs [DETYA], Employment, Science and Technology
[DFEEST], Further Education, Health, Indigenous Affairs, Planning and
Development, Training and Development, Training and Education Co
ordination NSW);
Health Services (Hospitals - Launceston TAS, Toowoomba QLD);
Innovative education institutions (Bayside Community College, Bradfield
College and Centralian College);
Institutes of Technology;
International Centres (Centre for the Study of Education and Work Toronto
Canada, SEAMEO VOCTECH Regional Centre for Vocational and Technical
Education);
International Polytechnics (i.e. external to Australia including Polytechnic NZ);
International Institutes and Universities (i.e. external to Australia) includingAustria: University of Bielefeld/Klagenfurt;
Canada: University of British Columbia, University of Victoria;
Finland: Abo Akademi University;
Hong Kong: Hong Kong Polytechnic University;
India: University of Mumbai;
Japan: Himeji Dokkyo University;
Kenya: Moi University;
Malaysia: Serdang: Universiti Putra;
Netherlands: Universitiy of Amsterdam, University of Nijmegan; New Zealand:
Auckland University of Technology, University of Auckland, University of
Canterbury;
Norw’ay: Oslo University College;
United Kingdom: Bolton Institute, Greenwich University, Leeds Metropolitan
University, University of Leeds, University of Surrey, University of
Wolverhampton;
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•
•
•
•

•
•
•
.
•

Scotland: University of Stirling, University of Strathclyde;
South Africa: Cape Peninsular University of Technology;
Sweden: Lund University;
Taiwan: National University;
United States of America: Appalachian State University, Marshall University,
Mercer University Atlanta Georgia, University of California Florida, University
of Central Florida, University of Illinois, University of Tennessee, and Western
Washington University;
National Laboratories;
Private Assessors (quality assurance);
Private Consultancies (Management, Training and Development);
Research Centres (including those focussed on adult learning, assessment,
economics of education and training, economics of work, education and
training, gender, human resources, literacy and numeracy, organisational
learning, rural and regional issues, skill development vocational education,
youth, work and learning, and workplace relations including the National Centre
for Vocational Education Research (NCVER));
State High Schools (QLD);
Technical and Further Education (TAFE) (Assessment Centre, Basic Skills
Training Division, Colleges and Institutes in ACT, NSW, QLD, VIC, Research
and Development, TAFEBIZSA, WA TAFE Metals Consortium);
Training Services (Forestry Training, Group Training, Manufacturing Learning
Centres);
UNESCO UNIVOC Bonn; and
Volunteer Associations and Organisations.

Issues addressed
Results indicated in Table 14 showed that research was conducted on a wide range of
issues (see Appendices 8 and 9 for greater detail). The papers were categorised into 59
clusters, a ‘finer’ categorisation than in Case Study One (the academic Journal
continuum) due to the much larger number of published papers drawing from a wider
cross section of PCVET community (811 Conference papers versus 147 Journal
articles). While a number of papers could have been listed under more than one of the
categories in the Table, each paper was only listed in what was determined to be the
most relevant category. In total 59 clusters of issues were generated from the 811 papers.
Where individual papers (most being theoretical in nature) seemed not to fit into a
category cluster, they were clustered as ‘assorted’ (71 of 811 papers) at the end of
Table 4.
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Table 14: Contemporary issues in PCVET addressed by researchers/authors in published papers in
the Proceedings of the Annual International Conference on Post-compulsory Education
and Training (in order of number of times addressed)
PCVET issues addressed
modes of learning - action learning, collaborative learning,
flexible delivery(distance/informal/lifelong leaming/online/open leaming/peer leaming/self-directed) and learning
using hypermedia
learning - pathways (including work based learning/transfer of
1 earning/1 earning and work/workplace learning)
international perspectives on aspects of VET
tertiary/higher education
knowledge acquisition, development and management/
transfer/judgement
competency-based training and assessment/key and generic
competencies
competence/competency standards/competency frameworks/
industry standards
education and training needs/development/ delivery
(including training packages)
learning cultures/learning communities/learning environments
literacy and numeracy
pathways for youth/early school leavers
professional development/career trajectories/HRD/mentoring
research and effects on VET
(culture/design/methods/perspectives/practices)
selfhood/identity
access and equity in PVET (age, disabilities, gender, indigenous
communities, long-term unemployed, rural/regional, youth)
teacher education and training for VET (including sessional)
VET collaborations/networks/partnerships
organisational structure/systems and learning
policy for VET - development/implementation/analysis
apprenticeships/traineeships/pre-apprenticeships/on-the-job
workplace training
regional/remote/rural and farm business skills
VET interface between educational sectors (including dual
accreditation/credit transfers
curriculum development/assessment/dissemination
historical review of aspects of VET
teaching and leaming/training and leaming/mentoring
changing nature of work/workplace change/workplace reform
practice (workplace)
technical and further education (TAFE)/teachers in TAFE
communities of practice
program development/evaluation
vocational skills development
assessment
communication competence/communication management
cross-cultural perspectives on VET
leaming/education (theoretical aspects)
development of expertise/excellence

Number
63

46
33
28
27
24
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
19
17
17
17
13
15
14
14
14
13
13
13
13
11
11
10
10
10
9
9
9
9
8
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Number

PCVET issues addressed (continued)

8
7

leadership/management
economic issues in VET (including in
apprenticeships/traineeships)
adult and community education, U3A
pathways for mature workers
practice (professional/educational)
VET in schools
practice (reflective)
qualifications framework/qualifications/RPL
environmental education/leaming/health
industry and small business issues
international student issues
training markets/market reform
future of VET
postmodern aspects and influences
school education
VET/training reform
volunteering
affordances and engagement
re-entry to post-compulsory education
school/industry and school/community links
VET professionals
post-compulsory education and training
assorted topics (mostly theoretical in nature)
Total

(vii)

6
6
6
6
5
5
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
72
811

Number and percentage of published papers using data obtained from in
depth interviews

The research purpose/perspective/methodology was clearly stated in some published
papers. However, where there was little indication of the purpose/perspective/
methodology, an appraisal was required in order to determine if data from in-depth
interviewing techniques had contributed to the data used.
The number and percentage of papers where data was obtained from in-depth interviews
(defined in Section 6.3) are given in Table 15.
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Table 15:

Summary of findings indicating the number and percentage of
papers using data obtained by in-depth interview published in the
Proceedings of the Annual International Conferences on Postcompulsory Education and Training during the period from the
inaugural edition in 1993 to the final edition in 2005.
Conference
number and year

Number of
papers
published in
Proceedings

Number (%) of
papers published
in Proceedings
using data from
in-depth
interviews
4
(9.3)

1st

1993

43

2nd

1994

33

4

(12.12)

3rd

1995

36

7

(19.44)

4th

1996

59

15

(25.42)

5 th

1997

51

21

(41.17)

6th

1998

56

19

(33.93)

7th

1999

64

28

(43.75)

8th

2000

72

24

(33.33)

9th

2001

81

38

(46.91)

10th

2002

92

31

(33.70)

11th

2003

84

29

(34.52)

12th

2004

70

33

(47.14)

13th

2005

70

34

(48.57)

TOTALS:

811

287 (35.39)

Figure 7 provides graphic representation of the percentages of the published papers that
had used data obtained from in-depth interviews over the thirteen-year period.
Representations in Table 15 and Figure 7 indicate an initial increase in use of data
obtained from in-depth interviews following publication of the first proceedings until
1997. This increase was then followed by a period of fluctuations through until 2005.
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Figure 7:

Graphic representation of the percentage of published papers that used data obtained
from in-depth interviews in each year of publication of the Proceedings of the
Annual International Conferences on Post-compulsory Education and Training from
1993 to 2005.

The overall trend through this period was of increased usage with the highest level
being in the last edition in 2005 when almost half of the published papers used data
obtained from in-depth interviews.

(viii)

Topic areas in the field of PCVET addressed by research using data
obtained from in-depth interviews

Table 16 indicates those topic clusters that included data from the use of in-depth
interviewing techniques.
Data from in-depth interviews were not discernable in papers in six of the category
clusters outlined in Table 14. These categories were post-compulsory education,
postmodern aspects and influences, qualifications framework/qualifications/RPL, re
entry to post-compulsory education, school/industry and school/community links, and
VET professionals. These were not included in Table 16.
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Table 16: Contemporary issues in PCVET addressed by authors/researchers in published
conference papers in the Proceedings of the Annual International Conference on
Post-compulsory Education and Training during the period from the inaugural
edition in 1993 to the last year of publication in 2005.

Issues addressed in 287 Conference papers using data from
interviews
learning - action learning, collaborative learning, flexible
delivery(distance/informal/lifelong leaming/on-line/open
learning/peer learning/self-directed) and learning using
hypermedia
learning - pathways (including work based leaming/transfer of
learning/learning and work/workplace learning)
selfhood/identity
literacy and numeracy
pathways for youth/early school leavers
competency-based training and assessment/key and generic
competencies
knowledge acquisition, development and management/
transfer/judgement
research and effects on VET
(culture/design/methods/perspectives/practices)
access and equity in PVET (age, disabilities, gender, indigenous
communities, long-term unemployed, rural/regional, youth)
international perspectives on aspects of VET
learning cultures/learning communities/learning environments
professional development/career trajectories/HRD/mentoring
education and training needs/development/delivery
(including training packages)
VET interface between educational sectors (including dual
accreditation/credit transfers
apprenticeships/traineeships/pre-apprenticeships/on-the-job
workplace training
regional/remote/rural and farm business skills
tertiary/higher education
leadership/management
assessment
practice (workplace)
teaching and leaming/training and leaming/mentoring
changing nature of work/workplace change/workplace reform
organisational structure/systems and learning
VET collaborations/networks/partnerships
adult and community education, U3A
competence/competency standards/competency frameworks/
industry standards
cross-cultural perspectives on VET
program development/evaluation
teacher education and training for VET (including sessional)
technical and further education (TAFE)/ teachers in TAFE
affordances and engagement
communication competence/communication management
communities of practice

20

Number
of papers
published
on this
issue
63

20

46

14
12
11
10

19
20
20
24

10

27

10

20

9

17

9
9
9
8

33
20
20
20

8

14

7

14

7
7
6
5
5
5
4
4
4
3
3

14
28
8
9
11
13
13
13
17
6
20

3
3
3
3
2
2
2

9
10
17
11
2
9
10

Number
using
interview
data
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Issues addressed in 287 Conference papers using data from
interviews (continued)

Number
using
interview
data
2
2

development of expertise/excellence
economic issues in VET (including in
apprenticeships/traineeships)
future of VET
historical review of aspects of VET
industry and small business issues
learning/education (theoretical aspects)
pathways for mature workers
policy for VET - development/implementation/analysis
practice (reflective)
VET in schools
vocational skills development
volunteering
curriculum development/assessment/dissemination
environmental education and learning/health education
international student issues
practice (professional/educational)
school education
training markets/market reform
VET/training reform
assorted topics (mostly theoretical in nature)
Total

Number
of papers
published
on this
issue
8
7

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
18
287

3
13
4
9
6
15
5
6
10
3
13
4
4
6
3
4
3
72

In-depth interviews were used in higher proportions in some categories. As examples, 20
of the 63, or a little less than a third, of papers in the largest category cluster ‘modes of
learning’ used data from in-depth interviews, while in the second largest category
‘learning pathways’ 20 of 46 or a little less than a third of the papers used in-depth
interview data. On the other hand in the third largest category ‘selfhood/identity’ 14 of
19 or almost three quarters (the highest proportion) of papers had included data from in
depth interviews.

From its inception the published proceedings of this Conference had contributed to
PCVET research by providing a forum for the presentation, discussion and publication
of research and critical understanding of the field of PCVET during the period
investigated for this study.
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6.4

Discussion of results from the two Case Studies in relation to the use of in
depth interviewing in research in PCVET 1993 to 2005

In this Section I discuss results from the two Case Studies of the two peak publications
in order to address Research Question 1:
What is the extent of the practice of in-depth interviewing in published
research in the field of post-compulsory education and training (PCVET)
in Australia as represented by two peak publications?
Initially I discuss indicators to PCVETR in Australia constituting a Community of
Practice (after Wenger 1998, 2004, 2006; Wenger, McDermott & Snyder 2002) and in
Section 6.4.1, I discuss the extent of PCVETR research activity from 1993 to 2005 using
two Case Studies of peak publications from within that Community of Practice. This is
followed in Section 6.4.2 by a discussion of the extent of usage of in-depth interviewing
techniques in relation to demographic areas represented, and research areas addressed,
by PCVET researchers/authors. In Section 6.4.3 I discuss the extent of the use of in
depth interviewing by PCVET researchers/authors in terms of the size and scale of that
usage.
I preface this Section by explaining that results indicated that the field of PCVETR in
Australia appears to have been well served by the two Case Study publications in the
advancement of knowledge and understandings of post-compulsory vocational education
and training in the international arena. In Figure 5 these two peak publications were
positioned as artefacts within the PCVETR ‘practice’. These publications were
published by Australian bodies within the PCVET research ‘community’, and the
members of that community (researchers and authors) shared a ‘domain’ of interest and
inquiry, the three dimensions of Wenger’s (1998. 2004, 2006) and Wenger, McDermott
and Snyder’s (2002) perception of a Community of Practice.
The detailed analysis of the Journal issues and Conference proceedings demonstrated a
body of knowledge within these research-based, theoretical and scholarly artefacts
representative of practice. Within these artefacts the domain of shared interest and
shared inquiry in key issues within PCVET was evident and the community was
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demonstrated by the existence of organisations, the engagement from time to time of
members in workshops, seminars, symposia and conferences although they did not
necessarily work together on a daily basis. Thus the two peak publications were ‘active’
within the Community of Practice of PCVETR.
6 4.1

Discussion of results on research activity in PCVETR in Australia from 1993
2005

Researchers/authors within PCVETR employed a range of theoretical perspectives and
within their chosen perspectives made methodological choices appropriate to their
topics. While there was also considerable diversity of topics addressed by the PCVET
researchers/authors in both the Journal articles (147) and the papers in the Conference
proceedings (811) greater diversity was possible within the larger number of papers
published in the Conference proceedings. Nevertheless, within the smaller number of
Journal articles, editorial policies explicitly encouraged and supported diversity in topic
areas and perspectives used.
Analysis of the 81 1 papers from the Conference proceedings also demonstrated the use
of a wide range of theoretical perspectives and methodological approaches to research in
PCVET in response to each Conference theme. For example, at the 2005 Conference
contributions from many different theoretical perspectives and multiple research
methodologies in relation to critical issues in the field were invited to address the theme
of Vocational learning: Transitions, Interrelationships, Partnerships and Sustainable
Futures. Not all papers at this Conference were research-based, a number were scholarly
writings on critical issues facing the field of PCVET at the time. Over the first three
years of publication (1993, 1994 and 1995), the Conference proceedings averaged 37
papers per year. It was shown in the Case Study that support by contributors increased
over the last three years (2003, 2004, and 2005) averaging 74, or double that number of
papers, per year.
During the first four years of publication the purpose of the Conference proceedings
appeared to be to provide a forum for exchange and sharing between researchers and
scholars in a growing field of PCVETR in Australia. From 1997 the Conference offered
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a means for researchers in the Higher Education sector to conform to compliance
requirements for peer refereeing and review in line with the Higher Education Financial
and Research Data Collection Specifications. The peer refereeing/review status of
research in the field of PCVET in Australia evolved to keep pace with DEST
requirements for published research in higher education (for further details see
DEETYA/DEST websites for appropriate years).
The field of research in PCVET appeared to have prospered during the thirteen years of
publication of both the Australian based Journal continuum and this Australian-based
annual

international

Conference.

This was the period that encompassed the

establishment of the Australian National Training Authority (ANTA) in 1993, the
operational years and the abolition of that body in 2005 thus providing fertile ground
and challenges for researchers The operational years saw the introduction of a number of
new strategies in the field of PCVET including the Towards a Skilled Australia Strategy
(1994), the Working Nation White paper (1994), The Australian Qualifications
Framework (1995), the establishment of National Key VET Research Centres (1995),
the introduction of New Apprenticeships (1998), The Australian Quality Training
Framework (2001), National Strategy for VET 2004-2010 Shaping our Future (2003),
the establishment of ten Industry Councils (2005) and a State/Commonwealth agreement
for Skilling Australia’s Workforce: 2005-2008 (2005) (see Chapter One and Appendix 1
for more detail).
Journal authors and Conference presenters were attracted from within Australia and
from other countries, and worked in a broad range of entities such as government
departments, government enterprises, the community sector, the higher education sector,
industry, organisations, private and public training providers, services, regulatory
boards, research centres, and volunteer organisations (see Sections 6.3.1 and 6.3.2).
Researchers/authors used various theoretical perspectives to address PCVET topics in
Journal articles and Conference themes/papers. Consequently articles/papers took many
forms including scholarly writing, evaluations, literature and historical reviews, as well
as both practice-based and research-based studies appropriate to the topics. PCVET
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research could be based on empirical, interpretive, critical, postmodern or other specific
perspectives and could employ a range of research methodologies including quantitative,
qualitative, ethnographic, and mixed methods (see Appendices 7, 8 and 9). Flexibility
within chosen methodologies, including various in-depth interviewing techniques, was
possible within the context of emerging methodologies and techniques (outlined in
Chapter Two) to address contemporary issues. The field of PCVET was diverse in
relation to the countries in which the researchers/authors worked, in research
perspectives they held, in research methods and techniques they adopted, and in topics
they addressed. Results showed that topics at these PCET Conferences were focused on
issues spanning access and equity, career/professional development, community
services, competence, culture, ethics, identity and selfhood, industry issues, leadership
and management issues, lifelong learning, literacy and numeracy, modes of learning,
organisational issues, partnerships, policy, practice, both public and private provision of
training, qualifications, research, teaching and learning, training, transitions and
pathways, skills, VET and VET reform, volunteering, workplace communication,
workplace learning and work practices. Of the 811 published papers 287 or 35.39% used
data obtained from in-depth interviewing techniques.
Although less in number, Journal topics were also diverse with the most commonly
addressed being education and training needs, development and delivery including
delivery through training packages (22), competency-based training and assessment, and
various international perspectives (both 12), and aspects of learning, including
workplace learning (11). Those most commonly addressed in the Conference
proceedings were modes of learning (including action learning, collaborative learning,
flexible delivery, and learning using hypermedia) (63), learning pathways (including
workbased learning, transfer of learning, and learning in the workplace (45),
international perspectives on VET (33) and tertiary and higher education (28). Of the
147 articles published 45 or 30.61% used data obtained from in-depth interviewing
techniques.
Although these researchers/authors in PCVET covered a wide range of topic areas (see
Tables 9 and 14) those who published in the Journal more frequently addressed issues of
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education and training needs while those who published in the Conference proceedings
more frequently addressed modes of learning and learning pathways particularly in
relation to learning in the workplace. International perspectives on VET were frequently
addressed in both publications (second most frequent in the Journal and third most
frequent in the Conference proceedings).
Of the 147 published Journal articles 45 (30.61%), and of the 811 published Conference
papers 287 (35.39%), used data obtained by in-depth interviewing techniques.
Collectively, these figures showed that 332 (34.65%) of the 958 published
articles/papers used data from in-depth interviewing indicating that this was a technique
of choice for a little over a third of researchers/authors in these Case Studies.
6.4.2

Discussion of results on extent of the use of in-depth interviewing techniques
through the lenses of areas covered by PCVET researchers/authors

In this Section 1 discuss the results from the two Case Study Profiles of peak
publications on articles/papers that used data obtained from in-depth interviews through
the lens of the areas covered by the researchers. This is done on a number of levels:
(i) countries in which researchers/authors worked; (ii) the topic areas of PCVET that
researchers/authors investigated and wrote about; and (iii) the areas of theoretical
perspectives, methodological approaches and interviewing techniques adopted in the
research for their articles/papers.
(i)

Countries in which researchers using in-depth interviewing techniques
worked

In the two Case Studies researchers using in-depth interviewing worked in all states and
the ACT in Australia as well as a range of other countries within Africa, Asia,
Continental Europe, New Zealand, Northern America (Canada and the United States of
America), the Pacific Islands region and the United Kingdom. It appeared that in-depth
interviewing was used as a technique of choice in PCVET research, not only in one or
two countries or regions but in most regions of the world.
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(ii)

Areas in the field of PCVET addressed by research using data obtained from in
depth interviews

Contributions to the field of PCVETR came from researchers/authors representing a
wide range of countries and accompanying work environments resulting in considerable
diversity in the areas of published topics where data obtained from in-depth interviewing
techniques had been used. In order to represent the diversity of the 332 of 958
articles/papers using data from in-depth interviews, results for topics addressed were
categorised into clusters. While these categories were not the only ones possible, from
my perspectives I considered that those selected did encapsulate issues of interest within
the PCVET community at the time. In the following discussion, the categorised clusters
from both publications have been grouped to provide a ‘big picture’ result of the number
of aggregated Journal articles and Conference papers for each category of topics
addressed by researchers/authors using data from in-depth interviews. These are shown
as a percentage of the total number of articles and papers that used such data.

Results showed the largest groupings to be:
Learning (54 of 332 or 16.8%) including ‘modes of learning’, ‘pathways between
learning and work for young and mature people’, and 'workplace learning’;
Education and Training: (37 of 332 or 11.5%) including ‘apprenticeships and pre
apprenticeships’, ‘environment education’, ‘further education’, ‘health education, school
education, TAFE, teacher education and training’, ‘traineeships’, ‘training packages’ and
‘vocational skills development’;
Specific aspects of Vocational Education and Training (VET) (33 of 332 or 10.2%)
including ‘cross-cultural perspectives on VET’, ‘economic issues in VET’, ‘future of
VET’, ‘historical aspects of VET,’ ‘reform and VET’, ‘VET in schools’, ‘VET interface
between sectors’, and ‘VET policy’;
Competency issues: (22 of 332 or 6.8%) including ‘communication competence’,
‘competence’,

‘competency-based

training

and

assessment’,

‘generic

and

key

competencies’ and ‘competency standards’ and ‘frameworks’;
International perspectives on VET: (20 of 332 or 6.2%) that focused on aspects of
PCVET in countries other than Australia;
Selfhood an identity: (14 of 332 or 4.3%); and
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Access and equity: (14 of 332 or 4.3%) including ‘age, disabilities, gender, indigenous
Australians, long-term unemployed, remote, rural, and regional’ issues.
These categories accounted for 60.1% of article/papers using data from in-depth
interviews. The remaining topic areas were wide ranging in nature and indicative of the
diversity of research interests among those PCVET researchers who used data obtained
from in-depth interviewing techniques in their publications. The topics included:
‘learning pathways’; ‘literacy and numeracy’; “professional development’; ‘research’;
‘knowledge’; ‘organisational’; ‘practice’; ‘rural and remote’; ‘higher education';
‘workplace change’; ‘teacher training’; plus other assorted topics. For details see
Appendices 11 &16.
Use of in-depth interviewing techniques by researchers to investigate the diversity of
topics was indicative of wide-ranging changes affecting the field of PCVET in Australia
outlined in Chapter One and the impact of those changes on learning, schools, the higher
education and VET sectors including TAFE, young people, women, workers and work
practices, teachers and teaching practices, trainers, management, rural and remote
communities, industries, businesses and workplaces generally. Within the range
articles/papers using in-depth interviewing techniques identified in these Case Studies, a
number of perspectives and research methodologies were evident.
(iii)

Perspectives and methodological approaches adopted by researchers/authors using
in-depth interviewing techniques

Results from the Case Studies indicated that in-depth interviewing techniques were used
by researchers/authors in practice-based studies, research-based studies, reviews, and
theoretical/scholarly writing. Research-based articles/papers using data obtained from
in-depth interviews were variously described by authors as, or were ascertained to be,
authoethnographic
ethnographic,

(researcher

feminist,

as

heuristic,

subject),

constructionist,

interpretive,

life

history,

critical,

empirical,

phenomenographic,

phenomenological, postmodern or qualitative in their theoretical perspective.
In line with these theoretical perspectives and approaches researchers who had elected to
use in-depth interviewing techniques used field study, mixed, multimodal, site study or
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triangulated methods. Studies were described either as an analysis, a case study, an
evaluation study, an exploratory study, an interpretive study, an oral history, a pilot
study or a review. However, in some instances more than one of these terms applied. For
example a review may have been conducted as a case study. In analysing interviewing
techniques I found that researchers had used a wide range of terms to describe their data
collection techniques all of which would fall under the umbrella term of an in-depth
interview (see Chapter One, Section 1.12 and Chapter Six, Section 6.3). Researchers
described their in-depth interviewing techniques as conversations, critical dialogue,
critical incidents, focus clusters, forum discussions, cluster interviews, in-depth
interviews (single or multiple), narrative stories, ongoing discussions, reflections and a
‘survey’ that from the technique described was not a structured survey but rather a semistructured in-depth interview technique. Researchers conducted such interviews either
face-to-face, by e-mail, or by telephone and very infrequently by video or interactive
software. In summary, results indicated that in-depth interviewing was used in the field
of research in PCVET in Australia to collect data for research based on a wide variety of
theoretical perspectives using various interviewing techniques.
6.4.3

Discussion of results on the extent of in-depth interviewing through the lenses of
size and scale as used by PCVET researchers/authorsI

I indicated earlier that results from analysis of the two peak publication Case Study
Profiles showed that a little over a third of the combined total of published
articles/papers used data obtained from in-depth interviews. In this section the results
are used to address the extent of the use of in-depth interviewing in terms of the lenses
of size and scale for: (i) the ANZJVERIIJTR continuum; (ii) the Proceedings of the
Annual International Conference on Post-compulsory Education and Training; and (iii)
the combination of the two publications.
(i)

Size and scale of the use of in-depth interviewing techniques in articles/papers in
the ANZJVERIIJTR continuum (Case Study One)

Of the 147 published Journal articles 45 or 30.61% used data obtained by in-depth
interviewing techniques. Over the lifetime of the Journal’s publication there were
fluctuations (between 9 and 14) with a general decrease in the number of articles
published in each volume. There were even greater fluctuations in the number of
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published articles using data using in-depth interviews from 1 of 13 (7.69%) in 1995 to 8
of 11 (72.73%) in 2002 the highest number and percentage in the last year of publication
as the ANZJVER (see Table 10). Numbers of articles using data obtained from in-depth
interviews were shown to be in decline from 4 of 14 (28.57%) in the first Volume in
1993 until rising to 6 of 10 (60%) in Volume 8 (2000) and reaching the highest point in
Volume 10 (2002 the final year of publication as ANZJVER) with 8 of 11 (72.73%). A
decrease to early levels was indicated over the three years as the IJTR, that is, 6 out of
11 (54.55%) in 2003; 2 of 10 (20%) in 2004; and 4 of 9 (44.44) in 2005 (see Table 10).
Figure 8 provides graphic representations and linear trends for the number of articles
published in each volume of the Journal continuum from 1993 to 2005 (inclusive) and
the number of articles using data obtained from in-depth interviews. This Figure
demonstrates an overall decline in the number of articles published (black trendline) and
a general increase in the number of articles using data from in-depth interview
techniques (red trendline). This Figure is based on raw numbers of articles published
using data from in-depth interviews.

While the trends in the percentage of Journal articles that used data from in-depth
interviews from 1993 to 2005 are shown in Figure 8, while a comparison between the
trendlines of percentages of Journal articles and Conference papers using data from in
depth interviews is demonstrated in Figure 10 later in this Section.

♦

Number of articles

■

Number using interviews

------- Linear (Number of articles)
-------Linear (Number using interviews)

1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005

ANZJVER
Figure 8

<-

IJTR

-f

Trends in the number of articles published and the number of articles using
data obtained from in-depth interviews in ANZJVER/UTR
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From the document analysis it seemed volatility might be attributed to factors such as:
•

researchers/authors not considering the use in-depth interviewing in their
research. It was shown that in the field of PCVETR there were theoretical
and methodological perspectives used where in-depth interviewing was
not regarded as a suitable technique. For example, when post-compulsory
adult and vocational education became a field of study within higher
education, a number of researchers moved into that field with research
experience as behavioural psychologists who did not normally use in
depth interviewing as their technique of choice.

•

researchers being attracted to specific PCVET issues better addressed by
other methods. For example, some topics (such as the assessment,
economics of VET) were more often addressed using quantitative
methods;

•

editorial policy; or

•

change of editor.

It must be acknowledged that in an academic journal where the number of published
articles is on average 11 per year, the publication of one more or one less article in each
volume makes a marked difference to trends. For example, one more, or one less, article
using data obtained from in-depth interviews being published in each volume has a
marked effect on the proportion/percentage (the scale) of usage. Nevertheless, the
trendlines indicate that while the number of published articles in the ANZJVERIIJTR
continuum from 1993 to 2005 had decreased, the proportion/percentage of those papers
using data obtained from in-depth interviewing techniques had increased.
(ii)

Size and scale of the use of in-depth interviewing techniques in papers in the
Proceedings of the Annual International Conference on Post-compulsory
Education and Training (Case Study Two)

Of the 811 published Conference papers in the period from 1993 to 2005 (inclusive) 287
(35.39%) had used data obtained from in-depth interviews (see Table 15). Overall, there
was an increase in the numbers of papers published in each year of the Conference
Proceedings. During the lifetime of the publication, the number of papers published rose
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from 43 in 1993 to a peak of 92 papers in 2002 and finished with 70 papers in the last
volume in 2005. There was a pattern of fluctuations in the number of published articles
using data from in-depth interviews that ranged between 4 of 43 or 9.3% in the first year
of publication in 1993, to 34 of 70 or 48.57% in 2005 in the last year of publication. A
marked increase in use of in-depth interviewing data in published papers over the
lifetime of the Conference from 1993 to 2005 was indicated.
Figure 9 provides graphic representations and linear trends for the number of papers
published in each volume of the Conference proceedings from 1993 to 2005 (inclusive)
and the number of papers using data obtained from in-depth interviews. This Figure
demonstrates a marked increase in the number of papers published (black trendline) and
a less-marked increase in the number papers using data from in-depth interview
techniques (red trendline). While the trend in the percentage of Conference papers that
used data from in-depth interviews from 1993 to 2005 is shown in Figure 9, a
comparison between the trendlines of percentages of Conference papers and Journal
articles using data from in-depth interviews is demonstrated in Figure 10.

♦

Number of papers

■

Number using interviews

-------Linear (Number of papers)
-------Linear (Number using interviews)
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Figure 9 Trends in the number of papers published and the number of papers using
data obtained from in-depth interviews over the lifetime of Proceedings of the
Annual International Conference on Post-compulsory Education and
Training

From 1993 to 2005, as seen in Figure 9, the trend lines (black and red) showed an
increase in both the number of papers published in the Conference Proceedings, and the
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number of papers using data obtained from in-depth-interviews. Although the trend of
increase was more marked for the number of papers published, the trend for usage of
data obtained from in-depth-interviews for this publication also indicated a steady
general increase over the lifetime of the publication of the Conference Proceedings.
(iii)

Percentage of usage of in-depth interviewing techniques in the two peak
publications

Results on the percentage of published papers using data obtained from using in-depth
interviews in the two peak publications are represented graphically and as linear trend
lines in Figure 10. This Figure shows a simple graphic representation (dark blue) and
the trend line (mid blue) of the percentage of articles for each yearly volume of the
ANZJVER IJTR continuum from 1993-2005 that used data from in-depth interviews. It
also show's a simple graphic representation (red line) and the dashed trend line (maroon
—) of the percentage of articles for each yearly publication of the Proceedings of the
Annual International Conference on Post-compulsory Education and Training from
1993-2005 that used data from in-depth interviews.

----- •------Journals
------■------Conference
------------ Linear (Conference)
------------- Linear (Journals)

1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005

FigurelO

Trends in the percentage of articles/papers using data obtained from in-depth
interviews in each year of publication of the ANZJVER IJTR continuum and the
Proceedings of the Annual International Conference on Post-compulsory
Education and Training

It can be seen in Figure 10 that although there were marked differences in fluctuations of
usage of data from in-depth interviews over the thirteen-year study period for both peak
publications the trend lines (mid-blue and dashed maroon—) indicate a general
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increase in usage in both publications but a slightly greater degree of increase in the
ANZJVER/IJTR continuum.
In detail, the authors of 30.61% (45 of 147) of Journal articles, and 35.39% (287 of 811)
Conference papers had used in-depth interviewing to obtain data, showing a general
increase in that usage over the period 1993-2005. Overall 34.65% (332 of 958), or a
little over one third, of all published articles/papers in PCVETR analysed for this study
included data obtained from in-depth interviews.
6.5

In Summary

To summarise, the continued publication of ‘academic’ and invited articles in the
ANZJVER/IJTR (Case Study One) demonstrated sustained researcher/author support for
the fully peer-reviewed section of the Journal. While some authors who had contributed
regularly to the ANZVER did not publish following the change to the IJTR, other
contributors were attracted. Reportedly, the change to IJTR did bring ‘some perceived
tensions between “high-rated” peer reviewed content and the need for the Association
[AVETRA] to also represent the work of practitioners’ (Miller 2008, p.27). Although the
inclusion of a Policy and Practice section in IJTR was designed to take shorter articles of
a more practical and applied nature (AVETRA website 2010) that may have been
considered more likely to encourage VET practitioners and early career researchers to
publish, there were a number of IJTR issues in the period of the study where no Policy
and Practice articles were published. There were two such articles in Volume 1, Issue 1
and one article in Volume 2, Issue 1 but none in the remaining four issues (see
AVETRA website 2010).
The evident lack of support for the Policy and Practice articles in the IJTR suggested that
practitioners and early career researchers in PC VET may have been reluctant to avail
themselves of the opportunity to publish shorter more practical articles in the IJTR at the
time. From 1993 to 2005, 147 articles had been published in the ANZJVER/IJTR
consortium and 811 in the Proceedings of the Annual International Conference on Postcompulsory Education and Training (Case Study Two), in total 958 articles and papers.
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Document analysis of the two Case Studies using these peak publications provided data
sets showing that published articles/papers were authored by scholars who either chose
to address PCVET issues from a theoretical perspective or scholars who chose to address
issues in researched based articles. PCVET researchers who published in the two peak
publications were shown to have adopted a diversity of research perspectives,
methodological approaches and data collection techniques. These techniques included
various modes of in-depth interviewing.
In conclusion, the finding from the document analysis in response to Research
Question 1, as to the extent of the practice of using of in-depth interviewing in PCVET
research, was that just over one third of the diverse articles/papers in these representative
peak publications used data from in-depth interviewing. This demonstrates firstly that
researchers, reviewers, referees and editors alike acknowledged the appropriateness and
usefulness of in-depth interviewing techniques in the Community of Practice of
PCVETR. and secondly that data obtained from the use of in-depth interview techniques
contributed significantly to the development of knowledge and understanding of the
field of PCVET from 1993 to 2005 inclusive.
These findings and trends invited further investigation of the nature of both the practice
of in-depth interviewing through the experiences of practitioners who had used in-depth
interviewing techniques in research in PCVET in Australia. In response, the nature of
the practice of in-depth interviewing is explored in Chapter Seven to address Research
Question 2. This is done using multiple sources of data including document analysis of
two peak publications selected as Case Studies, analysis of questionnaire and in-depth
interview responses from participants from the Community of Practice of PCVETR,
together with researcher reflections during the study (see reflections examples
Appendix 17).
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Chapter Seven
Practitioner experiences and perceptions of the practice of
IN-DEPTH INTERVIEWING: DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS IN RELATION TO
Research Question 2:
What is the nature of the practice of in-depth interviewing in the field of
post-compulsory education and training research (PCVETR) in Australia
as represented by authors published in two peak publications?

In most cases quantitative data are ultimately based on accounts in words
so there is one sense in which all psychological and social data are
fundamentally verbal.
(Hammersley 1998, p. 161)
.An interview is a joint production of what interviewees and interviewers
talk about together and how they talk to each other. The record of the
interview that we as researchers make and then use in our work of analysis
and interpretation is a representation of that talk.
(Mishler 1986, Preface)

7.1

Introduction

In this chapter I elucidate the nature of the practice of in-depth interviewing in
PCVETR using nature in the sense of ‘basic features or qualities’ as defined in the
Concise Oxford English Dictionary (Soanes & Stevenson 2004, p.954). The
interpretation of what such features and qualities might be within the practice of in
depth research interviewing in PCVET has been drawn from the document analysis of
the two peak publications (artefacts) examined in Chapter Six, participant researcher
responses to both a questionnaire and to in-depth interviews with the researcher, as well
as from my own reflexive account (See Appendix 17) as the research interviewer in this
study on PCVET. In Chapter Six it was found that the extent of the use of in-depth
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interviewing as a research technique by researchers/authors in the two Case Study peak
publications was significant (332 of 958 articles/papers or 34.65%). From this pool of
researchers/authors, a purposive sample of eighteen authors was recruited as
participants and invited to respond to a questionnaire followed by one, and in some
cases, two in-depth interviews with the researcher (see methodology Chapter Five). The
investigation was framed within the context of the changing PCVET environment
(Chapter One), different perspectives on research methodologies (Chapter Two), the
nature of practice (Chapter Three), in-depth interviewing as practice (Chapter Four) and
PCVETR seen as a Community of Practice (Chapter Five). Against these frameworks,
multiple sources of evidence were used to address Research Question 2:
What is the nature of the practice of in-depth interviewing in the field of
post-compulsory education and training research (PCVETR) in Australia as
represented by authors published in two peak publications?
7.1.1

Using multiple sources of evidence

The multiple sources of evidence referred to in this Chapter are listed in Table 17 along
with the participating researchers by pseudonym for each of the phases of data
collection. Assigned pseudonyms in alphabetical order are: Alan, Alice, Barbara, Ben,
Brad, Ellen, Emily, Fiona, Greg, Janet, Joan, Lee, Maggie, Natalie, Peter, Richard,
Roberta, and Stuart (see Section 5.10.2).

In Section 7.2, findings on the characteristics of the participants from their questionnaire
and interview responses are discussed in order to establish the range of their particular
in-depth research interviewing practice and experience. My interpretation of the nature
of in-depth interviewing in PCVETR was partially constructed from these findings.
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Table 17: Multiple sources of data and participants involved

Source of data
Document analysis
(of Case Studies)
Questionnaire

Number
n/a

Participants (by pseudonym)
n/a

18

Questionnaire:

Alan, Alice, Barbara, Ben, Brad, Ellen,
Emily, Fiona, Greg, Janet, Joan, Lee,
Maggie, Natalie, Peter, Richard, Roberta,
Stuart
17

First interview telephone

Interview 1 Tel:

11

Alice, Brad, Ellen, Emily, Janet, Joan,
Maggie, Peter, Richard, Roberta, Stuart
Interview 1 F-2-F:
face-to-face

Interview I email:
email

5

Alan, Ben, Greg, Lee, Natalie
1

Fiona
4

Second interview face-to-face

Interview 2 F-2-F:

3

Ellen, Lee, Roberta
telephone

Interview 2 Tel:

1

Brad
Researcher reflections

Researcher reflections:

Bernice (real name)
Interviews by Lee

Researcher reflections interviews

Bernice (real name)

7.2

Investigating the characteristics ofparticipant researchers in PCVET
contributing to this study

In this Section characteristics determined from the responses of eighteen participant
researchers from the Community of Practice of PCVET Researchers are discussed. In
interview, these practitioners indicated that they had also authored articles/papers in
publications other than those used as Case Studies in this research. Thus they were
active contributors to a range of publications in PCVETR that included academic books
and book chapters, academic and scholarly journals, commissioned research, conference
proceedings, and other professional publications (see interview transcripts Appendices
7, 8 and 9.)
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7.2.1

Personal characteristics ofparticipant researchers

Characteristics of the participant researchers

informing this study (from the

questionnaire) were: (i) gender; (ii) age grouping; (iii) first language; (iv) occupation;
(v) (a) initial formal training on leaving school and (b) first qualification gained; (vi)
country where the first qualification was gained; and (vii) summary of characteristics.
Results are given in Appendix 18.1. A discussion of the analysis of these findings
follows.
(i)

Gender of participant researchers

Gender was not evenly represented within the group of participant researchers with
approximately two thirds being female (eleven female and seven male researchers) (see
Appendix 18.1 (i)). No attempt was made to obtain an equal gender distribution in the
recruitment process. Rather, during the time available to collect data for this stage of the
study, any leads to contact published authors identified in the two peak publications
were followed up as a purposive sample regardless of gender (Miles & Huberman 1994,
pp.27-34).
(ii)

Age distribution of participant researchers

Age ranges represented by the eighteen participants were: 31-40 years (1); 41-50 years
(4); 51-60 years (9, i.e. half of the group); and 61+ years (4) (see Appendix 18.1 (ii)).
No participants were under 30 years, only one participant was in the 31-40 years age
range with all others distributed across the 41-50, 51-60 and the 61+ years age ranges.
Such a distribution indicates that this group of participants was mature-aged.
(iii)

First language of participant researchers

All of the participating researchers reported being speakers of English as their first
language (see Appendix 18.1 (iii)). This finding showed that these researchers did not
represent the diverse ethnic mix in Australia indicated in the 2006 census in which
21.5 % of the population reported not speaking English in the home (Australian Bureau
of Statistics 2007).
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(iv)

Occupation of participant researchers (at the time of the study)

A little under two thirds (11) of the participant researchers reported their occupation as
being an academic. A further one sixth (3) reported being either a researcher or
associate researcher, and the remainder (4) variously reported being a unit director, a
senior head teacher, a research project officer or a student/research assistant (see
Appendix 18.1 (iv)). Most of the participants worked in an academic or university
research environment in various capacities ranging from full professors to research
assistants while two participants were involved in research in their capacities within
TAFE.
(v)

Initial formal training and first qualification gained:
(a) Initial formal education/training undertaken on leaving school

Thirteen participant researchers initially undertook an undergraduate university degree
after leaving school and five variously undertook either a TAFE Trade Certificate (1),
TAFE non-trade Certificate (teaching) (1) or Diploma (2), or a City and Guilds Diploma
(United Kingdom) (1). Of the three participants who initially undertook a diploma
course, one subsequently transferred to an undergraduate university degree before
completing the diploma (Appendix 18.1 (v) (a).
(b) First qualification gained
The first qualification obtained for most was an undergraduate university degree in
either arts (11) or sciences (2) with four of those being an honours degree. Of the
remaining five participants, one gained an undergraduate business degree, one a
diploma (in accountancy) and three gained a TAFE qualification (one trade certificate,
one non-trade teaching certificate and one diploma). Three of the eighteen coupled this
initial qualification with a diploma of education or teaching certificate (Appendix
18.1 (v) (b).

Overall, these findings demonstrate that while most of these researchers began their
post-compulsory education at university about one third did not and subsequently
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entered this research field by other educational pathways. In other words, many of these
researchers who were using interviewing in their research in PCVET were initially
educated in humanities or science while a smaller group were trained in vocational/trade
practices. Further discussion of participants’ education and their formal and informal
training in in-depth interviewing is provided in Section 7.2.5.
(vi)

Country in which first qualification was gained

Fourteen, or in other words just over three quarters, of the participants gained their first
qualification in Australia and the remaining four gained their first qualifications in the
United Kingdom (see Appendix 18.1 (vi)).
(vii)

Summary profile of personal characteristics of participant researchers

In summary it can be seen that, while there were more females than males in this
purposive sample, both males and females were represented and these interviewers
could be said to represent Anglo cultural backgrounds with all having English as their
first language. Most first qualifications were gained in Australia with a small number
gained in the United Kingdom. While these first qualifications were predominately in
arts, with a small number in sciences, business and trades, their current occupations
were directly related to PCVET research. These adult participants, aged (all but one)
over 40 years of age, seemed well placed to contribute mature perspectives to their in
depth interviewing practice and to the field of PCVETR in Australia.
7.2.2

Research perspectives and research interests of the participant researchers

In the questionnaire (Appendix 10.4) participants were prompted to indicate whether
the more ‘recognised’ research perspectives (i.e. quantitative, qualitative, empirical,
critical, interpretive, critical, post-structural or postmodern) applied to their work but
were then invited to nominate any ‘others’. The eighteen participants nominated a total
of eighty individual perspectives. As detailed in Appendix 18.2(i), all eighteen
participating researchers reported qualitative as being a term that applied to their
research perspectives with fifteen also nominating interpretive and ten nominating
critical. A further four indicated postmodern perspectives and three post-structural. In
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addition ten indicated quantitative perspectives while in the ‘other’ category two
researchers nominated mixed method and four researchers each nominated one of the
following terms - feminist, pagan, reflexive and socio-cultural.

These results indicated that while the term ‘qualitative’ research applied to the research
perspectives of all participants, for a little more than half of the participants,
‘quantitative’ perspectives also applied. Although the group had nominated a wide
range of perspectives, only two nominated ‘mixed method ’ which may imply that the
remainder did not consider naming the combination of perspectives as ‘mixed method’
or, alternatively, that in reality they did not ‘mix’ approaches in individual research
studies. Most (15) participants nominated ‘interpretive’, indicating that this group of
participants were strongly ‘interpretive qualitative’ in their approach to research. In
addition, a little more than half (10) nominated ‘critical’ approaches that may indicate
that many PCVET research interviewers chose to conduct studies that brought about
change and may have used in-depth interviewing techniques in this process. For
example, Alice (in interview) expanded on her Questionnaire response:
I’m a people person.... I wasn’t interested in collecting statistical data, I was
interested in people’s perceptions....through qualitative research I believe 1
can bring about change (Alice Interview 1 Tel.).
Nomination of ‘other’ perspectives by four participants suggests that they either worked
with less traditional methods or that their fields of research were more specialised and
were explained in more descriptive terms. In other words, the practice of in-depth
interviewing was applied within a broad range of research perspectives by these
participants.
In response to a question on their research interests (see Appendix 18.2(ii)), half (9) of
the eighteen participant researchers nominated aspects of ‘workplace learning’ or
‘learning at work’. In addition four reported aspects of ‘human resource development’
or ‘organisational learning’ while another four reported aspects of education and
training expressed as ‘vocational education’ or ‘training’ or ‘post-compulsory
education’ or ‘adult learning’. ‘Equity’, ‘policy’ or ‘systems’, ‘practice’ and ‘volunteer
work’ were each reported by two participants. Other research interests mentioned by
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only one of the participants were: ‘academic learning’, ‘apprenticeships’, ‘assessment’,
‘educational

leadership’,

‘generic

attributes’,

‘innovation’,

‘interpersonal

communication’, ‘literacy’, ‘men’s learning’, ‘neighbourhood centres’, ‘part-time
students working’, ‘rural learning’, ‘skills and performance’, ‘worker identity’, ‘work
pedagogies’ and ‘youth’.
While there was strong evidence of a research interest in ‘workplace learning/learning at
work’ among these participant researchers, other interests in this group were quite
diverse. Apprenticeships could have been included in the category of learning at work
but in this instance the specific category was retained as being indicative of a research
specialisation in the area. There were sixteen different areas of research interest each
nominated by only one researcher.
Findings from the document analysis of two peak publications in Chapter Six indicated
that the most discussed topics in published articles or papers using data collected from
in-depth interviewing were in the ‘learning’ category (54 of 332 or 16.27%). Topics
included adult learning, learning and work for young people, modes of learning, socio
cultural issues in learning and workplace learning. In the Questionnaire, 13 (76%) of the
17 participants reported that either workplace learning, learning at work, academic
learning, adult learning, men’s learning or rural learning was for them a research
interest. ‘Learning’ was shown to be the most often reported research interest of the
participants in this study and also the most discussed topic in the articles and papers in
the two peak publications over the 13-year period investigated (see also Appendix 16).
Nevertheless, while most of the participants had a declared interest in learning within
the field of PCVET, they demonstrated a diversity of specialised interests. This
diversity, together with their wide-ranging research experience indicated a ‘richness’ of
research ‘stories’ in relation to the nature of in-depth interviewing practice contributed
to this study.
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7.2.3

Participant researchers' perspectives on using various modes of in-depth
interviewing

All participants had used in-depth interviews in their research (Appendix 18.3(i) & (ii)),
and all had used and many preferred, face-to-face interviews. Richard encapsulated
some of the positive characteristics of using a face-to-face mode:
I prefer face-to-face interviews although it takes time as people need time to
reflect....when you ask a question you need a sense of timing....you can leave
silences. People become more comfortable, you don’t have to fill every
moment [with talk] (Richard Interview I, Tel).
Nevertheless, telephone interviews were used by fifteen participants (see Appendix
18.3(vi)) even though this mode has in my experience been avoided by some
researchers because non-verbal cues are not as ‘readable’ compared to face-to-face
interviews (Mohan, McGregor, Saunders & Archee 2008, pp.237-9). These participants
recognised

telephone

interviews

as

being

cost

effective

(saved

travel

and

accommodation costs) but as also having limitations of being less personal resulting in
greater difficulties in ‘reading’ body language. Mostly these practitioners were flexible
in their use of face-to-face and telephone interviewing modes according to
circumstances. After many years of face-to-face interviewing Stuart reported that:
I’m getting to the stage where I’m all ‘ethnographed’ out and am looking for
a different approach so I might do a large telephone interview with a set of
questions and then follow with selecting some to participate in groups [group
interviews] (Stuart Interview I Tel.).
However, there were others who were not at all comfortable with conducting in-depth
telephone interviews. For example Brad reported that the first interviews he had done
were for his PhD and he ‘felt fraudulent’ because they had been by telephone and
consequently rarely conducted telephone interviews (Brad Interview 1, Tel.). For me as
the researcher conducting two telephone interviews with him where he expressed quite
disparaging views on the use of telephone interviews, I thought we handled the situation
well (Researcher reflections Brad Interviews 1 & 2, Tel. Appendix 17). We had quickly
developed a level of rapport in which we were able to discuss our perceptions and
feelings around this issue quite openly. For me, these telephone interviews did not seem
to be difficult or fraudulent as a method (or mode) of data collection. I was mindful that
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Brad said he had agreed to become involved in telephone interviews in this study
because:

...we are both researchers and have trust in each other....and because of my
own deep interest in research interviewing and I like to talk about it....on the
other hand telephone interviews can be just getting answers to questions [as in
a questionnaire]....//’s limiting and not rich (Brad Interview 1, Tel.).
In these telephone interviews with Brad discussion did not feel ‘limiting’ and the
interviews seemed to be as rich as any I had ever conducted. As Brad’s ‘openness’
seemed to be authentic I appreciated and responded to his trust (Mohan, McGregor,
Saunders & Archee 2008, p. 108). This situation is indicative of the influence a working
relationship that includes levels of trust between researcher interviewer and participant
may have on interview processes and outcomes.
While five participants had reported using the more recently available mode of email
interviewing, Peter in interview was emphatic that he would never use email {Peter
Interview l, Tel.). On the other hand, while Maggie had used email she explained that
she had only done so as a follow-up technique {Maggie Interview 1, Tel.). Lee ‘hadn't
ever thought of using e-interviews’ - and her non-verbal cue (screwed up nose)
suggested she was unlikely to do so (Lee Interview!, F-2-F).
A further development in my own in-depth interviewing practice (reflections Appendix
17) occurred when Fiona negotiated to be interviewed by email because she was leaving
for overseas soon after completing the Questionnaire but still wanted to participate in
the interview phase of the study. The outcome of our negotiations was an agreement
that I would divide the interview protocol into themed sections to send individually and
would respond with any follow-up questions before sending the next section to her.
After her experience of this type of email interview process Fiona commented that
addressing the questions in smaller batches rather than having them all at once had
worked well for her - ‘I think I would have given them less thought’ [if they had been
sent all at once] (Fiona Interview 1, email). From my perspective as the researcher I
thought that sending the interviewee the trigger questions all at one time by email would
have been similar to conducting a complex written questionnaire rather than a mutually
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engaging (written) dialogue in a semi-structured e-interview. My reflective summary of
this experience of in-depth interviewing practice read:

The time lag makes for a very different process from the immediate response
of the one-to-one real-time interview ....participants at both ends may be on
leave. However as long as the participants are both patient (and keep a sense
of humour) the e-interview makes possible inteiwiews that might otherwise be
out of the question. A great exercise (Researcher Reflections on Fiona
Interview 1, email).
This experience of e-in-depth interviewing did not happen in ‘real time’. Regional time
differences and computer access resulted in an asynchronous process that was
protracted over time and as such could be unsuitable for many studies. I did not use any
electronic synchronous techniques such as web-based modes, chat rooms, blogs or
Skype and none of the participants referred to using these (see James & Busher 2009).
Both video conferencing and focus groups were each reported to have been used by only
one participant as an interview mode (see Appendix 18.3(vi)), although it was not clear
if other participants had included focus groups in their understandings of ‘in-depth
interview’. Mainly they commented on their experiences in terms of one-to-one
interviewing with some reference to interviewing participants in pairs (particularly
when inexperienced young people were interviewed).
In-depth interviewing modes (face-to-face, telephone, email and group) commonly
brought interviewing skills and technical reproduction techniques together. From
interview findings, there was considerable variation in participants’ perceptions of the
value of, and the most effective technique for, recording interviews. There was also
variation in reasons for particular choices of techniques for recording data.
Some participants saw no value in electronically recording and transcribing every
interview for every piece of research. Peter preferred to write summaries of interviews
and commented that the decision to do so depended on the research method used. He
often worked with a second interviewer and both made summaries of the interviews
after which they collaborated on, and negotiated, the analysis of the interviews using the
combined summaries (Peter Interview 1, Tel.).
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Maggie had a number of quite different approaches to the practice of recording
interviews. In some situations she would word process interviews directly onto the
computer as she was conducting the interview:
I often use a laptop and process straight in...
Researcher: Do you find people are put off by this at all?
No. I always explain that I am going to do that (Maggie Interview 1, Tel.).
Nevertheless in some instances she found recording in this way to be inappropriate and
said:
I’ve been using a little dictaphone a lot recently when I’m doing focus groups,
when I find it’s not appropriate to tape or to take notes 1 listen and sit down
immediately and write up the notes....I have a very good memory for what
people say. Then I verify the text with participants (Maggie Interview 1, Tel.).
When I asked in what situations she would choose to do that her response was:
When the group is highly charged emotionally or there is an air of suspicion
and I’m not sure of my place. Then we'd give the notes [from the interview] to
people to read and verify. It’s about being open with everything you do.
Interviewing is all about negotiation from the very first approach (Maggie
Interview 1, Tel.).
Maggie exhibited flexibility in her approach to conducting and recording interviews and
Greg’s views summed up many participants’ recording techniques:
I take notes and occasionally tape. Except in specific instances such as in
linguistic analysis I’m reasonably convinced that in the commissioned research
I do it’s not profitable to do tapes and transcripts....there’s a lot of effort for no
gain. A place where taping is useful is where the interviews are hectic and
hard to keep track of such as in group interviews. I take notes on salient facts
and impressions and I record some salient quotes and from these notes write
up the case study (Greg Interview 1, F-2-F).
In summary all eighteen participants reported having used, and most preferred, face-toface interviews, fifteen used telephone interviews, five used email as a mode of
interviewing and one had used video-conferencing and one focus groups. In these
modes they used a variety of techniques for recording interviews ranging from note
taking to audio recording both in situ and after the interview. They interviewed and
recorded mostly as the sole interviewer and only occasionally with other interviewers.
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7.2.4

Participant researchers ’ experience as in-depth research interviewers within
PCVET

Trends in the participants’ interview experience showed that all eighteen participants
had conducted research on a wide variety of topics in which in-depth interviewing
modes had been used (see Appendix 18.3(i)). Furthermore, as well as including in-depth
interviewing in their research models the eighteen participants had personally conducted
in-depth interviews in their research indicating that the views they expressed in the
questionnaires and interviews for the study were grounded in personal experience
(Appendix 18.3(h)). The range of their interviewing experience spanned almost 30
years (Appendix 18.3(iii)). One participant first conducted such interviews in 1975 (the
earliest reported) and another in 1978. Six participants first conducted in-depth
interviews between 1980 and 1989, seven between 1990 and 1999 and three between
2000 and 2005. From Table (iii) in Appendix 18.3 it is shown that two thirds (12) of the
eighteen participants began in-depth interviewing prior to 1993, the year in which the
two peak publications used as Case Studies (Chapter Six) came into being. The
remaining six participants began in-depth interviewing during 1993 to 2005 - the period
nominated for document analysis.
These were experienced interviewers. For example, eight participants usually conducted
in-depth research interviews once a year, and nine more than once a year (see Appendix
18.3(iv)). While a little over two-thirds (13), when managing research, studies had
employed colleagues or research assistants to conduct interviews (see Appendix
18.3(v)). One participant reported that this was a practice adopted rarely and then with
misgivings. In other words all participants had personally conducted interviews for
research purposes and the majority had also managed others who conducted research
interviews. Ellen commented ‘that the best person to do an interview is an expert’ [on
the topic] (Interview 2, F-2-F) while Peter expressed the view that:
Employing others to do interviews depends on the project [and that]
employing postgraduate doctoral students can work very well.... I’ve just used
a mature experienced person who brought excellent interviewing skills to the
project (Peter Interview 1 Tel.).
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While there was a preference among these researchers to personally conduct interviews
a significant number (13) had also employed others to conduct interviews for them. In
interview some participants mentioned the desirability of having ‘experts' conduct
interviews. However, there was insufficient evidence on whether it was thought
preferable to have an expert on the topic or to have expert interviewing skills or both.
These researchers also discussed their levels of training and how they acquired skills
and knowledge on in-depth interviewing.
7.2.5

Participant researchers ’ experiences of training or preparation for conducting
in-depth interviews

Almost half (8) of the eighteen participants reported having little or no training before
being required to conduct research interviews (see Appendix 18.3(vii)). Some explained
that they had developed their interviewing practice by drawing on training for, and
experience in, former occupations such as being a counsellor, personnel manager,
newspaper columnist, psychologist, having discussions with a university lecturer, and/or
being reflective about their own interviewing practice.

Ten participants reported having experienced types of training or preparation that took
the form of: ‘completing a research subject [usually theoretical] for a degree or
diploma’ (5); ‘reading relevant books’ (3); ‘talking with colleagues’ (2); ‘chatting over
coffee’ (1); ‘experiencing mock interviews as a journalism student’ (1). Others had
‘gained interviewing experience while doing their postgraduate research studies’: (Brad,
Fiona, Joan, Maggie and Stuart for a PhD; Alice and Lee for a professional doctorate:
and Emily, Janet and Richard for a Masters degree). No standard form of training or
preparation for conducting in-depth interviews was experienced by these PCVET
researchers.
Some participants had experienced feeling a of lack of belonging- a feeling that they
'didn’t fit’ within the quantitative, objective research perspectives described in research
methodology subjects undertaken earlier in their careers. They tended to describe their
interview training as ‘do-it-yourself. Lee described her experience of lack of
preparation and training for her first involvement in interviewing in the following way:
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As a research associate on an ARC grant I got involved because I was paid to
do it. No training, no preparation, very nervous....so I followed the interview
schedule. Once over the first question it flowed more easily....I had to draw
on the inner self to make connections [between what people were saying and
the research] (Lee Interview 1, F-2-F).
Other participants had initially thought you just ‘did it’ and that training for
interviewing was not necessary. However after conducting and reflecting on a number
of interviews Natalie later thought that training was necessary:
...at the time [early in career] I didn 7 think training was necessary ....I didn 7
feel insecure - I didn't talk to anyone....but it’s a different world now than
when I started....everyone is so much more conscious of doing interviews and
what is involved and it is crucial that interviewers have training (Natalie
Interview 1, F-2-F).
A number of participants described how they developed their interviewing practice by
applying techniques from previous occupations such as counselling (Ben, Ellen and
Greg), customer relations (Richard) and journalism (Fiona and Roberta). In addition,
Ben sat in on and observed other interviewers, while three participants commented that
their interview practice had been influenced by working with me, one when we had
worked together on research projects, one in conversations as work colleagues and one
by attending my conference presentations.
Experiences of the value of consulting relevant books on the use of in-depth
interviewing varied. Richard declared he had stayed away from what he described as
‘self-help books’ on how to conduct interviews, while Maggie (who was not employed
in an academic position) and Alan (who had come to research later in life) both found
‘qualitative texts’ useful. Joan had found a book on ‘ethnography’ particularly helpful.
Watching television journalists was influential for Brad and Stuart who both
commented on being influenced by Australian television journalist Andrew Denton’s
interviewing style (see Denton 2008). Others acknowledged people such as mentors,
supervisors, colleagues, and family members as having influenced their interviewing
practice. Then there were those who said they had undertaken some training for in-depth
research interviewing within university research subjects but these practitioners, as well
as those who claimed no formal training, largely drew on their own resources. For
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example, Greg stated emphatically that his experience was ‘very DIY (do-it-yourself)!
I’ve never been in a position, to be blunt, where there was any one I could trust [to be a
mentor]’ (Interview 1, F-2-F). In this study I found that the participant researchers
followed varied pathways and drew on various resources in their preparation for
conducting in-depth interviews.
Not all participants thought that academic researchers were necessarily effective
interviewers. Natalie (herself an academic) observed that ‘there are natural interviewers’
who perhaps use life experience to participate well in interview situations but that there
were others ‘who don’t ask questions very well’ (Interview 1, F-2-F). Brad had
observed that there were ‘some novice interviewers who are terrific’ but on the other
hand knew ‘some academics that are no good at interviewing’ (Interview 1, Tel.). So is
there an argument for specific training or preparation for in-depth interviewing,
particularly for research in PCVET? While there are interviewers who ‘are no good at
interviewing’ as described by Brad, some form of preparation/training does appear to be
desirable and I return to this issue in Chapter Eight.
As no standard type of training or preparation for collecting data by in-depth
interviewing was experienced by these participating PCVET researchers, each person
found their own pathway. Those who had experienced some formal university training
in research methods relied on a pathway of completing research subjects that addressed
research perspectives, research methods, or research design, many of which were
focused on quantitative research. So they, along with other participants with no training
in research methods or interviewing at all, reported drawing on training and experience
in differing occupations such as counselling, journalism and psychology. One
participant attributed her confidence and ability to ask questions and talk with people to
having been a hairdresser. Others read books or discussed issues about interviewing
(formally and/or informally) with colleagues. They sat in on interviews conducted by
colleagues, observed and critiqued interviews by television identities and reflectively
analysed their own practice.
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Despite a general lack of substantive training or preparation for the interviewer role a
practice of in-depth interviewing was developed by these participant researchers. In
Section 7.3 understandings of the features of in-depth interviewing practice in PCVET
expressed by these participant researchers are discussed with reference to multiple
sources of evidence collected for this study.
7.3 Participant researchers’ understandings of the features of the practice of ‘in
depth interviewing’ in PCVET research: discussion offindings from
questionnaire responses
In Chapter Two I discussed the emergence of in-depth interviewing as a technique
within qualitative, particularly ethnographic and interpretive research, during the
twentieth century. Notwithstanding decades of use by researchers, findings from this
study of eighteen participant researchers showed that in the twenty first century in-depth
interviewing means different things to different people. In Section 7.3.1 the focus is on
participants’ terms for defining ‘in-depth interviewing’ as a research practice and in
Section 7.3.2 research findings are clustered and analysed to complete a picture of the
main features of in-depth interviewing practice in PCVET research.
7.3.1

Understandings of a definition of the term ‘in-depth interviewing ’

Participants understood the defining aspects of in-depth interviewing in PCVET
research (as revealed in their responses to the questionnaire) as a ‘broad’, ‘flexible’,
‘free flowing’, ‘semi-structured or non- or unstructured’ process (see Appendix 18.3
(viii)). Many defined the structure of in-depth interviewing as being broad, free flowing
and flexible in the sense that the discussion could follow the interviewee’s responses.
Most referred to the interview being ‘semi-structured’ although some understood that
interviews could be completely ‘unstructured’ conversations. Such understandings
resonate with the work of Fontana and Frey (1994, 2000, 2005) discussed in Chapter
Two (Section 2.4) who researched the emergence of the unstructured in-depth interview
and the history of its use and modifications in social research.
Among these participants there seemed to be consensus that in-depth interviewing was a
process with flexible protocols that allowed both participants (interviewer and
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interviewee) to shape the direction of the discussion. In summary, a working definition
of the term ‘in-depth interviewing’ for these participant researchers in PCVET might
have been ‘a flexibly structured practice of data collection for facilitating relevant
responses between interviewer and interviewee ’. This working definition brings to mind
my interviews with Brad for this study. Rather than rigidly following the designated
interview protocol I ‘allowed’ him to ‘take control’ of the flow of the conversation. I
considered it would have been inappropriate to ‘break into’ his passionate and
illuminating story of interviewing. Subsequently I made observations in my reflections
that within the resulting conversation many of my questions were addressed
serendipitously. We were able to discuss not only his interviewing experience but the
process of the interviews we had done together. A further note in my reflections, written
after a second interview with Brad, expands on the necessity for interviewers to allow
flexibility for collaboration within the structure of an interview. I considered that:
...it is not satisfactory to have a ‘one size fits all' approach in such a person
specific subject. It’s about as suitable as a ‘one size fits all' piece of clothing
- it suits a bunch in the middle (competent with some experience), swamps
the smaller sizes (novices) and is tight and restrictive on the larger sizes
(experienced) ....this research is not only about people’s reaction to external
situations, it’s also about their input into situations which are largely of their
own making and very personal (Bernice, Researcher Reflections on Brad
Interview 2 Tel.).
Essentially, the majority of these participant researchers conceptualised in-depth
interviewing as having a free flowing non-formal flexible structure that allowed and
stimulated an interviewee to provide rich input based on his or her experiences. A
flexible structure such as this was also seen to facilitate the emergence of unexpected
and different perspectives. Participants’ understandings demonstrated the individual
feature of a practice having structure as identified by Kemmis (2006). In his description
of this feature of practice Kemmis used the example of the production of a structure of
learned dispositions by individuals resulting in a field of practice. Given the relatively
similar participant researchers’ definitions of the term ‘in-depth interviewing’ in the
questionnaire responses, and taking into account that these participants had not
experienced a standard form of training for conducting interviews, findings on how they
understood the practice of in-depth interviewing are now discussed in more detail.
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7.3.2

Understandings offeatures of ‘in-depth interviewing' as practice

Using questionnaire responses, ten features of the practice of in-depth interviewing were
interpreted as themes. These features, in order of greatest to least frequency of mention
by the participant researchers in PCVET in their response to the last questionnaire item,
were: (i) gaining understandings, meaning and insights (17,); (ii) using specific styles of
questioning (open and probing) (13); (iii) being linked to research methodological
perspectives (10,); (iv) being extended (in terms of content) focused and deep responses
(9); (v) being conversational, dialogic or a discussion (8); (vi) being focused on the
interviewee (8); (vii) being lengthy, over time or extended in terms of time (7); (viii)
storytelling (7); (ix) managing control and power in the interview relationship (4); and
(x) being reflective (3). Later in the Chapter (Section 7.5) resonances between these
features of the practice of in-depth interviewing characteristic of PCVET research and
Kemmis’ (2006) heuristic of the features of practice are discussed with reference to
pertinent interview quotations.
(i)

Gaining understandings, meaning and insights

The most frequently discussed theme was that the purpose of in-depth interviewing was
to gain understandings, meanings and insights into respondents’ ‘histories’, ‘views’ and
‘attitudes’ about an issue and to ascertain their ‘perceptions’ and ‘opinions’ of, or their
‘reactions’ to, or ‘feelings’ and ‘beliefs’ about their experiences. Interviews were used
to understand the ‘hows’ and ‘whys’ as well as the ‘whats’ or to put ‘flesh on the
bones’, to ‘find out about stuff or to get ‘thick descriptions’ to facilitate ‘meaning
making’. As Brad stated, using interviews ‘leads you down unexpected paths and
provides insights’ (Brad Interview 1, Tel.). An advantageous feature of using in-depth
interviews as a means for understanding other people’s experiences and the meanings
they might make of such experiences, was recognised more than two decades ago
(Mishler 1986; Seidman 1991) and has been more recently discussed by Fontana and
Frey (1994, 2000, 2005). This characteristic was well understood by the participants in
this study as a feature of their interviewing practice in PCVET research.
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(ii)

Using specific styles of questioning (open and probing)

For five participants one feature of the practice of in-depth interviewing related to
having ‘open questions’ or ‘open-ended questions’ as explained by Greg:
1 usually lead off with an open-ended question and then come back into it
creating responses within the bounds of their story (Greg Interview 1, F-2-F).
In Chapter Two, it was shown that researchers who used grounded theory tended to
view interviews as directed conversations. Favouring the open-ended conversational
style of interview was also discussed (see Lofiand & Lofland 1984; Mishler 1986;
Pidgeon & Henwood, in Richardson 1998) together with acknowledgement of possible
methodological tension where more directive questions might have seemed desirable for
unravelling specific issues. Greg’s practice to ‘come back into it creating responses
within the bounds of their story’ seems to acknowledge that research issues can be
explored in the context of the interviewee’s own story through judicious questioning.
Another questioning technique in participant responses was that of in-depth
interviewing ‘going beyond the rudimentary’ or ‘superficial’ process of asking
questions and to ‘probe’, to ‘get beneath the surface’, or to ‘drill deeper’ by ‘revising’,
by asking ‘follow-up’, ‘probing questions’ or by ‘exploring themes’.
(iii)

Being linked to specific research methodological perspectives

These participants understood that a feature of in-depth interviewing was its centrality
to qualitative research purposes particularly in ‘ethnographic studies’, ‘oral history’ and
‘narrative inquiry’. This methodological feature was linked to being ‘inductive rather
than deductive’, ‘providing validity in personal accounts’ and explaining ‘themes
related to research questions’.
Ben encapsulated the notion of the influence of theoretical perspectives:
There are differences among interviewers and some think the only way is
their way ....certain research questions are based within a particular research
perspective ....my approach is socio/technical. There’s a grey area...empirical
research can be all qualitative ....it’s all in the way it’s done ...empirical
analytical is not all positivist, i.e. is not all experiments.... that’s not what I do
which leads to what I do do....I conduct interviews within a science-based
real world {Ben Interview l,F-2-F).
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For Natalie the experience of adopting a new theoretical perspective was a turning point
for her as an interviewer that occurred when:

...I developed a theoretical understanding of the subjective nature of
interviews and that this subjectivity was related both to the subject and to the
researcher and that there isn’t a single truth. In the mid 90s my thinking
developed with an understanding of post structural concepts and a
questioning of myself as an interviewer (Natalie Interview 1, F-2-F).
In Chapter Two I discussed the evolution of an emerging acceptance of qualitative
research perspectives and the implications for respective research methods. Various
approaches to interviewing were adopted in the biographic interpretive, critical
ethnographic, feminist, interpretive and oral history perspectives where the accounts of
individuals were of value. The participating PCVET researchers in this study recognised
that a feature of in-depth interviewing was its connection to their research methodology .
(iv)

Being extended (in terms of content), with focused or deep responses

Participants saw the interview process as being ‘extended’, ‘deep’, ‘comprehensive’,
‘focused’ or ‘detailed providing thick description’ (rich data) some of which might
become ‘personal’. In response to a ‘probing’ question in interview Lee demonstrated
the richness of her understanding of‘thick description’ in the following way:
...it’s a ’tag’. What is my understanding? What thick description does is to
more than answer the direct question. It gives insight and depth. For
example, I could ask ’do you have performance appraisal? ’....the answer will
be ’yes or ’no' and may go no further but if you rephrase to something like
’How do you know you’ve done a goodjob? ’ the response is more descriptive
- a thick description (Lee Interview 1, F-2-F).
Such understandings echo the writings of Anderson and Jack (1991) who recognised
that researchers used in-depth interviewing to gain a depth of understanding of various
aspects of people’s lives (see Chapter Two).
(v)

Being conversational, dialogic or in the form of a discussion

The most frequently expressed understanding was that interviews were conversations.
Such understandings included ‘semi-structured‘ conversations and conversations ‘with a
purpose’. There was a related group to do with ‘talking’ where an in-depth interview
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was described as ‘dialogic’, a ‘discussion’ or ‘interactive’. The value of conversation
and talking to respondents was mentioned by a number of participants and exemplified
by Alice and Janet:

...because I was interested in the thinking....in people’s perceptions, I like
good conversations. I enjoy talking to people and find that talking with
people brings out things, particularly people’s perceptions (Alice Interview
f Tel.).
...it’s enjoyable for me if it has a conversational flow - it’s my job to keep it
flowing....my role is to listen. Some kids [teenagers] get a shock that someone
genuinely wants to hear what they have to say and [they] respond (Janet
Interview 1, Tel.).
The notion of interviews being conversations seemed to be well understood by these
participant researchers and had been previously explored as an ethnographic method by
researchers including Maher and Tetreault (1988 in Glesne & Peshkin 1992) and
Anderson (1923). Anderson used informal in-depth conversations in his classic
ethnographic study of homeless men (Fontana & Frey 1994, 2000). A group of
participants in this study, by using the terms ‘dialogue’, ‘talking’ and "discussion1,
rather than ‘conversation’, signalled a more interactive style of conversational exchange
between the interv iewer and the interviewees as a feature of their interviewing practice.
(vi)

Focusing on the interviewee

Participants saw that a feature of in-depth interviewing practice was that of focusing on
the interviewee. While one participant emphasised that interviewing involved ‘volunteer
participants’ there is an argument that this is not always the case. In some instances
interviewees may be instructed by their employers to participate. In the main the feature
of in-depth interviewing focusing on the interviewee was referred to as being
‘interviewee focused’ allowing respondents ‘to express their voice’ and to ‘introduce
their own ideas’. Participants also recognised that the ‘relationship between the
interviewer and the interviewee’ featured in the interview process, that it was ‘personal’,
and that it was about ‘engaging with and securing the confidence of the interviewee’
(whether they had volunteered to participate or not).
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Some participants demonstrated awareness of focusing on the interviewee in other ways
such as making ‘the other person comfortable’ (Natalie Interview 1, F-2-F) being
‘honest’ and maintaining ‘integrity’ and having ‘respect for their stories’ (Brad
Interview 1, F-2-F).
Janet described a moment of questioning her respect for the ‘voice’ of one of her
interviewees:
With one of the participants I got very frustrated with her lack of
thoughtfulness and the fact that she seemed to have very little grasp on
reality. I reacted personally from my beliefs - but then I thought who am I to
judge what these kids are saying? (Janet Interview 1, Tel).
The feature of an interviewee-focused interaction may stem from changing perceptions
of the research subject position discussed in Chapter Two (Section 2.4.2) where an
evolution from interviewee as an ‘object’ of the research to an ‘actively participating
subject’ was explored. The participating subject was recognised intrinsically as having
something to contribute and could be allowed by the interviewer to be in control of how
that contribution was delivered in interview. These researcher participants understood
an interviewee-focus as a feature of their practice of interviewing in PCVET research.
(vii)

Being lengthy, over time, or extended in terms of time

A key feature of interviewing practice was related to time expressed in terms of
‘exploring at length’ or ‘being lengthy’. Participants focused on ‘allowing time to
follow leads’ and while this sounds similar to exploring at length there seemed to be a
discretionary element where the interviewer allowed time rather than the interview
being lengthy per se. This feature was also understood as obtaining data ‘over time’ or
‘over a long period’ suggesting that a series of interviews might be conducted to gather
data. While Richard commented that he preferred ‘face-to-face [interviews] although it
takes time as people need time to reflect’ (Richard Interview 1 Tel.), Maggie found that
some of her in-depth interviews were very lengthy, up to three hours, because she
walked around sites with the interviewees (Maggie Interxhew 1 Tel.). This is reminiscent
of the advantages of, and the techniques for using, ‘the long interview’ examined by
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McCracken in 1988. The notion of ‘being lengthy’ or ‘over time’ as reported by these
participants has long been understood as a feature of‘in-depth interviewing’ practice in
the literature as discussed in Chapter Two.

(viii)

Storytelling

The interpersonal communication process of storytelling was expressed as a feature of
the practice of in-depth interviewing where participant(s) were encouraged and ‘allowed
to tell their story’ and where there was acknowledgement of the value of people’s
‘storied lives’. ‘Gathering stories’ through in-depth interviewing seemed to be linked to
the intention of the research design as well as to the interpersonal communication
process itself. In other words a feature of the practice of in-depth interviewing by these
researchers is to gather stories as part of their research processes.
Ellen captured this view when she said ‘we must be respectful and let people tell their
own stories’ (Ellen Interview 1, Tel.) because, as Brad recognised, stories ‘provided
context’ (Brad Interview 1, Tel.) for investigating the research problem. Natalie
explained that in her view good interviews elicit relevant stories:
...when things come out that I didn't expect....things that are of
significance....when a different and unexpected or interesting story
emerges ....I use interviews when I want ‘stories of the lived experience’
(Natalie Interview 1, Tel.).
As an interviewer Janet felt that she was:
...in an incredibly privileged position. I usually don’t reciprocate - the other
person talks and I get to hear people’s stories that are very stimulating (Janet
Interview 1, Tel.).
The recognition and adoption of less formal approaches to interviewing opened up
spaces for the more conversational, informal, semi structured and un-structured
techniques, with storytelling included (see Chapter Two Section 2.5). In this study,
participants who preferred narrative approaches to research methodology recognised the
potential for gathering rich data from interviewees’ stories as a feature of interviewing
practice.
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(ix)

Managing control and power in the interviewer/interviewee relationship

A feature of the practice of in-depth interviewing expressed as managing control and
power in the interviewer/interviewee relationship was discussed by four participants.
Brad described allowing an interviewee to take control of the interview in some way:
...there were four guys and I knew they were nervous. One of them grabbed
the recorder and he ran the interview ....it was just amazing. He was able to
bring out issues that I would not have thought of. There was another example
of people taking control in the project with prisoners in goal. They did a
similar thing....they interviewed themselves....1 didn’t have the insights into
what were issues for them. In another project there was a lady who couldn 7
get to the interview but really wanted to be involved so asked could she
interview herself and type it up, which she did and handed me a fully
transcribed interview (Brad Interview 1, Tel.).
Other participants claimed that they exerted little control on either the interviewer/
interviewee relationship or the directions taken in the interview process. On the other
hand an element of power and control by the interviewer could be seen in a comment
made by Richard in that his conversational interview style could be used to steer the
conversation. He then qualified this comment:
...but that doesn 7 mean that lam in control all the time....people must feel all
[their] responses are worthwhile (Richard Interview 1, Tel.).
Richard’s statement illustrates the foundations for a concern among postmodern
ethnographers in the latter part of the twentieth century about some of the ‘assumptions
present in interviewing and the controlling role of the interviewer’ (Fontana & Frey
2000, p.649). Such ethnographers emphasised a more equal interviewer/respondent
relationship (Crapanzano 1980) and the importance of listening to the voices of the
respondents (Marcus & Fisher 1986) see Chapter Two (Section 2.5.2). Richard
demonstrated an awareness of both issues of control and sharing power in his
interviewing

practice.

For

Maggie

control

and

power

management

in

the

interviewer/interviewee relationship was necessary to be able to ‘keep checking the
plot’ as she saw ‘interviewing as interpersonal drama’ (Maggie Interview 1, Tel.).
Maggie’s understandings of this particular characteristic of the practice of in-depth
interviewing stemmed from her life experience in the area of drama.
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(x)

Being reflective

Two participants identified a reflective feature of the practice of in-depth interviewing
where interviewers are constantly seeking to make ‘critical reflective analyses of
responses’ and where interviewees ‘have time to reflect on and assemble memories’.
This was also linked to (vii) the feature of being conducted over time. Being a reflective
interviewer meant allowing time in an interview for ‘seeking clarification’, ‘reflecting
on the responses given’, ‘encouraging iterative revision’ and for interviewees to ‘reflect
on and refine’ what they had said.
Lee demonstrated an ability for reflection from her own experience as an interviewer
when she said: ‘I learned to say less....the biggest lesson for me was to learn to do that'
(Lee Interview 1, F-2-F). Richard acknowledged the role of time for reflection in face-to
face interviews: ‘it takes time as people need time to reflect’ (Richard Interview 1, Tel.).
He also demonstrated a reflective feature of the iterative process in his interview
practice:
Being interviewed gives them the opportunity to reflect on things in a way
they wouldn’t normally do. Interviewing is a learning process. In my latest
projects 1 may interview people 3-5 times over time (Richard Interview 1,
Tel.).
These examples support those theorists who value critical reflection on practice
(Argyris, Putnam & McLean Smith 1985; Schon 1983, 1991) and emphasise that
interview time needs to be used effectively to assist interviewees to reflect, possibly
through the use of open questions (see (ii) this Section).
In summary these largely untrained in-depth interviewers in PCVET research
demonstrated an ability to make their implicit practice explicit in their responses to the
questionnaire and interviews for this study.

7.4 In conversation with participants: discussion offindings from interviewing
participant researchers on broader features of in-depth interviewing practice
To expand on their responses to the Questionnaire, seventeen researchers participated in
a first round of interviews (Appendix 12) and four participated in follow-up second
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round interviews (Appendix 13). While eleven of the first round interviews (particularly
those from interstate) were conducted by telephone five were conducted face-to-face at
locations convenient to the participants. Due to an unforeseen departure from Australia
of one participant, an agreement was reached to conduct the first interview by email.
While the second round interviews were planned as face-to-face, one interstate
participant requested that he participate in the second round by telephone. As the first
interview by telephone had been particularly productive I readily agreed to this
modification.
In this section 1 discuss some broader features of in-depth interviewing practice in
PCVET research that were discussed in these interviews. In the first round interviews,
participants offered advice for research managers and also for novice interviewers just
starting out (see examples Appendix 19). This advice was situated in the participants’
experience and thus provided further insights into the nature of in-depth research
interviewing practice developed by these research interviewers in PCVET in Australia.
7.4.1

Advice to research managers

Advice to research managers began with choosing interviewers on ‘manner’, ‘values’
and ‘content knowledge’. Some participants made reference to ‘experts’ being the best
people to conduct interviews. Some acknowledged that topic experts do not necessarily
do interviews well but were more likely to recognise leads. The ‘best’ person to conduct
an interview seems to be a topic expert who is also a very skilled interviewer.
Other advice to research managers was to include novice interviewers in the research
planning process, and to coach them in interviewing. Such coaching might be to arrange
‘to have people shadow an interviewer with a debriefing, taking them through how it
worked’ (Natalie Interview 1, F-2-F) and to ‘do the first interview and take the assistant
along and model the process ’ (Stuart Interview 1, Tel.). However, Stuart cautioned that
because each interview is different, modelling of interview techniques and processes
could vary from one interview to another. Practice opportunities were also thought to be
valuable and Greg advised that novice interviewers should be given ‘a chance to
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practise in a way that they can see themselves, such as in a micro-teaching laboratory’
(Greg Interview 1, Tel.). Such advice acknowledged the value of both on-the-job and/or
off-the-job training opportunities for aspiring research interviewers prior to and during
actual interviews. Additional advice was to also let interviewees be their own person not clones of the manager.
7.4.2

Advice for novice interviewers

From their own experiences, these practising interviewers were able to articulate a
broad range of advice for novice interviewers about aspects of the ‘planning and
preparation for’ and the ‘conduct’ of interviews, handling ‘non-routine situations’ as
well as ‘being aware of values and ethics’ in relation to interviews.

(i)

Planning and preparation for interviews

Among the participants there was awareness of the necessity to ensure that interview
questions were meaningful to both the interviewee and the research as a whole.
Planning and preparation for interviews was necessary to understand the context of the
interviews and to ascertain the particular knowledge required in order to conduct
interviews in that area. Ellen’s advice was:
...ifyou don't have content knowledge, talk to a colleague or someone in a
similar position to the interviewee (Ellen Interview 1, Tel.).
Ellen further advised that if the interview questions had been developed by the principal
researcher/manager the novice should discuss the questions with that person to clarify
any issues or ‘have the person who developed the questions interview you, debrief and
then interview a friend’ (Ellen Interview 1, Tel.).

On the other hand onother participant advised that when the interviewer had the
responsibility for developing the questions he or she should:
...discuss [the questions]with colleagues to help clarify issues and questions
then prepare an interview schedule, seek comments on it and pilot [the
interview] (Fiona Interview 1, email).
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The range of practical advice that was offered included sitting in on interviews to build
confidence, checking that all recording equipment was working before interviewing,
taping the interview and taking notes, keeping paper work in order, using transcripts and
making contextual and personal notes immediately after the interview (reflective
practice, e.g. as I had done for this study). Advice for presenting oneself, such as
dressing appropriately and not drawing attention to oneself was also given. Underlying
advice demonstrated an understanding of the need for ‘flexibility’ in ‘planning and
preparing’ for an interview (see Hollway & Jefferson 2000).
Other advice given was to prepare a written protocol, to have a logical flow in the
questions, and to check them with the research manager. It was also thought useful to
have follow-up questions prepared in case of a ‘stuck’ interview, and to be prepared to
‘bend’ and ‘digress’. In other words, these practitioners demonstrated an understanding
that flexible implementation of a well-planned prepared schedule is also desirable (that
seemed evident in the Steve Dow interviews Chapter Five).
(ii)

Conduct of interviews

These researcher participants advocated a number of processes in conducting in-depth
research interviews such as ‘gaining access to conduct interviews’, ‘managing
interpersonal relationships’, ‘having strategies for asking questions’, 'managing non
routine situations’, ‘practising ethical research’, ‘demonstrating ethical ‘leave-taking”
and ‘ecognising interviewee input’. Their advice on interpersonal aspects of gaining
access included keeping in mind that while people generally do not mind being
interviewed, initial access to the person and the site needs to be negotiated. ‘Making
telephone calls to arrange the time and place for telephone or face-to-face interviews’,
‘re-confirming’, ‘being authentic’, ‘using plain language’, and ‘being accountable’ were
also recognised as essential aspects of conducting research interviews. This was
underpinned by overall advice to:
...care about what you are doing and care about the people....be relaxed and
be yourself - not rigid....an interview is a conversation (Greg Interview 1,
F-2-F).
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These participants further demonstrated that they recognised the interpersonal nature of
the interview relationship. Their advice was to be ‘caring’, ‘relaxed’ and ‘yourself, ‘to
be conscious of social aspects of the interview including potential influence of the
interviewer on the interviewee’, ‘to be non-threatening’, ‘to have a sense of humour’,
‘to establish a professional relationship’, ‘to develop rapport’, ‘to listen’, ‘to use the
reflecting back technique’ and ‘to have respect for individuals wherever they might be
in an organisational hierarchy’. Brad (Interview 1, Tel.) strongly advised that ‘when
research is completed, go back to the community to report on the research’ in order to
acknowledge participant input into the research and to give something back to that
community. Participants demonstrated understandings that conducting interviews
should be ‘focused on techniques for bringing the interviewee into the process’, ‘for
gaining stories’ and ‘for providing opportunities for the interviewee to tell those
stories’.
Advice on how to bring the interviewee into the interview process included running
through the questions at the beginning, so that the participant could see where the
questions were leading and to also:
...give the interviewees a chance to go off and say what they think but be on
the alert for ‘reining in ’ (Ellen Interview 1, Tel.).
When choosing suitable interviewing techniques, these participants advised keeping in
mind what was wanted/needed from the interview and then guiding, encouraging and
probing towards that end. Using a natural open conversational style, showing interest in
a participant’s story and really listening (using active listening techniques Bostrom
2006: DeVito 2009) were also advised. These participants demonstrated their
understandings of using specific questioning techniques in a number of ways. Advice
included not ‘pushing’ a question. When an interviewee was having difficulty
answering a question, advice was to re-phrase the question and to:
...ask the question and unless they look baffled let them think about the
question - don t restate it too quickly. Telephone interviews are more difficult
because you can ’t see if the person is looking puzzled or just thinking (Alice
Interview 1, Tel.).
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Gaining stories meant understanding the value of silence as shown in advice that the
interviewer ‘shut-up’(sic), ‘adopt a look of enquiry’ (a look conveying the message ‘I
need more information’), and ‘be a little distanced and unafraid of silences’. Leaving
silences and slowing down allows people time to think and to concentrate on their
stories. There was acknowledgement that interviewers may feel nervous about silences.
Further, there was acknowledgement that while it is often hard for an interviewer not to
talk, it was advisable not to break into the story with talk, but rather to encourage with a
smile and/or nod. By way of illustration Roberta was able to reflect on her changed
understandings about allowing for silences, acknowledging that it was a point of
development as an interviewer for her:
...it is that serendipitous moment that sometimes produces the richness that
seemed only to come out of the quietness....I became more confident and
probably competent ....when I started allowing for the silences or didn ’t feel a
sense of panic if it [the interview] was running off in a direction I didn’t
expect it to run (Roberta Interview 2, F-2-F).
While the participants were conscious of providing opportunities for interviewees to tell
stories and of encouraging them to say what they thought, they were also conscious of
not allowing an interview to ‘drift’. For example:
I always have a conversation before the interview and take my cue from that.
If the person seems traumatised in any way by the thought of the interview I
don t joke around. I’m very hands off in my approach. I'm known for letting
conversations flow. I want a transcript of the interview responses. I don’t
want me in it very much. I allow a free-flow but I don ’t allow it to drift
off....I’m like a switched on guide (Brad Interview 2, Tel.).
The free-flowing conversational interview, while considered desirable by many of the
participant researchers, did require management in terms of keeping within the time
allocated and not allowing the conversation to drift away from the topic focus.
(iii)

Managing the non-routine

Although Joan was an experienced researcher, she found conducting in-depth interviews
‘non-routine’ after years of using quantitative techniques for obtaining data:
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I had to be prepared for the unexpected....[ in one project] two [interviewees]
had died and that added complexity as I had to get permission from the
families to publish (Joan Interview 1, Tel.).
Most participants recognised that there were times when an interview could become
‘non-routine’, could stall or could go off track for various reasons. They also recognised
that interviewers should question themselves and develop strategies for ‘rescuing’ an
interview if it was ‘stuck’ or ‘out of hand’. Maggie reported one interview where:
I set up one interview for an hour but it only lasted 30 minutes. It was
like fulling teeth ’ - ‘yes/no ’ responses and the person ate all the way
through the interview ....I felt I had to keep it going at least for that long and
then I said ‘thank you and it might be useful if I could follow up
on this later to clarify any points ’ and she agreed to that. I got much more
information when we chatted on the phone later (Maggie
Interview 1 Tel.).
Ellen described a different type of non-routine situation where she quietly persisted,
remained respectful and did not show her frustration. This was:
...with fast food and retail managers, they have a short attention span, can’t
concentrate and are not very reflective. As I have knowledge in these areas I
can be comfortable with this. I’ve learned not to blame myself.... I am
respectful of their time and of what they have to say (Ellen Interview 1 Tel.).
Joan, a mature-aged researcher new to qualitative research, described her management
strategy for interviews on a very sensitive topic:
I was coming out of a quantitative mode [and therefore a novice in qualitative
research]....so I had an independent researcher do the interviews and
transcripts so that 7’ had no part in producing the sensitive data (Joan
Interview 1 Tel.).
As discussed in Section 7.3.2 (ix), Brad found himself in a lock-down situation
interviewing prisoners with no knowledge of what questions might unlock their stories
when one of prisoners ‘took over’ and:
...they interviewed themselves ....I did not have the insights into what were
issues for them....{Brad Interview 1, Tel.).
By allowing these participants to ‘take over’ a solution emerged. Such accounts align
with Billet’s (2001) view that more appropriate management may involve the
interviewer in higher order cognitive processes such as problem solving.
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(iv) Values and ethics within the practice of in-depth interviewing

There was evidence of a strong appreciation of the need for values-based and ethical
conduct of interviews within the practice of in-depth interviewing. Participants’ advice
was that interviewers ‘should be well prepared for the interview’, ‘should not waste
participants’ time’, ‘should be aware of their time commitment’ and ‘should be honest’.
If an interviewer knows nothing about or does not understand what the participant is
saying he or she should not pretend to know and should say something like ‘tell me
[more] about that’. There was also strong evidence of understanding that the
interviewees should gain something from their participation. Richard reiterated that:
Interviewers need to be generous ....generous in allowing them [interviewees]
to be comfortable in the time that is necessary and be accommodating....they
are giving their time (Richard Interview I, Tel.).
Advice on acknowledging interviewees’ participation varied. Some advice was that the
interview should be educative in some way and that the interviewer should always have
something to leave with the participants. This could be indicating the ‘value of their
input’ by telling them how their contributions would be used in terms of processing and
publication, or supplying copies of the report if appropriate, buying them coffee or
giving young people chocolate bars. Other advice was ‘to be ethical’ by providing
information about the study, about consent and about confidentiality, as well as being
transparent in relation to how the information would be used together with assurances
that data would not be used for any purpose other than that for which it was collected.
Other aspects mentioned were associated with leave-taking and covered points such as
asking the person if there was anything further he or she would like to add,
remembering to thank a participant formally and being careful not to ‘foul the nest’ for
researchers who might follow. In other words interviewers should exit from an in-depth
interview leaving a positive image in relation to the conduct of research. Participants in
the study referred to their own beliefs in relation to ethical research. Ellen gave a
thoughtful appraisal of her position on the ethical conduct of research:
One of my life values is never to do harm to anyone and that carries through
into my way of conducting interviews. It also gives me an appreciation of the
guidelines stemming from the NHMRC for the ethical conduct of research. If
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I can give an example of my position....we have a colleague who respects
ethical approaches and who exhibits ethical behaviour but when he went to a
company to gain access to interview the workers, management said it would
be only on the condition that they wanted to see what everyone [the workers]
had said....I could not have considered doing that [as an agreement to
conduct research] (Ellen Interview 1, Tel.).
Such a scenario would generally be covered in a University Ethics Application. As the
researcher I did not pursue the outcome of the research with Ellen as her colleague was
not a consenting participant. However, it does highlight that although there are ethical
guidelines that include confidentiality for research in most universities these guidelines
may require ‘translation’ into particular situations encountered by in-depth interviewers
in PCVET research. A researcher in a situation such as the one Ellen described could
attempt to gain the consent of the employees to show their interviews to management,
although such a procedure has the potential to affect the willingness of the employees to
be open in their responses.
7.4.3

‘Good’ interviews and ‘challenging' interviews

A number of participants discussed what for them constituted a ‘good1 or ‘satisfying’
in-depth interview. One participant (Fiona) spoke of what for her had been the ‘the
dilemma of a good interview’ in the following way. A good interview for Fiona was:
...going beyond the superficial to reach the complexities of things - what
underlies the surface and getting to talk in depth with many different people
to learn about the diversity of their lives, views, ways of doing things and
seeing the world. The friendly, witty free-flowing [interview] may not always
provide rich data. Sometimes an interview is hard going but when you review
it, you find good material (Fiona Interview 1, email).
This observation suggests that the practice of in-depth interviewing is about striking a
balance between what is conversational and free flowing and using various interviewing
techniques to capture ‘rich data’.
The value of interviewing a number of different people about a research issue was
mentioned by Stuart (Interview 1, Tel.). For him, ‘pressing down’ or ‘drilling down’
with one ‘good' interview was not so important, as he preferred to get data from
interviewing different people. In other words he preferred breadth to depth of data.
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Researcher participants in this study were able to identify experiences of both
‘satisfying’ and ‘challenging’ interviews and to articulate their processes for dealing
with difficulties. Participants perceived challenges in in-depth interviewing in various
ways.
The ‘good’ or ‘satisfying’ interviews were reported by some participants as being where
‘people were comfortable’ and by others as one where they obtained ‘good material’ or
‘rich data’. Some participants described the satisfying interview as one where they were
moved emotionally by what people were prepared to disclose and felt trusted and
privileged in participating in that process. Feelings of trust were expressed by Alan in
the following way:
...people can be surprisingly open and can at times confide in you....it’s
amazing what people will tell you when they feel they can trust you....a good
interview for me is when I learn a lot (Alan Interview 1, Tel.).
On the other hand, the ‘challenging’ or ‘difficult’ interviews encountered included those
where people’s attitudes or characteristics were problematic such as when:
...the person had agreed to be interviewed but didn’t want to take part....
[the interview] was short - 35 minutes....just gave yes/no answer....! could
feel the tension there (Alice Interview 1, Tel.).
Ellen reported experiences where interviewees had short attention spans and could not
concentrate (Ellen Interview 1, Tel.) while other participants reported difficulties related
to specific situations. For example, interviews with prisoners were the hardest ones for
Brad because of the lock-down situation and the ethical considerations involved (Brad
Interview 1, Tel.). Another challenging situation was unrelated to the interview itself.
Greg described a workplace incident he observed while walking through a building to
conduct interviews that, if reported, could have resulted in disciplinary action being
taken against the person involved (Greg Interview 1, F-2-F). The nature of the difficult
interview is that it is often non-routine and may occur unexpectedly (as discussed in
Chapter Four, Section 4.2.3). Interviewers who have not had appropriate training or
have not experienced such situations previously are then in the position where they must
draw on their personal resources to respond appropriately.
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In other cases difficulties were foreseen. Joan, as discussed earlier, devised a way of
managing particularly sensitive ‘in house’ or political situations. Her solution (from
early in her interviewing experience) was to distance herself from ‘the production of the
sensitive data’ by employing an independent researcher to do the interviews and the
transcripts (Joan Interview 1, Tel.). Greg described a very different situation in an
organisation where the person being interviewed was acutely aware of aspects of the
organisation that were pertinent to the research but was not prepared to have what he
said placed on record. The interviewee was prepared to talk ‘off-the-record’ and, while
none of the material appeared in printed form, once the researcher had heard and
comprehended, that information was absorbed into his thinking as part of the context to
the writing of his report (Greg Interview l, F-2-F). At times a difficult interview can
place the interview participants in a very compromising position. Alan described an
incident where:
The production manager did not want to be taped and while I was
interviewing him his manager came in and was absolutely furious - f’ing
this and f’ing that....the person being interviewed was in a very difficult
position (Alan Interview 1, Tel.).
Although Alan did not make specific reference to his own position in this situation,
clearly as the interviewer, he would have been in a very difficult position himself. For
other participants, situations were difficult or non-routine in other ways. Janet referred
to the unspoken acceptance of the roles of the interviewer and the interviewee in
interviews and said ‘it was a shock the first time an interviewee asked me questions’
(Janet Interview 1, Tel.) similar to my own experience in the focus group video
(Chapter Five, Section 5.4). For other participants difficult interviews were those where
it was like ‘pulling teeth’ to get responses (Alice Interview 1, Tel; Maggie Interview I,
Tel;) and for Fiona and Natalie there were challenges negotiating cultural difference
when interviewing within Aboriginal communities:
Years ago an Aboriginal community leader was offended by some questions
asked by a colleague during an interview and refused to speak to her any
further. This was embarrassing and discomforting....especially as he turned his
back on her. I wasn’t quite sure what to do but kept going (Fiona
Interview 1, email).
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Ifelt very ‘white ’. I didn 7 understand the politics and I knew in my own mind I
wasn 7 asking the questions of these people in the right way. I was being very
culturally specific [white] in the way I asked the questions....this came through
when one of my colleagues told me I was asking the wrong questions ....I didn 7
know how to position myself (Natalie Interview 1, Tel.).
Through the experience of these practitioners, the nature of the practice of in-depth
interviewing in PCVET research was shown to be neither inherently ‘satisfying’ nor
inherently ‘challenging’. Interviews were seen to be either satisfying or challenging in
different ways in different interviews. In some instances an interview was both, as in the
example of Fiona’s experience described earlier in this section of a ‘hard going’
interview that ultimately provided ‘good’ data. In-depth interviewing required an
interviewer to ‘read’ the situation and manage it in situ by drawing on personal
resources such as attributes, knowledge, life experiences and specific skills.
There seemed to be a consensus that all in-depth interviewing situations drew on the
interviewer’s experience and skills that might include organisational and interpersonal
communication skills as for example in Mohan, McGregor, Saunders and Archee
(2009). While Ben {Interview 1, F-2-F.).) gave what Lee would have termed a
‘textbook’ answer {Lee Interview 2) about interviewers needing to have the
interpersonal communication skills of being empathetic, being clear, and listening
actively, Richard drew on his:
...previous communication skills in order to conduct interviews. [In a
previous type of work] I needed to develop strong customer relations in a
competitive industry ....I’m sure those skills served me well in my interviewing
enabling developing quick rapport (Richard Interview 1, Tel.).
It seems that difficult in-depth interviewing situations drew deeply on the interviewer’s
experience and skills from various facets of their lives.
In addition to reporting having drawn on specific skills and experience, other
participants (for example Alice, Brad, Ellen and Lee) commented on the value of
debriefing the interview with a third person especially after difficult and sometimes
emotionally challenging situations such as a lock down with prisoners (Brad
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Interview l, Tel.). A number of the challenges PCVET in-depth research interviewers

had experienced arose from issues of identity in relation to socio-cultural difference.

7.4.4

Identity and socio-cultural difference

The nature of interviewing in the field of PCVET research as perceived by these
participants involved working with both males and females, people from school-age
upward, people of differing status and from a range of socio-cultural backgrounds. Alice
described how ‘identity difference’ in the workplace culture became a threat to her
research:
Some of the women I interviewed were above my level - they were Director
Level - and one person who was ‘acting-up ’ in their current position
approached my Director saying that I should only interview at my own level,
not above. I did interview Directors and those interviews were less ‘sharing' of
personal examples. I would ask about three questions in an hour and let them
talk with an occasional prompt. When I did the Head Teacher [HT] interviews
they were very conversational - very much HT to HT - I ‘took part in a
conversation ’ these were longer interviews. They would say things like ‘you
would have the same problems - you know [what it’s like] ’ (Alice Interview I,
Tel.).
Alice’s experience demonstrated a contrast between the reluctance of the Directors to
openly share experiences with an interviewer identified as not at their level, to the
willingness of fellow Head Teachers to be more open and sharing. Roberta had also
experienced conflict of‘identity’ in that she felt a Tittle bit of the impostor syndrome’
when interviewing as an assistant and described only feeling comfortable once she
became a ‘full academic’ (Roberta Interview 2, F-2-F). Alan, on the other hand played
down the academic persona and retained his own interviewing style regardless of
whether he was talking with the managers or the floor workers. However, he did admit
he was perhaps a little more deferential to the ‘VC’ (Vice Chancellor) or an ‘MD’
(Managing Director) (Alan Interview I, Tel.). Lee was conscious of the ‘university
badge’ when interviewing people such as English as a Second Language (ESL) students
and described how she ‘became’ the ‘researcher from X University’ in some
circumstances but the ‘research assistant’ in others (Lee Interview 1, F-2-F). In other
words Lee, like Alan, at times played down her academic persona.
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Fiona thought age difference could be an issue and suggested that when young people
are interviewed by older interviewers that they should be allowed time to relax, and that
the older interviewer should take care to not be too "parental’ or ‘teacherly’ (Fiona
Interview 1, Email). On a practical level, some participants also mentioned interviewing
people with heavy accents and having difficulty in understanding what was being said.
Maggie, who was working in a non-academic field, was aware that:
We all have preconceptions of how the world works and those preconceptions
might not be shared by participants. Language and culture underlie all our
reactions and understandings (Maggie Interview 1, Tel.).
For both Fiona and Natalie the culturally challenging interviews discussed in Section
7.4.3 were conducted early in their careers when they had no experience of Indigenous
culture and had little awareness of how cultural difference might affect the interview
process (Fiona Interview 1, email; Natalie Interview 1, F-2-F). For Fiona the effects of
cultural difference surfaced in the interview in which her colleague asked questions that
resulted in an Aboriginal community leader turning his back on Fiona’s colleague and
refusing to speak with her further. Fiona was never sure that she handled the situation
very well. Nevertheless she had continued with the interview and while she had
obtained relevant material she realised that she had also gained a raised level of cultural
consciousness:
...when interviewing people from different social or cultural backgrounds e.g.
Indigenous people, people from non-English backgrounds, people with low
levels of education, I become aware of the limitations of my own personal
understandings of the world and how things work and became conscious that
maybe the questions I’m asking are not the ‘right’ ones. So I then work
harder to try to understand and to respond with more appropriate questions.
It’s like a continuous feedback loop - question, response, learning, new
question, response, learning etc (Fiona Interview 1, email).
Recognising and being aware of the situation and reflexively applying emerging
understandings, described by Fiona as a continuous feedback loop (Interview 1, email),
seem to be effective strategies for interviewers to use in response to identity and socio
cultural differences in an interview.
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7.4.5

Interviewers ’ experiences as interviewees — a time for refection

I asked all participants whether they had been interviewed in situations other than this
study and how they had felt about that experience. This question stimulated a range of
reactions. Brad made it very clear that he did not become involved if he was not
interested in the topic - T decline if they [the topics] are things I would get angry about’
(Brad Interview 1, Tel.).
Peter was thoughtful before responding, and then commented that he was probably a
better interviewer than interviewee as:
Sometimes I’m not sure what people are wanting from the questions. Like
there were a couple of questions tonight that I wasn’t sure about. I’m a
thinking/writing person....I’m not good at the quick interview> response. I
need time to think (Peter Interview 1, Tel.).
This response underlines the importance of framing interview questions well and was in
part mirrored by Maggie’s reaction to being interviewed in other situations. She
reported feeling unsure about how she was expected to respond in some interviews.
Peter’s comment that there were a couple of questions that he was not sure about made
me think about how clear my questions had been. It is possible that the questions Peter
referred to, and the questions Maggie was unsure about in other interviews, were
‘fishing’ questions included to see where the participants might go with their responses
(hopefully in new and useful directions). Nevertheless, there were other participants
who were enthusiastic about being interviewed. Emily enjoyed it because she liked
talking ‘about stuff (Emily Interview 1, Tel.) and Greg said that ‘it gives you a chance
to think more formally and to talk about what you’re doing’ (Greg Interview 1, F-2-F).
Alan, who had not been an interviewee for research studies very much said:
I enjoy being a participant. I like interviews. For market research and
medical interviews I give them answers they ’re looking for but for TV, radio
or print journalism I’m much more careful. You have to be sensitive to spin I use simple words that minimise being misunderstood. I’m instrumental in
getting the story across (Alan Interview I, Tel.).
Roberta, on the other hand, did not class medical ‘interactions’ as interviews and Alice
described a medical interview as being where the doctor asks ‘How are we?’ and then
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proceeds to tell you how 'we are’ (Alice Interview 1, Tel.). For others the experience of
being interviewed had not been pleasurable. Ben was disappointed in being an
interviewee in some research situations and commented that he thought interviewers
could be quite unprepared (Ben Interview 1, F-2-F). Ellen also had experienced
interviews that were not positive. In one interview she felt the interviewer had not
listened much and in another she felt the interviewer did not understand her response(s)
(Ellen Interview 1, Tel.).
Fiona was measured in her comments, saying she sometimes felt strange being
interviewed. In media interviews she always asked herself ‘how much should I tell
them?’ and sometimes decided that some things were better left unsaid. In research
interviews, however, she found herself feeling some sympathy for the interviewer
knowing what it was like to conduct interviews. Nevertheless, if research interviewers
made simple basic mistakes she reported feeling irritated and reluctant to respond. In
summary she said:
Overall, responses to interviews are situation dependent and will change
according to the confidence you feel in the interviewer and how they will use
what you tell them (Fiona Interview 1, Email).
These participants were also able to articulate understandings of what they considered to
be a ‘good interview’. How these PCVETR in-depth interviewers reflected on their
interviewing experiences in different situations provided further insights into both their
ability to reflect on interviewing practice and what they considered to be ‘good’ or ‘not
so good’ practice.
7.4.6

Turning points in interviewing practice

Few of the participants were conscious of definite turning points in their in-depth
interviewing practice. Those who could identify particular incidents showed that turning
points were situational and perhaps serendipitous. Greg, who had worked initially in a
counselling service, explained his experience:
Ummm [thinking for quite a few seconds]....[a turning point was]....my own
maturing and development I think. When I did the very early [research]
interviews in the counselling service I was somewhat apprehensive. With the
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emphasis on research being on general testing you had to be objective and
ask the questions in the same way. I couldn’t do it! There would be a nuance
and I’d want to follow it up. I had a preference for being more flexible and
open-ended in the questioning....
and after starting work in a new research position reflected:
....I’d had enough of that experience and had turned another corner which
led to having conversations with the people I interviewed. (Greg Interview 1,
F-2-F).
Richard described a gradual change in his interviewing practice and reported becoming
more relaxed with his interviews becoming longer and more conversational (Richard
Interview 1, Tel.). Lee said that when she learned to say less and to listen was her
biggest lesson (Lee Interview 1, Tel). Alan commented that he learned that people
opened up when they knew the interviewer was listening, trying to understand and was
not judging (Alan Interview I, Tel.). He also learned not to dominate the conversation.
For Natalie, a turning point in her interviewing practice occurred when she connected
influences from her identity to her strategies for interviewing indigenous people by
developing:
...a theoretical understanding of the subjective nature of interviews and that
this subjectivity was related both to the subject and to the researcher and that
there isn’t a single truth. In the mid nineties my thinking developed with an
understanding of post-structural concepts and a questioning of myself as an
interviewer. My identity in part is how other people see me through my
location, use of language, my whiteness and femaleness (Natalie Interview 1,
F-2-F.).
Maggie recalled that when she worked in Research and Development she had thought
that by interviewing she would get ‘the’ answer, but there had been a turning point
during her PhD when she realised that interviewing gives ‘an’ answer {Maggie
Interview 1, Tel.). This parallels Natalie’s understanding of there being no single truth,
as in post structural theory (for example Foucault 1980) in the interpretation of results
of an interview. By articulating these situational and conceptual turning points in their
in-depth interviewing practice these participants demonstrated their ability to learn
about the nature of the practice of interviewing in PCVET research from reflection in
and on action (Schon 1983).
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7.4.7

In-depth interviewing practice for these PCVET researchers

These eighteen experienced researchers, who were relatively untrained in the use of in
depth interviews for obtaining research data, demonstrated in their questionnaire and
interview responses that they had developed their own practice for in-depth
interviewing based on their understandings of specific features necessary to obtain data
for research in PCVET in Australia. In developing this practice they seemed to apply
what in-depth interviewing training they may have received, together with their
education and training for and experiences from other occupations, as well as insights
from reading, mentoring, observing and preparing for specific research projects in
PCVETR. Individual researchers demonstrated an ability to develop this method of
obtaining research

data

in their community of practice by explaining their

understandings of the term ‘in-depth interviewing’ and by discussing characteristic
features of their experience of in-depth interviewing in various contexts.
The practice of in-depth research interviewing in PCVET that participants described
encompassed the management of procedures and processes for a research project
together with the ability to plan and conduct interviews and the ability to apply
communication skills and questioning techniques while being aware of and adapting to
the situational nature of interviews. Other prominent features included responding to
non-routine or difficult situations, considering ethical issues, being reflective and
reflexive in order to learn from experience, and being collegial in passing on advice on
such processes and practices to others. As these features tend to align with Kemmis’
recent (2006) analysis of the nature of practice, I discuss in the next section links
between Kemmis’ contemporary theory of practice and this example of in-depth
research interviewing practice in PCVET.
7.5

Finding resonances between the characteristics of the nature of in-depth
interviewing in PCVET research and Kemmis’ (2006) features ofpractice

In examining the notion of practice in Chapter Three I revealed the tangled web of
meanings attributed to the term ‘practice’ in the literature and discussed Kemmis’
Practice Table (Kemmis 2006, Appendix 4) in which he had categorised various
meanings into key features of practice at individual and at extra-individual levels.
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Kemmis identified seven individual features of practice (meaning and purpose,
structured, situated, temporally located, systemic, reflexivity and transformation, and
forms of reasoning about practice). In relation to each of these individual features
Kemmis also identified what he termed the extra-individual features of practice of being
social, cultural or material-economic in nature. Kemmis made no claim that this work
was definitive and described it as a ‘kind of map’ of the conversation space between the
different kinds of theories of practice (2006 p.2). He offered the Practice Table as a way
of thinking about any specific practice (2006 p. 10) such as the example in this thesis,
that is, the practice of in-depth interviewing by researchers in PCVET in Australia as
represented in Table 18.
In Table 18 I have shown that participants’ understandings of in-depth interviewing in
research in PCVET as a ‘flexibly structured practice of data collection for eliciting
relevant responses’ (Section 7.3.1) can be aligned with Kemmis’ individual feature of
structured practice applied to relationships and interactions. Also the characteristic
features of ‘questioning and communication skills and techniques’ understood by
participants as being methods of obtaining data in interviews can be aligned with
Kemmis’ extra-individual material-economic feature of structured practice. This feature
is identified by Kemmis as involving the use of learned skills and techniques developed
in practice and evolved over time to be applied in structured relationships between
people. Such learned dispositions of individually structured practice appear to have been
articulated by these PCVET researchers in describing their interviewing practice.
In Kemmis’ (2006) view individual practice is perceived not only as activity (e.g.
carrying out an interview) but also as knowledge that includes ‘knowing that’ (e.g. what
an interview is) and ‘knowing how’ (e.g. to conduct an interview). However, ‘knowing’
about skills and techniques and ‘knowing how’ to implement them are identified by
Kemmis in the individual feature of ‘meaning and purpose’. One purpose for using in
depth interviewing articulated by these participants was embodied in the feature of (i)
‘gaining understandings, meaning and insights’ that seems to echo Kemmis’ individual
feature of meaning and purpose involving intention. Intentionality and gaining meaning
are categorised by Kemmis (2006, p.ll), as drawing on various resources of meaning
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(social, discursive, cultural and material/economic) that come together for particular
people in an encounter and in a particular setting. The intention of gaining
understandings, meaning and insights from data obtained by conducting in-depth
interviews with particular people in one or more individual encounters and in particular
settings was clearly identifiable in participants’ responses in this study.
Another aspect of Kemmis’ extra-individual social features of meaning and purpose is
the identification of ethical considerations involving expressing values and being
guided by social norms such as moral and ethical concerns (2006, p.7). However, while
conducting interviews ethically is the responsibility of individual interviewers, the
regulation of ethical conduct of research is the province of bodies such as University
Ethics Committees. This indicates that although the ethical conduct of interviews by
interviewers may lie within the social features of meaning and purpose of the practice of
interviewing, the regulatory control of carrying out those interviews seems to be located
within the social practice features that are part of a systemic academic research culture
in Australia.
A further feature of in-depth interviewing identified by PCVET researchers in this study
was that of (iii) ‘being linked to specific research methodological perspectives’ where
interviewers manage the conduct of interviews in line with selected methodological
perspectives. This feature resonates with Kemmis’ social feature of systemic practice
where in-depth interviewing practice is ‘preserved, maintained, developed and regulated
in institutions and organisations’ (Kemmis 2006, p.7) and also to the cultural/discursive
feature of meaning and purpose whereby the methods used in practice of interviewing
are informed by the specific theoretical perspectives (2006, p.6). In other words in-depth
interviewing practice can be usefully conceptualised in terms of Kemmis’ individual
feature of systemic practice because the preservation, maintenance, development, and to
some degree the regulation together with the general management of research
methodologies occurs within University Faculties, Research Centres and associated
institutions to which all of these practitioners have some affiliation.
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Table 18:

Resonances identified between Kemmis’ features of practice (2006, Appendix 4) and
participants’ questionnaire and interview responses together with researcher interpretations
about features of in-depth research interviewing practice in PCVET in Australia
KEMMIS’ FEATURES OF PRACTICE (2006)

(constituted in a dialectical relationship between individual and extra-individual features)
INDIVIDUAL
FEATURES
(A-G) as categorised
by Kemmis

EXTRA-INDIVIDUAL FEATURES as categorised by Kemmis
CUIJ'VRA L-DISCURSIVE
Medium: language and
discourse

SOCIAL

Generic social practice:

Generic social practice:

Generic social practice:

communication

social organisation/
connection

production

Medium: power, social

MA TERIAL-ECONOMIC
Medium: work

relationship

FINDINGS FROM PARTICIPANT RESPONSES IN RELATION TO KEMMIS’
FEATURES OF PRACTICE
A. MEANING AND
PURPOSE .
From Questionnaire:
From Questionnaire:
From Questionnaire:
(i) Gaining
understandings,
meanings and insights

B.

(iii) Practice informed by
methodological
perspective [theoretical]
(i) Gaining
understandings, meanings
and insights [has meaning
for those that participate]

(ii) Using specific styles
of questioning [to address
a problem]

From Interviews:
Values and ethics in the
practice of interviewing
[give back to the
community, care, and
value interviewee input]

STRUCTURED

From Questionnaire:

From Questionnaire:

From Questionnaire:

From Questionnaire:

(ii) Interviewers
conduct flexibly
structured interviews
[a learned disposition]

(ix) Nexus of power/
control (interviewer) and
knowledge [interviewee]

(vi) Focus on the
interviewee in terms of
relationships between
participants

(ii) styles of questioning
and communication skills
used to produce data

From Interviews:

From Interviews:

Structured in the
identity and personal
experience of the
individual practitioner

Management ofplanning
and conduct of interviews
in relation to control and
power

From Interviews:

C.

Costs of interviewing and
transcription/research
budgets

SITUATED

From Questionnaire:
(vii) Situated in and
over time

From Interviews:

From Interviews:

Identity work and
emotional work in non
routine interview
situations - situating
selfas researcher_____

Practice situated in die
PCVETR Community of
Practice

No findings from
participants’ responses

D. TEMPORALLY
LOCATED
From Questionnaire:
(vii) Situated in and
over time
(viii) Storytelling used
to locate interviewees’
life experiences in time

From Interviews:
Preparation and planning
of the interview location/
context, equipment needed
and funding

From Questionnaire:
(vii) Practice occurs in
and over time, is lengthy

No findings from
participants’ responses

From Interviews:
Practice is historically
located in PCVET/
PCVETR
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KEMMIS’ FEATURES OF PRACTICE (2006) (Continued)
(constituted in a dialectical relationship between individual and extra-individual features)

INDIVIDUAL
FEATURES
(A-G) as categorised
by Kemmis

EXTRA-INDIVIDUAL FEATURES as categorised by Kemmis
MA TERIAL-ECONOMIC
Medium: work

CULTURAL-DISCURSIVE
Medium: language and
discourse

SOCIAL

Generic social practice:

Generic social practice:

Generic social practice:

communication

social organisation/
connection

production

Medium: power, social
relationship

FINDINGS FROM PARTICIPANT RESPONSES IN RELATION TO KEMMIS’
FEATURES OF PRACTICE
E. SYSTEMIC
From Questionnaire:
(iii) Practice linked to
methodological
perspectives

From Interviews:

From Interviews:

From Interviews:

Practice preserved and
maintained through
roles andJunctions of
interviewers and
research managers
F. REFLEXIVITY/
TRANSFORMATION

Practice discursively
justified through
questioning ofpresenters
at seminars/conferences

Practice developed and
maintained in research
centres and the academy
[e.g. Ethics Committee]

From Questionnaire:

From Questionnaire:

From Questionnaire:

(viii) Storytelling
(x) Being reflective in
practice

(v) conversational,
dialogic or a discussion
[communicative action]

(ii) Using different styles
of questioning [applied to
open up communicative
spaces]
(iv) using extended
focused interviews to get
beyond the superficial
(v) conversational,
dialogic or a discussion

From Interviews:
Practitioners
demonstrated their
ability to be reflexive in
practice

No findings from
participants’ responses

From Interviews:
Turning points in
interviewing practice
[improved methods —
transformed over time]

G. FORMS OF
REASONING
From Questionnaire:
(ix) Managing control
and power in uncertain
situations in
relationships

From Interviews:

No findings from
participants’ responses

Using knowledge to
manage non-routine
situations

Legend:

From interviews:

From Interviews:

Participation in interviews
may be emancipatory

Conduct ofinterviews
guided by technical
knowledge

Grey:
KEMMIS’ FEATURES OF PRACTICE
Blue:
Findings from participants’ responses

From Questionnaire:
Participants’ understandings of PC VET features of the
practice of in-depth interviewing characteristic:
Features (i) - (x) from questionnaire responses
(see Section 7.3.2), and

From Interviews:
Additionalfeatures from interview responses
(see Section 7.4) and researcher reflections

Blank:
No findings from participants’ responses
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Features identified by participants as (iv) ‘extended, focused or deep responses’ and (v)
‘being conversational, dialogic or a discussion’ both encourage the involvement of
participants captured in Kemmis’ feature of reflexivity and transformation as do (viii)
‘storytelling’ and (x) ‘being reflective’. Kemmis (2006) considered that individual
practice is always reflexive, inviting the practitioner to be more self-consciousness
about what has happened historically so as to stimulate the reproduction and
transformation of identities. A number of the PCVETR practitioners participating in this
study commented that they became more conscious of their in-depth interviewing
practice during their involvement in this study. 1 also kept reflective notes that raised
my awareness of my practice and contributed to ‘shaping’ my evolving approach to the
study of the practice of in-depth interviewing in this field of research.
In addition, the features of (iv) ‘extended, focused or deep responses’, (v) ‘being
conversational, dialogic or a discussion’ and (ii) ‘using different styles of questioning
including open-ended and probing questions’ seemed to open communicative space as
Kemmis outlined in his ‘extra-individual social’ features of‘reflexivity’ (Kemmis 2006,
p.7). Participants demonstrated an ability to pass on the processes of in-depth
interviewing practice through advice to novice interviewers and research managers and
to describe the characteristic features of a ‘good interview’. Such ability resonates with
Kemmis’ extra-individual social features of reflexive practice including the notion of
practices being ‘socially reproduced overtime’ (Kemmis 2006, p.7).
My own role within this study was ‘individually reflexive’ in terms of Kemmis’
heuristic as my ‘relationship’ was both as ‘subject’ and ‘object’ of my practice. The
study itself can be seen as being ‘socially reflexive’ by opening communicative spaces
between the participants and myself. Conference presentations and discussions,
published conference proceedings (Tennant & Melville 1999; McIntyre & Melville
2000; Melville 2000; Walsh, Bennett, Schofield & Melville 2000; Melville 2001a;
Melville 2003b), the presentation of a workshop (Melville 1998) and seminars on
aspects related to this study have begun, and may continue, to open communicative
spaces to discuss the practice of in-depth interviewing in the wider PCVETR
community of practice as a result of this dissertation.
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As well as being reflexive, (vii) ‘storytelling’ (storied lives) may also be seen as aligned
with Kemmis’ feature of being individually temporally located. While an interview
itself is located in time it also unfolds against the narrative background of an
individual’s life over time as identified by Kemmis (2006, p. 6). The characteristics of
in-depth interviewing (vii) ‘being lengthy, over time or extended in terms of time’ may
be seen in Kemmis’ material-economic feature of being temporally located, embodying
the view that practices occur ‘in and over time’. In-depth research interviewing in
PCVET is practised at specific times for particular purposes and consequently can also
be located in Kemmis’ individual feature of being situated in time (2006, p.6).
Participants also expressed awareness of other situational characteristics of their in
depth interviewing practice. They mentioned the importance of the location and
conditions for the conduct of interviews which parallels Kemmis’ extra-individual
material-economic feature of situated practice involving action on the material world in
terms of place and conditions as well as time. Additional extra-individual materialeconomic features of situated practice were indicated when participants discussed the
costs of and the time-consuming aspects of in-depth interviewing. These PCVET
researchers also reported their awareness of identity in relation to various cultures and
were at times involved in emotional situations (either uplifting or challenging) in the
course of their in-depth interviewing practice. This seems to align with Kemmis’
individual situated practice where practice inevitably involves practitioners in what he
terms ‘identity and emotional work’ (2006, p.6).
These PCVET researchers were able to articulate and discuss their techniques for
responding to non-routine and sometimes difficult circumstances in conducting in-depth
interviews. How they developed appropriate responses seems to be located within
Kemmis’ proposition that the individual feature of forms of reasoning about practice
involve practical reasoning where the practitioner draws on implicit and explicit
knowledge in the face of uncertainty.
Another feature of the practice of in-depth interviewing expressed by participants was
(vi) ‘focusing on the interviewee’ and his or her role. This shows some resonance with
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Kemmis’ feature of practice of being socially situated due to successful in-depth
interviewing practice being realised by an appropriate social integration of the
interviewee and the interviewer. Participants made references to a feature of (ix)
‘managing control and power in the interview’ that would be a factor in achieving such
integration. However, the interviewee also brings to the interview role other systemic
(both individual and extra-individual) roles and functions from aspects of his or her
working, social and personal life experiences that may play a part in achieving
appropriate social integration between interview participants.
Some identified features of PCVETR in-depth interviewing practice were aligned with
more than one Kemmis feature of practice (Table 3). In summary, from the alignment of
findings on features of practice of in-depth interviewing in research in PCVET and
Kemmis’ features of practice in Table 2 (see also Appendix 4) these researchers
understood the nature of in-depth interviewing practice as being mostly individual in
nature. They also understood in-depth interviewing practice as being to a lesser degree
social, cultural and material economic in nature (in that order).
7.6

Chapter Summary: The nature of in-depth interviewing in PCVET research in
Australia from multiple sources of evidence

The Community of Practice of research in PCVET within Australia was represented in
this study by eighteen researchers who were recruited from among the authors of the
34.65% of articles/papers (published in two peak publications) that used data obtained
from in-depth interviewing techniques (Chapter Six). These participants, both males and
females, were profiled as experienced in-depth interviewers working within a wide
range of research interests and diverse research perspectives in PCVET. Most were not
formally trained in in-depth interviewing as a research practice within PCVET.
Results from participant responses to the questionnaire and to the interview questions
indicated that these PCVET researchers could articulate and discuss features of the
nature of the practice of in-depth interviewing in the field of PCVET research in
Australia. It was found in questionnaire responses (Section 7.3) that they were able to
identify ten features of the practice of in-depth interviewing. In addition, as ascertained
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from interview responses (Section 7.4) these in-depth interviewers were able to discuss
the nature of their own practice in terms of how they developed their ability to conduct
interviews, how they felt about being involved in interviewing, and whether they had
experienced turning points in their practice. They were also able to identify and discuss
the ‘good or satisfying’ interviewing experiences in terms of being emotionally moved,
of feeling both trusted and privileged and of hearing meaningful disclosures from
interviewees. In comparison, they described ‘difficult or challenging’ interviews as
being those where there was negativity or resistance from the interviewee, or where
interviewees had short attention spans and lacked concentration, and where non-routine
situations occurred perhaps because of ethical issues or cultural differences. From these
experiences participants were able to offer salient advice to novice interviewers and
research managers. They emphasised the inclusion of novice interviews in the research
planning process and interview coaching. Also, they were able to articulate the
importance of planning and preparation of interview protocols and the conduct of
interviews, strategies for dealing with non-routine situations, and understanding and
applying values and ethics in in-depth research interviewing.
Using Kemmis’ (2006) theoretical model it was possible to identify resonances between
his features of the general notion of practice and the specific features of the practice of
in-depth interviewing suggested by these participant researchers in PCVET (Section 7.5,
Table 18). Their responses were identified as being aligned at varying levels with
Kemmis’ (2006) seven individual features of practice. In other words, these participants
developed a practice for in-depth interviewing for research in PCVET where individual
practice of interviewing had meaning and purpose, was structured, situated, temporally
located and systemic, involved reflexivity and transformation of human experience and
employed forms of reasoning about practice as proposed by Kemmis. There was also
alignment between participant responses and a number of Kemmis’ extra individual
features of practice that included cultural/discursive, social and material-economic
features. Foremost, these researchers perceived the nature of in-depth interviewing as
being more focused on individual interview practices. Nevertheless they also discussed
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a number of social, cultural and some material-economic features connected to
interview contexts.

For these participants with varying personal characteristics, research perspectives and
diverse research interests, the nature of in-depth interviewing was seen as encompassing
individual, social-cultural and material economic features to provide meaning when
addressing research questions within the field of PCVET in Australia. Using these
findings and the document analysis findings from the two Case Studies of peak
publications from 1993 to 2005 an original model of the nature of in-depth interviewing
practice within the Community of Practice of research in PCVET in Australia is
proposed in Chapter Eight.
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Chapter Eight
ROAD’S END

Making qualitative data is ridiculously easy....the flip side....is that what's
required is a body of data from which you can derive an adequate answer to
your research question, one sufficiently rich to provide a new understanding
of the situation being studied.
(Richards 2005, p. 33)

8.1

Introduction

In this study I aimed to contribute a new understanding of the practice of in-depth
interviewing in the field of post-compulsory vocational education and training
research (PCVETR) in Australia to assist current and future researchers. My
objectives were to add to contemporary knowledge about:
(i)

research in the field of PCVET and the social/cultural/political contexts of
research practices in this field particularly in Australia;

(ii) research practices and specifically the extent of usage of in-depth
interviewing as a research technique in the field of PCVET;
(iii) the notion of practice applied to practices of in-depth research interviewing
in the field of PCVET; and
(iv) how practitioners using in-depth research interviewing in the field of
PCVET understood, identified and explained features of their practice.
This interpretive, mixed method reflexive study was designed to access multiple
sources of evidence to obtain data to investigate these issues. Sources included
literature reviews, cases studies, document analyses, questionnaires, in-depth
interviews, and researcher reflections.
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8.1.1

Positioning myself as the researcher

I conducted this study from an ‘eclectic’ theoretical position acknowledging the
usefulness of various perspectives and their methodologies. I also conducted this
study from a personal position (in my work practices) of insider both as a researcher
and an in-depth interviewer within PCVET and as author or co-author of a number of
papers published in the Proceedings of the Annual International Conference on
PCET (for example, McIntyre & Melville 2000; Melville 2000; Tennant & Melville
1999; Walsh, Bennett, Schofield & Melville 2000). These papers used data I had
obtained from in-depth interviews conducted during the timeframe investigated in
this study (1993 to 2005) when employed as Senior Research Assistant and Research
Project Officer in a University-based Research Centre. In these roles I conducted
numerous in-depth research interviews either on my own or with one or two other
researchers as a member of an interviewing ‘team’. I obtained data from in-depth
interviews for research projects based on qualitative, interpretive, critical and mixed
method perspectives.
8.1.2

Locating the study in a period of time in the history of PCVET research

The location of the study in the period 1993 to 2005 (inclusive) embodied a period of
change in policy and practice within PCVET in Australia as discussed in Chapter
One (Appendix 1, see parts 1.1, 1.2 & 1.3). In the early 1990s in Australia TAFE had
been principal provider of Technical and Further Education but in response to
National Reports (see Appendix 1.1) a number of changes occurred including
recognition of other forms of vocational education and training. As well as the
establishment of The National Training Board in 1990 there were also moves by the
then federal government (Labor) to remove control of VET from the States and
Territories that culminated in the establishment of the Australian National Training
Authority (ANTA) c.1993. The emerging VET system then encompassed public,
private and community education and training as well as work-based training with
TAFE positioned as just one part of this VET system. Along with these changes
came expanded opportunities for research in the field of VET funded through sources
such as ANTA. During 1993 the Final Report of the First Review of the National
Framework for the Recognition of Training (NFROT) (Rumsey Review) was
published along with No Small Change: Proposals for a Research and Development
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Strategy for Vocational Education and Training in Australia (McDonald, Hayton,
Gonzci, & Hagar), and the National Qualifications Framework (NQF) was
established to provide a consistent system of qualifications through secondary
school, vocational education and training (VET) and higher education sectors based
on competency standards (see Appendix 1.2). These changes further stimulated VET
research especially in the area of competency based training. From 1994 to the late
1990s ANTA National Key VET Research Centres were established and operated in
a context of a competitive VET market, a significant shift in both the number and
nature of training providers in the marketplace, the establishment of key
competencies, training reform, and the establishment of New Apprenticeships. After
2000 a greater emphasis on skills training emerged (see Appendix 1.3). There were
resulting challenges for TAFE in repositioning itself in the training market and for
researchers of TAFE’s contribution to VET in Australian society. Thus this study
was positioned in an historical context of changes in policy, strategy and practice in
the field of PCVET providing fertile ground for research.
By 1993 with a growing recognition and acceptance of methods other than empirical
quantitative approaches using statistical analysis for researching social science
(reviewed in Chapter Two), researchers in PCVET could access a broader palette of
acceptable research techniques. These included the use of in-depth interviewing for
studying what people thought and felt about issues, and for accessing the stories they
could tell about the changes that were taking place in the field of post-compulsory
vocational education and in training.
During this time researchers in PCVET experienced expanded opportunities to work
in entities such as: ACE; ACER; business enterprises; chambers of commerce;
community partnerships; government commissions, departments and organisations;
institutes such as the National Institute of Labour Studies; private consultancies;
private training colleges; research and development organisations; rural enterprises;
state and independent secondary schools; TAFE; various universities and institutes of
technology; and volunteer associations and organisations.
By the 1990s (during the period investigated) Bachelor Degrees in post-compulsory
education were on offer. For example, the University of Technology, Sydney (UTS)
offered a Bachelor of Education in Technical Education (B.Ed (Tech)) conversion
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course for TAFE teachers to gain graduate status. Within such degrees, available
research subjects provided the opportunity for TAFE teachers and other non
university researchers to obtain basic research training. Some TAFE teachers
belonged to research associations such as the TAFE Research Association in New
South Wales founded in the late 1900s and the Australian Vocational Education and
Training Research Association (AVETRA) established in 1997. Again I was an
insider having undertaken this course of study and having belonged to these
Associations.
Participant PCVET researchers identified from document analysis of two peak
PCVET publications examined issues, policies, programs, practice, strategies and
systems using positive, interpretive and critical research perspectives in the form of
quantitative studies and statistical analyses, qualitative historical interpretive studies,
ethnographic studies, phenomenological studies, and post-structural, postmodern and
emancipatory studies. Results were reported in the form of appraisals, critical
analyses, critical reflections, discussion papers, evaluations, reports and reviews.
Within this broad range of studies a significant 34.65% of all published journal
articles and conference papers in the document analysis of the two peak publications
used data obtained from in-depth interviewing techniques.
Many researchers benefited from targeted and focused funding available following
the establishment of ANTA. This body provided government funding through the
Key National Research Centres and through NCVER in annual research programs.
Other funding for research in PCVET in Australia came largely from the ARC
research grant program, other government bodies and Industry Training Advisory
Boards (ITABs).
8.1.3

Locating the study in a body of knowledge

This study was located in a body of knowledge connected to trends and issues in
post-compulsory vocational education and training in Australia available after young
people have completed the compulsory years of schooling at age 16 years, or Year
10, in High School. Researchers in this field studied policy, strategies and practices
for the provision of vocational learning and the effects on such learning provided
during the last two years of high school, at TAFE, at RTOs and at university.
Changes in government policy and ways in which such changes impacted on the
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VET sector were also researched to add to the body of knowledge concerning
PCVET in Australia. Members of the community of PCVET researchers interacted
on an ongoing basis at conferences and through journals to learn and to pursue
knowledge and develop expertise:
Members of a community of practice share a common concern, a set of
problems, or a passion for something that they did not know how to do and
interact on an ongoing basis to learn, to deepen their knowledge and their
expertise (Wenger, McDermott, Snyder 2002, p.4).
Yet little had been written on this emergent research community or on how
researchers developed their research methods and techniques including in-depth
interviewing.
8.1.4

Examining the exploratory framework

In Chapter One, two research questions were framed to address the aim and the
objectives of the study. These were:
Research Question 1:
What is the extent of the practice of in-depth interviewing in published
research in the field ofpost-compulsory vocational education and training
research (PCVETR) in Australia as represented by tw>o peak publications?
Research Question 2:
What is the nature of the practice of in-depth interviewing in the field of
post-compulsory vocational education and training research (PCVETR) in
Australia as represented by authors published in tM’o peak PCVETR
publications?
Subsequent identification and document analysis of two peak publications in
PCVETR (i) the Australian and New Zealand Journal of Vocational Education
Research (.ANZ.IVER), later to become the International Journal of Training
Research (IJTR), and (ii) the Proceedings of the Annual International Conference on
Post-compulsory Education and Training (AICPCET) yielded data on the percentage
of articles/papers using in-depth interviewing techniques in order to address
Research Question 1. Responses from authors who had used in-depth research
interviewing techniques in articles/papers in these publications provided evidence
used to address Research Question 2. Further, the focus of the research was
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established and a synthesis provided of the social, cultural and political events that
shaped the changing field of PCVET in Australia in which this study was located.
In Chapter Two the methodological context of research was examined in relation to
the emergence of the now accepted practice of using in-depth interviewing as a data
collection technique. This technique was explained in terms of changes in
perceptions of the research subject/object positions and the consequent positioning of
the interviewee, how it was applied within various research perspectives together
with additional factors that may have influenced the conduct and outcomes of an in
depth interview.
In Chapter Three the notion of practice in general was examined in order to inform
understandings of the practice of in-depth interviewing. A review of meanings
associated with the term practice uncovered a web of diversity and complexity that
had triggered the development by Kemmis (2006) of a Table of Practice (Appendix
4). This Table, in which Kemmis identified and categorised features of practice in
professions, was outlined as a major heuristic for this study of the practice of in
depth research interviewing in PCVET.
In Chapter Four core tasks and integral characteristics or features of in-depth
interviewing practice were ascertained from the literature. In addition, various
aspects of in-depth interviewing as interpersonal communication were discussed.
This discussion was extended to determine specific characteristics of in-depth
interviewing in academic research and a number of other professions as they might
apply to, or contrast to, and inform the practice of in-depth research interviewing in
PCVET.
Up to this point, findings from various literatures useful for providing a contextual
framework for a study on the practice of in-depth interviewing in research in PCVET
were contributed in Chapters One, Two, Three and Four. In Chapter Five the
research method and processes for the study were explained and the subsequent
findings and discussion followed in Chapters Six and Seven.
In Chapter Five, ‘the winding road’ of conducting this research, showed this study to
be located in what was demonstrated to be a Community of Practice of PCVET
researchers using Wenger’s (1998, 2004, 2006) and Wenger, McDermott and
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Snyder's (2002) model of practice, domain and community. The ensuing journey
along the research road provided details of the development of the research processes
including the preliminary studies, conceptualisation/reconceptualisation of the
research approach, mapping the field of PCVET research to ascertain the usage of in
depth interviewing using two peak publications, recruiting participants and obtaining
data on their in-depth interviewing experience through their responses in
questionnaires and interviews.
In Chapter Six the process of mapping the ‘virgin’ field of PCVETR revealed an
active field of research where there were associations, agencies and research centres
together with journals and conferences that focused on and published research in
PCVET. From within the International PCVET community, two peak Australian
publications were identified as Case Study sites (Figure 5, Chapter Six). Evidence
from the resulting Case Studies revealed that a little over a third (34.65%) of all
articles/papers published in the Journal and the Conference Proceedings used data
obtained from in-depth interviewing.
In Chapter Seven a purposive sample of eighteen published authors identified from
the Case Studies as having used in-depth interviewing techniques were recruited as
participants. Findings from participants’ responses to interviews supplemented the
quantitative

data

from

written

questionnaires providing

insights

into

their

experiences, feelings, attitudes and opinions in relation to in-depth research
interviewing. From Table 18 Chapter Seven, connections between understandings of
the features of in-depth interviewing practice demonstrated by these experienced
PCVET interviewers and Kemmis’ (2006) features of practice in professions, were
identified.
Chapter Eight provides a synthesis of the main contributions to knowledge,
limitations of the study and recommendations for future directions for research.
8.2

Main contributions to knowledge

Little was known about activity in the field of research in post-compulsory education
and training in Australia prior to this study, including whether a community of
practice had formed according to features of practice, domain and community
(Wenger 1998, 2004, 2006; Wenger, McDermott & Snyder 2002). From analysis of
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contemporary literature, in particular Kemmis (2006) it was determined that
researchers in PCVET had formed a Community of Practice (Figure 4, Chapter
Five). The body of knowledge contained in PCVET journal articles and conference
papers, the development and usage of research methods and shared practice provided
evidence of practice, while shared interest in PCVET research, shared enquiry and
shared key issues provided evidence of domain, and the existence of PCVET
associations, engagement in PCVET conferences and seminars together with a sense
of belonging, provided evidence of community.
This Community of Practice in PCVETR was then investigated more closely. No
other studies were known to have examined the extent and nature of the practice of
in-depth interviewing in the field of research in post-compulsory education and
training in Australia as represented in peak publications and in researchers' own
accounts. The finding from the document analysis of two peak publications
published during the period 1993 to 2005 demonstrated that about one third (34.65%)
of published articled/papers included data collected by in-depth interviewing thus
providing new knowledge about PCVET research practice. Previously little had been
known about such research practices within this community of practice. A CD of the
results of the document analysis of the two peak publications in PCVETR has been
included as Appendix 9. This contributes a database for future research.
There were both disturbing and reassuring findings from participant researchers on
their training and preparation for conducting interviews to obtain data. The
disturbing finding was that almost half of the participants reported having little or no
training before conducting their first research interviews. The reassuring finding was
that these mature, experienced researchers were able to draw on training for, and
experience in, former occupations (e.g. as a counsellor, hairdresser, newspaper
columnist, personnel manager, psychologist or sales representative) in their
interviewing practice. They had also benefited from reading relevant books, having
discussions with other researchers or colleagues and/or being reflective in their
interviewing practice. The diversity of their training and research interests together
with their research experience added credence to the legitimacy of the findings. Their
collective research experience was evident in the ‘richness’ of their research ‘stories’
pertinent to the exploration of the nature of in-depth interviewing practice in this
study.
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The indications that these relatively untrained but mindful, reflective and resourceful
in-depth interviewers in PCVETR were flexible in their approaches to in-depth
interviewing were confirmed in their understandings that were categorized into ten
features of in-depth research interviewing practice (see Chapter Seven). These are:
gaining understandings, meaning and insights; using specific styles of questioning
(open and probing); being linked to specific research methodological perspectives;
being extended (in terms of content) and having focused and deep responses; being
conversational, dialogic or a discussion; being focused on the interviewee; being
lengthy, over time or extended in terms of time; storytelling; managing control and
power (in the interview relationship); and being reflective. In addition to these
characteristics, interpretive analysis of interview responses revealed their further
understandings of the planning and preparation for and the conduct of interviews,
management of non-routine situations, consideration of values and ethics, influence
of issues around identity and effects of socio-cultural difference and turning points
that had changed their interviewing practice. They also provided advice for research
managers and novice interviewers on managing and conducting in-depth interviews
in PCVET research using such characteristic features. Ability to identify and
articulate such understandings associated with the term ‘in depth-interviewing’ and
ability to make recommendations to others on the processes of conducting in-depth
research interviews were evidence of the practitioners’ knowledge of and active
participation in this form of research. In other words they were able to contribute
representative perspectives on the nature of in-depth interviewing as practised in the
field of PCVETR in Australia. Their ability to discuss their perspectives showed that
they understood that in-depth interviewing is not merely a simple tool for data
collection.
The practising researchers in this study had followed various pathways in their
education or training and/or preparation for conducting in-depth interviews. These
pathways were diverse. While most participants had undertaken degrees in Arts, a
smaller number had undertaken degrees in Sciences and the remainder Vocational
Certificates and Diplomas. Initial education/training was usually followed by a
period of practising in a chosen profession or trade before becoming an in-depth
research interviewer in PCVET. This typically occurred later in his or her career. In
depth research interviewing was not normally considered a career or profession in its
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own right but rather as a practice adopted by the researchers and practitioners some
of whom may have been recruited as interviewers for their topic expertise in a
particular aspect of training or work or because they had conducted interviews in
another profession.
Most researchers participating in this study had not undergone specific education or
training in the use of in-depth interviewing as a qualitative research technique yet
they had all used it in their PCVET research. They had developed a practice of in
depth interviewing drawing on their initial education or training and/or their
professional and life experiences. In their practice some also supervised colleagues
or employed and/or trained assistants to conduct interviews.
Questions then arise as to whether in-depth interviewing should be taught to
researchers in PCVET or indeed whether in-depth interviewing can be ‘taught’? If it
can be taught, is formal education desirable or are on-the-job training and preparation
preferable? There was no consensus from participants in this study as to whether
interviewers should have training, whether in-depth interviewing can be ‘taught’, or
whether individuals have to Team by doing’ through their own experiences and
work.
Findings indicated that any fomial education or on-the-job training and preparation
for in-depth interviewing would ideally include components to raise awareness of the
so-called core interpersonal communication skills. In addition recognition of the
potential influence of: individual, cultural-discursive, social and material economic
features of the meaning and purpose in interviews; the effects of the temporal
location, the physical location and the structure of the interviews; the systemic
regulatory processes (e.g. Ethics Approvals); and the use of reflexivity for
transformation in interviewing practice and ways of thinking about the use of
interviewing skills and knowledge (after Kemmis 2006), should also be included.
These features underpin the additional core tasks and characteristics of being able to
plan, prepare and conduct in-depth interviews, being able to manage routine and non
routine and emotional situations, being able to interview ethically, observing relevant
values, while recognising and managing issues of identity and socio-cultural
difference.
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There was no consensus on whether interviews should be conducted by topic experts
or by experienced interviewers. Whether it was preferable to be an expert on the
topic or to have expert interviewing skills (or both) remained unresolved. However,
if experienced interviewers are preferred and employed by research managers in
preference to novice interviewers, it will be necessary to develop strategies whereby
novice interviewers gain experience. Strategies might include such processes as
‘interviewer supervision’ for trainee interviewers or a form of internship.
8.2.1

Contribution of a synthesis model for the practice of in-depth interviewing in
the Community of Practice of research in PCVET

A synthesis of findings of major factors contributing to the practice of in-depth
interviewing within the PCVETR Community of Practice using multiple sources of
evidence (see Chapters Six and Seven) is represented in the model in Figure 11.
The major underpinning factors of the model are: contextual (green sphere);
individual (blue spheres); and organisational (brown spheres). The underpinning
contextual factors that give meaning and purpose are personal in relation to the
individual research interviewer and the interviewee; social through the values and
social norms within the community of practice (e.g. ethical conduct of research); and
cultural through shared meaning and purpose within the community.
Underpinning

individual

factors

related

to

core

skills

are

interpersonal

communication skills employed in human interactions (as in in-depth interviewing)
including management of the unexpected or non-routine interaction, working
reflexively, working in a research team, planning and organising and applying skills
to research interviews. Other individual factors found to interact with core skills are
life influences from social and cultural experiences. Such social and cultural life
influences include family, social and cultural expectations, ideals, and beliefs,
identity and socio-cultural difference in relation to interactions with interviewees.
Further individual factors are from professional influences such as experience and
training. Professional influences include training in methods and techniques
particularly in-depth interviewing (or the lack of it) for academic research or other
professions, influences from within the Community of Practice as well as
experiences in other professions and occupations.
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Contextual

Key:

Green sphere
Blue spheres
Brown spheres

- underpinning contextual factors
- underpinning personal factors
- underpinning organisational (systemic) factors

Figure 11: Representation of major underpinning factors identified in this study as contributing to
the practice of in-depth interviewing within the Community of Practice of research in
PCVET

The complementary underpinning organisational factors are structural, situated and
temporally located influences external to the individual. The structure (informal,
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semi-structure or non-structure) of an in-depth research interview used in PCVET
research prescribes the way an interview is conducted. This is determined largely by
perspectives

from

the

chosen

methodology

(e.g.

ethnographic

interviews,

interpretive, life histories, mixed method) in relation to purpose and determined by
stakeholders in the research. Other organisational factors influencing in-depth
research interviewing in PCVET are those of being situated within evolving research
perspectives and methodologies (closely linked to structural influences). As well as
being

structurally

determined

by

the

accepted

procedures

within

chosen

methodologies, in-depth interviewing practice is always situated within changing and
evolving research perspectives and methodologies (e.g. changes that occurred in
subject/object positions of ‘persons of interest" when qualitative ethnographic,
interpretive and critical perspectives became more accepted into mainstream
research). In-depth interviewing may also be situated in terms of financial
constraints determined by budgets.
The practice of in-depth interviewing is also influenced by temporal location in an
historical period of PCVET policy and socio-cultural development. In practical terms
an interview is conducted at a particular time in relation to commitments of the
individual interviewees and the interviewer within the timeline of a research study.
The model provides a useful framework as a contribution to the growing body of
knowledge focused on disentangling the diversity, complexity and richness of
notions of practice. Secondly it could be useful to other fields of practice in exploring
and developing understandings of in-depth interviewing in relation to identifying
specific individual and extra-individual features as categorised by Kemmis (2006). It
is suggested that this model, generated from findings in this study, could be tested
and adapted using results findings from future research studies that had different
meanings and purpose, in other situations and temporal locations and involving
participants with other life and professional experiences.
In making explicit the kinds of underpinning factors that may affect the practice of
in-depth interviewing within the Community of Practice of Research in PCVET in
Australia, a new way of thinking about practice in that Community is possible. This
may facilitate new ways of thinking about recruitment and training of in-depth
interviewers, planning and preparation for interviews and the conduct of interviews
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that take into account contextual, individual and organisational factors as identified
in Figure 11.
8.3

A reflective view of my role as researcher

Because the research for this postgraduate study was conducted during a period of
employment in a research centre, my personal research informed my work practice
while my work practice both motivated and informed my approach to this study. By
being part of the Community of Practice focused on research on PCVET and having
regularly conducted in-depth interviews I was positioned as an ‘insider’ in this study.
I had ‘lived’ a range of in-depth interviewing (and other) research experiences
described by the participants.
Adopting a reflexive process (Chapter One and Chapter Five, Section 5.10.2 (ix)) in
my participation in individual encounters with each of the participants and in the
management of the interview processes positioned me as a reflexive researcher. In
this study I not only carried out and reflected on the routine and familiar tasks such
as planning the interview, contacting possible participants and conducting the
interview, I used learned skills from previous training and experience and engaged
and used these reflexively within the study and the thesis. Some encounters were
quite emotional, some confronting, some inspiring, some humbling, but all were
unique. Some were non-routine including interviews with Brad who ‘took control’
after my introductory remarks (see Brad Interview 1 & 2, Tel.) and Lee who turned
my questions back on me (see Bernice Interview’s with Lee 1 & 2, F-2-F). In
‘allowing’ this to happen I learned about myself and my own practice as I learned
about two passionate in-depth interviewers and their perceptions of their practice.
During the course of the research I was asked a rhetorical question by one participant
as to whether there might be a paradox in using interviews in the conduct of research
about interviewing. Although I was not expected to answer it, as the researcher I was
confronted with this challenge to my decision to use in-depth interviews as a source
of evidence in this study. On reflection, I was reminded that Kemmis (2006, p.25)
addressed the paradox when he concluded that the zeal of the ‘evidence-based’ view
of measuring practice almost rendered unrecognisable any practice that held
intentions, values and commitments as being ‘crucial in the conduct of their work’.
As the nature of in-depth interviewing has been shown to include the characteristic
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features of intention to gain insights, meanings and understandings, identifying and
understanding and gaining insights into the meanings of social values, cultural values,
ethical considerations to interviewees, in-depth interviewing seemed a particularly
appropriate research technique to have chosen for this mixed method study.
8.4

Limitations of the study

This study was representative of, but not definitive of, the practice of in-depth
interviewing in the Community of Practice of Research in PCVET. There were a
number of limitations:
(i) this interpretive mixed method reflexive study was limited to findings
from a relatively small number of participants in a specific population;
(ii) the Case Studies were limited to two peak publications within PCVET
research as representative examples of the extent of the use of in-depth
interviewing by their researchers/authors;
(iii) the eighteen participating authors published articles/conference papers in
these peak publications during a period limited to thirteen years from 1993 to
2005 (inclusive);
(iv) the purposive sample was limited to only authors published in either or
both of the two peak publications; and
(v) no cross references were made to other comparable publications as no
previous studies suitable for such an analysis were found.
Given these limitations there is no intention of generalising the findings from this
study to other areas of research where in-depth interviewing practice might be used.
Another potential limitation was that of interviewing people known to the researcher,
particularly colleagues (see Section 5.10.1). Although this was a somewhat contested
practice I did interview people known to me (including colleagues). As PCVETR
was a relatively small field of research where many researchers knew each other it
was very likely that I would recruit experienced participants who were known to me.
Elowever, as the questionnaires and interviews were designed to be neither
controversial nor threatening, I was confident that with mindful and ethical conduct
of the study any potential problems would be minimised. I believe there were no
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major limitations arising from this familiarity in the study. Indeed it seemed that
familiarity proved to be advantageous for recruitment. For example, Maggie, who
worked in another state but had been a participant in a program run through the
Centre in which I worked, commented in a pre-interview conversation that she
responded to my initial contact ‘because she was impressed I had tracked her down'.
Brad and Natalie readily agreed to participate ‘because they knew me’ and because
they were both very interested in the topic. Some participants also discussed
incidents in projects we worked on together which added depth and a sense of
authenticity to their responses. Senior Professors might not have responded to an
invitation to participate in the study if they had not known me, and similarly I may
not have felt sufficiently at ease to invite them to participate.
If there was any limitation in interviewing friends and colleagues it was about
needing extra time and effort to establish a workable style for interacting in an
interview relationship. I found this when interviewing Lee as in our normal
relationship we were often quite flippant with each other. We did find a workable
style and after the interviews Lee then offered to interview me about interviewing. I
agreed to this wholeheartedly and during the interviews she used ‘my questions' but
with a ‘twist’ thus facilitating useful and differently focused reflection on my
interviewing practice that I was then able to apply reflexively when conducting later
interviews. Confidentiality and respect for participants’ attitudes, beliefs, feelings
and values as well as their position were essential as was keeping the research
separate from aspects of the friendship/relationship in order to minimise any
influences or limitations from collegial familiarity.
The use of videoed observations of interviews was considered to be of no particular
benefit to this study because of a possibility that changed relationships and outcomes
could result from effects of the presence and intrusion of a third person or a camera.
Having an observer or technician present could have changed the interpersonal
nature of the confidential ‘one on one’ interview to that of a ‘staged production’ thus
affecting the natural flow and spontaneity of the interaction and possibly invalidating
the data obtained. Furthermore, this study was primarily focused on the stories of the
experiences and perceptions of these interviewers as a self-report journey of their
practice over time rather than on ‘one-off demonstrations of processes within that
practice. In addition, ethical issues can arise from using observations or video
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methods as the presence of an observer and/or a camera may impinge on the privacy
of the interviewee.
Finally, the voices of the participants, although powerful, humbling, passionate and
insightful, were in text reduced to written interpretations that seemed at times to lack
the ‘aliveness’, the 'spontaneity’ we had with each other in our interactive exchanges
to obtain data for the study. Similarly, the resonances between the participants'
responses in these exchanges and Kemmis’ (2006) key features of practice were
subject to my interpretations and understandings and were argued through my lens as
a researcher whose research perspectives were those of an interpretive insider using
mixed method techniques. Findings from Table 18 (indicating identified resonances
between

participant

understandings

and

characteristic

features

of in-depth

interviewing and Kemmis’ key features of practice) were limited by the scope of this
particular study. Further research could reveal further resonances between features.
As with many studies, only a proportion of available data was used to support an
argument, for example, not all statements in interviews were reported. Nevertheless
as Greg commented (Interview 1 F-2-F) what the researcher hears becomes part of
the aggregated context for thinking about the findings.
While in Appendices 7 and 8, paper copy examples were provided for the document
analysis results for only one issue from each of the peak publications, in Appendix 9
details of all 958 articles/papers published in both the Australian and New Zealand
Journal of Vocational Education Research/International Journal of Training
Research continuum and the Proceedings of the Annual International Conference on
Post-Compulsory Education and Training from 1993 to 2005 are provided on a CD
This contributes a resource for further research in the field of PCVET in Australia
that includes the name of each publication; volume and issue details; the article/paper
topic; author[s]; the type of article/paper (e.g. evaluation, critical analysis, policy
analysis, review, research, scholarly writing). Not all research methods used were
identified in detail as the focus in this analysis was on identifying those
articles/papers that had used in-depth interviewing techniques as defined earlier in
this thesis.
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8.5

Future directions and recommendations for further research

This thesis has examined a number of influences on the practice of in-depth
interviewing within the Community of Practice of PCVETR in Australia. It is
acknowledged that in the last three years of the period studied (2003, 2004 and 2005)
the number of articles/conference papers published in the two peak publications had
declined. There were slightly fewer articles published in the Journal during those
three years than in other three year period of publication from 1993 to 2005. There
was also a decline in the number of papers published in the conference proceedings
in the years 2004 and 2005 following an overall steady increase from its modest
beginnings. Whether this decline in the number of published papers was a long-term
or a short-term trend in the field of research in PCVET in Australia could be
investigated in future study.
Analysis of participant responses showed considerable diversity in some aspects of
the researcher profiles in terms of gender, age and career paths. It may be that more
females than males are drawn to using in-depth interviewing or that a career path
from particular types of occupations are more likely to feed into this line of practice.
While some participants believed that the best person to conduct an interview is a
topic expert, others advocated that the best person is an experienced interviewer.
There was insufficient evidence in the findings as to whether being a topic expert or
having expert interviewing skills (or both) was preferable for researcher in this field.
As a result, it is not clear how people can become experienced interviewers (if only
‘experienced’ interviewers are to be employed) or how research managers should
recruit and/or train in-depth interviewers. Nor was it clear whether research
managers who employ research assistants and/or associate researchers, themselves
need in-depth interviewing experience in PCVET.
While a number of resonances (or connections) were identified between features
from Kemmis’ Practice Table and findings on characteristic features of in-depth
research interviewing practice from this study, no clear connections were identified
for some features.
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Given that study findings showed that 34.65% of article/papers in the document
analysis of the peak publications had used data obtained from in-depth interviews,
and in light of limitations and issues previously discussed, recommendations for
future research are to:
Recommendation 1:
Investigate factors in the field of research in PCVET in Australia that may have
influenced trends in research output or publication of articles/papers in the Australian
and New Zealand Journal of Vocational Education Research/International Journal
of Training Research continuum and the Proceedings of the Annual International
Conference on Post-Compulsory Education and Training after 2003.
Recommendation 2:
Examine any links between diversity in terms of gender, age and career path of
researchers in the field of PCVET and their research practice particularly the use of
in-depth interviewing.
Recommendation 3:
Investigate the role and required expertise of research managers for the recruitment
and/or training of research associates or research assistants for in-depth interviewing
in research studies on PCVET in Australia.
Recommendation 4:
Explore various ways of training PCVET researchers in skills for performing core
tasks of in-depth interviews (to include aspects of socio/cultural awareness and
handling the non-routine in interpersonal interactions).
Recommendation 5:
Investigate the inclusion of aspects socio/cultural awareness, handling the non
routine and awareness of the effect of interviewer life experience on interpersonal
interactions in interviewing in the study of in-depth interviewing in research methods
courses for PCVETR in Australia
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Recommendation 6:

Examine different populations in various countries to confirm identified connections,
or identify other connections, between the characteristic features of in-depth
interviewing practice in research in PCVET in Australia and Kemmis’ key features
of practice using different populations.
Recommendation 7:
Test and adapt the model (Figure 11) representing the underpinning factors identified
as contributing to the practice of in-depth interviewing within the Community of
Practice of Research in PCVET using other studies.
8.6

Road's end

This study encompassed my story as researcher and in-depth interviewer. The story
has been simultaneously frustrating, exhilarating, challenging and satisfying. Other
stories in the study were told by the participants whose research had been published
in the 34.65% of papers that demonstrated the extent of the use of data from in-depth
interviews in published PCVET research as represented in two peak publications.
T he study findings are my interpretations of those stories, in other words, the study is
also the participants’ stories through my voice. It is our journey through our
experiences of in-depth interviewing in research on PCVET in Australia. Our work
together provides embellishment on the glove of performance in in-depth
interviewing practice. The research findings are a representation of the extent and
nature of our lived work experience as researchers that includes increased awareness
of where our practice might be positioned in this unique segment of history of postcompulsory education and training research in Australia.
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Appendix 1

National Reports and significant events influencing
PC VET and PC VET Research 1974-2005
1.1 1974-1992
1.2 1993 only
1.3 1994-2005
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Appendix 1.1:
National Reports and significant events influencing PCVET and PCVET Research prior to
1993 (leading up to the emergence of the peak publications)

Year(s)
1974
1992

Report/significant event in
relation to policy changes in
VET

Focus or comment

1974

Report of Committee of
Inquiry
(Cochrane Report)

Report of inquiry conducted by the Committee of
Inquiry into Labour Market Training.

1974

TAFE in Australia: Report
on needs in technical and
further education

Heralded the ‘creation’ of a TAFE sector. Report
of an inquiry conducted by the Australian
Committee on Technical and Further Education
(ACOTAFE). Report suggested a change of
emphasis within TAFE to a more inclusive
enrolment base.

First (Vols. 1 & 11)
1975

Final Report
(Kangan Report)

Described 20 years on by the then Prime Minister
Paul Keating as ‘a defining moment in Australian
educational history’ (Kearns & Hall 1994,
Foreword).

1975

TAFE in Australia: Second
report on needs in Technical
and Further Education
(Richardson Report)

Report of inquiry conducted by the Australian
Committee on Technical and Further Education.

1975

Universities Commission
Report

Report of inquiry into open tertiary education in
Australia.

1976

Poverty and Education in
Australia
(Fitzgerald Report)

Commission of Inquiry into Poverty.

1979

Group Training established

Established in response to decline in
apprenticeships.
(see Group Training Australia)

1970s1980s

Industry Training Advisory
Boards (ITABS) founded

From the early 1970s Industry Training Councils
(ITCs) had existed primarily in traditional trade
areas. In the 1980s governments began to
recognise ITCs as a useful source of advice and
to support these bodies became to be known as
ITABs.

1980

Establishment by AEC of
the TAFE National Centre
for Research and
Development

Established on a recommendation from the
Kangan report for an Australian Technology
Centre as a clearinghouse for research (renamed
NCVER in 1992)
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1974-1992 Report/signiflcant event in relation to policy changes in VET

(Continued)

1985

Report of Committee ofInquiry
(Kirby Report)

Report of inquiry conducted by the Committee
of Inquiry into Labour Market Programs.
Introduction of a structured traineeship program
for young people recommended.

1985

Australian Traineeship System
(ATS)

Introduced with Commonwealth funding but
with state supplementation required.

1987
1988
1989

*Skills for Australia
*A changing workforce
improving Australia's training
system
(*Dawkins Reports, AGPS)

Reports in response to the decline in current
accounts and growth in foreign debt. A new
funding model for TAFE developed from Skills
for Australia removing separate funding models
for ATS other labour market programs.

1988

Australian Committee on TAFE
Curriculum formed

Formed to expand the work of the Curriculum
Projects Steering Group (CPSG) in the
development of a national core curriculum.

1988

Establishment of the National
Board of Employment Education
and Training (NBEET)

Repealed previous Acts for schools, higher
education and services with the establishment of
three sub-councils: Higher Education; Schools;
and Skills and Training.

1989

Training Reform Agenda Agreement for Establishment of
a National Training Board (NTB)

Results of a Special Ministerial Conference shift to Competency Based Training (CBT) and
setting of national skills standards.

1990

Training Costs ofAward
Restructuring (Deveson Report)

Conducted by of the Training Costs Review
Committee.

1990

TAFE’s commission for the future
(Scott Review)

A new role for TAFE recommended.
Following this report, a second Ministerial
Conference was convened by John Dawkins.

1990

National Training Board (NTB)

Established to support and promote ‘quality’,
competency-based standards and competencybased training in a number of industries.

1991

Young People’s Participation in
Post-compulsory Education and
Training
(Finn Review)

Report of inquiry conducted by the Australian
Education Council (AEC) Review Committee.
Recommended post-compulsory, vocational and
general education should no longer be sharply
divided. Identified 6 Key Areas of Competence.
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1974-1992 Report/signiflcant event in relation to policy changes in VET

(Continued)

1991

Employment and Skills
Formation Council
(Carmichael Report)

Competency-based Australian Vocational
Certificate System (AVCTS) proposed to replace
ATS (1985).

1991

The Australian Standards
Framework (ASF)

Adopted to provide a 6-level structure for
competency standards.

1992

Wanted: Our Future
(Senate Standing Committee
on Employment, Education
and Training)

A report into the implications of sustained high
levels of unemployment among young people (from
15 to 24 years old).

1992

Putting General Education to
work: The key competencies

These reports were prepared to advise the
Australian Education Council (AEC) and the
Ministers of Vocational Education, Employment
and Training (MOVEET) on employment related
Key Competencies for post-compulsory education
and training as a response to the Finn Report.

Key Competencies
(Mayer Committee Reports)

Identified 7 Key Areas of Competence.
1992

The National Framework
for the Recognition of
Training (NFROT)
agreement between the
State, Territory and
Commonwealth Ministers
responsible for vocational
education and training in
Australia

Addressed national consistency in the recognition
of accredited courses, training providers and
competencies, providing nationally consistent
outcomes, involving industrial bodies, mechanisms
for recognition of providers, mechanisms for
objective assessment and provision of recognition
of prior learning (RPL).

1992

The National Centre for
Vocational Education
Research (NCVER)
established from the former
TAFE National Centre for
Research and Development

Established as a not-for-profit registered company
owned by the federal, state and territory ministers
responsible for vocational education and training
(VET). Formal recognition of VET rather than
TAFE.

19921993

Establishment of the
Australian National
Training Authority (ANTA)

This followed moves by the then federal
government (Labor) to take control of VET from
the States and territories.
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Appendix 1.2:
National Reports and significant events influencing PCVET and PCVET during 1993 (the year
of the emergence of two peak PCVET publications)

Year
1993

Report/signiflcant event in
relation to policy changes in
VET

Focus or comment

1993

Ministers agreed to review
the implementation of
training reforms.

ANTA engaged Allen Consulting to conduct the
review.

1993

Final Report of the First
Review of the National
Framework for the
Recognition of Training
(NFROT) (Rumsey Review)

David Rumsey and Associates were commissioned as
independent consultants to review the implementation
of the National Framework (Rumsey 1993, p.6).

1993

No Small Change:Proposals
for a Research and
Development Strategy for
Vocational Education and
Training in Australia
(McDonald, Hayton, Gonzci,
& Hagar, University of
Technology, Sydney)

Review of VET research highlighted the low level of
investment in Research and Development (R&D) in
the vocational education sector.

National Qualifications
Framework (NQF)

Established a consistent system of qualifications
provided by secondary school, vocational education
and training (VET) and higher education sectors,
based on competency standards. (However,
University Sector concerns forced a reassessment
resulting in the establishment of AQF in 1995).

1993
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Appendix 1.3:
National Reports and significant events influencing PCVET and PCVET Research from to
1994-2005 (the period of focus for the case studies of the two peak PCVET publications).

Years
1994
2005

Report/significant event in
relation to policy changes in
VET

Focus or comment

1994

Towards a Skilled Australia:
A national strategy for
vocational education and
training (ANTA, Canberra)

The Strategy aimed to ensure that future
vocational education and training was: more
flexible; more devolved; more competitive; and
more informed.

1994

Working Nation

The White Paper on Employment and Growth
announcements of training and education reforms
that included a new system of nationally
accredited and managed traineeship programs that
would see large enterprises undertaking their own
traineeships. Student and adult traineeships and a
Youth Training Allowance to be made available.

(The Prime Minister The
Honourable PJ Keating, MP
House of Representatives)

1995

The Prime Minister The
Honourable PJ Keating
appointed Rae Taylor to
undertake a review of the
ANTA agreement

Recommended a strong and clearly defined role
for TAFE within the national system.

1995

ANTA calls for tenders for
three national key VET
research centres

Recognition of Centre for Economics of
Education and Training (CEET) at Monash
University and the Research Centre for
Vocational Education and Training (RCVET)
later became Organisational, Adult and
Vocational Learning (OVAL) at the University of
Technology, Sydney as Australian National Key
VET Research Centres and the Centre for
Research and Learning in Regional Australia
(CRLRA) at the University of Tasmania
recognised as a provider for regional research.

(Acting on findings from No
Small Change (McDonald et.
al. 1993)

1995

Australian Qualification
Framework (AQF)

University sector concerns caused the NQF
(1993) to be reassessed and modified as the AQF
(1995).

1995

Key Competences in Industry
Standards
(Rumsey & Associates,)

Report of project in response to recommendations
from State and Federal Ministers for Education
and Training in relation to the Mayer Report
findings on Key Competencies.

1995

Taylor Review

Review of the ANTA Agreement recommends a
stronger and more clearly defined role for TAFE
within the national system of training provision.
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1994-2005 Report/significant event in relation to policy changes in VET
1996

Training Linkages for Secure
jobs (ACOSS Papers No 77
May 1996, Alan Williamson
(ed.) - a series of research
and policy papers published
by the Australian Council of
Social Service - Social
Analysis for Social Change)

(Continued)

A report of the ACOSS Linkages Project on the
barriers and links between labour market programs
and formal VET for long-term and other
disadvantaged unemployed people.
Project assisted by the Commonwealth
Government through ANTA.

1996

VET Ministers agree to
establishment of the National
Training Framework (NTF)

NTF replaced NFROT and the AQF. Training
Packages were to be introduced. The term
Registered Training Organisation (RTO) became
part of the training vocabulary.

1996

ANTA Ministerial Council
(MINCO) endorsed New
Apprenticeships in May

Endorsement of six key principles for the
implementation of New Apprenticeships that
merged apprenticeships and traineeships on a
national basis.

1996

Introduction of the National
Training Quality Council

NTQC: An industry-led body to replace the
Standards and Curriculum Council.

1997

Vocational Education in
Schools (VETiS) adopted

The Commonwealth and States agree to adopt a
nationally consistent approach to greatly expand
the provision of VET in schools.

1997

The Australian Vocational
Education and Training
Research Association
(AVETRA) established

Founded with a grant of $10,000 from the
Australian National Training Authority Research
Advisory Council (ANTARAC). First Conference
held at the University of Technology, Sydney
(UTS) in 1998.

1998

New Apprenticeships
introduced

A key feature of the New Apprenticeship system
was that all public funding for apprenticeships and
traineeships was subject to ‘user choice’ principles.

1998

Australian Recognition
Framework (ARF) adopted

Adopted as a comprehensive approach to the
national recognition of vocational education and
training across all States and Territories of
Australia involving national registration and
quality assurance of training organisations.

1999

Law and Policy in vocational
education and training: A
contemporary survey by
NCVER (Mitchell,
Robertson & Shorten)

This survey documented systematically classified,
examined and evaluated the legislation relating to
the provision of VET in Australia in terms of
transparency, completeness, coherence, and
consistency.
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1994-2005 Report/significant event in relation to policy changes in VET

(Continued)

2001

The Australian Quality
Training Framework
(AQTF) introduced

Australian Recognition Framework (ARF 1998) was
reviewed. The ARF arrangements were replaced by
two sets of standards but were to remain in place in
some instances until full implementation of the
AQTF standards from 1 July 2002.

2003

Parliament of Australia
Senate Inquiry
Senate Education,
Employment, and
Workplace Relations
Reference Committee

Inquiry into present and future skills needs, skill
formation and the labor market, the VET framework,
education and training pathways, skill shortage and
the role of industry.

2003

National Strategy for VET
2004-2010 Shaping our
Future
(ANTA)

Had four objectives: industry to have a highly skilled
workforce; employers/individuals to be at the centre
of VET; strengthening of communities and regions
through learning and employment; and skills for
indigenous Australians.

2004

Australian Technical
Colleges established

The Australian Government funded Australian
Technical Colleges across Australia in areas where
there were skills needs, a high youth population and
a strong industry base. These Colleges catered for
Years 11 and 12 students who elected to study for
their Year 12 certificate and start an apprenticeship
whilst still at school (Australian School-based
Apprenticeships).

2005

ANTA abolished. Funding to
Key Research Centres ends
with the abandonment of the
National Key Research
Centre Program

Department of Education, Science and Training
(DEST) assumes the ANTA function with NCVER
continuing under the existing agreement to carry on
the National Research Program.
New approaches and funding models needed to be
established for the national research centres.

2005

Ten Industry Skills Councils
established

These replace the larger group of national Industry
Training Advisory Boards (ITABS) to have industryled control of training package development.

2005

Skilling A ustralia ’.v
Workforce: 2005-2008
Commonwealth/State
agreement for skilling
Australia’s workforce

New agreement reinforces commitment to objectives
for VET identified in the National Strategy for VET
2004-2010 Shaping our Future.
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Appendix 2

UTS Human Research Ethics Committee Approvals

2.1 HREC Approval for research study (p.316)
2.2 HREC Approved participant consent form (p317)
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Appendix 2.1
HREC Approval for research study
11 November 2003

Dr Shirley Saunders
School of Adult Education
Faculty of Education
Level 5, Building 10
Broadway Campus

Dear Shirley,

UTS HREC 03/81 - SAUNDERS, Dr Shirley, McGREGOR, Associate Professor Helen, (for
MELVILLE, Ms Bernice - PhD student) - “In-depth research interviewing as bizarre cultural
practice: From generic skills to situated practice”
At its meeting held on 09 September 2003, the UTS Human Research Ethics Committee
considered the above application, and I am pleased to inform you that ethics approval has been
granted.
The Committee did however request that the word “bizarre” should be removed from the title and
not used in conjunction with participant information in the event that it may influence the data.
Your approval number is UTS HREC 03/81A
Please note that the ethical conduct of research is an on-going process. The National Statement
on Ethical Conduct in Research Involving Humans requires us to obtain a report about the
progress of the research, and in particular about any changes to the research which may have
ethical implications. The attached report form must be completed at least annually, and at the
end of the project (if it takes more than a year), or in the event of any changes to the research as
referred to above, in which case the HREC Secretariat should be contacted beforehand.
I also refer you to the AVCC guidelines relating to the storage of data. The University requires
that, wherever possible, original research data be stored in the academic unit in which they were
generated. Should you submit any manuscript for publication, you will need to complete the
attached Statement of Authorship, Location of Data, Conflict of Interest form, which should be
retained in the School, Faculty or Centre, in a place determined by the Dean or Director.
Please complete the attached (green) report form at the appropriate time and return to the HREC
Secretariat in the Research and Development Office, Broadway. In the meantime, if you have
any queries please do not hesitate to contact either myself, or the Research Ethics Officer, Ms
Louise Abrams on 02 9514 9615.
Yours sincerely,

Associate Professor Jane Stein-Parbury
Chairperson, UTS Human Research Ethics Committee

PO Box 123
Broadway NSW 2007
Australia

UTS

Tel. +61 2 9514 2000
Fax +61 2 9514 1551

University of Technology, Sydney

C
I ___________________________ (participant's name-please print) agree to participate in the
research project ‘In-depth research interviewing as cultural practice: From generic skills to
situated practice’ being conducted by Bernice Melville, Faculty of Education of the University
of Technology, Sydney, for the purpose of her Doctor of Philosophy degree.
I understand that the purpose of this study is to develop a case study of the current practice of
using in-depth interviewing for adult education research using questionnaires and interviews.
A framework will be developed for understanding in-depth interviewing as a sociocultural
practice.
I understand that my participation in this research will involve an initial questionnaire which is
expected to take 10 mins to complete. I also agree/do not agree to participate in a follow-up
telephone interview and a possible further face-to-face interview. I understand each interview
will be of approx 45-60 minutes duration. I also understand that the researcher, Bernice
Melville, will at all times respect my rights, attitudes beliefs and values. Invasion of my privacy
will be minimised by the use of a pseudonym. My identity at all times will remain confidential.
I am aware that I can contact Bernice Melville [Tel: (02) 9514 3957 ] or her supervisor Dr
Shirley Saunders [Tel: (02) 9514 3321 ] if I have any concerns about the research. I also
understand that I am free to withdraw my participation from any part or all of this research
project at any time I wish and without giving a reason.
Bernice Melville has informed me of the nature and the process of the project and has
answered all my questions fully and clearly.
I also agree that the research data gathered from this project may be published in a form that
does not identify me in any way.

Signed by

____________________________________________
Witnessed by

NOTE:
This study has been approved by the University of Technology, Sydney Human Research Ethics Committee. If you
have any complaints or reservations about any aspect of your participation in this research which you cannot resolve
with the researcher, you may contact the Ethics Committee through the Research Ethics Manager, Ms Susanna
Davis (ph: 02 - 9514 1279, Susanna.Davis@uts.edu.au). Any complaint you make will be treated in confidence and
investigated fully and you will be informed of the outcome.

Office City campus, No 1 Broadway, Sydney NSW
Campuses City, Kuring-g^i, St Leonards

Appendix 3

Styles of Educational Research
3.1 Alternative Styles of Educational Research
(Merriam & Simpson 1989)
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Appendix 3.1
Alternative styles of Educational Research

From Merriam, S & Simpson, E 1989, A Guide to Research for Educators and
Trainers ofAdults, Robert E Kreiger Publishing, Malabar, Florida.

i 18 / A Guide to Research tor Educators and Trainers of Adults
Table 7.2 Alternative Styles of Educational Research

FORM OF RESEARCH
POSITIVIST
(Empirical-analytic)

Education as a
Presumed nature of
education as an object phenomenon’:
schooling as a deliverof research
system (technology)

INTERPRETIVE
(Historicalhermeneutic)

CRITICAL

Education as a
developmental
process; schooling as
lived experience

Education as a social
project: schooling as an
institution for social and
cultural reproduction and
transformation.

Research methods

Natural-scientific;
experimental.
‘quantitative’

Historical interpretive; Critical social science;
emancipatory action
‘qualitative’; ethnoresearch
methodological;
illuminative

Form of research
knowledge

Objective;
nomological; causal
explanation

Subjective;
idiographic;
interpretive
understanding

Dialectical; reflexive
understanding aimed at
critical praxis

Examples of
substantive theoretical
forms

Functionalist
psychology; structurefunctional sociology.
anthropology

Structuralism in
psychology.
sociology.
anthropology

Ideology-critique; critical
curriculum theorising by
collaborating teachers

Human interest

Technical

Practical

Emancipatory

Practical purpose and
form of reasoning

Improvement of the
‘technology’ of
schooling;
instrumental (means.
ends) reasoning

Enlightenment of
practitioners;
practical-deliberative
(informs judgement)

Rational transformation of
education; critical
reasoning (i. e., practical
reasoning with
emancipatory intent)

Theory of human
nature

Deterministic

Humanistic

Historical-materialist

Educational
philosophy

Neo-classical,
vocational

Liberal-progressive

Socially-critical.
democratic

Educational values

‘Moulding’ metaphor.
Individuals prepared
for a given form of
social life

Growth’ metaphor
Self-actualisation of
individuals within
meritocratic form of
social life

Empowerment’
metaphor. Individuals
collectively producing
and transforming existing
forms of social life
through action in history

View of educational
reform

Research,
Enlightened action:
development and
liberal-individualist.
dissemination;
reconstructionist
bureaucracy, corporate
management

Contestational,
communitarian;
reproduction and
transformation through
collective action

Carr. W. and Kemmis, S. (1986) Becoming Critical Education, Knowledge and Action Research. London. Falmer
(and Geelong. Victoria. Dcakin University Press).
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Appendix 4

Practice Table
4.1 What is Professional Practice
(Kemmis 2006, pp.6-7)
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Appendix 4.1
Practice Table - Individual and extra-individualfeatures ofpractice (Kemmis 2006, pp.6-7y
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Appendix 5

Pilot Interview Protocol
5.1 Qualitative Research Interview Guide
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QUALITATIVE RESEARCH INTERVIEW GUIDE.

/ approached you for an interview because ofyour involvement in qualitative research.
Q
Q.

Tell me something of your particular area (or areas) of research.
Tell me something of your own research philosophy.

In the course of setting up and conducting qualitative research studies (particularly in
relation to interviewing), a number of interpersonal communication skills are employed.
Q

Q
Q
Q

What communication skills have you employed (prompt: particularly negotiation,
conflict management. Other skills self disclosure, self-monitoring establishing shared
meaning)
What ones do you consider can most strongly affect the outcome of the research?
In what ways?
Have you had any training in interpersonal communication skills?

As we previously discussed, / would like you to describe an incident which took place while
you were conducting qualitative research and which illustrates an effect that
communication skills can have on the collection of data.
The incident you describe is to be one where you perceived that your level of
communication skills (or the skills of the interviewee) made a difference to the quality of
the research data.
The incident may have been one :
* that was well planned or went very well and was particularly satisfying
* that did not go as planned and/or was particularly demanding or challenging.

(a)

The Context:
Q Was the interview group, individual, personal or by telephone, videoed,
audio-taped or recorded by notes?
Q Who were the people/person involved (eg student(s), teacheps), members) of the
public etc)?
Q What was the research area?

(b)

The Incident:

Describe the details of what happened !!
Q In your view what communication skills were used that made a difference to the
course of the interview and ultimately the quality of the data collected0
Q How do you feel it affected the quality of the data?
Q Why did you take the action you did0
Q Why do you think this incident stays in your memory?
Q Would you do anything differently 'next time'?
3 J Melville Appendix 5.1
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Appendix 6

Focus Group Participation
Package
6.1 Detail of the Study (yellow)
6.2 Briefing Sheet (blue)
6.3 Model and Focus Questions (pink)
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Some detail about the study...

The topic area of this research study -'analysis of interpersonal communication skills for 'qualitative

researchers'' originated in my own experience as a research project officer.
While working on a major research project I became very conscious of how dependent meaningful
research findings were on my ability to elicit stories and views from a wide range of participants - in
that case, students, ex students, lecturers, tutors, as well as TAFE teachers, head teachers, senior
head teachers and college managers. My competence in various aspects of interpersonal
communication seemed to me to have the potential to 'make or break' the project.
.

Consequently, in this proposed study I aim to identify how researchers perceive qualitative research;
what communication skills they are aware of, how they perceive of such skills applying to in-depth
interviewing; and whether they have undertaken any training in interpersonal communication.
This will be done by firstly conducting focus groups to identify question areas for the proposed in
depth interviews and then conducting interviews with researchers other than those in the focus
groups. Each interview will include the opportunity for the participant to describe a memorable
interviewing experience; and finally each interview participant will be asked to complete two
questionnaires relating to listening and other skills identified in the literature as being essential for
effective interviewing.
The results of the questionnaires and the responses from the interviews will be analysed, linked and
compared. It is anticipated that a model for effective interviewing interaction will be developed from
the findings.
You are participating in a focus group to consider whether the interview technique used in a videoed
interview brings out responses which provide data useful in addressing the following research
questions and whether other questions and techniques would elicit different data or more useful data.

The overarching aim of the research is to investigate the communication skills used by
investigative researchers in in-depth interviewing.
To do this the following research questions will be addressed:(these are taken directly from
my research application)
• (i) what research perspective(s)(‘paradigms') each participant researcher applies to their
own research
• (ii) how participant researchers conceptualise qualitative (interpretive) research
• (Hi) how participant researchers think about and apply communicative skills in relation to
in-depth interviewing in interpretative research
• (iv) what communication education and/or training participant researchers have received
• (v) what emerges from the data as components of a model of communication skills for in-depth
interviewing

Thank you for being a part of this study. I appreciate and look forward to vour involvement in the focus group
B J Melville Appendix
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QUALITATIVE RESEARCH INTERVIEW BRIEFING SHEET.
(Sent to the participating researchers involved in the pilot study in the video prior to the
event)
I approached you for an interview because ofyour interest in qualitative research.
The questions that will be askedfirst will be about your particular area (or areas)
of research and your own research philosophy
In the course of setting up and conducting qualitative research studies (particularly in
relation to interviewing), a number of interpersonal communication skills are employed.
Questions will be asked relating to communication skills and how they might affect the
outcome of the research.
,4s we previously discussed, I would like you to describe an incident which took place while
you were conducting qualitative research and which illustrates an effect that
communication skills can have on the collection of data.
The incident you describe is to be one where you perceived that your level of
communication skills (or the skills of the interviewee) made a difference to the quality of
the research data.

The incident may have been one :
* that was well planned or went very well and was particularly satisfying
* that did not go as planned and/or was particularly demanding or challenging.

The questions that you will be asked in relation to this incident will be in the areas of:
(a)

The Context:

You will be asked about the type of interview (whether group, individual, personal or by
telephone, videoed, audio-taped or recorded by notes); the people/person involved (eg
student(s), teachers), members) of the public etc) and what the research area was.
(b)

The Incident:

You will be asked to describe the details of what happened !!
* In your view what communication skills were used that made a difference to the
course of the interview and ultimately the quality of the data collected?
* How do you feel it affected the quality of the data?
* Why did you take the action you did?
* Why do you think this incident stays in your memory?
* Would you do anything differently 'next time'?
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My Draft Model
Process

Setting up
establishing rapport/introduction
interview guide
can you tell me about
can you tell me more about
What
how
where
when
who
Closure/debrief
Interpersonal communication skills

disclosure
self-monitoring
probing
reflecting/paraphrasing
active listening
body language

Today's Focus Questions

There are two major components to conducting an interviov
(i) the questions that are asked and
(ii) how they are asked
In your view
♦

Does the above model facilitate the production of 'rich data'?

♦

How would you modify the model?

♦

Did the interview guide (question areas) provide data useful in addressing the research questions9

♦

Are there other question areas that could potentially elicit responses which could more fully address the
research questions?

B J Melville Appendix 6.3
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Appendix 7

Examples of document analysis Results Tables
for the ANZJVER/IJTR published in Australia
1993 to 2005
7.1 Results Table for ANZJVER 2002, vol. 10, no. 1
7.2 Results Table for IJTR 2005, vol. 3, no.l
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All articles submitted to the refereed section of the journal are subject to the conventional double-blind refereeing system. Articles submitted to the Policy
and Practice section are single-blind refereed All articles are peer reviewed.
Review using mixed method research pp. 1-22
Yes
Hill, Angela
VET in schools for indigenous students: ‘hands on’,
qualitative interview data from a major
‘default’ or promising?
Sue, Helme
ANTA study and quantitative techniques
pp. 23-35
No
Comparative strategy analysis
Abbott, Malcolm
Strategic directions in New Zealand’s tertiary
education market
pp. 36-52
McBeath, Clare
Mixed method needs analysis including
Yes
Vocational centres in Fiji schools: A needs analysis
interviews
pp. 53-81
No
Gillis, Shelley
Principles underpinning graded assessment in VET:
Critical issue analysis
Griffin, Patrick
A critique of prevailing perceptions
pp. 82-95
Hoy-Mack, Penny
Constructionist, critical hermeneutic case
Yes
Workplace assessment in New Zealand: Stated
study review using observation and semiintentions and realisations
structured interviews
pp. 1-15
Review and issue analysis of literature.
Yes
Selby Smith, Chris
Funding arrangements for VET students with a
Ferrier, Fran
DEST survey data and interviews
disability: More talk or actual improvement?
pp. 16-29
No
Issue analysis using ABS survey data and
Andy Smith
Myth and reality: Employer sponsored training in
Steven Billett
Australia
international comparative approach
pp. 30-46
Industry specific issue analysis using
No
McDonald, Tom
An analysis of the environment as a means of
researcher generated survey data
Jackling, Beverley
assessing training needs in the Insurance industry in
Australia
Unclear
pp. 47-64
European system review and analysis Winterton, Jonathan
From Bologna to Copenhagen: Progress towards a
European credit transfer system for VET
synthesis of three research projects
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Appendix 8

Example of document analysis Results Tables
for the published proceedings of the International
Conference on Post-Compulsory Education and Training
1993-2005
pp. 332-338
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(All papers peer reviewed by the Conference Planning Committee and all papers have also undergone full anonymous refereeing to comply
fully with the verification requirements of the Department of Education Science and Training for conference publication -full written paper
refereed.)
Interviews
Type of paper/study/perspective
Author(s)
Title
Yes/No
Feminist, authoethnography (researcher as
Yes
Individual struggles for selfhood: Conflicts and
Allan, Janet K
subject).
tensions of transforming self within cultural worlds
Socio-cultural study
Yes
Training program review
How ready are you? A preliminary investigation into
Allen, Jean
the
workplace
readiness
of
final-year
education
Peach, Deborah
students at a regional university
No
Policy issue analysis
Neoliberalism, training markets, and the public
Anderson, Damon
Gallagher, Colin
interest: The ‘Virtual IT Training’ affair
No
Comparative feasibility study
Defining and assessing competencies for the
Arends, Lena
development of a program for an international
student assessment on vocational education and
training: Challenges and opportunities
No
Comparative evaluation
Self-assessment of vocational skills in postAthanasou, James A
compulsory education and training
No
Evaluation of a statistical tool
Can we use Rasch measurement in vocational
Athanasou, James A
education and training classrooms?
Lamprianou, Iasonas
Agho, Kingsley
No
Study (in progress) testing a particular
The balanced hands and minds equilibrium: A
Azemikhah, Homi
theoretical approach to teaching and
pedagogical approach for developing vocational
learning
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International program analysis and
A model for international cooperation in the delivery
Bailey, Brian
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of VET programs with an international partner:
Issues and perspectives
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Qualitative analysis of a program
Learning support on FE in England: A second report
Bailey, Bill
Robson, Jocelyn
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Can we transform the spirit of our workers through
holistic education?
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Understanding workplace judgements: Internal and
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Peer-mediated learning beyond the curriculum: A
search for theory
Combining life history and longitudinal qualitative
research to explore transitions and learning in the life
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Learning cultures in English further education:
Understanding learning relationally

Conceptualising transitions from education to
employment as career development and/or learning
Students’ perspectives concerning effective
instruction
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International research design: Considerations for
automotive training programs development research
in Kenya and Victoria
From high school to university: A critic (sic) of the
Indonesian Education System
Learning circles: A community of practice

Conceptual analysis of research design

Yes

Critical analysis of a practice

Yes

Critical analysis of the preparation of a
program

No

Management skill training for traditional primary
industries: Is delivery in decline?
Using the ‘nesting dolls’ analogy to reconceptualise
communication for sustainability in the human
services industry
Australian vocational education institutions’ potential
contribution to national innovation
Engaging first-year students in collaborative learning
through practical applications: Walking the walk or
just talking the talk?

Program evaluation using a mixed method
study
Subject review

Yes

No

Issue analysis

No

Course evaluation

Unclear

Theory in Practice: Forging a partnership between
university and enterprise

Developing innovative practice

No

Levelising: Multiple ways of knowing in practice

Scholarly writing

No

Researching transitions: Some assumptions and
challenges of researching seamless learning

Critical analysis

No

A cross-cultural perspective on perceived power in

Issue analysis using research survey
instrument
Program analysis

Unclear
No

Program analysis

No

Overview of a strategy using focus group
discussions

Yes

vocational education
Translations of linkages: Rethinking translations of
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Appendix 9

Full document analysis Results Tables for the published
proceedings of the ANZJVER/IJTR continuum
and the
International Conference on Post-Compulsory Education
and Training 1993-2005
Presented as a CD Resource
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Appendix 10

Participant Information Pack
10.1 Invitation to Participate Cover page (p.342)
10.2 Information Sheet (green, p.343)
10.3 Contact and Participant Details Sheet (yellow
double-sided, p. 344)
10.4. Questionnaire (blue double-sided, p.345)
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Invitation
to
participate

Bernice Melville
Faculty of Education
University of Technology Sydney
PO Box 123
Broadway NSW 2007
Tel 02 9514 3957
Fax 02 9514 3030
Bernice.Melville@uts.edu.au
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University of Technology, Sydney: Faculty of Education
Information Sheet:
PhD Research Working Title:
‘In-depth interviewing as cultural practice:
From generic skills to situated practice ’
You are invited to participate in this study as a researcher identified from publications as
using non-survey style interviewing or conversations to collect data.________________
My interest in in-depth interviewing practice stems from my work in research, particularly in
relation to the methods used to obtain data and the interpersonal communication involved.
The study is to be located within the context of adult education and the widespread use of in
depth interviewing for interpretive, critical and life histoiy research as situated practice. To
understand in-depth interviewing as situated practice I am developing a framework using the
history of research methodology, accepted interpersonal communication skills and the
sociocultural contexts of interviews.
Enclosed in this package are:
□ A questionnaire in three short parts. The first (confirmation of your contact details) will
be removed and kept separate from your responses; the second is about you as a
researcher; and the third is about you as an interviewer,
□ two copies of a letter of consent to be involved on the study (one to be returned with the
questionnaire and one for your own records), and
□ a return stamped-addressed envelope for return of both documents.
Details ofparticipant involvement: All information to be kept confidential.
On the letter of consent you are asked if you are willing to participate in a follow-up
telephone interview. Notes from the interview will be sent to you for verification of being a
true representation of your expressed views. The interview will follow in greater depth some
of your questionnaire responses. I may then ask to follow through with an audio-taped faceto-face interview in your location - you will not be involved in travel.
Expected time commitment

Questionnaire
about
Telephone interview
about
Face-to face interview about

10 minutes
1 hr
1 hr

Outcomes:
From the questionnaires and the interviews an individual profile of each participant will be
developed and forwarded for comment. The profiles (using pseudonyms) will be used in a
case study profiling the use of in-depth interviewing in adult education research in Australia,
a summary of which you will be sent at the end of the study.
For additional information or any inquiries please contact me on:
BH 02 9514 3957
AH
Bernice.Melville@uts.edu.au
Looking forward to working with you on this study.

Bernice Melville

Faculty of Education, University of Technology,
Sydney.

PhD research study:
‘In-depth interview’ing as cultural practice:
From generic skills to situated practice '

The attached questionnaire is conducted with the approval of the University of
Technology Sydney, Human Ethics Committee.

Your participation will contribute to the understanding of the use
of in-depth interviews as a research tool .

Please return the blue and yellow pages and ONE signed copy of the consent
form in the enclosed stamped addressed envelope.
Researcher : Bernice Melville
Tel: 02 9514 3957

PhD Research/ Bernice Melville/Faculty of Education.

J

Faculty of Education, University of Technology,
Sydney.
This page is for researcher contact use only and will be removed from the
accompanying questionnaire responses to be kept in a separate file.
All information will remain strictly confidential with the researcher.

Name

......................................................................

Contact details
Postal Address:

Phone details:
H.........
W.........
Mobile

Fax:

Email:

Are you of Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander decent?
(please tick) yes
□
no

PhD Research/ Bernice Melville/Faculty of Education

Faculty of Education, University of Technology,
Sydney.
‘In-depth interviewing as cultural practice: From generic skills to situated practice ’
a study designed to explore the use of in-depth interviewing as situated practice
within the context of adult education.

Questionnaire:

leave blank for

code

Your profile as a researcher
Gender (please tick)

Age group (please tick)

Is English your first language? (please
tick)

□

Male

□

Female

□

20-30

□
□
□
□

31-40
41-50
51-60
60+

□

yes

□

no

If'no’ what is your first language?

What is your current occupation?

•••

What was
(a) the first training or study you did after
leaving school, and
(b) what was the qualification gained?

(a)
••••
(b)

In what country was this undertaken?

....

What of the following terms apply to
your research perspectives? (Tick any
number of terms as you feel apply)

□ quantitative
□ qualitative
□ empirical
□ interpretive
□ critical
□ poststructural
□ postmodern
□ other.............

PhD Research/ Bernice Melville/Faculty of Education
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Your profile as a research interviewer
What are your current areas of research
interest?

Have you used in-depth interviews in
your research? (please tick)

□ yes
□ no

Have you conducted them yourself?
(please tick)

a yes
□ no

When did you do your first research
interviewing? (approximate year)
How often do you conduct research
interviews? (please tick)

□

one research project a year

□
□

less often than one a year
more often than one a year

Have you ever employed a colleague or
research assistant to conduct interviews
for you? (please tick)

□
□

yes
no

Which of the following have you used to
conduct interviews? (please tick)

□
□
□
□

telephone
face-to-face
email
other..........

What type of training or preparation did
you have for conducting your first
interviews?

What is your understanding of the term
‘in-depth interviewing ’?
(answer in dot point form and use as
much or as little of the available space to
answer)

Thank you for completing this questionnaire -your experience is valuable!

PhD Research/ Bernice Melville/Faculty of Education
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Appendix 11

Covering letter to participants
11.1 Contact letter to participants
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With Compliments
Dear
1 contacted you as a researcher who has published in the proceedings of the International
Conference on Post-compulsory Education and Training (Griffith) and/or the Australian
and New Zealand Journal of Vocational Education Research or its successor the
International Journal of Training Research during the period 2000-2006.
During my years of work in a research centre I became interested in how researchers
view in-depth research interviewing and how they develop their interviewing 'know how'
as many have had little or no training. This is the focus of my PhD research.
A package of invitation to participate in this research is attached. While I am very
mindful of the busy lives that researchers have I hope you can be involved.
Looking forward to hearing from you.
Kind regards

Bernice Melville
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Appendix 12

First round interviews
12.1 Interview Protocol (pp.349-357)
12.2 Example of transcripts (Brad pp.358-363)
12.3 Example of transcripts (Lee pp.364-369)
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Bernice Melville UTS Tel 9514 3957 Fax 9514 3737

bernice.melville@:uts.edu.au
Faculty of Education UTS, PO Box 123, Broadway 2007

University of Technology, Sydney.
Focus of the interview - ‘In-depth interviewing as research practice9
Semi-structured telephone interview notes (this is not a verbatim transcription)
Pseudonym: Ellen
Interviewer
As I mentioned when I spoke to you, I invited you to participate because you have used
in-depth research interviews. Thank you for returning the questionnaire and agreeing to
take part in this study.
This interview will not be taped, I will be taking notes and will construct them into an
interview format that I will sent to you for verification that it is an accurate
representation ofyour responses.
I've seen some ofyour publications but where do you publish your research findings from
the use of in-depth interviews?
Response
Lots of Government or semi-government reports - more reports than articles and papers

Any journals?
Response

B J Melville Appendix 12.1
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Interviewer
In your researcher profile you ticked the box that says that you conduct projects using
interviews yourself more often than once a year can you briefly describe the sorts of
projects these might be and why interviews were used?
Response

Interviewer
You said you have used both telephone andface-2-face - How do you record them, - in
what circumstances would you use different approaches?
Response

Are there skills in note-taking?
Interviewer
Do you, or have you ever transcribed your own data?
Response

Inteiwiewer
You said that you have been interviewing since 1978 - that’s a long time- how did you
get involved?
Response

Do you remember the first interview you did or what is the first you remember?

What was it like being ‘name' doing that/those interview(s)!

Interviewer
In your questionnaire you said that you........ training in conducting in-depth interview’s.
I'd like to talk to you about how you acquired the skills - the skills and experience you
think you drew’ on to prepare for the interviewing process?
(You mentioned/were there other occupations (..................... )or experiences that may
have (even subconsciously helped). Can you tease out in what way!)

Interviewer
Were there particular people who influenced you or was it a bit DIY?
Response

Interviewer (if not covered in previous)
Any other events or resources that were helpful to you?
Response

Interviewer
When conducting your interviews have you interviewed people that you would consider
being from different racial or cultural backgrounds or who have a first language
different from your own? What was that like? How did you manage that?
Response

Interviewer
Were you ever conscious ofyour own identity in these situations?
Response

Interviewer a different tack
As part ofyour identity, tell me do think your own beliefs, values and attitudes might
impact on an interview?
Response

Inteiviewer
Let ’s change direction a little - have you ever had any particularly difficult interviews?
Response

Interviewer
It’s perhaps inappropriate to describe an interview as ‘the best ’ or ‘good’, but have you
had an interview that was particularly positive or satisfying?
Response

Interviewer
Tell me something about what you found to be ‘good’ things about doing in-depth
interviews from the interviewer’s perspective?
Response

Interviewer
You have, in the way you have spoken, given an impression ofyour style of interviewing,
but how would you describe your style of interviewing (conversational, collaborative,
didactic, counsellor like or other)?
Response

Interviewer
Have there been turning points in the way you conduct interviews?
Response

Interviewer
Response, have you ever [apart from now] been interviewed yourself? How did you feel
being the respondent?
Response

Interviewer
Now for the very last question to finish off and to bring this all together, have you
developed a plan, or ‘some rules of thumb ’for conducting interviews?
Given your experience in conducting interviews and being interviewed yourself what
advice would you have for someone about to do their first in-depth interview?
Response

Interviewer
Would you like to add anything to this - something that we haven ’t covered?
Response

Thank you again for participating. These notes are for verification that from your
memory that they are an accurate summary ofyour responses. Ifyou think your
thoughts have not been accurately noted please make any corrections and return them
to me.
What you have said leads to some very interesting points of discussion. If time allows,
would you be willing to participate in a follow up personal (face-to-face) interview at a
location near you (or ifyou were to come to Sydney in the near future). This would be
taped and may take up to an hour?
Any co authors
Yes '
No '

Kind regards
Bernice Melville

Introduction
Thanks
Informal
I’m interested in how people became involved
How they acquired their skills, & their views on interviewing as a practice
You are free not to answer questions you and may withdraw at any time without giving
reason

Bernice Melville UTS Tel 9514 3957 Fax 9514 3737
bernice.melville@uts.edii.au

Faculty of Education UTS, PO Box 123, Broadway 2007

University of Technology, Sydney.
Focus of the interview - ‘In-depth interviewing as research practice’
Semi-structured telephone interview notes (this is not a verbatim transcription)
Pseudonym: Brad #6
Interviewer
lam interviewing people from the pool ofpeople who have published in the Australian
and New Zealand Journal of Vocational Education and Training, its successor the
International Journal of Training Research, or the proceedings of the Post-compulsory
Education and Training (Griffith) Conference. I’m inviting authors/researchers to
participate because they have been identified as having published material using
interview> data.
Thank you for returning the questionnaire and agreeing to take part in this research.
Have you published your research findings from the use of interviews in other
publications?
(Conference proceedings, Journal, Books, Book chapters)
Response
In a number of NCVER reports and reports for ACE and the Australian Catholic ???? .
These reports address learning and training in relation to fire emergency services, men’s
learning, refugees and equity issues ..I have a book but it’s not really interviews.

Interviewer
In your researcher profile you ticked the box that says that you conduct projects using
interviews yourself more often than once a year can you briefly describe the sorts of
projects these might be and why interviews were used
Response
If you just have numbers that doesn’t tell you the stories that provide context, if you use
only interviews it can be said that you are being subjective - not objective enough , so a
combination works well. If you use surveys to gather the numbers you have a theory
which you set out to either confirm or refute, but research, especially using interviews,
leads us down some unexpected paths and provides insights that can never be captured
from a survey. I wrote a paper - it’s on the WEB - ‘Scrambling the quality egg’ where I
talk about interviews slicing through the fabric of the data - its like drawing a thread the fabric remains the same around the drawn thread but a survey just scrambles it,
pulverises it, crumples up the fabric, (have I captured the essence of what you said

here?)
I always do my own interviews ....I’m going a way from the question a bit here

(that’s

fine) I can’t make sense of the transcripts unless I’ve done them myself.
Interviewer
This leads very nicely into a question that Hike to ask and that is do you transcribe, or
like to transcribe your own data?
Response

Telephone Interview #6 Brad
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Never! I have a very professional transcriber that I send all my tapes too - I never even
listen to them. The transcriber I use comes to project meetings, goes with us to sites
and talks to us about the project and the interviews ...I mean its’ a dead boring job..
Some people just haven’t ‘got it’ to do transcripts - you have to get really involved. The
person who does my transcripts puts in the things like someone ‘chuckles’ which helps
to give you context, and she looks for themes and so on which helps with the analysis.
You can use programs of course and there’s one good thing about Nudist you can do a
search... you can for example as we did in the fire fighters project where we wanted to
draw attention to the part women fire fighters play. So you put ‘women’ into the system
as we did and it brings up all the statements that refer to women. The coding is a bit
dodgy tho - we had tapes come in from all over Australia and different people doing the
coding it was done over a year using 6 different coders. One thing that it showed up
was errors in the process and I can give you an example. One coder said that a lot of
the respondents used the term ‘pieces of paper’ when talking about degrees and
qualifications - but it transpired that the interviewer had in the questioning mentioned
‘pieces of paper’ in that sense and people had responded by using the same statement
...people will tell you what they think you want to hear ...the interviewer had planted the
idea. It’s so easy to lead people. Nothing is really objective.
And I think the success of an interview is often in the way you talk it up and talk about
the topic before you start. But you need to be careful not to ‘let people answer the
questions’ before the actual interview. And of course the best stuff often comes after the
interview...

Interviewer
...yes many people comment that it is when you 're packing up the equipment, going out the door
or on the way to the coffee shop that gems can surface. But how you handle this information in
relation to the interview and what constitutes data is an interesting discussion. People have
different ways of dealing with it.
Response
I’ve developed a technique where after the interview, I turn off the tape and say ‘Well I’ve
asked all I want to ask... do you have other things you’d like to add?’ and after they’ve
had time to think I turn the tape back on and let them say what they want, and I’d say
about quarter of each interview transcript is what the people say after the interview.

Interviewer
On your questionnaire you said you have used both telephone andface-2-faceinterviews.
Why would you choose to use one or the other?
Response
I use telephone interviews only rarely - I like to go to the site, see what sort of car they
drive, what their office is like, what they look like, what they’re wearing, what resources
they have available to them etc....it gives their interview context.

Interviewer
Why do you use telephone interviews ifyou don’t like using them?
Response
I’m working with someone else on a project and they’ve made a decision to use them
probably due to a tight budget. I feel I’m being invasive, there’s no chance for reciprocity
and it’s harder to pick up on the cultural and language differences. I think it is very
generous of people to do interviews and I respect that - they’ve allowed me to ask about
their stories. I can’t give much back but I do like to give something back so if I do
interviews in a number of schools for example, I will prepare a separate report for each
school in plain language related to their school before the main report is published. It’s
the least I can do. I like to go back to a site and do a presentation on the findings and
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you can’t do that for telephone interviews... and I never send transcriptions back. I’m an
authentic researcher, I respect their stories. If you send them back the people often
change them and it’s that on the spot story that is interesting...the ‘story’ is more
interesting that the ‘truth’.

Interviewer
What is ‘truth ’ in this context?
Response
People come to interviews for different reasons. For example in a project in a school,
the parents, the kids and me all come for different reasons...it’s not a random
sample...and their stories are different...parents will have different stories from the kids.
There’s a researcher I’ve worked with who repeated the same interviews...getting
people to tell their story...every year for three years in a longitudinal project. The
interviews were consistent over the three years...the interviewees didn’t change their
stories. These stories are how people make sense of their lives ...people must be given
the space to tell their stories. On the other hand telephone interviews can be just getting
the answers to questions... it’s limiting, not rich. Some of the research that’s done can be
wanky and wasteful of resources. It’s different for us doing this interview because we are
both researchers and have trust in each other...

Interviewer
...and we have seen each other at events so we can ‘see ’ each other...can I be cheeky and ask
why you agreed to do this interview we ’re doing now?
Response
Because I’m interested in the topic of interviewing and like to talk about it...no one
challenges interviewing... they just do it. You must be honest and authentic. I remember
in the middle of a severe drought I went out to interview a farmer and he was talking
away when he suddenly stopped and asked ‘Are you a greenie?’ I said ‘Yes! I am’. He
responded ‘I thought so’ and continued on with the interview. He said after it was a test
to see how honest I was and he wouldn’t have finished the interview if I had denied it,
and in fact invited me to his house and I a little while later stayed there.

Interviewer
You also said that you’ve been interviewing since1995. How did you get involved?
Do you remember the first interview you did?
Response
The first interviews I did were for my PhD and were very unsatisfactory. It was by phone
and I felt fraudulent - it was just collecting survey data over the phone.

Interviewer
Going in another direction, in your questionnaire you said that you had ‘Nil’ training or
preparation for conducting interviews. How did you acquire the skills - what skills and
experience do you think you drew> on to prepare for the interviewing process? You’ve
obviously give a lot of thought to interviewing... I’d be interested in hearing howyou get
to this point?
Response
I started to read a book on focus group interviewing but I gave up and I learned from
experience. I use 4 really good open questions rather than say 15 closed questions.
The open questions are really open. I might start by saying ‘paint me a picture of....’ Or
use some other metaphor. I change the way I talk in different interviews - I try to meet
them half way. I am very conscious of their identity. As an example when I interviewed
the Vietnam vets I was very conscious of their identity as I was an objector...you still
have to maintain integrity and respect for the interviewee and their stories.
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I do my interviews in groups of 3-4 (8 gets to be too many)...chatting together for 25
minutes. I have a clock on the table and I tell them the interview will be 25 minutes and
it is - they tend to get it all out quicker - these are very disciplined interviews.
In the Mens’ Sheds study I was to interview Vietnam veterans and they were very
reluctant. So I said we’ll have a chat around the table - there were 4 guys and I knew
they were nervous. One of them grabbed the recorder and he ran the interview ...it was
just amazing. He was able to bring out issues that I would not have thought of. There
was another example of people taking control in the project with prisoners in goal - they
did a similar thing. I was locked down in this room with mass murderers with no security.
They were happy to be interviewed ...they interviewed themselves. Again I did not have
the insights into what were issues for them. In another project there was a lady who
couldn’t get to the interview but really wanted to be involved so asked could she
interview herself and type it up, which she did and handed me a fully transcribed
interview!

(Interviewer: I made the comment here that a colleague that I interviewed decided it
would he good if she interviewed me using the same set of questions as a basis. We ’re
going to do it in a couple of weeks).
One thing you can’t do is email people and ask them to participate in research, they
don’t respond...! responded to this because I’m interested. Responses to surveys in
particular are very low generally but I do get good returns. The approach has to be
personal you have to go on site and develop trust.
Being an interviewer is my trade... research is a trade...we have a set of techniques and
skills. I make sure I am a good tradesperson, I respect others and I do a good job. I do a
good job on site so that if I was to take a tape and throw it in the creek on the way home
it wouldn’t matter... I’d done the job and left the people with as much as they gave.

Interviewer
Were there people who influenced you or was it a bit DIY?
Response
(Pause) XXXX (name of researcher mentioned elsewhere) was very helpful she said
‘Just do it!’ ‘There’s no mystery to it!’ I learned to give people space and to build
credibility. Surveys and interviews are tools of our trade... you have to do them
well...you can’t leave a mess behind you can’t leave a mess behind.
I also believe interviews should be enjoyable experiences - I’m really relaxed when I
interview - I even make fun of the project, or myself and crack a joke. Once I can
remember making rather a risque joke and I’ve regretted it ever since. I felt I had to rush
and explain to the transcriber. It was only a throw away line but I’ve regretted it ever
since.
I admire the way Andrew Denton interviews - he’s very good (some discussion here

about the article that I have in which he was interviewed)
Interviewing can be very involving ...some of the prisoners’ stories are so sad and
tragic... I just come out and cry.

Interviewer
How to you handle that?
Response
By crying and debriefing informally with friends or loved ones. These interviews are the
hardest ones to set up because of the ethics involved and the lockdown situation.

Interviewer
Have there been turning points in the way you conduct interviews?
Response
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The transition was my PhD. I had data but no stories. There was an incident where
someone mucked up on the mailout and two surveys were sent to the wrong sets of
people... the wrong survey went to people...there were two groups each with a different
survey but they were switched. People filled them in and tried to twist the response to fit
the survey. It really made me think about the way people respond.

Interviewer
Now to something different, have yon ever [apart from now] been interviewed yourself?
Response
Yes

Interviewer
How did you feel being the respondent?
Response
Fine...! don’t agree to do it if I’m not interested. I’ve declined for things that I know I
would get angry about... I feel I just might over react...so I don’t do it!

Interviewer
Now for the very last question to finish off and to bring this all together, have you
developed a plan, or ‘some rules of thumb ’for conducting interviews?
Given your experience in conducting interviews, being interviewed yourself and doing a
lot of thinking about interviewing, what advice would you have for someone about to do
their first in-depth interview?
Response
Invite them to come with me on interviews to learn the trade. You learn by doing. I’d
suggest such things as...Make phone calls to make contact, use plain language, be
authentic. It has been said that researchers are the worst plagiarists ...haven’t you ever
heard that! We write our findings up as if they were our own story when they are
someone else’s story. People trust us with their stories. Because of the Mens’ Sheds
project I am described as being knowledgeable about them... I don’t know anything
about them... I only know what people tell me when I interview them. Mens’ sheds are
for isolated older men... grass roots, community based groups where men come
together and do things together. I’m just the...(interviewer) conduit... yes or the
megaphone. I don’t want to distort. You need to know where you fit. Research is so

wanky if you don’t give something back to the people, otherwise we are only doing this
for our own benefit - we have to be accountable.
Interviewer
I’m mindful ofyour time here but would you like to add anything to this - something that
we haven’t covered?
Response
I’m happy to a follow-up interview just call me and arrange it whenever you want to do it

Brad also commented that I was a good interviewer -1 think I was mirroring what he
was saying about his technique to a large degree (I need to ask myself how much do 1 do
that in interviews?)
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Prompts I didn 7 use
Interviewer
Tell me what it was like being ‘name ’ doing that/those interview(s)!
Response
Interviewer (if not covered in previous)
Were there any other events or resources that were helpful to you?
Response
Interviewer
When conducting your interviews have you inteiwiewedpeople that you would consider
being from different racial or cultural backgrounds or who have a first language
different from your own? What was that like? How did you manage that?
Response
Interviewer
Were you ever conscious ofyour own identity in these situations?
Response
Interviewer
Let's change direction a little - have you ever had any particularly difficult interviews?
Response
Interviewer
It’sperhaps inappropriate to describe an interview as ‘the best ’ or ‘good’, but have you
had an interview that was particularly positive or satisfying?
Response
Interviewer
Tell me something about what you found to be ‘good' things about doing in-depth
interviews from the interviewer’s perspective?
Response
Interviewer
You have, in the way you have spoken, given an impression ofyour style of interviewing,
but how would you describe your style of interviewing (conversational, collaborative,
didactic, counsellor like or other).
Response
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Bernice Melville UTS Tel 9514 3957 Fax 9514 3737
bernice.melville@uts.edu.au

Faculty of Education UTS, PO Box 123, Broadway 2007

University of Technology, Sydney.
Focus of the interview - ‘In-depth interviewing as research practice’
Semi-structured telephone interview notes (this is not a verbatim transcription)
Pseudonym: Lee #9
Interviewer
As I mentioned earlier I invited you to participate because it seemedfrom your published
material that you have used in-depth interviews in the course ofyour own research.
Thank you for returning the questionnaire and agreeing to take part in this research.
I saw some ofyour work in 2003 in the proceedings of the PCET Conference. Can you
tell me where else you’ve published your research findings from the use of interviews?
Response
In the AJAL - Australian Journal of Adult Learning
Studies in the Education of Adults (NIACE) UK
The International Journal of Lifelong Learning

...and other conferences (other that PCET)?
The Researching Work and learning (RWL4)
SCUTREA
Greenwich (which one was this?)

Interviewer
In your researcher profile you ticked the box that says that you conduct projects using
interviews yourself more often than once a year. Can you briefly describe the sorts of
projects you are or have been involved in and why interviews were chosen as tool for
collecting data?
Response
Well two projects I was employed to work on are ARC grants so I was given a brief as
the research assistant or associate. Interviews for these would have been chosen
because of the researchers involved and their interest in a discursive take on a problem.
Interviews are the most appropriate.
The other project is my own EdD which is focussed on learning in NSW Neighbourhood
Centres. I take a multi-paradigmatic approach

Interviewer
(Comment) ...yes that sits with your response to your questionnaire response where you
ticked every box for research perspectives.
For my doctorate I used 3 approaches - literature, a survey and interviews
Why Interviews? I used quantitative survey approaches for some purposes and I used
interviews for the ‘other’ as I was taking a discursive approach to Neighbourhood
Centres - a particular story that is only accessible through dialogue

Interviewer
You also ticked ‘other in the list of research perspectives ‘other’ and under that you
included ‘pagan ’. Can you tell me something about that ?
Response
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It comes from Jean-Francois Lyotard in postmodern theory - he had a nice idea that
there are multiple truths and justices and that things can be both dangerous and good as
well (Not sure I’ve exactly captured your description here feel free to amend!!!!)

Interviewer
You also wrote in your list of dot points describing your understanding of in-depth
interviews - ‘thick description ’-tell me about ‘thick description ’
Response
Oh you know it’s a ‘tag’ - but what is my understanding of thick description? - what thick
description does is to more than answer the direct question... it gives you insights and
depth to the question

Interviewer
Can you give me an example?
Response
You could ask a question such us ‘Do you have performance appraisals?’ - an answer
could be just ‘yes’ or ‘no’ and could go no further, but if you rephrase the question to
something like ‘How do you know when you are doing well at work’ the response is more
descriptive and provides a ‘thick description’

Interviewer
I like to ask this question at some point - do you transcribe, or like to transcribe your own
data?
Response
Yes and always-but that’s not always by choice because I was employed to as a
research assistant and that was partly what I was employed to do. Some of the
disadvantages are that it is time consuming and sometimes thankless and can be a
waste of time as you mightn’t use it at al.
I like to transcribe soon after the interview it’s much easier because your memory of it
leads you through and you know what’s coming and another advantage of doing the
transcription yourself is that it is an effective way of getting to know your data.

Interviewer
Do you use or prefer telephone or f-2-f?
Response
F-2-f...as an undergraduate I interviewed people and had a list of questions to ask and I
found it is not only about what they say, I found it’s also about the body language - can’t
capture that in telephone.

Interviewer
How can you capture that in a transcript?
Response
I put comments in square brackets

Interviewer
Have you ever used or been tempted to use e-interviews?
Response
No I haven’t thought about it (and the body language said I don 7 think I want to screwed up nose etc) but I know a PhD student who has done all his by email and of
course it (the response) is there and you can????? as you go

Interviewer
You said that you did your first interview in around 2003 or 4. How did you get involved?
Do you remember the first interview you did ...or what is the first you remember? Were
there any that spring to mind?
Response
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It was the first ARC project... and I got involved because I was paid to do it. I was new
and as I said I was nervous because I was new at it and had no training or preparation.
So I followed the interview schedule, I needed to get some thoughts around bla-bla-bla
but once I was over the first question it flowed more easily but I had to remember to
keep it an interview.

Interviewer
What do you see as the differences between a conversation and an interview - one writer
called interviews ‘a conversation with a purpose ’
Response
(Thoughtfully) Sometimes there’s a fine line between a conversation and an interview
Interviewer
OK! Ifyou think of a continuum with the survey approach at one end and the
unstructured ‘tell me your story ’ life history approach at the other with all grades in
between, where would you place yourself?
Response
In the middle - semi structured - I have a list of somewhere between 5 and 10 trigger
questions but they may go off in new directions to things i hadn’t thought of. And another
thing I’ve found is that many interesting things come out as afterthoughts - it often
happens after an interview. We are conscious of the ‘social lubrication’ of easing into
the conversation - we don’t just launch straight into the questions and then it continues
after. For example one participant I met in a coffee shop and on the way back we were
chatting and really interesting stuff came out.

Interviewer
Do you use that as data - it’s a bit of a dilemma isn ’t it...how do you handle that?
Response
We handled it in two different ways in the two different projects. In one case I lined up a
second interview and began by saying ‘after the last interview when we were chatting
you said bla-bla-bla. Can you tell me more about that’ and so was able to bring that
comment into the interview data quite easily. And the second way was that attention was
drawn to it in the report acknowledging that it had been said, but not as part of the
interview.
Interviewer
I sometimes ask people if they mind if I use because it is really interesting. Now to get
back to you and your first interviews. Can you tell me what it was like doing your first
interview (s)!
Response
There were different layers for me - there was the sense of responsibility to the senior
researcher and the consciousness of thinking am I going to be able to elicit useful data. I
was also conscious of the power relationships, eg. in one neighbourhood centre the
participants had made up their minds that this was a chance to further their own agenda
so they organised themselves into focus groups rather than being interviewed
individually. Power is always there - being a researcher from the university sometimes
has to be played down to put people at ease.

Interviewer
In your questionnaire you said that had ‘some training’ in interviewing in an
undergraduate research subject and that the ‘other training ’ was from chats over coffee
and talking to colleagues ...Can you tell me what was useful and how you managed to
acquire the skills -such as the skills and experience you think you drew on to prepare for
the interviewing process?
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Response
How do you mean?

Interviewer
Well for example were there people or experiences that helped?
Response
Yes, I drew on colleagues I asked Bernice (both laughing a little as this is the
interviewer) and I asked other new researchers and also other experienced researchers.
I was surprised how easy it was once we got started. Some people really want a space
to talk. The talk just flowed and I had to be mindful that it wasn’t just a conversation.
And although behind it all it was that doing this was what was getting me paid and was
going to get me a doctorate -1 had to draw on the inner self and make connections - its
all about making connections

Interviewer
Were there any other events or resources that were helpful to you?
Response
The literature and the ‘not always discussed’ but very useful “How too” Qualitative
student Research Texts

Interviewer
(Comment) You know you are not the first to say that!
Response cont
Experience in being interviewed was also useful

Interviewer
When conducting your interviews have you interviewed people that you would consider
beingfrom different racial or cultural backgrounds or who have a first language
different from your own? What was that like? How did you manage that?
Response
Yes in fact everyone is from a different culture in some way but then there are the more
obvious ones such as different skin colour, people in positions of power such as
directors in TAFE, and gender. And then there are other things that that are not so
obviously different. For example I had one experience where I was interviewing people
with...well they were ESL students in a centre so I asked the questions in different ways
to put them at their ease - quite different from the way I interviewed the TAFE directors.

Interviewer
Were you conscious of own identity in these situations?
Response
I was much more conscious of the ‘‘university badge’ in these circumstances. You know
your position in the pecking order and you approach the interview differently - in some
instances I’m ‘the researcher from UTS’ in others I defer to the position of power and I’m’
the research assistant’. And I’ve notices that when I take Anna (pseudonym) a PhD
research student also working on the project with me that I’m positioned as having more
status.
Interviewer
As part of your identity, do think your own beliefs, values and attitudes might impact on
an interview?
Response
Yes I do. You have different beliefs, attitudes when you are positioned as the
undergraduate, the friend, the colleague, the researcher. Sometimes I have to hold stuff
(my beliefs etc) down - swallow it! I had one instance in a rural centre were the
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discussion was about living in harmony and this guy said people can’t live together with
blacks - I had to hold in my social justice beliefs and just smile and nod.

Interviewer
To follow on and perhaps extend this - have you ever had any particularly difficult
interviews?
Response
I had one last week. I couldn’t warm to him ...and I usually like people but he just
wouldn’t shut up, he was arrogant and just went on and on -Anna noticed it too - we
didn’t spend a lot of time on the interview as he really kept repeated his spiel.

Interviewer
It’sperhaps not appropriate to describe an interview as ‘the best ’ or 'good’, but have
you had an interview that was particularly positive or satisfying?
Response
(Thoughtfully)No! You can’t really talk in terms of good and bad - that’s just the point.
The bloke who talked about the blacks - that was hard for me but it was great data.
There were two levels of reaction. Although it went against my sense of social justice,
he was in one of the focus groups and others in the group responded and challenged
him so it good data resulted.
Interviewer
Oh this wasn ’t in an individual interview?
Response
No it was in the neighbourhood centre. I was to interview 30 people but they grouped
themselves into 5 groups -their focus was community rather than individual. These were
the ones I talked about before.
Interviewer
You have, in the way you have responded, given an impression ofyour style of
interviewing, but how would you describe your style of interviewing? (conversational,
collaborative, didactic, counsellor like or other).
Response
I’m pulling back from ‘conversational’. I’ll now direct or cut conversations off subtly to
redirect to the question. When I compare transcripts of my early interviews with later
ones I’m less conversational in the later ones...there’s more turn taking and my talk is
shorter and the participants talk is longer.

Interviewer
Have you been conscious of turning points in the way you conduct interviews?
Response
As I was saying I learned to say less. The biggest lesson for me was to learn to do that

Interviewer
Have you ever [apart from now] been interviewed yourself? How did you feel being the
respondent?
Response
Not really apart from one instance when I was interviewed by a research student about
whiteness’ - that was quite confronting and cathartic. My research topics are not so
confronting so I can keep participants more comfortable.

Interviewer
Now for the very last question to finish off and to bring this all together, you may have
developed a plan, or ‘some rules of thumb for conducting interviews?
Given your experience in conducting interviews and being interviewed yourself what
advice would you have for someone about to do their first in-depth interview?
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Appendix 13

Second round interviews
13.1 Interview Protocol (pp.371-373)
13.2 Example of transcripts (Ellaina pp.374-394)
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Face-to-face interviews
I’ll be developing a 'vignette' that will draw on
• The questionnaire responses - both the profile as a researcher and the profile as a
research interviewer
• the telephone interview
• this face-to-face interview, and
• my reflections.
Having participated in a telephone interview you will know that this is confidential, that
your privacy and identity will be protected and that you are not obliged to answer
anything that is uncomfortable for you and that you may w ithdraw at any time without
giving any explanation.
Background
General points from the questionnaire:
You studied in UK for BA
Your research perspectives - quantitative, qualitative, empirical, interpretive, critical and
you like to use mixed methods
Area of research focus are Apprenticeships, learning at work, academic practice and part time students and working
Points related to interviewing:
Began interviewing in 1993 with no 'real' training or preparation, you feel you draw on
vour personnel manager and telephone counseling experience, you talked about this in
the telephone interview - do you have anything to add?
In your comments on your understanding of the term in-depth interv iew ing you
mentioned such things as gaining insights into the interviewee's views and understanding
about an issue, allow ing the interview ee to introduce ideas of their ow n and can be
lengthy
This interview
(a)

Explore a few of the points in your telephone interview a little further

(b)

Move in a slightly different direction........
Have you ever had an experience, or have you ever felt, that you were learning to
'interview' in situ ?

(c)

You mentioned drawing, possibly unconsciously, on previous training/experience.
Can you recall ever being conscious that you were draw ing on other practices in
your approach to interview ing?

(d)

Do you ever find yourself reflecting on interv iew practice, routinely, occasionally
or never? If you do what place does this refection have for you.
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Can this he applied to in-depth research interviewing practice?

Novice:
Had no experience of the situations in which they were expected to perform. Taught
context-free rules for guidance rather than understanding
Advanced beginner:
Able to demonstrate ability to cope with enough real situations to note the recurring
meaningful situational components
Competence:
Begin to see their actions I n terms of long-range goals of which they are consistently
aware. These goals are based on conscious, abstract, analytic consideration of issues or
situations that occur in normal work
Proficient:
Perceive situations as wholes rather than parts of an issue and their performance is
guided by maxims. They know what typical events to expect in a given situation and
can plan to respond to them
Expert:
No longer rely on analytic principles eg rules, guideline sand maxims, to link their
understanding of a situation to an appropriate action. These nurses Have an intuitive
grasp of the situation and can focus on the exact nature of the problem without undue
wastage of time. May have difficulty communicating all that they know about a specific
problem

References
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These questions were reported in the article in the Sunday Life magazine in the Sun
Herald newspaper on Sunday 2nd October 2005 entitled Interviewing the
Interviewees. ‘Steve Dow talks to four of TV’s most formidable interviewers about
the art of asking questions’.
Interviewer: Steve Dow
Interviewees: Kerry O’Brien
Andrew Denton
Laurie Oakes
Jana Wendt
Questions not always asked in the same order, except for those marked *. Some
questions were common to all some were differentiated.
*What is a good interview and how is it achieved?
*Why do people tell you things?
Do personal interviews always require you to feel
empathy?
Is there an interview you wish you could do again?
....are you conscious of interviewees’ vulnerability?
Any regrets about about........ ?
Do political interviews always need to be combative?
Do people’s assumptions about your politics influence
whether they will agree to be interviewed?
Do people make assumptions about your politics?
Do you have a golden moment as an interviewer?
Have you ever experienced real chemistry during an
interview?
Can you tell if an interview is lying?
How do you break through spin?
Have you ever been surprised by an interview?
What was the hardest interview you have ever done?
Have you ever felt intimidated by an interviewee?
*What is the best skill an interviewer can bring to the job?

asked of all
asked of all
asked of AD only
asked
asked
asked
asked
asked

of AD, LO & JW
of AD only
of LO only
ofKO’B&LO
ofKO’B, LO&JW

asked of AD only
asked of all
asked of all
asked
asked
asked
asked
asked
asked

ofKO’B, AD & JW
ofKO’B, AD & JW
ofKO’B & JW
ofKO’B & AD
ofKO’B, LO &JW
of all

Do you think any of these questions could equally well be asked if the data was to be
used for an academic research paper rather than for a journalistic article?
Tell me what you think?

PhD face to face interview Name Ellaina

Bernice Melville UTS Tel: 9514 3957 Fax: 9514 3737
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University of Technology, Sydney.

Focus of the interview - ‘In-depth interviewing as research practicey
Face to face second round interviews
Conventions used in transcription
... a change of direction in thinking process, hesitation or an extension of the line of
thought
(changed font)

change in speaker, a comment in a continued line of thought

[ ] explanatory comment, understood/implied meaning from context
(?????) Some cross-talk or inaudible comment not transcribed
Pseudonym: Ellaina 5/6/06
Interviewer[lntroduction and trigger]
Thanks you very much for doing this. I’m really looking forward to it because your
telephone interview brought up some very interesting points...and what I’d like to do is
explore a few of those with you ...and you have a copy there with you if you have to
refresh your mind about it at all, because it is quite a while ago since we did this
Ellaina
Yes... [affirming]

Interviewer
You talked about the fact that you did a lot of mixed method research... (mmm)... and
you like doing case studies using only interview data. Can you expand on that as to...
Ellaina

[point of clarification]... when you say ‘doing only interview data as apposed to’
....can you remind me?

Interviewer
Yes its on page...‘sometimes...
Ellaina
...Oh yes OK...

Interviewer
[continuing] ...sometimes I’ll use case studies using only interview data’. What sorts of
circumstances would you do that and why do you find that such a useful way of
proceeding with a case study?
Ellaina
Well usually I’m doing a case study because I’m trying to...the classic thing...I’m
trying to find out why things happen and your trying to get a range of viewpoints
and the only sensible way to do that is to interview a range of people within the
case study. I’m not sure that there’s such an emphasis there on ‘only interview
data’ because if other data comes along I’ll capture it but normally I wouldn’t go
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out to look for...if I’m...normally to me a case study means interviews and I don’t
normally think case study=interviews plus what else. It’s usually the interviews
that I’m thinking of and if I’m doing quantitative data collection then it won’t be
within the case study it will be another method entirely within the same project or
maybe in a different one. Does that make sense?

Interviewer
It does indeed!
Ellaina
But sometimes within a case study I might do a little bit of collecting data like for
example in the project I’m doing at the moment I’m doing case studies, within
case studies within three big companies, and part of that will be collecting HR
data about staff turnover. The project is about part-time student workers. So
we’ll be collecting data about things that are not just staff turnover - about the
extent of part-time student-working and turnover within that, but still the main
focus of the case study is to actually...

Interviewer
.. .get the views of the people...
Ellaina
...yes because you want to find out what it’s like doing whatever it is they’re
doing - what attitudes people have which of course you couldn’t find out any
other way except by talking to them and asking them.

Interviewer
Mmm OK...actually at the end of your comments [in the telephone interview] you said
that one of the things about interviewing was that you really would be interested in
finding a way of presenting interview data...
Ellaina
..oh yeah yeah..

Interviewer
...in a way that is obviously [to be] different from what everyone does or you do. What’s
your main concern with way interview data is usually presented...it was right at the
end...
Ellaina
...yes I was talking about...but I can’t remember what I said...

Interviewer
...I just asked you if you’d like to add anything and you said that one of the things was...
Ellaina
...Oh yeah right...

Interviewer
...that with quantitative data its much easier...what do you feel are the challenges?
Ellaina
I think it’s hard to give the full picture of what you’ve found. Because if it’s a
quantitative thing you can easily give an appendix with all the data in it you know.
This is the table about ‘x’ and this is the table about ’y’, but with interview data it
is really hard to put it all in. So what you typically end up, or what I typically end
up doing, is pulling out quotes and saying ‘...these are some themes that
seemed to emerge...’ and ‘...here’s couple of quotes that support that...’ but you
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know you are not presenting everything that you found out...you are being
selective and that’s...I can’t think of a way that you could actually include
everything that you found out. Umm, so I suppose in a sense you can
understand why some people say that qualitative research interviewing is ‘wooly’
but then I would say the same about quantitative research. There are lots of
drawbacks to that too, but in the sense that can you write down everything that
you found...you can in quantitative...you can’t in interviewing...not in
the...except for writing, you know, you could have an appendix that had the
whole interview transcript but how boring would that be? People wouldn’t read it
...they want to know what the nub of the issue is but you’ve got to go through
and draw that out to make it presentable.

Interviewer
It might have something to do with...you know ...you said the quantitative data draws out
the ‘what’ and the qualitative interviews draw out the ‘why’s - the attitudes and the
opinions and the views of people. So it may be that the need for the same representation
is not there...and sometimes I think with quantitative some of the extras have been
sorted [filtered] out just by the way the quantitative questions, or whatever is prepared, to
gather the data - that’s sifting out to start with...
Ellaina
.. oh absolutely!...

Irterviewer
...we get a lot of data when we interview and maybe a lot of data that we didn’t even
expect...and then you sift it ...so it’s perhaps a different stage.
Ellaina
Yes I think that everyone knows that in qualitative reporting you are doing that
bit in quantitative there’s the belief that it’s straight down the line and (that’s right)
aid it’s not of course, we know that. So I mean with interviewing you get a much
rrore real result but it is hard to represent it and you could imagine the situation
ir which you could interview somebody, list all the questions and go through it
aid write all the answers in a table...you know ‘the people that are male said
this’ and ‘the people who were female said that’...but that’s hardly interviewing
really...

Irterviewer
...no that just makes it a verbal questionnaire doesn’t it...a verbal survey
Elaina
Yes so I don’t know if anyone’s written anything on that. I don’t remember ever
seeing anybody...I haven’t really many research books to be honest Bernice.
Tiese things obviously...

Irterviewer
.. I can’t either but if I see anything in the process I’ll let you know. It is a really
irteresting question and I...you know when I saw it [your comment] at the end [of your
tdephone interview] I thought well we talk about the processes of interviewing and
getting ‘rich' data and we go through the process of whatever method we use for
trinscribing but then it’s that final presentation that’s critical - it’s what people are going
tc be absorbing...
Elaina
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...it is and you can imagine if somebody wasn’t very skilled ...a novice...they
could get into an interview transcript and pick out all the bits that weren’t
interesting or relevant you know...

Interviewer
...that’s absolutely right...
Ellaina
...and leave all the gems of wisdom. So it is a skill and I suppose all the Nudist
programs...the content analysis and all that ...in a sense I suppose that’s an
attempt to address it. I don’t think it’s a very sensible attempt to address it but
maybe that’s it...to say ‘look we’ve captured it quantitatively’ ...we found that
they said the word ‘x’ 25 times ...so that was really important to them (yes yes

yes!) ...you can see how that would address people’s fears but I mean you are
trying to do something sophisticated and you can’t reduce it to the number of
times a word is mentioned or whatever I don’t think!

Interviewer
mmm...maybe its an interim stage. Maybe with this ...what we’ve been talking about is
something in between quantitative and the full [in-depth] interview ?...
Ellaina
...(thoughtfully) yeah

Interviewer
...and the personal analysis of someone really getting into the data and getting to know it
and teasing it out....maybe it’s somewhere in between the two. I’m sort of joking but it is
a bit like that. Now moving away from that a little you also made comments that you like
to do the interviews yourself but, that although you don’t get time to do the transcriptions
yourself you prefer... it sounded as though you prefer to do the transcripts yourself as
well.
Ellaina
Well I would if there was time...

Interviewer
... if there was time yes!
Ellaina
...I also think it can be excruciating...really boring..... [cross

chat here]
Interviewer
...oh I don’t know - I quite like doing them. (Oh do you?) Yes - everyone thinks I’m
mad. I mean it’s time consuming but I quite like it - I’m about the only person that does
[laughing]. Now you made the comment ‘that the further the analysis is from the
researcher the less value it has to the final report’. Could you expand that a little in the
sense that why you like to do the interviews why you would prefer to do the transcript
...in one sense![in reference to the previous comment] ( Yeah) How do you think that
gets you close to your data and how does that have value in the report that you write?
Ellaina
Well sorry if I’m repeating what I said but I mean to do the interview yourself
enables you to ...well there’s a few things. First of all you show your expertise
and they respond to that if you’re expert and secondly ...

Interviewer
...that’s your subject expertise?
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Ellaina
Yeah Yeah ...in whatever it is you’re interviewing in, so the interviewee responds
better because you know what you’re talking about and then it...the main...I
mean that’s important I think...but the most important thing is that you recognize
that what they are saying is important so you can follow it up and you couldn’t
possibly train a research assistant, unless they were working with you for years
and knew everything that was in your head, you couldn’t train them to do that. I
mean that comes back to expertise again so an inexpert interviewer will come up
with very thin data but an expert interviewer will say ‘Oh that’s really interesting
and like... I was doing it this afternoon when I was doing my interviews...you start
pinging...things start pinging in your head and you say “Oh this isn’t one of the
things I was going to ask you but tell me blaa blaa blaa because what you’ve just
said has made me think about ‘XYZ’ so you get much more in-depth questions
and explore things, whereas say if a research assistant had been doing that
interview I was doing this afternoon they might have come back with a transcript
of what they’d said and than I would have thought ‘Oh yes I’ll ring that person up
and ask them about blaa blaa blaa’ but that’s not the same as being there rather
than following up afterwards. So I’m actually having since...I’m having a bit of a
thing with a partner on a research project I’m doing at the moment who just isn’t
used to doing research herself. She’s used to giving it to somebody else to do
and there’s a sort of a sticking point with us because my assumption behind the
way I do research is that the top researchers do the...the chief investigators do
the qualitative stuff themselves and hers is that you send the research assistant
out to do it and these are things that we can’t get around...it’s difficult...yeah
anyway

Interviewer
Mmm ...mmm...that’s a hard one to resolve...working together on a project isn’t it?
Ellaina
Yes, it’s not resolvable...I mean I think that the way we’ve resolved this at the
moment is she’s sort of come halfway to meet me. On the first round of... this is
in relation to some focus groups we’re doing...she’ll do the first round as the
researcher with the research assistant but you can see it’s the clear intention for
the research assistant to do the next round by herself...and I...I mean I won’t ...I
can’t keep pushing her with it. She’s from the...this researcher I’m working with is
from a quantitative background...so I guess she probably hasn’t got much
experience with qualitative and she’s just expecting it to be similar I think. You
know...you can just send somebody out - administer a questionnaire - do an
interview...same thing but of course it’s not, otherwise you’d be just
administering a questionnaire (that’s right!!). So that’s in respect of the actual data
collection and again with the analysis, again your sort of knowledge of the area
and your knowledge of what your hoping to get out of the project...because after
all, the chief researcher is the one that wrote the proposal, so you know what you
are trying to get out of it and it’s having that in your head as you do the analysis
that’s really valuable. I don’t know if that makes sense?

Interviewer
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That makes perfect sense...that’s good. Actually [picking up on] your comment about
the research assistant - that’s how this project started. When I first went to the then
RCVET , I started on a large project on TAFE...because I came from a TAFE
background... it was on TAFE teachers’ perceptions of their professional development
(Oh OK yeah) and I started off doing some of the interviews and I ended up doing them
all and it was a big project and I was a bit astonished, I think, with the responsibility that
I had...you know I could make or break this project. I mean it was a good project and it
worked out well, but it really set me thinking. I had only done a little bit of interviewing
before but I did have a TAFE background and I did know what I was talking about - I did
have that knowledge. But where you get an assistant that doesn’t have the content or
subject knowledge it is scary!
Ellaina
While that’s true I don’t want to denigrate research assistants at all
{reassuring...no no not at all) I mean with guidance and training they can

Interviewer
Some of the international researchers just won’t let anybody else do their interviews
...yes so. Em jumping you all over the place here (that’s OK keep going) There was an
interesting comment that you made when I asked you about having particularly difficult
interviews and you were talking about working with fast food and retail managers that
had short attention spans because they were dashing all over the place doing a bit of this
and a bit of that responding to this and responding to that and you made the comment that
‘I’ve learned not to blame myself in different situations’ and that made me think there
must have been a stage where if an interview wasn’t going how you felt (...Oh Ok...)
was the right way to go that you must have had had a feeling ‘Oh I’m not doing this
right!’ I’m wondering what was behind that ...[Ellaina hesitating]... I mean if you can’t
recall what that applied to specifically don’t...
Ellaina
...no I can’t...

Interviewer
It just seemed to me as if you’d gone through some sort of transition. It’s on page 4 and
it starts about half way down the page... I think there was a certain sense of frustration in
these interviews...
Ellaina

[...still hesitating...] Yes I suppose it might have been something like ‘I can’t
always get out of it what I meant to but I’m not letting the project down’. I don’t
know really. I’m just thinking of a situation I had since we last talked. I was
interviewing an employer for a project on pre-apprenticeships and he was really
quite ignorant and didn’t know anything and I was led to him through a certain
route...and I was miss led I suppose and that might have been a similar sort
thing. Like when I sat down and talked to him and I realized that I hadn’t got
anything of any use whatsoever but I had to be polite and talk to him for 20
minutes or so and maybe that would be a similar thing that well...you know...I
didn’t have anything ...I was led to the wrong place and maybe its also, as I get
more experienced, having the confidence when I write it up as This interview
ddn’t get me anywhere’ rather than hide it and pretend it didn’t exist...maybe it
was as much that as anything. Because I remember when I was doing my
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thesis...I mean that was after I started interviewing so it wasn’t right a the
beginning of my career...but getting through that place where you think ‘Well I
didn’t get what I wanted so I’ve got to pretend its otherwise’...so I’m quite happy
now to say This didn’t work and that didn’t work’ and when you write an article
you...in the method you say this method proved unsuccessful or so many
interviews weren’t fruitful... I imagine that might be part of that as well

Interviewer
...I think so... when I read that it just made me think that you had gone through a process
and maybe that will come out when we talk about the movement from novice to expert
range...that you had been through some stage... some transition. You could think about
the situation that wasn’t ideal and think about it in a different way. Ok! Here I am
jumping again...I had asked you at one stage had there been any turning points...and I
guess this is related in a way [to what we had just discussed]... to the way that you
conduct interviews and you said ‘Not really’ - that you’d gone on gradually from one
thing to another, that there had been no real turning points. It had been more
developmental. How did you see that...can you give example or can you see in
yourself... I mean what you have just explained is one stage, can you look back and sort
of see yourself changing in other ways? That’s actually a good example...the one that
you’ve just given.
Ellaina

Umm...[thoughtful silence]
Interviewer
I’ve put you on the spot there! [both laughing lightly]
Ellaina
I can’t think because it is such a gradual thing. It’s hard to remember what it was
like when one did one’s first interview. I think...look this is very generalized but
there is less of a sense these days of trying to get through a certain amount of
questions and, as it were, tick off the answers to them all. There’s more of a
sense of exploring the area, but it’s not something that I consciously think about
and it’s probably more a sense of giving them the reins rather than keeping them
rryself. So I’m better now at asking questions like ‘Is there anything else I need
to know about this?’ or questions that really get at their sense of the field. So I’m
better now at asking questions like ‘If you were doing this project what would you
dc? ’That sort of thing rather than ‘this is my project and this is the stuff I have to
dc and I have to get answers to these things’. I’m probably a bit more I mean
o/er the trick questions to ask, that’s one thing, but I’m also prepared to be a bit
looser because generally you can always get information another way as well.

Irterviewer
You mentioned before that you used your telephone counseling skills to do that - to put
people in ‘the chair’ as it were and get them to think about the situation...‘if they were in
that chair how would they react?’
Ellaina
But it varies a lot Bernice...I mean like the people I was talking to this afternoon
with this little focus group of three senior bureaucrats, I mean you could be really
Icose with them and you could say to them things like ‘If you were doing the
P'oject what would you ask and what would ask differently...’ but you wouldn’t do
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(sure) in a workshop...but then again you might be able to

with some apprentices so it’s a matter also of, as you go along during the
interview, judging can you shift gear and become more intellectual and more
‘meta’ whereas with apprentice ‘B’ you know you have to keep going with the
plodding questions because they just haven’t got to that stage, and maybe never
will, where they can think of things in a sort of reflective way...ummm...so maybe
part of the process of development is being able to listen freely to what they’re
saying and know where that can take you next. This is hard stuff...I’ve never
really thought about it before...it’s interesting!

Interviewer
[laughing a little - feeling a little self-conscious] I mean I always feel ...I always feel SO
conscious interviewing people about interviewing. You know...and I think well in a
sense I went through a similar transition in that I was very conscious of it at one stage and
now I think ‘Well I’m me’ (mmm.of course)... I do it my way and we just work with
that...but I am conscious of it [laughing]. That’s a really interesting point that you’ve
made there - it’s great. Look there’s only one more thing...and this is quite different
because I obviously misunderstood what you [said] in the very last comment...it will be
right on the last page in the sentence in italics above where I’ve got the bolded paragraph
on thanking you for participating (yes yes) and this was in response to ‘Is there anything
e:se that I haven’t covered?’ and I’m not quite sure...because there wasn’t a direct
question from me I don’t know if you can pick up on what you were trying to say here.
Because in your note to me you said ‘I don’t know what this means - not sure if I said this
or something else’ and I thought well I’ve misunderstood this somewhere.
Ellaina

...[very thoughtful] ...I don’t know! I don’t know Bernice - sorry
Interviewer
..no that’s alright not a problem
Ellaina
I 3an remember at the time that I did add something but I can’t remember what
that was ...sorry...I have no idea but it certainly didn’t...

Interviewer
...I don't know if it was in relation to...no... I’m trying to think back to... it might have
even been in the writing up that I hadn’t quite picked up on what you were meaning...
Ellaina
...no I don’t...

Interviewer
...let’s not worry about that one! Now is there anything that you want to add to that
...that’s all the things I’m...you know that I had ticked off - I’d picked up as things I’d
vanted to follow through a little bit.
Ellaina
No I don’t think so...no!

Interviewer
CK as I said what I’d like to do is move away from that a bit and ask have you ever had
ai experience or have you ever felt that you were learning interviewing in situ - have you
been conscious of it [happening]is what I’m saying. I mean you can reflect but at the
tine have you ever been conscious of it or have you always....
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Ellaina
Do you mean...when you have no experiences...

Interviewer
Yes when you were learning (OK!) so I suppose it’s can you analyse your learning
process? Were you conscious of it or was it an overall gradual developmental?
Ellaina
I can’t really say...I don’t think so. I’m just thinking back to my very first interviews
I did for my own academic work and I don’t ever remember feeling that I was a
complete novice because of that previous experience that we talked about so I
knew how to talk to people and get information out of them and be ...you know
... listen properly and do rapport and all of those things so I didn’t think that was a
problem. So no! Probably not. I probably haven’t as an academic interviewer, I
probably haven’t been as it were a complete novice (yes!). I mean I’m conscious
now...and particularly since being involved in your project [both laughing lightly]
of the extra skills I’m building (yes! yes!) and there are times when your head
switches round and you think ‘Oh...’ but not in the first place no, probably not.

Interviewer
I mean that’s interesting because I’ve had other people say to me ‘I haven’t really
thought about what 1 do and I now see what I do in a different light since we talked about
it you know’. It’s part of that reflective process.
Ellaina
Yes indeed...it’s very useful.

Interviewer
[a little cross talk] I hope there is a little something there to repay your input...
Ellaina
Oh there is...it’s very interesting and look I have people say the same thing to me
in my own research ‘I’ve never really thought about this and this is really
useful’...so look I know it applies and it’s really good and I know I do think about
it more and I now think about it as an actual skill. Whereas before I probably just
thought this is what you do...yes so it’s good. It’s good, it’s really interesting.

Interviewer
Well this sort of runs into the next bit... and we’ve sort of talked about this a little bit... it
is whether you were conscious of drawing... and you’ve really answered this I think
unless you want to develop this a little more...that you were drawing on your other
practices (yeah... yeah) your telephone counseling and your PhD
Ellaina
Definitely! I mean it’s partly with knowing questions to ask that will move people
forward and get them to expand more on things. But I think partly being sensitive
to people and knowing when you shouldn’t go any further, when it’s not fair on
them. I’ll give you an example recently. I’ve been working with pre-apprentices
and going back 3 times and one group I’ve gone back to 3 times - they’re the
ones I’m finishing off in a couple of weeks time anyway - working with them in
focus groups and asking them questions as a group. And when I went back to
them the second time...this was a group in Melbourne...! started to asking them
about what they were going to do afterwards ...after the course had finished.
Because that’s what we were trying to find out - I’m doing it with Tom Dumbrell
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(Oh yes). So I’m doing the qualitative stuff, and they started saying these things
and like one of them said ‘I’ve got an interview lined up at xyz place and then I’d
sort of say ‘has anyone else got anything and the others would say ‘No I haven’t
got anything’ and I started feeling very bad about it because it was really was
drawing out the differences between those that had plans and those that didn’t so
I, because of my experience working with disadvantaged kids and counseling
experience I thought what actually am I doing here so when I went back to them
the final time I actually... I wanted to know what they were going to do but I gave
each an individual mini-questionnaire of what they were going to do next and in
the group discussion I only talked about the course and how they thought it
could have been improved. So I think if I hadn’t had that counseling ...you know

[that experience] working with unemployed kids sort of background I might not
have thought as I did and I might have done quite a bit of damage I think. And
also I found they were disclosing things that the rest of the group didn’t know.
Because when I went back to the other group the second time and one of them
said ‘let’s do so-and-so’ and the other said ‘Oh I didn’t know you were going to do
that’ and I thought ‘Oh s—!’ you know...I shouldn’t be...this is not right! This is
not right what I’m doing here so I think because of my previous work I knew that I
was right. I had to stop doing that and I had to think of another way of getting the
individual information. So that’s one example.

Interviewer
Yes that’s a good one actually and when you started your telephone interviewing, your
counseling, did you have training for that or was it something you had to work your own
way with?
Ellaina
Oh well that was a bit odd actually as I was taken on as the Co-ordinator of the
telephone counseling service but I didn’t actually have counseling experience
myself although I’d had experience in TAFE with Labour-Market programs so I
sort of had...and my personnel experience... but one of my jobs was to actually
run the training course and we got an outside person, a marriage counselor in,
but some of the sessions I helped him run so in a sense I was learning at the
same time

Interviewer
That’s intriguing because I noticed there wasn’t a mention in your quals about a course to
do that (no). Yes that’s interesting
Ellaina
Yeah! It was quite an extensive course. It ran over about ten weeks - it was a
night a week and a couple of full days in there so it was not long. It wasn’t part of
Lifeline but it sort of modeled the Lifeline training so I mean I learned a hell of a
lot through that. It was really good and then I did the actual counseling for years
after I finished being the co-ordinator. Yes until I really got too depressed by it
actually.

Interviewer
Oh yes that would be a hard job. I really admire people who...
Ellaina
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...it is hard. I got to a point where I became such a good reflective listener that
you get draw into this vortex...you are reflecting back their bad feelings and I
wasn’t lifting out of it so I thought this is no good ...It’s not being any good for
them or for me any more. But I mean with all those skills I had I could recognize
...I can recognize in other people when there are problems underlying what
they’re saying and I think that with the pre-apps. That’s been good...yeah! It’s
been interesting because you just know where they’re coming from

Interviewer
Actually that’s good, a really good illustration actually isn’t it? Because a lot of
people[interviewers] just don’t realize that they’re putting people on the spot or that
they’re saying something that’s got a subtext that you’re not picking up on...we often
miss that because the antennae are not out
Ellaina
Oh I’m sure I miss things as well...I mean I’m sure there are things I miss..

Interviewer
...sure but you would pick up on a lot. Do you find yourself reflecting on your own
practice routinely, occasionally or never or only when Bernice talks to you (laughing)...
Ellaina
Yes like I say I think my reflectiveness has been improved by taking part in the
project and I do consciously think, like I say, I don’t know whether its through
working with you but recently I’ve been doing quite a bit of interviewing and I do
consciously think ‘Oh that’s something I can use again’ or ‘I should change what I
do’. I believe...actually an interesting thing this afternoon with this little group of
senior bureaucrats. I don’t think they knew that I’d published a lot of work in the
area we were talking about and they were telling me some things that I knew and
I felt like saying ‘Yes well I knew that’ and I thought well here’s a go but I had to
consciously stop myself doing that because I thought all that would be doing
would be doing is feeding my own ego and I’ve got to stop myself doing it. So I
just remained like the dumb blonde and didn’t [say anything]...and I knew I was
doing that! I could see myself doing that for a purpose whereas probably a
couple of years ago I would have said ‘Oh yeah I know because when I did this
project blaa blaa blaa’ and what purpose does that serve...yeah

Interviewer
Yes that’s really in a way...yes I suppose there’s an argument in letting the person have
their moment, but there could be an argument for what communication theory calls
reciprocity (yes) where when you tell me one thing I tell you another sort of thing.
Ellaina
Yeah that’s true...that’s true...and just showing your expertise as well so in a
sense I wasn’t doing the displaying...

Interviewer
...but it is tricky that sense of whether it is appropriate to do one or the other... when is
one more useful or ummm I think it has something to do with attitudes towards the
interviewees by the interviewers. If you get a beligerant interviewer they can almost
‘hammer’ the poor person being interviewed whereas someone with your background
would be very empathetic (yes I guess yeah) and very interested.. OK I’m a bit conscious
of the time - [ a few comments about the tape and recorder]
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Ellaina
Did I tell you about the telephone interview...about the first interview I did with
Richard Sweet. Did I ever tell you about that?

(no!) It was so funny because I

had done a few minor interviews ...it was my first project really. It was on the
TRACK program, the VET in Schools program and I actually interviewed Richard
Sweet and I thought ‘Oh I’m interviewing Richard Sweet and I didn’t haven’t any
b------batteries and he was going ‘I’m sure you’ve got some spare ones
somewhere’ and it was just so embarrassing you know I just felt so awful. When
I got back to the hotel and listened to it I found I hadn’t actually taped any of it I’d
pressed the wrong button...so I had to try to write down...too funny...so I always
remember that ...that was a turning point [both laughing]

Interviewer
Yes I won’t ask you how you got around that one! [cross chat] but these things happen to
everyone. I mean we do hear these.. .everyone has their disasters where something just
doesn’t work the way it is supposed to. And I do know people who just won’t use a tape
at all.
Ellaina
Yes! It is a bit of a worry. There’s always an underlying doubt in your mind ...is it
working...(oh yes) and I actually never play them back because I can’t bear to
know! I just send them off to the transcriber and I think ‘they’ll let me know if it
didn’t work!’

Interviewer [changing to discussion of the interview article I was pointing to]
[Laughing lightly] Now this is the little analysis that I did [showing this to Ellaina in
relation to the article in Sunday life]- it[the analysis] is nothing very in-depth let me tell
you. It’s straight out ‘these are the questions that were asked of these four people’
(huhmmm) and’ some of them were asked of everyone and some were asked particularly
of one person and some were asked of one or two.’ If you could just sort of glance down
the list...obviously I will give you some time to do that...my question is these are from a
recognized interviewer from the journalistic world interviewing four recognized and
respected interviewers also in the field...the interviewer interviewing the interviewers
about interviewing you know. And when I looked at these questions I thought now these
are being asked by a journalist either for the purpose of writing an article, or it might be
for a program, would these sorts of questions apply to academic research as well if you
were doing an interview for a project...like me for example doing what I’m doing now!
Ellaina
Yes...yes I’m just thinking almost all those. I can’t think of any of those questions
that wouldn’t. “Why do people tell you things’ [referring to one of the early questions]
isn’t that interesting?

Interviewer
Isn’t it hmmm
Ellaina
And the one about political interviews I suppose maybe wouldn’t but the next two
you know people’s assumptions about your politics blaa blaa blaa. I mean if you
substitute people’s assumptions about what you think about the issue...like when
I was talking this afternoon about student part-time working [ummm thinking] oh
absolutely! I mean perhaps that’s not a good example. Yes whether they would
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agree to be interviewed. If it was a particularly sensitive issue - sort of like a
policy type issue for sure and people make assumptions about what you’re
thinking...yeah ...[thinking]...I would say all of those would be very useful
questions.

Interviewer
I find this one interesting ‘Can you tell if an interviewee is lying?’ Yeah it takes my
thoughts to what people have said ...people who like to do quantitative rather than
qualitative...will say ‘people will tell you anything.’ I wonder whether people actually
consciously lie or do they put spin on what they’re saying?
Ellaina
Oh they do for sure but if you are expert you can tell. You can tell by what
they’re saying and what you know by their circumstance or their general position
and you can tell the way they’re saying it. Yes you can tell but it’s probably easier
face-to-face than over the phone. You always know when a manager is giving
you a complete lie...it’s not hard

[both laughing]...so you have to get through that

by asking other questions that are not designed exactly to catch them out but
depending on the rapport you’ve got with them you can say ‘That’s complete b—
s—...look tell me the truth’. So...with some people you can say that to them
pretty directly but with other people you have to be much gentler...you can say
I’m not going to write this up but I would like to know what you really think about
that. So if they say the company does such and such you then might say ‘well
what would you do if there was any batch that didn’t do that?’ That would help
you find out whether the company doesn’t really do such and such. In fact it’s
what they’d like to think is happening when really it’s quite different. Whereas if
they were answering a question in a questionnaire about it, it would be easier for
them to lie. But I think that people don’t tend to lie anyway...! mean political
interviews would be different...there would be a reason to lie but there’s not
much reason to lie in qualitative except I suppose if...but then usually you’ve
already told them we are not going to use your company name unless they would
like it...but there might be a reason why they might want their name put forward
and they’d want to put a bit of spin on it. But still by having what they say
exposed publicly they’d [others] would know they were b— s—ing as well too

Interviewer
Oh yeah absolutely!
Ellaina
But it’s in the nature of senior bureaucrats, or senior people in organizations, to
put a positive spin on what they do say and it’s in the nature of interviewers to try
to break through...yeah!

Interviewer
Yeah!

[End of side one]

Interviewer
I did ask you questions about particular types of interviews and whether you’d had one
that really stuck in your mind or particular circumstances and there’s a question here
that s quite interesting and that is ‘Have you ever been surprised by an interview?’ Have
you ever had that experience yourself?
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Ellaina

[Thinking] I think only in the sense that you’ve gone to an interview and you didn’t
really expect them to be as forthcoming as....and its probably about an
assumption you might make about somebody in that sort of a job hasn’t much to
say and you suddenly find they’ve got a huge depth of knowledge and then that
can becomes a problem because of timing...because sometimes its OK [to spend

more time than expected] but other times you’ve got to be somewhere else...or
even if you don’t have to be somewhere else you feel guilt that you’re taking their
time...that would be the main thing when people are much forthcoming than you
expected them to be...you know richer in what they are telling you...yeah.

Interviewer
There’s another one here that I found interesting... ‘Have you ever felt intimidated by an
interviewee?’ Would that situation arise?
Ellaina
Yes actually and I have. I mean not badly but I remember I was set up to do a
case-study ...I didn’t tell you this story before did I? (I don’t think so) and when i
got there the manager was quite off-hand. I hadn’t done the initial arranging, the
project manager had...it was a team project I was working on and he was...you
could tell he really didn’t want to do it and the first indication of that was when I •
first rang him up and said ‘Now you’ve agreed to be part of this project and when
is it convenient for me to come and interview you?’ and he said ‘I’m really too
busy to do it but if you come down at 9-30 at night after you know after we
close...’ No it was still open when I went there...but it was a very late evening
thing...they must have been on late night trading...so I knew, I knew, that he
didn’t really want to talk to me but I had to do it because I had been instructed to
do it you know. It had been set up by somebody else and when I got there he
wasn’t very nice at all. He didn’t take me out the back to do it which is what
normally happens in a shop...I had to do it while I was standing just outside in
the pharmacy and it was really awkward and he was not...and in fact I had to go
‘around the back’[in another sense] to get the information I needed...a lot of it
about qualifications and all that which I was supposed to find out but I had a
friend who was a pharmacist and I said ‘look could you help me with some of
this information?’ But the fact that I remember it so clearly I must have been
quite intimidated because it was a very, very unpleasant experience to be
standing out in the shop talking to somebody and customers all around you
...[unclear]...but knowing that he didn’t want to be doing it...yeah yeah

Interviewer
[very quietly] that would make you feel ‘ill at ease’
Ellaina
Yes, and that was despite all the experience I’ve already mentioned that I’ve got
working with retail managers and knowing what they’re like but this was still...

Interviewer
...quite uncomfortable...
Ellaina
Not nice...Yeah.

Interviewer
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Mmmm! OK then unless you have anything that you would like to add...there are a few
points that come out of these questions for m....just...this is my own comment. I was
quite surprised when I looked at these how many of these questions I use in some form
(Yeah) ...you know... and I thought this is for an entirely different purpose and I
suppose if I really thought about it I would say I think that people who interview for
journalistic purposes are doing a very different job from what I’m doing. But then when I
read this...and it’s just a really interesting little read [the article in the Sunday Life]
...and then when I analysed the questions I thought ‘No there are questions in here that
are not very different from (No- agreeing) the sorts of questions that I’m asking. I mean
there are some that are quite different but there is a core of them that are very, very
similar. Mmm
(Silence)
Ellaina
Yeah I was just trying to think...and there was something that was going through
my head just now about what your interviewing about and how that effects what
one is interviewing people about ...I mean you are interviewing me about what I
do in my work (yes) and I’m really enjoying that because everyone likes talking
about their work and I know that. When...most of what I do is interviewing people
about their work... I have less excitement when I interview people about their
studies like when I’m interviewing students

(that’s interesting). It’s less...! mean

they’re OK but there’s not the same enthusiasm as when you are interviewing
people about their jobs and I’m wondering what it would it be like in other
academic disciplines where the people you are talking to...you are not talking to
them about their jobs... you’re maybe talking about their relationships or their
experiences of ????? you know...it might be different (yeah- in ‘a that’s a new

thought’ tone). Because people do really like talking about work don’t they?
Interviewer
Yes they do! Yes
Ellaina
...and they don’t often get the chance in a reflective way.

Interviewer
No and I probably told you about the lawyer that I interviewed (yeah). I mean that just
sticks in my mind because he had this enormous building that he worked in, palatial
surroundings and he would have, I know that he was one of Sydney’s top lawyers in his
field and that his time would have been very valuable. He just turned everything off and
said ‘oh no this is your hour’ and when I said to him ‘You’re like a little boy with your
toys' [and I still am amazed that I felt comfortable enough to say that!!!]...‘I am, I am’ he
said and he went off on a whole new tangent which was just the most extraordinary
interview...he was very interesting (mmm) which I guess in a way leads us into this
novice/expert range (Oh yes! yep - yep) and no doubt you’re pretty familiar I would
say with these. But this is a particular reference to ‘novice’ through ‘advanced beginner’
reaching ‘competence’ and then becoming ‘proficient’ and then finally ‘expert’ (Oh OK).
Can you relate yourself to certain stages there in your experience?
[Quite a long thoughtful silence]
Ellaina
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Ummm...Yes and no! I mean I think ‘yes’ that I’ve come through being a novice
to moving along...somewhere along the way to being the expert. I’m not sure
that... like interviewing is not... this [the list of descriptors] is not... it’s about nurses
and in general these are the descriptors in any framework on novice to expert
that’s about a job role but interviewing is a task so it’s not quite the same is it?
[again a thoughtful silence] and in a sense every research project is different as
well and you’re trying to do different things so things like these interviewers have
an ‘intuitive grasp of the situation and can focus on the exact nature of the
problem

[from the ‘expert’ descriptor]. I mean in a sense you are not in a situation

where you are’ coping with’, you are ‘creating something’...do you know what I
mean? (Yes! Yes!) You’re creating the interview so it’s not like something is
happening and you are suddenly thrown in as the interviewer to solve it you know

(Yes! Yes!) So I’m not sure whether the ...I mean the sort of underlying sense
that you are not going from step to step you are much more aware of the whole
picture (as an expert) I mean I can understand the ...the sense of it applies but
the descriptors are not quite right?
Does that...[cross chat]
Interviewer
No! I just find it a very interesting way of looking at it and umm [thinking] and I guess
...when you said it’s a task (mmm) and we’re creating the situation (mmm)...that’s
...I’ll have to think about that quite a bit more than we’ve got time to give to it right at
the moment. When ... I agree...that it can be seen as a task (yeah) but theoretically you
could have a job of being a research interviewer (yes) ummm... so it then becomes a job
so that’s a tricky one to sort out and... ‘like able to demonstrate ability to cope with
enough real situations...’ [extract from descriptors]...well there are situations that occur
when you’re interviewing (Yeah yeah) You’ve described quite a number of them (well
true) which you’ve been able deal with (yeah yeah)...it would be interesting to review
the wording...ummm the goals maybe... [thinking]... ‘the goals are based on conscious,
abstract, analytic considerations of issue...’ [from descriptors] I wonder how much of
that is going on. I think that some of things you’ve described actually almost fall within
that category (yeah) you know where in your head you’re analyzing what this person is
saying, you’re analyzing their behaviour... if what they’re saying is congruent ...you
know you were saying you can tell (yes yeah) when someone is not telling the story as it
is... ummm so I wonder...but you are right about we are creating the situation we’re not
dealing with something that has already happened. That has given me something to think
about.
Ellaina
What would be useful, if you came up with as part of your thesis, if one of the
things you came up with was descriptors...better than these descriptors for the
task of interviewing (Yeah yeah)...that would be interesting.

Interviewer
Absolutely! I mean when the expert ‘no longer relies on analytic principles’ for example
— ‘rules’ ...we don’t have...well I suppose we do have ethical...well we do, we have
ethical rules at UTS (yes yes) but I know not all universities do ...most do...
Ellaina
...Oh I... they do don’t they?
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Interviewer
Oh I don’t think they all do [doubtfully]
Ellaina
Don’t they?

Interviewer
I have a friend who wondered what I was talking about... she’s just about finished her
PhD and she wondered what on earth I was talking about...
Ellaina
I’m surprised about that!

Interviewer
I was talking about getting consent and doing ethical research...
Ellaina
...Oh I thought everyone did...

Interviewer
I got a bit of a shock....mmmmm...so if we do have guidelines then I suppose it’s when
we learn when to step outside the guidelines (yes) safely and make the most of the
situation. That’s an interesting comment actually.
Ellaina
I think there might be a danger also of...I might be wrong in this because I’m just
thinking ...there might be a danger in mixing up expertise in interviewing with the
type of interviews you do so that if you are doing a fairly prescriptive type of
interview which you might do for a particular reason...ummm...I mean does that
mean that you are not displaying the same expertise as an interviewer as you
would if you were doing a much more unstructured sort of interview (yep) so
you’d have to be a bit careful to think about that...you know its not like
unstructured interviewing is ‘expert’ and structured equals ‘novice’ (emphatically

oh no no)...it’s a difference...it’s not on the same plane (no)...it’s in a different
plane...at the moment I can’t sort that out in my head...

Interviewer
No no ...I see where you are heading with it tho. In terms of in-depth interviewing, I
remember you asked me right at the beginning of the telephone interview what I meant
by it and I have been...not trying to tie the thing down completely but I wanted things
that were NOT just what we talked about before... not just a verbal survey (yeah yeah)
because what is the point of doing that? But it covers things like... people call them
conversations, they call them unstructured interviews, they call them semi-structured
interviews, they call them conversations with a purpose (yeah) even life history (that’s
true) so what I’m saying there is that each one of these will fall within a non-survey style
interviewing but they each have their own characteristics (yeah well that’s true too)
and there’s a different way of handling each of them mmmm
Ellaina
Interesting

Interviewer
It is! And look I think I might leave it there unless you can think of anything else that
you would like to add (ummm) and if you have any wonderful thoughts afterwards you
can always email me
Ellaina
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Yes I can always write to you...I had a thought but it’s gone again so I’ll leave it
..oh what was what ...I’ll tell you if I think of it...It’s been...

Interviewer
...thank you VERY much ...it’s very interesting actually
Ellaina
That’s OK...I’m sorry I’m still trying to catch that thought

Interviewer
..catch that thought!!!
Ellaina
Oh I know what it was. Yes it came back. Something I was really conscious of
this afternoon for some reason ...I suppose you reflect on the most recent
experience...is the skills that, and I don’t know if this has any relevance or not,
but the skills that you have in your responses and encouragers in approving of
what somebody says and saying ‘yes that’s really interesting’ and then you don’t
pick up on other things and I was a bit conscious of that this afternoon and
thinking that I would need to be more careful with that because I could tell I was
saying ‘Oh that’s really interesting’ because it was stuff I ...

Interviewer
...I’ve done it myself too and actually ...and it....(laughing) I nearly said it again...and
as you said it I thought yes I’m saying this all the time...it’s popping out..
Ellaina
You’re sort of judging the worth of what someone is giving you (yes yes that’s
right)... yeah! And I don’t know if people when in full flight pay much attention to
it but I catch myself doing it occasionally and...

Interviewer
...and I was conscious of it tonight myself...[I had repeated the expression a number of
times]
Ellaina
Because its implicitly undervaluing the other stuff that they’re saying in a sense...

Interviewer
...well I guess it could ...
Ellaina
... I thought it was like stuff I already knew I was just going (mmm
...mmm...mmm) and then with stuff that was exciting to me I was going ‘Oh
that’s really interesting’ and I’m thinking ‘Ooohhhh.’ Even at the time I was
thinking this isn’t working. I shouldn’t be doing this because I don’t know...

Interviewer
What do you do instead?
Ellaina
I don’t know!

Interviewer
Because you want to affirm what people say (you do) and acknowledge the points that
they are making or you can’t just sit there and talk with a blank face...
Ellaina
Yes..Oh yes...

Interviewer
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...and you try to affirm in some way (yes) so we’ll have to think of another way...
Ellaina
...I think it’s the vehemence and the contrast between the ‘mmm’ ‘yes ...yes’
and then you know ‘Oh that’s really interesting’ - because I’ve never thought of
that before and ‘I could think of lots more questions’ you know...whereas lots of
the other stuff they were saying might have been really interesting and really
novel to them and they may have just thought of it and thought ‘here’s a good
thought to hand over’ but because I found the same thing in another research
project for example, I wasn’t responding in the same way. So I think it’s being a
bit more sensitive to the different levels of ‘novelness’ of what people are saying
and the importance they attach to it...it’s not the same as me...so yeah...that
was the thought that went through my head...mmm

Interviewer
Thanks Ellaina we’ll leave it there...that’s wonderful
Ellaina
That’s OK
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Researcher Reflections 14.1 Example of Reflections early in the study
March/April 2002 (pp. 394-395)
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Reflections March/April 2001
Me
As a tendency - my model as a teacher is to pass on info, to draw info from the participants and to illustrate what
I am aski ng (anecdotes etc)

To do
Take up a reflective piece -take all NREC transcripts home and write up a reflective piece for each interview
Remove all the responses from the interviews and analyse the way each interviewer approaches the interview
likenesse s and differences between them
Between different interviews by each interviewer - could concentrate on my own or do it for the five.
Consent Betters from them all
Interview' each of the interviewers Five? (Interview myself?)
Run a series of email question to Michael at Bolten
Hagers paper on Judgement (plus Beckett, Hager, Melville and ?)
(How do interviewers make judgements?)
Use Mark Tennant’s - developing Expertise (MT and BJM - Griffith)
(How do people develop 'expertise' in interviews?
Methodology -run a workshop for faculty

PhD
Rigor
Provided by supported argument not description
Links to other work
Discuss the 'language' of interviewing - in-depth etc
My approach - is not 'a best practice' and skills approach (although this is acknowledged)
Structure of Leslies - four chapters are on the background and four chapters are on the interviews. The themes
from the interviews - reflections around self, significant others, unseen others (hierarchy who determine hoops
that have to jumped through)
Interviews -use to explore the 'taken for granted' words of people in all walks of life (from Leslie) Term used by
Giddens - the day-to-day world
With the use of interviews as 'conversations with a purpose' or 'conversations that you happen to tape'
Respondents are participants rather than subjects
Talked to Ralph Catts from UNE (training survey interviews -train the teams beforehand and work out the
schedule)
AVETRA
Reflections on AVETRA
Overview
List of useful papers
List of phrases, keywords etc
Comments on useful papers
Overview
Quality of research is maintained by drawing conclusions from the production?? and discussion of evidence

Useful words and phrases
Language of interviewing
Semantic memory - how we make sense of the world intentionality
'Unpack
Intimate familiarity
Plurality of purpose
Patterning -doing it like someone else has done it
Intentionality
Culture - shared understandings that support social, political and economic practices (Minister of Education
Samoa)
Empirical data - primary data gathering
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Lesley
'Intimate familiarity' of the teacher/student relationship
Teacher a ‘good guy' who is trusted
This teacher is indigenous a knower - learned OR can be seen as being incredibly biased
Leslie has used symbolic interactions
Her 'interviews' were 'conversations she recorded'
Refers to Verstehen Sociology which I looked up in the Collins Dictionary of Sociology German (this should be
included in my historical chapter) 'verstehen' is a German for meaningful understanding and when used in
English-speaking sociology, usually refers to meaningful understanding, the process in which both social actors
and sociologists 'interpret' and gain access to the meanings of others. The German term is usually associated with
the work of Max Weber (1922) who stated as " the specific task of science in action, the interpretation of action
in terms of its subjective meaning' thus distinguishing the social sciences from the natural sciences by the
presence of such an orientation. Look up pi 79 and follow through on the argument and look up Webers work.
A statement along the lines that although there are confusions as to the understandings of what, the significance
is a shift in perspective in 'doing sociological research'.
Subjects selected their own names because they really wanted to be name!
P3 of paper Lesley writes of the intimate familiarity of teacher research requiring the researcher to adopt a
position on issues of subjectivity and objectivity follow through on Denzin 1989 ('the fallacy of objectivism' and
Rubin 1981 'fool's gold' of objectivity'. I should argue as Leslie has done my position of subjectivity and
objectivity.

Anne
Anne talked about being a tradie who was a teacher but who became a teacher who happened to have an
electrical background. I had only ever wanted to be a teacher from a very early age and through circumstance of
my adolescent years seemed to spend the rest of my life teaching anything I learned to do myself. In this process
I also leaned that in presenting digestible material to others I understood my topics and my process more and
more. (Do interviewees understand themselves more and more by articulating their life experiences in a
digestible form to an interviewer - (the other in the conversation)???)
Provided a thought for my way 'in' became a researcher having been a teacher, then a research assistant who
became an interviewer and an interviewer from my interest in research (previously had only been exposed to
scientific method -early studies in psychology were also scientific and behaviourist et etc( 'unpack this!)

Appendix 15

Leximancer Concept Analysis Trial
15.1 Individual original results: Roberta
(pp. 397-398)
15.2 Concept maps using all participants
(pp. 599-404)
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So this is in effect a simple analysis mode
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Appendix 16

Topic areas as percentages of total number of
articles/papers using in depth interviews
16.1 Working document: topic areas
(pp. 406-408)
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Working Document
Topic Areas as a (/o of 322 (total number) of articles/papers using in-depth interviews
rounded to one decimal place
Theme
Groupings
Learning

Education
& Training

VET

Topic Areas (aggregate of journal articles and
conference papers)
aspects of learning (including work based
learning);
learning - action learning, collaborative learning,
flexible delivery(distance/informal/lifelong
leaming/on-line/open leaming/peer leaming/selfdirected) and learning using hypermedia;
learning - pathways (including work based
leaming/transfer of learn ing/learning and
work/workplace learning);
learning cultures/learning communities, learning
environments;
learning and education
education and training needs, development and
delivery (including training packages);
technical and further education (TAFE)/further
education;
teacher education and training;
apprenticeships/traineeships/preapprenticeships/on-the-job workplace training;
vocational skills development; x2
adult and community education, U3A
school education
environmental
health education
VET in schools;
VET interface between educational sectors-sector
transitions;
policy in VET;
reform in VET;
VET interface between sectors;
VET collaborations, networks and partnerships;
crosscultural perspectives on VET;
cuture of VET
historical review of aspects of VET
VET policy
VET and training reform
economic issues in VET
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Number
2

%of
Total
16.8

20

20

9
2
1
Total 54
6
8
3

11.5

3
7
3
2
3
1
1
Total 37
5

10.2

2
1
1
8
4
3
2
2
2
1
2
Total 33
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(Continued:-)
Theme
Groupings
Competency
issues

Topic Areas (aggregate of journal articles and
conference papers)
competency-based training and assessment;
competency-based training and assessment/key
and generic competencies;
competence, competency standards, frameworks
communication competence

International
perspectives

international perspectives;
international perspectives on PCVET

Selfhood and
identity
Access and
equity

selfhood and identity
access and equity in PVET (disabilities, gender,
indigenous Australians, long-term unemployed,
rural/regional, youth);
access and equity in PVET (age, disabilities,
gender, indigenous communities, long-term
unemployed, rural/regional, youth)

Learning
pathways

pathways for youth/early school leavers
pathways for mature workers

Literacy and
numeracy
Professional
development

literacy and numeracy

Research

Knowledge

professional development/career
trajectories/HRD/mentoring;
development of expertise;
aspects of research;
research and effects on VET
(culture/design/methods/perspectives/practices)
development and transfer;
knowledge acquisition, development and
management/ transfer/judgement

Organisational

leadership and management;
organisational structure, systems and learning

Practice

workplace
communities of practice
reflective
professional

Rural and
remote

regional, remote, rural and farm
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Number
7
10
3
2
Total 22
11
9
Total 20

%of
Total
6.8

6.2

4.3
Total 14
5

4.3

9

Total 14
11
2
Total 13

4.0

3.7
Total 12
9
2
Total 11
1
10
Total 11
1
10
Total 11
6
4
Total 10
5
2
2
1
Total 10

3.4

3.4

3.4

3.0

3.0

2.2
Total 7

407

Continued: -)
Theme
Groupings
Tertiary and
higher ed.
Workplace
change

Topic Areas (aggregate of journal articles and
conference papers)

Number

university and college education
labour markets in adult education;
changing nature of work/ workplace
change/workplace reform;
training markets and market reform;

PCVET
teacher
training

teacher education and training for VET;
technical and further education (TAFE)/ teachers
in TAFE;

Curriculum
program
assessment,
development,
dissemination
Assessment
Teaching and
learning
Assorted
(articles/
papers that
did not fit the
topic areas,
mainly
theoretical)

curriculum
program development evaluation

General assessment
teaching and learning, training and learning,
mentoring
general
affordances
industry and small business
volunteering
international students

%of
Total

2.2
Total 7
1
4
1
Total 6
3
3
Total 6
1
3
1
Total 5
Total 5

1.9

1.9

1.5

1.5
1.5

Total 5
1
2
2
2
2
Total 9

2.8

Total
322
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Appendix 17

Researcher reflections - Interviews
17.1 Reflections on Brad interview (p.410)
17.2 Reflections on Lee interview (p.411-412)
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Bernice Melville UTS Tel: 9514 3957 Fax: 9514 3737
bernice.melville@uts.edu.au
Faculty of Education UTS, PO Box 123, Broadway 2007

Reflections
Telephone Interview #6 Pseudonym Brad
1 know of Brad having met him at seminars and but have not worked with him and
couldn’t really say that I ‘knew’ him before today. He is an extraordinary person in his
approach to interviewing... I walked away from the phone with a hint of tears in my eyes
and felt I had to be silent for a while ...there was something of a sense of spirituality in
the interview....a feeling that I had been involved in something quite powerful. It was an
interview of extraordinary frankness and openness. This is another interview where I felt
no need or no urge to comment on my consciousness of interviewing about interviewing.
(Am I becoming more confident in what I’m doing or is it that the interviews where it
doesn’t enter my mind at all are when people are quite passionate about interviewing).
During his interview he said he doesn’t use telephone interviews by choice and gave his
reasons but he quite readily agreed to do this and offered to do a follow up (before I even
asked).
I actually felt quite humbled by this interview but not in a negative way...in a spiritual
and moving way. It was quite extraordinary. Brad placed a great deal of trust in my
integrity as a researcher, did not want me to send my notes for him to ‘verify’ ...he
trusted me and I believe he accepted what I wrote as being my ‘story’ of the interview.
He did say I could send them if I needed to, and I will, not just as normal procedure (and
it is up to him whether he wants to comment) but to get his reaction to my method of
writing up the interview.
During the interview ‘he took the power’ (as he so aptly illustrated as a technique he uses
- allowing the interviewee to take over the interview) and told me his story. In doing so
he touched on most of the issues that I invite people to talk about. He has thought deeply
about the purpose, the role and identity of the interviewer in relation to the interviewee
and the ethics or moral obligation to people he interviews.
At the end of the interview he made the comment that he did not want to sound
patronizing but he thought I was a good interviewer - he was aware that he had taken the
power and commented on it. At this point in the research I am questioning whether I
‘mirror’ what people say they use or like in terms of interview techniques including
communication skills.
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Bernice Melville UTS Tel: 9514 3957 Fax: 9514 3737
bernice.melville@uts.edu.au
Faculty of Education UTS, PO Box 123, Broadway 2007

Reflections
Telephone Interview #9 Pseudonym Lee
This interview was done taking a break from the work afternoon and was conducted in a
cafe over coffee.
Interviewing colleagues presents its own issues - both advantageous and perhaps a little
disadvantageous. Lee is a fun person and we often ‘take the micky out of each other’ so
it’s the temptation is there to fall into that mode and there is a hint of‘pretend’ in being
more formal with each other. A disadvantage with this is that the result can seem more
formal than it needs to be - but perhaps I’m more conscious of this than I need to be.

Normally, this first interview following on from the questionnaire would have been done
by telephone and so my fairly structured looking protocol (a question followed by a large
space for note) would not have been visible to the participant. And further to that he/she
would not have been able to see the ‘scribbles’, speech balloons, arrows etc that make up
a fairly lively and apparently unordered summary of responses. I like to write copious
notes and from these write up in a dialogic way. Taking notes also breaks the eye
contact, but in a telephone interview you don’t have that anyway (which is one of the
advantages of doing taped f-2-f where you can just ‘talk to’ people and keep eye contact
and doing notes for phone because the person isn’t watching you take notes. It’s not so
important as you can’t make eye contact - as long as they don’t get the feeling you are
more interested in the notes than them on the other end of the phone.
Lee found it quite difficult to talk about style of interviewing other than in terms of a
‘conversation’ or an 'interview’. We did not (in this interview) get to address
‘conversational style’ - do this in the follow-up interview
Note to me:
It is absolutely essential to write notes up immediately. Although 1 did a rough pencil
edit immediately after it was three days before 1 finished the word-processed version. In
that time 1 really had to think to take myself back to the conversation.
This is a perfect example of how often the ‘best bits’ come up in the post-interview
conversations in the wind down and pack-up time. I couldn’t help but question why this
didn’t come up in the interview. Lee commented that her hairdressing experience had
been useful in that hairdressers were people who deal with people an dinformation.. This
experiences extended into community colleges and she felt she brought that experience
into the interview situation.
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This is exactly what I’m after but yet I don’t want to ask a ‘leading’ question ( about
how do you think your previous work experience may have influenced/helped when
interviewing? I want it to be spontaneous but that doesn’t always work.

Lee found it difficult to talk about ‘style of interviewing’

Appendix 18

Questionnaire Results: Participant profiles
18.1 Biographic and demographic profile (pp. 414-419)
18.2 Research profile (pp.418-422)
18.3 Research interviewing profile (pp. 423-429)
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Appendix 18
Results from the Questionnaires

18.1 Personal profile of participants: biographic and demographic characteristics
(i)

Gender ofparticipants

Table 18.1.1 Numbers of female and male participant researchers
Gender

Number

Female
Male

11
7

Total

18

12
10
8
6
4

2

□ female □ male

Figure 18.1.1 Gender distribution of participant researchers.
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(ii)

Age groupings ofparticipants

Table 18.1.2 Numbers of participant researchers in age groupmgs

Age
31-40
41-50
51-60
61 +
Total

Number
1
4
9
4
18

Figure 18.1.2 Age distribution of participant researchers.

(iii)

First language ofparticipants

Table 18.1.3 Number of participant researchers speaking
English as their first language

English as first
language
Yes
No
Total

Number
18
0
18

Note: Column chart not applicable
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(iv)

Occupation ofparticipants at the time of the study

Table 18.1.4 Number of participant researchers in various occupations
Occupation
academic*
senior head teacher (TAFE)
researcher
associate researcher
research project officer
student/research assistant
unit director
Total

Number
11
1
2
1
1
1
1
18

* includes lecturers, senior lecturers, associate professors, and professors

□ academic
B senior head teacher (TAFE)
□ researcher
□ associate researcher
B research project officer
□ student/research assistant
□ unit director

Figure 18.1.3 Distribution of occupation of participant researchers
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(v)

(a) Initial formal training undertaken on leaving school, and
(b) first qualification gained by participant researchers

Table 18.1.5(a) First training after leaving school
First training undertaken
undergraduate university degree
TAFE certificate*
diploma**
City and Guilds diploma (UK)
Total

Number
13
2
2
1
18

* one trade, one non-trade
* * one later transferred from a diploma to an undergraduate
degree course

□ Undergraduate university degree
BTAFE certificate
□ diploma
□ City and Guilds diploma (UK)

Figure A18.1 4(a) Distribution of participant researchers’ initial
formal training undertaken on leaving school
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Table 18.1.5(b) First qualification gamed

Qualification gained
BA/BA (Hons)
BA
4
BA (Psych)
1
BA (Hons)
3
BA Dip Ed/Teach
BSc/BSc (Hons)
BBus
TAFE non-trade teaching Certificate
TAFE trade Certificate
Diploma (Accountancy)
City and Guilds diploma (UK)
Total

Number

8

3
2
1
1
1
1
1
18

□ BA/BA (Hons)/ BA (Psych)
Si BA/Dip Ed/Dip Teach
□ BSc/BSc (Hons)
□ B Bus
■ TAFE non-trade teaching Cert
□ TAFE trade Certificate
□ Diploma (Accountancy)
□ City and Guilds Diploma (UK)

Figure 18.1.4(b) First qualification gamed by participant researchers
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(vi)

Country where participant researchers gainedfirst qualification

Table 18.1.6 Country where first qualification gained
Country
Australia
England
United
Kingdom
Total

□ Australia

■ England

Number
14
2
2
18

DUK

Figure 18.1.5 Distribution of countries where participant researchers gained
their first qualification.
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18.2 Profile of participants as researchers:
(i)

Research perspectives applied by participant researchers

Table 18.2 1 Research perspectives reported by participants

Research Perspective
qualitative
interpretive
empirical
quantitative
critical
postmodern
poststructual
mixed method
feminist
pagan
reflexive
socio-cultural
Total

Numbe
r
18
15
14
10
10
4
3
2
1
1
1
1
80*

* the eighteen participants could nominate more than one
research perspective.

□ qualitative
■ interpretive
□ empirical
□ quantitative
■ critical
□ postmodern
□ poststructual
□ mixed method
■ feminist
□ pagan
□ reflexive
□ socio-cultural

Figure 18.2.1 Distribution of research perspectives reported by participants
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(ii)

Areas of current research interest reported by participant researchers

Table 18.2.2 Number of researcher participants in groupmgs of reported areas
of current research mterest

Research interests
workplace leammg/leaming at work
human resource development/ organisational
learning
vocational education and train mg/postcompulsory education/adult learning
equity
policy/systems
practice
volunteer work
academic learning
apprenticeships
assessment
educational leadership
generic attributes
innovation
interpersonal communication
literacy issues
mens’ learnmg
neighbourhood centres
part-time students and work
rural learning
skills and performance
worker identity
work pedagogies
youth

Number*
9
4
4
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

* the eighteen participants could nominate more than one
research perspective.
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(cont)

□
El
□
□
■
□
□
□
■
□
□
□

m
■
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

workplace learning/ learning at work
HRD/organisational learning
VET/post-compulsory or adult education
equity
policy/systems
practice
volunteering
academic learning
apprenticeships
assessment
educational leadership
generic attributes
innovation
interpersonal communication
literacy
mens' learning
neighbourhood centres
part-time students and work
rural learning
skills and performance
worker identity
work pedagogies
youth

Figure 18.2.2 Groupings of current areas of research reported by participant researchers
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18.3 Profile of participant researchers as research interviewers
(i)

Use of in-depth interviews in research model by participant researchers

Table 18.3.1 Numbers of participants who used m-depth interviews in their research model

Participants used in-depth
interviews in research model
yes
no
Total

Number
18
0
18

Note: Column chart not applicable

(ii)

Personally conduct of in-depth interviews by the participant researchers

Table 18.3.2 Numbers of participants who reported personally conducting in-depth interviews
their research

Participants personal conduct of
in-depth interviews in research
yes
no
Total
Note: Column chart not applicable
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Numbe
r
18
0
18

(iii)

Year researchers first used in-depth interviews

Table 18.3.3 Numbers of participants who used m-depth interviews m their research model

Year first interviews conducted
1975
1978
1980
1981
1983
1989
1990
early 1990s (sic)
1991
1992
1993
1995
1996
2000
2003
2003 or 200 (sic)
Total

Number
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
18

7
6

5
4
3
2
1
No

0
□ 1975-1979
□ 1980-1989
□ 1990-1999
□ 2000-2005

Figure 18.3.1 Distribution of years in which researchers reported having conducted their first
interview(s).
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(iv)

Frequency ofparticipants ’ involvement in conducting in-depth interviews

Table 18.3.4 Participant researchers’ involvement m conducting in-depth interviews
Participants’ involvement in
conducting used in-depth interviews
less often than once a year
one research project a year
more often than once a year
Total

Number
1
8
9
18

□ less often than once a year
B one research project a year
□ more often than once a year

Figure 18.3.2 Showing distribution of frequency of conductmg m-depth interviews by participant
researchers
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(v)

Employment by participants of colleagues or research assistants to conduct
interviews?

Table 18.3.5 Numbers of participant researchers employing colleagues or research assistants to
conduct interviews

Participants’ employment of colleagues
or research assistants to conduct
interviews
yes
no
Total
(vi)

Number

13
5
18

Modes(s) used by participant researchers to conduct in-depth interviews

Table 18.3.6 Number of participants reporting usmg particular methods to
conduct interviews

In-depth interview method used
face to face
telephone
email
video conferencing
focus groups

Number*
18
15
5
1
1

* Participants could nominate more than one
method.

□ face to face
■ telephone
□ e-mail
□ video conferencing
■ focus group

Figure 18.3.3 Distribution of interview methods used by participant researchers
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(viii)

Participant researcher understandings that define the term ‘in-depth
interviewing’

Table 18.3.8 Terms that define ‘m-depth interviewing’ as degrees of structure as reported by
researcher participants
Defining terms for in-depth interviewing as degrees of structure
flexible protocols that allow participants to shape the direction of
the discussion
free flowing
less structured - following the interviewees’ responses
non- or semi-structured
not limited to a fixed, pre-determined path.
resists strict schedules
semi-structured
semi-structured conversation
semi-structured plan to elicit relevant responses
unstructured
within a broad structure
Total

Number
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
'
1
1
13

Note: A total of 13 different responses was offered by the 18 participants in relation to
definitions of in-depth interviewing as degrees of structure
(Lx)

Participant researchers understandings offeatures of the practice of
‘in-depth interviewing’

Table 18.3.9 Terms describing features of ‘m-depth interviewing’ as reported by number of
researcher participants listed
Reported features of‘in-depth interviewing’
gaining understandings, meanings and insights
using specific styles of questioning (open and probing)
bemg linked to methodological perspectives
bemg extended (m terms of content), focused and deep responses
bemg conversational, dialogic or a discussion
focusmg on the interviewee
bemg lengthy over time, or extended over time
storytelling
managing control and power
bemg reflective
Total number of responses

Number
17
13
10
9
8
!
8
7
7
4
3
86

Note: A total of 86 responses was offered by the 18 participants (who had been invited to
use whatever space was needed to accommodate their understandings).
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□ gaining understandings and insights
H using specific styles of questioning
□ linked to methodological perspectives
□ extended pn terms of content], focused and deep responses
■ being conversational, dialogic or a discussion
□ focusing on the interviewee
□ being lengthy over time or extended in terms of time
□ storytelling
■ managing control and power
■ being reflective

Figure 183.5 Distribution of participant researchers’ understandings of features of ‘in-depth

interviewing’
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Appendix 19

Initial analysis ofparticipants ’ advice
19.1 (A) to research managers (p.431)
(B) to novice interviewers (pp. 431-435)
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Appendix 19.1

Initial analysis of participant’s ‘advice’ to (A) research managers and (B) novice
interviewers
(A)
Advice to research managers
Issues of inclusion
•

interviewers should be chosen on manner and values and must have content
knowledge (Ellen)

•

be sure the interviewing load is equitably split among the team, make sure
everyone knows who is doing what, have common procedures and be well
organised (Peter)

•

research assistants should be a part of the research process...maybe some coaching
(Joan)

Training (on-the job and off-the-job)
•

have people shadow an interviewer with a debriefing, taking them through how it
worked (Natalie)

•

only send a research assistant to do the interviews if you have first had them work
with you (Joan)

•

invite them to go with you on an interview - you learn by doing (Brad)

•

do some interviews with them before sending them out on their own (Peter)

•

do the first interview and take the assistant along and model the process (nods,
encouragement and assurances and minimise the ‘urns’ and ‘ahs’) (Stuart)

•

each interview is different so modelling will be different (Stuart)

•

give novice interviewers a chance to practice in a way that they can see themselves
such as in a micro-teaching laboratory (Greg)

Personal issues
•

(B)

let your interviewees be their own person - not a clone (Ben)

Advice to novice interviewers

Planning and Preparation for interviews

Context and required knowledge
•

do background research to ensure the questions you ask are meaningful and
important (Fiona)

3
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•

have a good understanding of what it is you are interviewing about also the
workplace and the culture (Joan)

•

if you don’t have content knowledge talk to a colleague or someone in a similar
position to the interviewee (Ellen)

•

have the person who developed the questions interview you, debrief and then
interview a friend (Ellen)

•

discuss with colleagues to help clarify issues and questions then prepare an
interview schedule, seek comments on it and pilot (Fiona)

•

know what you want and have a protocol (Alan)

Developing the protocol
•

have protocols for the interview and check them with the manager (Joan)

•

develop schedules and any supplementary documents beforehand (Ben)

•

have questions written down, check with a colleague (Ellen)

•

have a logical flow in the questions so that it hangs together and make sense and
follow treads and leads (Stuart)

•

when a novice, have some follow-up questions prepared in case there is stuck part
in the interview (Ellen)

•

have a schedule, not too long and be prepared to ‘bend’ and ‘digress’ (Lee)

•

do a pilot interview to build confidence (Ben)

Practical issues
•

sit in on an interview [if the manager hasn’t arranged this before conducting
interviews] (Ben)

•

make sure the recorder is working, keep paper work in order, use transcripts and be
aware of confidentiality issues (Ellen)

•

tape the interview and take notes (Ben)

•

On the way home write down notes as to where it was and how it was for some
context and also mannerisms and body language, whether they wore jeans or
formal suits and so on (Lee)

Presenting yourself
•

dress modestly - don’t draw attention to yourself, e.g. not a business look if it is
not a business interview (Ellen)

•

consider what to wear, particularly if you are female (Joan)

Issues of conducting the interview
Interpersonal relationships
•

care about what you are doing and care about the people (Greg)

•

be relaxed and be yourself - not rigid - an interview is a conversation (Greg)

•

the socialness of a coffee helps an egalitarian conversation (Lee)

•

have sense of humour (to laugh at yourself) (Joan)

•

you can never be value free (Ellen)

•

have a non-threatening personal approach (Alan)

•

establish a relationship, find points of similarity or reciprocity, try not to talk too
much (Roberta)

•

develop rapport with the people (Joan)

•

be very aware of the interviewee and listen, use the reflecting back technique and
be supportive (Ellen)

•

have respect for people as individuals wherever they might be in the organisational
hierarchy (Alan)

•

when research is completed go back to the community to report on the research
(Brad)

Gaining access - interpersonal aspects
•

people like being interviewed (Ellen)

•

keep in mind that people don’t mind talking about themselves (Roberta)

•

it begins before the interview - you have to negotiate your way into the site (Joan)

•

ring to arrange time and place and whether by telephone or face-2-face and confirm
- people do forget (Alice)

•

make phone calls to make contact, use plain language and be authentic and be
accountable (Brad)

Strategies in the process of asking questions
•

always keep in mind what is you are wanting and guide, encourage and probe
towards that end (Greg)

•

run through the order of questions at the beginning so that the person can see where
the questions are leading during the interview (Natalie)

•

in terms of asking questions I would say be open, make it like a conversation so it’s
natural, really listen to people using active listening techniques and show interest in
their story (Alan)

•

don’t push a question - if someone is having difficulty with a question - rephrase it
(Natalie)

•

ask the question and unless they look baffled let them think about the question don’t restate it too quickly - telephone interviews are more difficult because you
can’t see if the person is looking puzzled or just thinking (Alice)

•

once the interviewee has responded - shut up and adopt a ‘look of enquiry’ - look
like you need more information (Richard)

•

distance yourself a little and don't be afraid of silences - leave some silences
(Roberta)

•

shut up as much as possible and slow down - it gives people time to think - don’t
rush in with prompts, give time - it is easy to be nervous about silences, but allow
that silence to make spaces that give people the time to think (Janet)

•

be mindful of ‘shutting up’. It’s hard not to talk - don’t talk and break in, smile and
nod but don’t let them go on and on (Lee)

•

give the interviewees a chance to go off and say what they think but be on the alert
for ‘reigning in’ (Ellen

The non-routine
•

be prepared to question yourself and develop strategies for rescuing an interview if
it gets stuck or out of hand (Natalie)

•

you can’t stuff it up - you can always go back and retrieve (Greg)

Recognition of interviewee input
•

tell the interviewees how you will be using their interviews (Ellen)

•

it is important to consider what the informant(s) get out of being interviewed, buy
coffee, give young people chocolate bars, tell them what happens next with their
input, how it will be published - send reports/papers if possible (Joan)

•

an interview should be educative in some way - always have something to leave
with people (Ellen)

Conducting ethical research
•

be prepared and don’t waste their time and be honest - if you don’t know anything
about what they’re saying, say ‘tell me about that’ and don’t pretend you know
when you don’t - be honest in your approach (Roberta)

•

be respectful of their time and don’t go over time (Lee)

•

be ethical in using data - don’t use data for other than what it was gathered for, and
provide information about the project and about consent and confidentiality (Alan)

Aspects of ethical leavetaking
•

always be conscious of what you leave behind (Joan)

•

in leave-taking ask the person is anything else they would like to add and finish
with a formal ‘Thank You’ (Ellen)

•

remember not to ‘foul the nest’ for the researchers who follow - it’s a PR role for
developing a positive image around research (Ellen)

A reflexive note
•

an interview brings the technical and personal issues together’(Ellen)

•

there are interviewers and there are interviewers - I think there are natural
interviewers - maybe it comes from life experience (Natalie)
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